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INTRODUCTION

For the last several years curriculum development has
proceeled under the banner of inquiry, a eomewhat mystical
doctrine (1) which encourages the teacher to hide a well-known
arewer in the soft core of an artifisial problem and beseech
the student to discover it. When the student uncovers the
answer, which he can do with some facility if the teacher asks
the right questions, his reward lies in the rich experience of
discovery, a vision of a piece of the structure of the discipline
he is studying, as well as a good mark for his willingness to
play the game enthusiastically. If the structure-discovery
game is played in the world of grammatical systems, the student's
reward may be an empty one, for he may have discovered a system,
but the system may be quite unrevealing. If the game is ex-
citing, as checkers and chess can be, at least for a while, the
reward may be in the learning of the gaud. But is the game worth
it? Is the structure empty? Is the activity relevant?

By nature, curriculum developers tend to &trees the
structure, talk about discovery, and neglect the student. It
is no wonder that Robert Carlson and Janes Crow said in their
review of the Project. Englith Curriculum Centers,

The standard, recommended teaching strategy is the
inductive method . . . which is whatever the writer
wants it to be, no more and no less . . . . Almost
never does inductive teaching imply an open-ended
and possibly uncertain conclusion that the student
may reach. It is used rather to get tho student to
arrive at a predetermined insight. (2, pp. 988, 990)

We are talking about a developer -traps the pedagogue
finds textbook material uneatiefactory; in the disguise of an
innovator he becomes enamored of a new structure; with peda-
gogical urgency he sets out to write a new textbook (called a
package), rushes to the classroom, presents the new material
in pieces (called problems), asks questions which are thinly
disguised answers (called inquiry), and through the uro of
sophisticated., or pseudo-sophistioated, statistical analysis
demonstrates the pragmatic value of the package (called research).
Unfortunately, in the words of Whitehead, "The advance which har
started with the freshness of sunrise degenerates into a dull
accumulation of minor feats of coordination," and the time has
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cove again for a new package, a new sequence of "inquiry
sessions," another run of the data, and "there is a new vision
of the Great Beyond" (3, p. 79).

Without question this process must proceed if advance is
to take place, but if advance is to be educationally significant
in any universal sense, new programs must not be frozen for
public comsumption, but invented out of the stream of new
knowledge by particular teachers and classes. A curriculum
center will fail if it becomes a producer of frozen commodities,
commercially prepared and distributed, for these products are
textbooks, the content already obsolete, unusable in innovative
settings. Inquiry is invention, not reconstruction; its rewards
are mainly uncertain conclusions and the need to continue,
rarely the clever discovery of a hidden fact; it is like a
constantly changing four-dimensional puzzle, never a scavenger
hunt.

Does this mean that the curriculum development center must
fail? That its products are frozen? That its task is ill-
conce!ved? Perhaps, but there may be an alternative, which is
to illustrate the process, to identify the continually changing
stream of linguistic exploreion, to characterize the variety
of classroom explorations, the successes, tint,. failures, the
deadends, the breakthroughs--in short, a true account cf a
continuing process.

Let us try a definition: language curriculum development
is the co 'itinuing exploration of tho heuristic possibilities of
evolving linguistic structures. A meaningful report of these
varied activities and changing perspectives must illustratl.vely
describe the exploratory process one must engage in with children
if he is to be a curriculum developer rather than a producer
and distributor of frozen packages. At the risk of being inappro-
preiately personal, I will try to give some account in the
following pages of what it means to experience a process, be-
ginning at a period which preceded the formal investigation of
the effect of a study of transformational grammar on the writing
of ninth and tenth gradors, proceeding through the early trans-
formational period, to the current curriculum project, caking
some care to identify the periods of acceptance an rejection
and the activities that characterized thorn. This somewhat
autobiographical account may serve as a map to guide one ::rough
the varied accounts of structures and experiences that comprise
the major sections of this report.

2
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The Structural Period

When one reflects on the history of a decade and tie
frequent attacks on the old schoolbook grammar, it is shocking
to discover that there are still classrooms around the country
where students arc futilely attempting to learn the old defi-
nitions and apply them to exercises in which the anmwers can
only be uncovered by the student if he can discover the hidden
agenda. For exarple, tie schoolbooks usually say that a noun is
the name of a person, place, or thing. We might call this an
ontological definition, which divides reality up into three
categories: persons, places, and everything else, the last
category sufficiently vague to render the definition uneless.
Nevertheless, in one textbook series the following words are
identified as nouns in the teacher's answer book: dos. (person
or thing?), thud (thing?), scream (thing?), sound (thing?), and
half ( ? ). With the exception of half, which presents some
unique problems, it turns out that the other words are called
nouns because they appear in positions usually occupied by nouns,
though this structural technique for identifying parts of speech
is only vaguely alluded to in a footnote which says, "Any word
that can he immediately preceded in a sentence by an article
(a, an, or the) is used as a noun . . . . When en article
appears in a sentence, a noun is sure to follow. Sometimes,
however, an adjective will intervene before the noun: a crooked
street."

Why would a teacher permit auch foolishness to occur in
the classroom? It hardly seems fair, or even humane, to make
success dependent on a hidden agenda and failure a consequence
of taking the definition seriously.

John Holt cites a similar situation in which a teacher
tells her firat graders that a consonant is "a cut-off sound,
made without using the vocal chords." The studentR have to
learn the definition and give examples of it, just as the grammar
students have to learn the definition of a noun. But only half
of the consonants are voiceless, so the definition is only half-
right. John Holt's discussion of this situation is frightening,
but undoubtedly true:

Why do we tell children thingr that about one
minute's thought would tell us are not true? Partly
because we oursOves do not need the definition to
know what a vowel (sic) is, and hence are not troubled
by its Inconsistency. I know a dog or a vowel when
I see oae, eo I don't care how you define 'hem . . . .

But the main reason we are careless about whet we
say to children is that W3 think it doosn't make any
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difference. We underestimate their intellectual
ability, the extent to which (at least at first)
they think about what they hear, try to make sense
out of it, and are baffled, upset, and frightened
when they cannot. (4, p. 153)

I wonder how many children are baffled, upset, and
frightened when they are penalized for being unable to make sense
out of the schoolbook definition of a noun? I wondered about
that a decade ago, when I stopped for a moment to examine the
definition, and consigned the schoolbook to the flames and began
to read Charles Fries (5), Lloyd and Warfel (6), Paul Roberts (7),
Nelson Francis (8), and James Sledd (9).

If you want to define nouns semantically, or ontologically,
as Silvio Ceccato has done (10), you need more than three cate-
gories--one hundred and twenty-two will do for a starter, in-
cluding the names of domestic animals, wild animals, herbivorous
animals, omnivorous animals, carnivorous animals, vegetables,
minerals, the parts of all these, and so on, each category
appearing in its own unique set of syntactic environments. In
this way one can identify the ontological categories of "things-
in-the-world" that we have names for, thus ultimately identifying
the categories of "primary" nouns, though not derived nouns, which
come into existence by the grammatical process of nominalizing
certain other primary parts-of-speech. Though the study of
nominalizations can be a fruitful one, it was not generally
available to the teacher of English before the appearance of
Robert Lees' The Grammar of English fopinalizntions (11). The
alternative, which was available througE-77L7,771. al., was
to exhibit the four main parts of speech (noun, adjective, verb,
and adverb) in certain specified basic sentence patterns and to
show how each of the sentence patterns and each of the parts of
speech may be iGantified by its position:

D A N VIAN
1. Your new baseball broke the big window.

D A N V AV
2. Our new team went away.

D A N V A
3. That young man is tall.

The three sentences exhibit a number of basic syntactical
relationships; a group of seventh-graders formulated the
followings

Words that come before nouns that can also come after "is"
are called adjectives.
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Nouns follow adjectives and appear at the beginning of all
three sentences.

Each verb appears in a different pattern and could there-
fore receive a different name, if one wished to do so
(transitive, intransitive, linking).

Adverbs cannot be placed before nouns. "Away" could not
be substituted for "new," though "tall" and "young" are
interchangeable.

"The," "your," "our," and "that" are all interchangeable
and could therefore be given the same name (determiner:
that is, a noun marker, a word that announces the forth-
coming appearance of a noun).

3eneralizations of this sort can be formulated by almost any
seventh grader; and though they will need to be refined as more
complex patterns are explored, they will, regardless of the form
the student gives them, serve to introduce him to the procedures
that a structural grammarian must develop to discover syntactic
relationships.

It is not difficult to show that if we call the word group
that begins with a determiner and ends with a noun a noun phrase
(NP), then we could distinguish the syntactic unit that consists
of a noun phrase preceded by a preposition a prepositional
phrase. Prepositional phrases can be called "modifiers" and
distinguished by position:

1. The "sentence modifier":

P D N 1 D A N V A
On the whole the new workmen were efficient.

2. The "noun modifier":

D A N P D A N V D N

The little boy with the red hair is my friend.

3. The "verb modifier":

D A N V 1-17 D

The little mouse ran up the clot

The clause may be treated in a similar way. It is one of
the basic sentence patterns, with or without a prepositional
phrase, preceded by a word called a "clause marker" that identi-
fies the structure. The clause appears in the different
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modifying positions in the same 'any as the prepositional phrase
does:

1. As "sentence modifier":

I-

CM D A N V D N D N

When your new baseball broke the window , our team

AV
ran away.

2. As "noun modifier":

D A N CM V P D NiVA
That young man who lives down the .eet is tall.

3. As "verb modifier":

D A N V 1 CM D N V PN
Our new team went where the manager. directed them .

The modifying clause fits in exactly the same positions as
the modifying prepositional phrase, though a complication appears.
The clause, a basic sentence pattern preceded by a clause marker,
may have its own modifiers, and they may be either phrases or
clauses. For example, in the second 3entence abovA "down the
street" le a verb nodifier inside a clause which is a noun
modifier. One could easily enough add a modifier to "street"
produci....z 4h° following structure:

rwho lives i down the street with the pine trees]]

This structure illustrates "layers of modifi:ation." The most
complex sentences are actually composed of simple syntactical
unite. This characteristic of language structure led W. Nelson
Francis to say with considerable en.husiasm:

. . . to find that its moat complex effects are
produced by the multi-layered organization of rela-
tive]; simple materials is to bring our thinking
about language into accord with ;odern thought in
otbftr fields, which is more and more coming to
emphasize the importance If organization -- the
fact that an organized whole in truly greater than
the sum of its parts. (8, p. 60)

Armed with the spirit and content of the New English, I
did not find it difficult to convince the faculty of the Ohio
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Stag: University School that a modern description of the structure
of Euglish would make it possible for students to learn to manage
the ;structures of their language with incomparable greater
facility. I also hypothesized, somewhat extravagantly, that as
the =students gained familiarity with the structures cf the
language, they would be able to express more r-omplox relation-
ships; of thought in their writing (12).

To demonstrate these claims I spent three quarters with a
group of seventh graders examining the patterns of Eliglish in
general and the styles of Thomas Wolfe, Hemingway, Fuulkner, and
Stseiobeck in particular. We developed together a deucriptive
procedure which was derived from Nelson Francis, though it
included our own creative flourishes.

After extensive classroom study, which included the daily
examination of passages of prose from a variety of w:;.:iters and
the careful identification of the classes and sub-classes of
parts of speech by the "substitution-r-framos" procedure, the
students had become sufficiently sophisticated in the techniques
of structural analysis to give a descriptive account of the
following sentence from William Faulkner:

They went up the road in a body, treading the moon -
blenched duet in the tremulous April night murmurous
with the moving of sap and the wet bursting of
burgeoning leaf and bud and constant with the thin
and urgent cries and the brief and fading burtts of
galloping hooves. (13, pp. 44-45)

Assuming teat complexity of surface structure was somehow
related to complexity of experience, I commented upon this
sentence as follows:

The purely functional act is symbolized here by "They
came up the road in a body." It is only when a
writer wishes to explore the gestalt of the total
experience that complexity of modification becomes
necessary. The basic idea, "They went up the road
in a body," becomes a purely presentational uymbol
when the writer begins the long sentence modifier
"treading the moon-blanched dust of the April night
. . . ," But what about the April night? I is
"murmurous" and "constant," and now a second layer
of modification has appeared. Each layer explores
the content of the preceding modifier more ffllyt
and as the complexity of the modification increases,
we begin to see the full scene, the full set of
relations, not only the purely functional act of
walking up the road in a body, but every significant



detail that makes the scene a fully presented non-
discursive symbol. (12, p. 458)

In the Faulkner sentence we were able to identify five
layers of modification, each layer containing everything that
appeared in succeeding layers. Layer 1, therefore, included
layers 2, 3, 4, and 5; layer 2, in the same way, included layers
3, 4, and 5; and so on. Our schematic representations of
passages of prose Omowed layers of modification related to one
another in a kind of Chinese-box arrangement. Finally the
boxes were colored blue if they were noun modifiers and red if
they were verb modifiers. Stylistics was never so colorful and
the extent of the narrative or descriptive characteristics of
any analyzed passage could be determined with considerable pre-
cision from at least twenty feet by observing its hue and in-
tensity: the bluer the paaeage, the more descriptive; the redder
the passage, the more narrative. As the students became more
skillful, the color system was extended to include several other
distinguishable modifying structures.

Our study included both extensive discussion of the
quality of the prose we were examining and regular practice in
formulating sentences of comparable quality. It seemed clean
that the students had a useful technique for analyzing and
talking about style. It also seemed clear to me thsi the students
were learning to write sentences that were quite iifferent from
the sentences one customarily finds in the eighth ,rade.

Informal comparisons between the writing at the beginning
and the end of the three-quarter period seemed to indicate that
the students had developed increased sensitivity to sentencehood.
For example, one student wrote the following sentence at the
beginning: "At night when I go to bed I can hear the noise from
a train far away, an airplane going pae, from the next room I
can hea ,. daddy snoring." The ditails remain separate, never
achieving the organicity of an explicitly formulated syntactic
structure. A year later the sane student produced the following
sentence: "Delicate branches from the high brush along the
creek arched over the pethway, their freele yellow blossoms
catching the first slant ray of the sun." Another student was
able to construct this rather complicated sentence: "As they
packed along the narrow trail cut in the ice they felt ae though
they were suspended by strings between the crevasse-acaxred,
boulder-strewn glacier and the high, fine, white kni,e ridge with
itu cloud banners and vertical cuts, sharply marked against the
blue back." Oily a year before the same student had written this
sentence: "Still very high above us etood the Grand Teton where
we were to go the uext day and across from that the Middle Teton
which the sun made look a deep orange."

8
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There are extensive examples in this informal study of
increased stylistic sophistication, suggesting to the teacher,
though not to the statistics-oriented researcher, that a syste-
matic and coherent study of syntactic structure accompanied
by regular writing assignments will help students learn to write
better. It would clearly be impossible to know whether these
students learned to write with greater sophistication because of
maturation, their knowledge of surface structure stylistics, their
enthusiastic inventivenesu, self-fulfilling prophecies, or some
combination of these factors. But perhaps it doesn't matter:
they were involved in a process which required them to identify
differences in the way classes of words may be used, to see
relationships between sentence parts, to compare stylistic
differences, to extend their own stylistic range, to develop
with some precision a vocabulary for talking about language, and
consequently to bring to the conscious level their in:oitive
knowledge of language.

The important thing about Olis three-quarter investigation
of style was nit that it was only subjectively evaluated but
that its content was invented by a tenclr and a class. Though
the terminology generally fell within the grammatical tradition,
it was quite acceptable, in fact often necessary, to invent new
terms as well as new procedures of analysis as the study con-
tinued. Since we were not following the prescriptiono of a
curriculum package, we were not restricted to a frozen structure,
but were able to develop a dynamic system that could adapt itself
to new structures a3 we discovered them. However, the pattern
approach as it is presented in the textbooks leads one to look
for a specific number of basic seatenne patterns (three in Fries,
ten in Lloyd ,Ad Warfel, and so on), which is a way to :lose off
investigation before it begins, since the exercises in a package
limits one to the patterns described in the .txt. In other
words, packaged grammars tend to provide the ,',udent with a
description -.2' jist those sentences that are used as examples.
If you start with a package it is almost impossible to investigate
the varied sentences that appear in a Hemingway or Faulkner or
Steinbeck. For finally language is considerably more complex
than the pattern approach woula lead one to believe. Complex
aentences aro not built from aimple sentences; there are not
just ten basic sentence patterns. No writer begins with a besic
sentence pattern which he gradually expands into a complex
pattern by adding p:Irases aid clauses. The whole process is much
more complox and once one has exhausted the heuristic possi-
bilities of describing the :surface structure differences in the
styles of the great writers the whole descriptive process becomes,
as Whitehead nays, "the dull accumulation of minor feats of
coordination" (3, p. 79). A beautifully colored descriptive
passage from Spotted Horaea (13) with the words properly labeled
and the modifiers properly boxed may impressively exceed anything

12
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the old schoolbo.)k can provide, but finelly there is a limit to
the passages one can color and the stylistic comparisons one
can make, and whet was once inventive, dynamic, and fresh becomes
routine and dull. Whitehead describes the process:

It is true that advance is partly the gathering
of details into assigned patterns. This is the safe
advance of dogmatic spirits, fearful of folly. But
history discloses another type of progress, namely
the introduction of novelt: of pattern into con-
ceptual experience. There is a new vision of the
Great Beyond. (3, p. 79)

The First Transformational Period

Noam Chomsky's Syntactic Structures (14) revolutionized
grammatical inquiry and a little later Robert Leee The Grammar
of English Nominalizations (11) provided us with an Illustration
of an e:Tlicit transformational generative grammar. The
structural approach to the study of sentences as it was ex-
emplified in Roberts' Patterns of English (7) and a variety
of other texts provided the student with a procedure for labeling
the parts of speech of existing well-formed sentences, but it
did not tell him anything about how sentences are formed. The
formula D + N + Vtr + D + N may be appropriately assigned to such
sentences as The dog bit the cat but it says nothing at all about
co-occurrence restrictions that are sufficiently extensive and
complex to guarantee that almost any random selection of two
nouns and a transitive verb will be semantically incompatible.
The following groups of nouns and verbs selected randomly from
the dictionary will illustrate this point:

The facade litigated the oxtail.
The pimento inactivated the complication.
The caution wronged the shore.
The morphology gagged the duck.

Furthermore, siLce writers do not begin with a basic
sentence pattern and expand it into a complex pattern by adding
phraecs and clauses, to recommend to a atudent that interesting
and complex sentences are formed this way could be nothing but
misleading, if not damaging. It is clear that students can
).ecru to apply the analytical procedures of structural grammar
rather easily and that the study of style is a reasonably im-
pressive accomplishment for an interested group of seventh
graders. However, the pattern approach is essentially wrong
and any sentence formation benefits would have to have come
indirectly as a consequence of attending self-consciously to

13 20



the various complex sentence patterns of the selected samples of
writing from contemporary novelists.

S3ntence formation is quite unrelated to the operational
principles that guide structural grammarians. It seems more
likely that sentence formation is an interaction between some
sort of mental activity and a generative grammatical device that
gives unique linguistic form to each unique mental event. In

this view a grammarian's task is to give an explicit account of
the generative process that yields a neer-ending stream of
unique utterances.

It is precisely this task that generative grammarians have
set for themselves. It is said that a generative grammar may
be thought of as a model of the device in the native speaker's
head that makes it possiMe for him to produce sentences of the
language. The problem of trying to understand the nature of this
device would seem to be similar to the problem of trying to
understand the behavior of the hypothetical particles inside the
atom. One cannot directly observe an atom; neither can one
observe the device inside the native speaker's head. Yet, in
both cases, a theory can be developed b&sed on a finite numbAr
of observations that will not only organize the data but predict
the occurrence of new phenomena.

When Chomsky says that a grammar is "a device that generates
all of the grammatical sequences of fit language] and none of the
ungrammatical ones," (14, p. 13) he s talking about a theo-
retical model of the native speaker's capacity for producing
novel sentences. A grammar of this sort could be thought of as
en automaton that could, through an ordered application of rules,
produce yell-formed and only well-formed sentences ,f the
language. Whether transformational generative grammar can
accomplish this feat in any adequate way has been persietently
questioned, but in any event platIctic Structure and subse-
quently The Grammar of English Nominalizations raised grammatical
inquiry to the level of a true science with an evolving theo-
retical account of man's moat exciting accomplishment.

A detailed study of The Grammar of En lish Nominalizations
uitimately lee; to the Bateman-Zidonis study 15) in which it
waa determined that high school students can learn the fuada-
mentals of transformational grammar and that a knowledge of such
a grammar enables students to increase significantly the pro-
portion of well-formed sentences they write as well as to
increase the complexity of the sentences they write with.Iut
sacrificing grammaticality. Questions have been raised about
the metholology of this study (16), though it seems reasonable
to preaume on the betels of the analysis of the data that a
careful and systeratic study of the structure of English does



increase the student's ability to form sentences with self-
conscious attenticn to cheir grammaticality. John Mellon's
study (16) seems to support these contentions, though he was
more concerned with sentence facility than well-formedness,
thus verifying sta-Listically what was only suggested in the
Bateman-Zidonis study.

Since The Grammar of English Nominalizations was the source
of the f,rarlatical materials used by the ninth and tenth graders
as well as the starting point for the curriculum development
activities described in this report, it will be useful to give
some account of this grammar, for its ultimate failLre as another
dull accumulation of minor feats of coordination awakened the
language curriculum developers from their dogmatic slumbers and
led them step by step to increasingly revealing stages of lin-
guistic inquiry. It is in this manner that one comes to realize
that e frozen package of grammatical exercises has no heuristic
potential, but is rather a record of the past, to be studied,
perhaps, by educational historians eager to plot the course of
pedagogical efforts to recover the English class from its
medieval preoccupations. Packages, as curriculum developers
are learning from the experience of a decade of curriculum
development, exclude true investigation, dealing as they do with
the presumed certainties of their obsolete structures, leading
students to partially obscured answers, all under the guise of
inquiry. A reacher who leads hie students through the successive
lessons of a grammatical package can never become a part of the
process of never-ending visions and revisions, of successes and
failures, of trials and errors that characterize the investi-
gative enterprise.

In grammars of the Lees period the phrase structure com-
ponent provided an orderly way to produce the simple, affirmative,
declarative sentences (kernel sentences) of the language. It

was said that a careful description of the kernel sentences of
English provided all the atructur,e needed to account for the
formation of complex sentences. The phrase structure grammar
(kernel grammar), therefore, had to be developed in terms of the
relationships that hold between simple and complex structures.
The best possible phrase structure grammar, it was said, would
provide the simplest base upon which to construct the transfor-
mational rules of the grammar. In the Bateman-Zidonis study
the students studied a formal set of phrase structure rules and
used this knowledge of the sub-categorization of the parts of
speech and the great variety of kernel sentence patterns as the
background for investigating informally the transformational
rules of English. The reason for treating the kernel grammar
formally and the transformational rules informally was suggested
by the somewhet specialized applicatio' the grammar to the
study of stylistics. It was not the aim to make transformational
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generative giammarians of the atudent., which would entail their
writing generative grammars, but rather to help them become
stylists who have expanded their capability of generating varied
and well-formed sentences of the language.

The requirement of learning how to reconstruct the trans-
formational history of a complex sentence, which the student
must learn to do in order to describe the stylistic (haracter-
i3tics of a writer, is somewhat alien to generative zrammars,
which generate sentences, providing a description along the way,
but do not analyze existing sentences. Consequently, a student
must h.F.-se sufficient understanding of the syntactic environments
in which the numerous categories and sub- categories of words can
appear to be able to reconstruct the steps through which a

sentence has passed in its formation. This task can only be
accomplished through the study of a carefully formulated phrase
structure grammar. Furthermore, an explicit account of the
kernel sentences introduces the student to many of the transfor-
mational rules since the close relationship between the simple
and the complex sentence provides the basis for defining the
parts of speech.

Given the innovative ideas of a generative grammar one can
proceed by developing a package, as was done in the Bateman-
:Adonis study and in the Mellon study, an turning it over to a
teacher and a class co study as a completed document, or one can
begin with a simple grammar and examine and evaluate it carefully,

alert to both its accomplishments and its limits. A close look
at a short sequence of mini - grammars will illustrate this latter

point.

The first rule in mini-grammar #1 states that the simple
declarative sentence S consists of a subject Nom and a predicate
VP.

(1) Nom + VP

Rule (1) can be translated into natural language as follows:
The symbol S, which stands for sentence, may be uxpanded into
its constituent parts, which are a subject (Nom) and a predicate

(VP). The arrow stands for the operation of rewriting the symbol
S into its constituent parts. The term Nom suggests nominal,
since other syntactical structures than nouus may appear as the
subjects of sentences, and VP is short for verb phrase.

The grammar now proceeds to expand the constituent parts

of Rule (1):
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V
L

+ Adj )

(2) VP --4 Aux 1 lint (Loc)(Tm)

V
tr

+ Nomj

The predicate of a simple declarative sentence may consist of a
linking verb (Via) followed by an adjective (La), or an intransi-
tive verb (Virit7 or a transitive verb (Vtr) followed by a Nom.
The braces mean that only one of the thTf sub-classes of verb
may be chosen. Any of the three verb phrases mry contain an
adverb of location and/or an adverb of time. The parentheses
mean that the enclosed elements are optional. Rule (2) accounts
for sentences of the following sort:

The boy was happy (at the movie) (yesterday).

The boy was singing (in the shower) (yesterday).

The boy shot a squirrel (in the park) (last Tuesday).

The grammar proceeds to expand the constituent parts of
Rule (2):

(3) Aux -- -7 _ sTn

(4) Tns
Past

The auxiliary verb (Aux) consists of tense (Tae) and other
optional elements (. . .) not specified in this mini-grammar.
Tense is either present (pres) or past (Rapt). Rules (5)-(7)
conclude the expansion of the constituent parte of Rule (1),
begun with Rule (2):

(5) Nom NP + Ns

(6) NP ---> (D) N

Sg
(7) N°

P1

The nominal (Nom) consists of a noun phrase (NP) and number
(N6), which is either aingular (m) or plural (P1). Rules
(11)-(14) introduce lexical items:

(8) -->
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(9) N ---4 boy, girl, tree, dog, . . .

(10) V
int

sing, run, stand, bark, look, . .

(11) V
L

seem, feel, grow, . . .

(12) V
tr

(13) Loc

--4
--4

admire, surprise, paint, . . .

here, there, in the house, on the
corner, . . .

(14) Tm now, then, yesterday, tomorrow,
Tuesday, . . .

If the rules of a generative grammar are applied in order
it is claimed that the end product will be a tree diagram pro-
viding us with the structural description of a well-formed
sentence. Our mini-grammar can be put to the test: if it pro-
duces only deep structural descriptions of well-formed sentences,
it is an adequate grammar. Otherwise, it will need revision.
If we apply Rules (1) through (7) in order the following tree
diagram will be formed:

Nom

NP

P

Aux V
tr

Tns NP N°

SgSg Past

If we place lexical items in the appropriate positions, we end
up with the following strings:

The boy ag past admire tae girl sg (The toy admired
the girl.)

The boy sg past surprise the girl ag (The boy sur-
prised the girl.)

The boy sg past paint the girl eg (The boy painted
the girl.)

The girl eg past admire the tree sg (The girl admired
the tree.)

The girl sg past surprise the tree ag (The girl
surprised the tree.)
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The girl sg past paint the tree sg (The girl painted
the tree.)

The tree ag past admire the dog ag (The tree adm4.red
the dug.)

The tree sg past surprise the dog sg (The tree
surprised the dog.)

The tree sg past paint the dog sg (The tree painted
the dog.)

It seems clear that the grammar fails. Trees cannot
paint dogs; girls cannot surprise trees; trees cannot admire
anything; and so on. The task for the inquiring student, whether
he is Robert Lees or a ninth grader, is to continue to test out
the grammar until he has discovered the extent of its failures
and successes. His problem, then, ic to revise the grammar so
that it makes fewer mistakes. Since some verbs require animate
or human subjects (admire) and other verbs require animate or
human objects (surprise), the mini-grammar will have to be
revised to include sufficient sub-categorization for us to be
able to select nouns and verbs that are grammatically compatible.
Mini-grammar #1 is evidently little better than the old structural
formula D + N + Vtr + D + N, though it is organized in such a
way that we are able to identify the source of its inadequacy
and to propose corrective revisions. We are able to do this
because it is a generative grammar and therefore a model of
sentence production. It fails to produce a high percentage of
well-formed sentences and is consequently a poor model. Once
we recognize that the model fails, we can raise a question about
what additional knowledge we must program Into the model for it
to perform more like a native speaker. As students of sentence
production we are now able to investigate the selectional re-
strictions of verbs. The ccncequence of such an investigation
would lead us to expand the Vtr of Rule (2) as follows:

(2a) Vtr

and the N of Rule (7):

(7a) N

Vtl [Nh

V
t2

1.

h

Nia

so that we have verbs that appear only in the environuent of
human subjects (Vti) and verbs that appear only in the environ-
ment of human obits (y11). At the same time we must distinguish
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human nouns (Nh) fror inanimate nouns (Rim). Further investi-
gation and testing would lead us to conCTUde that we need to
distinguish animate nouns from human nouns, concrete nouns from
mass nouns, masculine animate nouns from feminine animate nouns,
proper nouns from common nouns, and so on. Furthermore, we
would discover that there are many aelectional restrictions on
verbs and for each different set of selectional restrictions
we would need to establish another verb sub-categorization.

This process of formulation, investigation, evaluation,
and reformulation may be called inquiry as long as a teacher
and his students can continue to make meaningful revisions.
Revisions are meaningful when the new grammar works better and
when the process of evaluation and revision yields new insights
into the language. lb is always the responsibility of the
grammarian (student, teacher, or professional) to give explicit
form to our intuitive knowledge of language. It is quite evident
that mini-grammar #1 forces us to depend on intuitive knowledge
at the point in the derivation when we enter the lexical rules.
Only certain nouns can be paired with certain verbs. We know
whether certain nouns and verbs can be paired by listening to
tilt sentence in question to determine whether it is a well-
formed sentence. If we have to use our ears to determine whether
a sentence is well-formed, then the grammar has failed. Even
after we have sub-categorized nouns and verbs as extensively as
we can, grammars of the mini-grammar #1 type do not contain
explicit directions for selecting only the lexical items that can
appear meaningfully together.

The trannformational component of a generative-transfor-
mational grammar also had its accomplishments and its limits.
Certain trsneformational rules in a generative grammar describe
operations that can be applied only to certain sentence types.
For example, the passive transformation applies only to sentences
that contain a transitive verb. Therefore, transitive verbs
may be defined as verbs that have a passive form. The grammarian,
then, can include verbs in the transitive section of the lexicon
if they have a passive form. The rule for transforming an active
transitive verb into a passive transitive verb can be formulated
as follows:

Structural Description: Nom + Aux + Vtr + Nom
1 2 3 -r

Structural Change: 4 2 + Ile-en + 3 by + 1

which may be applied as follows:

The boy 2111 sikrRrise the Atrl eg,
1 2 3
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yhe irl 8 past be-en surprise by the boy sg (The giP1
2

was surprised by the boy.)

It is an effective rule which appropriately excludes such verbs
as have, weigh, and I'semble from the category transitive since
they dn not have passive forms. Again it is our intuition that
verifies that the boy is resembled by his mother is not e sentence
in English. At the same time this rile leads one to conclude
that there are verb and proposition complexes (look at, flirt
with) and verb and particle combinations (bring up, take over,
put away) that have passive forms and are therefore transitives.
The particle and the preposition, as Curme has observed, serve
to transform words that were originally intransitives into
transitives.

The inflectional preposition is not only placed
before words, but also after them in case of verbs:
You can depend upon him. The preposition, as upon
in this example, which once belonged to the word
following it, is now felt as belonging to a preceding
intransitive verb, serving as an inflectional
particle with the office of converting he intransi-
tive into a transitive. (17, p. 29)

Once it has been established that verb and preposition
and verb and adverb complexes may be thought of as transitive
verbs a new problem arises. A "transitive" verb is usually said
to be a verb that passes the action from the agent (usually the
subject) to the object and the object is defi-Ad as the noun
phrase (not a prepositional phrase) that receives the action.
First of all, in the case of a verb-particle complex it is
difficult to tell whether the object is the receiver of the
action. For example, what does it mean to say that Mary is the
receiver of the action in the sentence "John thought about Mary"
or even "John locked at Mary." Furthermore, if intransitive
verbs are often followed by prepositional phrases, then how
does one distinguish between verb-particle complexes and in-
transitive verbs? The problem is further complicated by the
prcpositioo that transitive verbs have passive forms. Conse-
quently, one has to make decisions about the transitivity or
intransitivity of the verbs in sentences of the following sort:

The boy is bringing up the books --->
The books are being brought up by the boy

The boy is looking at the girl
The girl is being looked at by the boy



The boy is living in the house on tLe corner
The house on the corner is being lived in by

the boy

The children walk across the lawn
The lawn is walked across by the children

Do the particles up, at, in, and across carve, as Curme
says, to make the verbs transitive? Or do thoy belong to the
objiict, changing the noun phrase to an adverbial, locative
prepositional phrase?

The upshot of all this is that the student's decision once
again depends on his intuitions: if the paer,ivee cited above
sound all right, then one is obligated to say that the verb.; are
transitive if one defines transitivity iu te.ms of passivization.
If, on the other hand, transitivity is defined semantically as
action that passes from the agent to the object, then ono has a
difficult decision to make in respect to such verbs as look at,
thisk about, live in, and so on. One must concludea:1C students
are quick to do this if givAu the opportunity to be thoughtful- -
that the definitions are once again only moOerately operational.
Furthermore, there is a more serious question: even if this kind
of investigation is conducted in an open, thoughtful, and critical
way, that is, as true inquiry, are the consaquences significant?
Have we discovered important principles of language? Or have we
rather discovered the limitations and inadequacies of generative-
transformational grammars of this period?

It seems= reasonable to say that if ae students in a class
have had the opportunity to examine criticrilly the deecriitive
capability of a system of grammar it is legitimate scientific
inquiry as long as the students are learning about the problems
of linguistic inquiry and the structure of language. It was
evident to moat of us at the curriculum center that this kind of
critical examination of a grammatical system is precisely what
lirguists do--how else can a science deve]op ?- -but it was not
evident that such investigation was leadir4 to powerful new
intights into language. One can become ao immersed in the study
of a model that he forgets that a model allot be a model of some-
thing and the whole idea is to understand more fully how the
"something" works.

One other major problem occurred during this stage of
grammatical development: in spite of Chousky's persistent
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disclaimers, developers of pedagogical grammars" persistently
asserted that complex sentences were formed oy combining kernel
sentences in accordance with specified transformational rules.
This mistaken conclusion led developers to design exercises of
the following sort (18, p. 71):

Exercise 26: Apply Embedding Transformati,Ja 17 to the
following sets of matrix and constituent sentences; below:

1. MI I remembered IT.
C: I took the test yesterday.

By studying the examples that preceded the exercises the
student was able to conclude that the following complex sentence
was callnd for: I remembered to take the test yesterday. The
intention of the des,sfarraidCeirstandable and sincere),
namely, to provide the students with practice in forming complex
sentences from kernel sentences, which was originally an activity
designed by structural grammar developers, though at that time
the notion of transformation was not uldely discussed. One could
say, then, that the developers of this period had actually only
re-organized tie materials of the Roberts' vintage in a pseudo-
trareformational format and had in fact not understood the new
theory at all, which had stated quite cle'Arly that complex
sentences were formed by the application of transformational
rules to abstract underlying structures. It might have been
pedagogically necessary to avoid the complications of The Grammar
of English Nominalizations, which was a fine text for linguistics
majors but not suitable for junior senior high students, but
the consequence was to violate the theory and give only a new
appearance to an old matter and to leave the student with a
package that was stultifying and that made true inquiry im-
possible.

The Second Transformational Period

The appearance of Chomsky's Aspects of the Theory of
Syntax (19) revitalized the model, and though the model still
had automatonistic characteristics and ten'ad !o force students
and teachers into rule manipulation and automatic tree con-
struction, there was a healthy measure of innovation and more

'I have in mind here the following grammatical packages:
Donald R. Bateman and Frank J. ZUonis, Now Grammatical Sentences
Are Formed, A Manual for Studying a Generative Grammar of English
M, and John C. Mellon, Transformational Sentence-Combining:

A Method for Enhancin the Development of Syntactic Fluency in
English Composition (16).
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than a little new insight into the way language works. Some of
the newness was notational: selectional restrictions were dis-
cussed in terms of "features" ( ±human, -4-animate, . . .) and the
old phrase structure rules were modernized so that embedded S's,
features, and some of the simple transformations (Q, Vii, passive)
were introduced into the tree directly.

The first rule of one of the nAw phrase structure grammars
developed at the curriculum center took the following shape:

(1) ('IH)(Q)Nom + VP (Adv)

The introduction of VH and Q into the first phrase structure rule
made it possible to produce the following string:

Q the teacher ag past assign the lesson sg yesterday

which was said to be the deep structure for the sentence Did the
teacher assign the lesson esterda ? Once the new notational
scheme was formulated it was not difficult to see that the earlier
formulation in which no question signal appeared was wrong. If
the deep structure of a sentence represents in any way at all
its psychological or4in, it is empirically wrong to represent
the deep structure of a question as if it were declarative at
first and only later transformed into a question by the speaker.
Few transformational rules indicated that the question trans-
formation applied only to deep structureL containing the symbol Q.

Another rule introduced a relative clause S into the Noun
Phrase:

(14) NP Npr
{D + N (S)

which made it possible to construct trees in which relative
clauses were clearly part of the NP:

No

NP

D N S

Nom VP

21
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Another rule introduced S into the complement:

+ Nom

(7) Comr for + Nom

S

It was now easy to show schematically why the sentence We
saw the boy mowing the lawn may be interpreted as the answer to
the question What was the boy doing? or Which boy did _you see?
In the first case moiing is a complement and part of
tha verb phrase and in the second case it is a reduced relative
clause and part of the Nom. The passive transformation, which
switches the Nom's, changes the form of the main verb, and
inserts .122 in the proper position, verifies this account of the
ambiguity:

MP V Comp NP
We saw - moving the lawn - the boy

The boy was seen mowing the lawn.

NI' V NP
We saw the boy wh: was) mowing the lawn.

The boy mowing the lawn use seen by us.

A vuriety of demonstrations of this sort was accumulated by
linguists and developers to convince teachers and students of the
empirical validity and heuristic value of the new model. Many
of the standard demonstrations were indeed convincing and some
of them were even innovative. which is to say, not designed by
C#omsky. For example, the introduction of the notion that N's
contained bundles of features and that verbs of a certain clasp
could be inserted into certain slots in trees only if the featur
environment matched a selectional rule associated with the verb
made it possible to discuss deviancy in an interesting way for
the first time. The verb surprise contains the inherent feature
&tr.), ',hick indicates that it must be followed by a noun phrase,
but contrary to the old Robert..' approach a seloctional,rule
specifies that the object must contain the feature &hill. If it
does not, the resulting sentence will be deviaml., which is to
say, there will be a violation of a grammatical requirement in
the deep structure of the sentence. The verb surprise may be
used grmmmatically in the following deep structure:
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,---.,Nom

VP

NP 110 V

D...----------N
1

[Etiji

...1

the
,

truth)
tboy
dog

aurprised the

Nom

N°

D N
,-1

l+hul

tea
(
her

tree

There are no restrictions on the subject Nom: anything can
surprise one; but the object No must be human.

It is not immedia,'ely clear whether co-occurrence is a
grammatical, a semantic, or an ontological matter, but regardless
of this problem there is little cillestion about convenience of
the notational system. Furthermore, once one has begun to explore
co-occurrence or selectioBal restriction in terms of feature
distribution, the new notational system cnn bs used to explain
how we are able to understand metaphorical expressions such as
John swallowed his pride. Pride could be uaid to have the
feature Eilabstract) and swallow could be said to have the
features Iitransitiv4) and &physical action]. Verbs in this
class select objects with the feature concrete] (perhaps
even Fediblj). The following tree will illustrate this point:

AMIMENIIms.

'Whether dogs can be surprised or not probably dependu on
the definition of "surprise." If they can, then the object Not.
may also have the feature c+Arg, but than a new problem appears
since it seems odd to Bay 'the trdth surprised Fido."
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S

Nom VP

V
.

Nom

[-+tr NP N°
+physi

-'''C-
I

D N
swallow

I

E+con]

On the other hand abctract objets (or perhaps more accu-
rately emotional objects, though at this stage of grammatical
development the feature Eemotj was not included among the
inventory of nominal or verbal features) such as pride can appear
only in the context of verbs that contain the features Etransi-
tivej and &emotional restrainq:

S

....--------------_,
Nom VP

---------------V ----Nom

r( ..-------------..

L+tr NP N°
+emotional

.....-"/-1/4...\

restraint D N

I .

['Abed

I

pride

If our grammar includes a lexicon in which the features of the
entries are identified, we can select from the lexicon entries
that match the grammatical requirements of the underlying deep
structure, insert them in the proper slot in the deep structure,
and produce a non-deviant sentence. I1 the first tree we can
insert physical action verbs into the verb slot and concrete
nouns into the object slot. In the second tree we can insert
emotional restraint verbs into the verb slot and concr-te nouns
into the object slot. In both cases we will have grammatical
sentences. But in the case of the sentence John swallowed his
pride we have twu co- occurrence violations: first of all swallow,
a physical action verb, must occur with a concrete noun, but
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additionally pride may occur with an emotional restraint verb.
The double feature violation can be illustrated in the following
way:

D

[

The

N

?Ad

V

+phys

D

[

NP

boy

+N
+hu

swallowed

rr++t 1
+phys
(+emot
reatr)

[

his

+N
+hu] trr+Imo:

restr

+V

D N V

N

44[
+con

Grammatical
Structure
#1

pride

+N
+Abstr
(+con)

Lexical
Entries

+N
[ +Abstr.]
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We can see that the deviancy has a complex cause: the
fea,.ure D.conj, which is required by the physical action verb,
influences our interpretation of the lexical entry pride, causing
us to think of Eride at least momentarily as a concrete noun,
and the feature +emot r,,tij influences our interpretation of
the lexical entry swallow, causing us to thick of it as a sub-
stitution for a mental verb. Swallow, therefore, gives physical
force to the emotional verbal action and o'er expectation for
swallow to require a concrete object gives concreteness to the-----
abstract pride. Metaphor, therefore, may be examinee in terms
of an interaction of grammatical forces, each force mingling
with its counterpart and thereby enriching the Total semantic
force o: the sentence.

When models yield innovative pedagogical adaptations,
though such innovative activity might cause a linguist to
shudder, teachers and students, once again, are engaging in
inquiry, and new insights into language structure are acquired.
Once the formal procedure is developed and f..aly understood it
is no longer necessary to repeat it for any othr reason than
to explicitly illustrate a particular interpretation of in
especially interesting deviant structure. Students can learn
rather quickly to apply a principle that has been discovered
through inquiry and given explicit form only after a persistent
series of formulations, evaluations, and reformulations. Once
the technique has been satisfactorily refined, it may be referred
to informally when it is needed to clarify a specific semantic
point.

Not all pedagogical innovations are fluitful and when they
become dull accumulations of minor feats of coordination it is
time to move on to something else. The history of the embedded
S, ae it developed in seminars with cooperating teachers, will
illustrate this painful aspect of curriculum development.

The development of a convenient method for echematicizing
the underlying deep structures of nominalized and Ielatieizad
sentences provided us with a more sophisticated device for
describing style. The earlier etructural techniques for carving
up surface structures into layers of modification had served
its purpose but the new grammars, constructed as they were co
synthesize sentences rather than analyze them, stimulated no
innovative stylistic study in t'e classroom. In fact, with
the exception cf a brief period in which features and selectional
rules suggested new interpretational techniques, the new grammars
kept developers;, teachers, and students busy trying to learn
how to work the grammars. It was coneequently often difficult
to discover just how the new grammars could be used in the
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classroom. However, the earlier successful descriptions of
style with a comparatively unsophisticatel analytical device
suggested to everyone that the new sophisticated models should
yield more revealing stylistic techniquau.

After a period of trial and error, which took place in a
variety of classrooms from grades 4 through 16, we were able to
develop a new technique for describing style in terms of deep
structure. The final test of the new stylistics was to return
to the old Faulkner sentence and compare the results with the
earlier structural techniques for describing style. The analysis
yielded the following schematization:
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The same information can be organized as it is on the
following page. In both cases embedded S's are identified
according to the S in which they are embedded. They were
treading the dust (S1.1) is the first embedded S in Si (They
went S1.1 up the road in a body). Similarly, S1.11 is the
first embedded S in the first embedded S in 31. The notational
system is a simple and direct one: the depth of ea,:h embedded
S can be identified immediately by counting the numbers to the
right of the decimal point; the numbers of embedded S's at each
level can be tabulated; a profile of frequency and depth of
embedded S's can be easily formulated. Similar descriptions of
other Faulkner sentences and sentences from other writers can
be made and statistical comparisons of different writers can be
made.

It seemed possible that the new models had pedagogical
possibilities, yet they not catch on and the general response
of teachers end students was quietly negative. Once again
curriculum development had degenerated into a minor feat of
coordination.

The Third Transformational Period

Huch of the work in transformational grammar up to this
point was concerned with developing detailed phrase structure
rules and the transformational rules that were needed to change
deep structure strings into utterable surface otructures. The
most complete grammar developed at the curriculum center con-
tained 26 phrase structure rules and 35 transformational rules.
This grammar provided the framework for a set of materials
developed by cuoperatiug teachers and center personnel during
an extended summer workshop early in the project. In the spirit
of the times it was appropriate to regard a grammar as a machine
which needed nothing more than a scanner to pick the rules that
matchad the nructural description of a string and carry out the
operations specified by the rules. Though it was largely left
unspoken, it was becoming evidc.nt that the study of such a
grammar, impressive as it required one to regard students
as machine operators.

Apparently linguists themselves were becoming dissatisfied
with the task of formulating seta of transformational rules for
suddenly there was a bold shift from tooling up grammars to
re- examining the workings of language. There had been an im-
pressive advance, as Whitehead says, "in the use of assigned
patterns for the coordination of an increased variety of detail.
But the assignment of the type of pattern restricts the choice
of details. In this way the infinitude of the universe is
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dismissed as irrelevant" (3, p. 79). In this case, the part of
this universe that has been dismissed was the rich excitement of
investigating the infinite variety of language performance in
an open, investigative, creative way.

It was at this time with the assistance of The Ohio State
Un...versity Department of Linguistics that we were able to escape
this clutches of the machine by reading the dissertations of
Ba:7bara Hall (20), Petal. Rosenbaum (21), and George Lakoff (22)
ant articles by Charles Fillmore (23), James HcCawley (24),
Uriel Weinreich (25), and Wallace Chafe (26). These documents
dii, in fact, introduce "novelty of pattern" into our conceptual
experience. From Peter Rosenbaum (21) we discovered how to
escape the detailed complexity of extensive phrase structure and
transformational rules; from Barbara Hall (20) we learned how to
advance from purely syntactic descriptions of such terms as
"slbject" and "object" to more semantically oriented investi-
gations; from Charles Fillmore (23) we learned about case grammar;
and from George Lakoff (22) we learned new ways of investigating
syntactic irregularity. Most of these studies were motivated
by a strong desire to escape syntactic deep structures, which
wero not actually deep structures at all, and to discover the
nature of true deep structure, that is, semantic structure.

It would be mistaken to suggest that Chomsky had unwittingly
neglected semantics and had consequently missed the whole point
of language study. Quite the contrary is true. In the essay
"Topics in the Theory of Generative Grammar" (27), Chomsky state;
qvite clearly that

the problems of universal semantics still remain
veiled in their traditional obscurity . . . . The
immediate prospects for universal semantics seem
much more dim than the prospectb for universal
phonetics, though surely this is no reason for the
study to be neglected (quite the opposite conclusion
should, obviously, be drawn) . . . . Let us then
introduce the neutral technical notion of 'syntactic
description' . . . of a sentence that uniquely
determines its semantic interpretation (the latter
notion being left unspecified pending further in-
sights into semantic theory). (27, p. 5)

It was clear to the young linguists that the time had co:1n
to think about semantics, but the shift had to come gradually.
First of all it was necessary to see a base grammar as a simple
formulation that could be manipulated imaginatively to produce
underlying structures that would extend syntactic descriptioi
into the realm of meaning. At the same time, the preoccupatic
with the formulation of transformational rules subsided and it
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was possible to discuss embedding, coordination, topicalization,
psssivization, interrogation, and other transformational operations
informally without the pressure of explicit formulation. The
effect of this shift of attention was to free grammatical inquiry
from the clutches of the machine and to open up new fields of
investigation.

New base grammars were formulated in the following way:

(1) S ---4 NP + VP

(2) VP ---;>V(NP)

(3) NP (NOS)

Specific transformations were referred to by name (gerundivi-
zation, infinitivization, cleft, passive, relativization, etc.) to
identify grammatical processes that had been carried out in the
production of particular sentences but detailed explicit de-
scriptions were omitted. The new rules eliminated the detailed
syntactic sub-categorization that was characteristic of earlier
transformational grammars, introducing only nouns and verbs as
syntactic categories and all other characteristics of the deep
structure appeared as grammatico-semantic features placed in
brackets under the two major syntactic categories N and V:

S

NP

N

+corm

+hu
del

VP
I

V

i

I+V

+pres
4prog

The boy is

Interlocking parentheses were introduced as a new symbol in the
base rules to indicate that either one symbol, the other, or
both could be selected. Thus (N§S) may produce either N, U.S,
or S, that is, a single noun, 4 noun plus relative clause, of a
nominalized sentence functioning as subject or object of the
sentence.
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This simple set of base rules freed the young student of
grammar from the tedious and mechanical task of making elaborate
phrase structure grammars work by applying a long sequence of
appropriately selected rules. It was now somewha easier to
contemplate the possible psychological reality of the new base
rules. The creative device that enabled a speaker to produce
well-formed sentences must include a component that identifies
the syntactic structure that will match the structure of meaning
that is taking form as the sentence makes its way from feeling
to utterance.

But syntax is only part of it. Somehow one must find a
way to introduce appropriate semantic content into the deep
structure, for at every point in the production of a sentence
there must be an interaction between syntax and meaning: how
else could the speaker fit the one to the other? One attempt
to deal with this problem and to provide the teacher with a
full account of "semantic" features was developed by Roderick
Jacobs and Peter Rosenbaum (28). Unfortunately, though, the
details of this package, as complete and careful as they are, do
not provide the student or the teacher with an heuristic structure
that leads beyond itself. Postman and Weingartner have it
right when they say:

. . . if one accepts the rather obvious fact that
language is almost always produced by human beings
for human purposes to share human meanings (the one
exception to this is when two grammarians have a
conversation), then the study of language is in-
separable from the study of human situations. A

language situation (i.e., a human situation) is
any human event in which language is used to &are
meanings. (29, p. 54)

A growing aware .ss of the limitations of the study of
syntactic regular. .y d us to the study of case grammar, as
it is introduced by Charles Fillmore (23), and syntactic irregu-
larity, as developed by George Lakoff (22). We began to discover
ways of talking about semantically interesting sentences. Such
sentences as "The boy kissed the girl," which may be ontologi-
cally i,teresting, ,hough vammatically unproductive, were
abandoned and more imaginative uses of language were drawn from
poetry, advertising, and cartoons. We tried to make use of what
we had learned about syntactic descriptiln, though we did not
forget that if grammars are to be useful they must be insightful
and heuristic and if composition programs are to engage students
and teachers in meaningful inquiry they cannot be based on the
theory that grammar is a machine and so are children.
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Language study can become exciting when syntactic irregu-
larity is investigated, when the teacher, and the student, who
should both be investigators, try to explain how sentences mean.
In Section Two of this report, Barbara Van Horn gives an anecdotal
account of the in-,estigations of a group of eighth graders who
had studied a considerable amount of grammar over a two-year
period and were able to draw on this knowledge to say some very
insightful things about syntactically irregular expressions.
For example, the following two lines from Wilfred Owen's Arms
and the 29,/ were discussed at some length: "Let the boy try
along that bayonet blade how cold steel is," and further on in
the same poem, "His teeth seem for laughing round an apple"
(30, p.262). Advertisements provided another rich source:
"Haste makes sense," "Young it up with Oldsmobile," "The thirst-
slaker," and "Rainfair gives you neat you never knew."

Once inquiry of this sort has become a regular part of the
English class, students frequently bring unusual examples to
class. One of my favorites is a cartoon which presents with
appropriate illustration the following definition: rock, n.:
to cause somaone or something to sway -- by hitting them with it.
Other interesting examples come from Peanuts: Linus says to
Lucy, "Take a look at this . . . . It's a picture I drew of some
cows standing in a grassture." "In a what?" Lucy says, in her
usual manner. To which Linus replies: "In a grassture. That's
where cows always stand . . . . You don't know anything at all
about cows, do you?"

It is not easy to maintain the rigor of a discipline when
you only want to investigate spectacular events, and if you are
not careful, you substitute the glamor of literary criticism for
the rigor and explicitness of grammatical inquiry. A sense of
our obligations and the need for orderliness in the investigation
of semantic structure led us to focus our attention on the study
of case relationships, a fundamental, universal set of noun-verb
semantic relationships, introduced by Charles Fillmore in "The
Case for Case" (23).

A full account of case grammar and an application of its
principles to the interpretation of poetry may be found in
Section One of this report. This material, developed by Thomas
Shroyer, is presented in such a way that teachers may design
inquiry units for use with particular classes.

Though case study is not the final answer to the problem
of developing a systematic way of exploring the semantic structure
of sentences, it did serve to liberate us from the rigidity of
earlier forms of transformational grammar. Once free it was
easy to be inventive and to deal directly with problems of
interpletaion. Durir this latter period of the project the
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unpublished work of Anna Wierzbicka (31) taught us how to explore
the meanings of sentences without depending on specific gram-
matical systems. In an unpublished paper entitled "Generative
Semantics for the Classroom" I tried to present a simulation of
an inquiry session which drew on the work of Anna Wierzbicka and
the study of case grammar. Actually, it is something less than
a simulation: it is really a monologue; but perhaps it will
suggest indirectly a way in which a teacher and a group of
students can explore meaning.

Generative Semantics in the Classroom

When we study the sentences of our language to discover
how they era constructed, what they mean, Ilow they are alike,
how they are different, we are trying to make sense out of the
most complicated thing people do. We are trying to discover the
rules that govern the language game so we can understand how the
game is played so we can learn to play it better. But why should
we try to play the game better? Probably so we can say what we
want to say, explain what we mean, give form to our ideas, under-
stand what others Bay and write, tell jokes effectively, write
good themes, relate our experiences and understandings inter-
estingly and effectively, and a host of other activities that
people carry on automatically from morning until night and even
in their dreams.

'hen linguists talk about meaning and structure, they say
that language has an inner and an outer form. They say that the
sentences we hear andthe sentences we see in books and on the
chalkboard have a surface structure that is really only an
abbreviat:on for a deep structure, which is the full meaning
of the sentence. Look carefully at this sentences:

(1) Even John is angry.

There arc only four words in this sentence. If we said only
John is angry, it would mean that the person named John felt
that he had been mistreated in some way which caused him to
become emotionally upset and irritated with someone else. But
what does even mean? The dictionary gives the following defi-
nition: "though it may seem improbable." This definition seems
to suggest that the sentence could be rewritten as follows:

This sontence ie borrowed from an unpublished paper by
Anna Wierzbicka entitled "Negation - A Study in the Deep Grammar,"
M.I.T., March, 1967 (31).
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(2) Though it may seem improbable, John is angry.

Now our four-word sentence has become an eight-word sentence!

But does our eight-word sentence really capture the meaning
of our four-word sentence? Are there other circumstances that
have not been directly stated that we feel to be a part of the
meauing of the original sentence? "Even John is angry." Listen
carefully to the sentence before you read on and try to get hold
of the full meaning. Consider the following sentences:

(3) Something has happened to cause a number of
people to become angry.

(4) John is one of the angry people.

(5) We did not expect John to be angry.

Now 'ee have twenty-seven words! Does the combination of
sentences (3), (4), and (5) begin to reveal the total meaning
of sentence (1)? We could say that these three sentences con-
tain a paraphrase of sentence (1). They provide us wiih an
interpretation of sentence (1) and illustrate how the many
elements of an event out in the world are packed together or
telescoped into a very small package (Even John is angry) which
is actually only an abbreviation (surface structure) of a very
complicated moaning (deep structure).

It is the task of the student of language to discover ways
of unlocking the meanings of sentences. He must learn how to
look at a surface structure in such a way that he can recover
the deep structure. Or to put it somewhat differently: he must
discover the rules that ex?llin how people can look at or hear
surface structures like Even John is angry and understand auto-
matically what they mean, even though a precise account of the
meaning may take as many as twenty-seven words. You may remember
that even the dictionary failed to provide us with a definition
of even time fully explained how we understand Even John is anga.

We can pursue these ideas a little further by looking at
another sentence:

(6) Helen flew to Paris.

What do you think it means? What possible event could it
refer to? Could it have more than one meaning? How does one
unlock the meaning of a sentence? These are questions we should
ask about particular sentences when we are trying to discover
something about the rules of ,he language game. But before we
try to answer any of these questions, let's find out what we know
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about the surface stricture of our anutence.

There ale different kinds of words in a language. In our
sentence Helen is a noun, flew is a verb, to is a preposition,
and Paris is a noun.

N V P N

(7) Helen flew to Paris.

If you have studied grammar before you may remember that
Helen is sometimes called the subject of the sentence and flew
to Paris, the predicate.. Sometimes we say that sentences are
made up of noun phrases and verb phrased. Verb phrases are made
up of verbs and sometimes other noun phrases. Noun phrases
always have 1.ouns in them (Helen, Paris); sometimes the nouns
are accompanied by other words that tell us something about
the noun. For example, in our sentence the noun phrase to Paris
contains a preposition that tells us that the noun Paris 1; to
be regarded as a location, that is, the place to which Helen flew.

(8) Sentence

_-------------------s'----.
Noun Phrase Verb Phrase

I..-----------'''.
Noun Verb Noun Phrase

1

Prep
-/--

I

----------------
Noun

Helen flew to Paris

You have probably already n,ticed that our discussion of
the parts of speech has led us away from our original question.
We haven't really said anything at all about the meaning of our
sentence, and since the most important thing about a sentence
is that it has a meaning, you might wonder about whether there
is any point in talking about nouns, verbs, and prepositions.
You have probably also noticed that our diagram of the surface
structure does not help us at all to understand the sentence
or even to talk about the meaning of the sentence. Yet we do
need to know how the language of the surface structure is re-
lated to the language of the deep structure, and perhaps, like
the chemist, who talks about hydrogen and oxygen and water, or
the phys±cist, who talks about molecules and atoms and parts of
atoms, we need to be able to talk about nouns and verbs and
prepositions. But more of this later.

Have you decided yet what it cc'uld mean to bay Helen flew
to Paris? What questions could we ask about the words in this
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sentence? For instance, who is Helen? Is she a person? Or
sometning else? We already know that the word Helen is called
a noun and you probably remember that our grammar books often
say that a noun is the name of a person, place, or thing. Do
you think Helen is a person? A place? A thing? Do you know
what a thing is? Have you ever looked up aim in the dictionary?
It's not easy to find out what a thing is. In fact, it's so
difficult that an Italian linguist whose name is Silvio Ceccato
decided that to say a noun is the name of a person, place, or
thing is a very poor and useless definition. Consequently, he
worked out a more detailed breakdown of the things that nouns
name (10). For example, the names of all of the following
things are nouns: flying animals, swimming animals, creeping
animals, carnivore (animals that eat other animals), herbivore
(animals that eat only vegetables), dangerous animals, peaceful
animals, wild animals, fruit trees, transparent things, solids,
liquids, foods, vegetables, parts of animals, parts of vegetables,
solid things, hollow things, pointed things, and so on. In fact,
Silvio Ceccato listed 142 differert kinds of nouns!

But to return to our sentence. If Helen is a person, can
we say that Helen can fly? Does she have wings? What do we mean,
then, when we say Helen flew to Paris? Do we mean that helen
travelled to Paris in a plane? Then it must have been the plane
that flew. Or perhaps we should say that someone flew the plane.
Or caused the plane to fly. Maybe Helen isn't a person. What
else could Helen be? Sometimes planes have names. Pilots oecome
very fond of their planes and they give them names, usually the
name of some girl they are quite fond of. Perhaps Helen is the
name of a plane. Then we could say that someone flew Helen to
Paris. Or maybe Helen is the name of a bird. Then we could say
Helen flew to Paris and we would mean that a bird named Helen
flew to Paris. But what if Helea is a person? How would we
interpret our sentence then? Could we say that Helen was traria-
ported to Paris in a plane? Or that someone transported Helen
to Paris in a plane?

But what about Paris? What is Paris the name of? A bird?
Perhaps Helen and Paris are both birds and Helen is very fond of
Paris, who is a boy bird, and she wants to be with him. Or maybe
Helen and Paris are both people and Helen is in a hurry to see
Paris. But surely she cannot fly. What would it mean, then, to
say Helen flew to Paris? Certainly it is an exaggeration to say
that Helen can fly. You have to have wings to fly and if Helen
is a person she doesn't have wings. Only birds have wings. So
what does it mean to talk about Helen as if she were a bird?
What an odd game!

Maybe Paris is the name of a city. In that case we could
say that Helen, the bird, flew to Paris, the city. Or Helen, the
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person, was transported to the city. Or Helen, the
person, hurried off (like a bird) to Paris, the city.

We have bean exploring the possible meanings a particular
sentence can have. Our sentence seems to have many possible
meanings, which is to say that is is ambiguous. When we try to
discover the mearings a sentence t;an have we are beginning to
investigate the deep structures of that sentence. We have been
able to discover a variety of meanings that our sentence could
have because we know that words like Helen can refer to a girl,
a bird, or a plane and that words like Paris an refer to a boy,
a bixi, or a city. Of course, we know that some of the meanings
of our sentence may be unlikely ones, but they could occur in the
context of a story. For example, there is a very famous story
about Helen of Troy, a very beautiful girl who was married to
Menelaus, the King of Sparta. Unfortunately, Helen wss in love
with a young man whose name was Paris (according to one source).
In fact, she liked Paris mo-e than she liked Menelaus. So she
eloped with Paris and Menelaus was so mad that he went after her
with his army -- and that's how the Trojan War began. Thus,
Helen flew to Paris in this context would mean: Helen, the
person, flew (hurried like a bird) to Paris, the person she
loved.

There are other ways in which utterances can be misunder-
stood, sometimes with catastrophic consequences. We can illus-
trate such a. situation dramatically and that will bring our
discussion of Helen flew to Paris to a climactic conclusion.

A One Act Play i;haracters: a tired linguist
a tired linguist's wife

Setting: It has been a hard day at the office and the tired
linguist is returning home to enjoy the couforts of
his armchair and the cool taste of iced tea. He is
looking forward to an intelligent conversation with
his wife and pleasant activities with his numerous
children.

Tired linguist (to his wife): Oh, what a day. Eight hours of
it. The same thins. Over and over. The same problem.
Sometimes I don't think it will ever end.

Tired linguist's wife: What was it today? The same old thing?
Some silly sentence, I suppose.

Tired linguist: You won't believe it, but I've spent the whole
day trying to understand Helen flew to Paris.
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Tired linguist's wife (uneasily): Who ,.et the world is Helen
Flutiperis? Another one of those Greek secretaries? The
whole day? Well!

Tired linguist (dozing off in his comfortable chair, the iced
tea dripping slowly from his bearded chin): The pilot
caused Helen Flutiperis to Zzzzzz . . . .

Gremmatico-Semantic Structure

The informal exploration of the meanings of sentences ca.
be a rich classroom activity, as Barbara Van Horn's account of
her classroom in Section Two of this report documents. Hc.w-

ever, neither the formal study of syntax nor t..e informal study
of semantics seemed sufficient. Somehow the study of language,
as Emmon Bach has said, should be a study of the relatimIships
between grammatical and semantic structure: every form has a
meaning, and there is a form for every meaning (32). It is in
this cense that sentence formation may be thought of as the
matchinL of grammatical structure to semantic structure. The
struggle for the writer is the discovery of this match and the
task of the composition teacher, if there be such a person, is
to mice the composer aware of the enormous difficulty of finding
the match and to provide him with some procedure for evaluating
his effort.

It is his task that constitutell che terminal activity of
this project. Section Four of this report, "Investigation of
Syntactic-Semantic Relationships in the Selected Writing of
Students in Grades 4-12," by William E. Craig, presents a full
account of this investigation.

Advances in biological sciences are often made through a
study of pathologies, i.e., the careful investigation of physio-
logical malfunctions. Such studies frequently lead to insights
not discovered in the study of haalthy organs and tissues. Thu
approach to the study of grammatico-semantic structure in Section
Four is comparable: through a careful examination of malformed
student sentences, William Craig has developed a systematic
account of a set of syntactic-semantic relationships derived in
part from the work of Ernst Cassirer, William Stern, Anna
Wierzbicka, George Curme, Hendrik Poutsma, Zeno Vendler, Etsko
Kruisinga, and Otto Jespersen, studies dealt primarily
with the writing of adults, rather than children, and of well-
formed sentences, not mat-formed sentences, in which the problems

'See Section Four in Voluwe II of this report for exact
references.
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of matching grammatical structure with semantic structure are
most interestingly revealed. So far as we know, there has been
no other study of the language of sO,nol children that utilizes
the sentences children actually write as the basis for a syste-
matic account of the syntactic-semantic relationships they use
and misuse.

Section Four presents a close examination of over 8oO
sentences from students in grades 4-12 which were written in
response to the three STEP Essay tests administered to all the
students in the project. Even though the sentences came from
essays in which the topics were pre-determined, they provided
e "ough examples of the mismatching of grammatical signals and
semantic structure to reveal a set of semantic-syntactic relation-
ships.

These relationships are grouped in basic families that
illustrate major semantic principles; e.g., conjunction (the
general semantic principle of expansion), restriction (the
general semantic principle of limitation), reification (the
general semantic principle of abstraction), and topicalization
(the general semantic principle of emphasis). Each of these
general semantic principles has a variety of specific relation-
ships that illustrate the ways in which such relationships are
expressed in syntactic forms in English. For example, the
principle of conjunction (i.e., semantic expansion) is illus-
trated by six specific syntactic-semantic relationships: CATEGORY
EXPANSION, OBJECT DESCRIPTION, ENUMERATION OF REFERENTS, TEMPORAL
SEQUENCE OF ACTIONS/EVENTS, CONTRAST/OPPOSITION OF REFERENTS, and
DISJUNCTION OF REFERENTS. Each of these specific syntactic-
semantic relationships is defined and illustrated through specific
student sentences thet reveal how students in the project used
and misused the grammatical signbls for these relationships.
For example, CAT GORY EXPANSION 1.e illustrated by student
sentences which demonstrate how the grammatical signal for this
relationship, AND, has been misused by student writers.

The following excerpt from Section Four (Vol. II, pp. 88-89)
will illustrate how a student's sentence violates the appropriate
syntactic-semantic relationship of CATEGORY EXPANSION.

Take for example this sentence produced by a seventh-
grade student on his essay written for the Fall 1967
STEP Essay test:

(15) SHE NEIGHS SEVEN POUNDS AND EIGHT
OUNCES, BLUE EYES AND BLOND HAIR.

We know from our own experiences with language and
the real world that the student is describing a baby
girl, for we know that SEVEN POUND AND EIGHT OUNCES
is a commonly reported veight for new-born infants.
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We gain additional support from the student's previous
sentence in which he tells of the arrival of his new
baby sister, although we would not have needed that
information to have understood sentence (15) above.
The coordinated NP's themsel'res--SEVEN POUNDS AND
EIGHT OUNCES, BLUE EYES, BLOND HAIR--suggest a
category to us immediately, for these items are those
usually supplied in the information about new -horn
infants: their weight, their hair- and eye-color.
Combined with the feminine SHE, these NP's are
enough to suggest the most probable category NP to
which the coordinated NP's belong: PHYSICAL ATTRI-
BUTES OF NEW-BORN INFANT GIRL.

However, although SEVEN POUNDS AND EIGHT OUNCES,
BLUE EYES, BLOND HAIR are all members of the category
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES OF NEW-BORN INFANT GIRL (SISTER
OF STUDENT), we find the student's coordination of
them in sentence (15) unacceptable. Why? Because
the coordinated NP's follow the verb WEIGHS, as if
the baby sister not only weighs seven pounds and
eight ounces but also weighs blue eyes and blond
hair! As native speakers, we know that we do not
ordinarily conjoin two meanings of WEIGH in the same
sentence . . . . Neither do we ordinarily allow a
single appearance of WEIGH to stand for both meanings
in the same sentence. Therefore, the student's
syntactic coordination of the NP's of weight, hair-
and eye-color immediately following the verb WEIGHS
confronts the reader with a category expansion that
is not acceptable.

Each of the syntactic-semantic relationships making up the
general semantic principle of conjunction is illustrated in this
way; likewise, the syntactic-semantic relationships of the gen-
eral principles of restriction, reification and topicalization
are illustrated by student sentences that as clearly as possible
reveal students' uses and misuses of the grammatical signals for
these various semantic relationships. (See the appendix to
Section Four for a list of all the syntactic-semantic relation-
ships developed by Craig, along with an illustrative student
sentence for each relationship.)

We want to stress that although this development of a
systematic set of syntactic-semantic relationships was the
terminal activity for this project, we feel confident that this
set of syntactic-semantic relationships is just the beginning
of the study of syntactic structure and semantic structure urged
by Bach. Some informal investigations of the classroom use of
such a set of relationships can be seen in Section Two of this
report, "An Anecdotal Account of a Classroom Investigation of



the Semantics of English Sentences." In the third chapter of
this section, "Composition," Barbara Van Horn describes the uses
her students made of the knowledge of the grammatical signals of
CATEGORY EXPANSION in revising malformed sentences they had
'written. Obviously, such an informal application of this par-
ticular syntactic-semantic relationohip can be expanded to
bhatever relationships a teacher and his students use, for each
oust look at his own writing to determine just which syntactic-
:emantic relationships are not being used appropriately before
le applies the knowledge contained in the syntactic-semantic
relationships of Section Four. Hopefully, this set will be
expanded and amended by teachers and students exploring together
the sentences they write.
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SECTION ONE

AN INVESTIGATION OF THE SEMANTICS OF ENGLISH SENTENCES

AS A PROPOSED BASIS FOR LANGUAGE CURRICULUM MATERIALS

by
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PREFACE

The present work was written while the author was taking

part in a development project supported by the United States

Office of Education (Cooperative Research Project !!o. 2133,

Contract 0E-6-1C 107, Development of Composition Prograys

Based on Generative Grammar and Psycholinguistic Theory for

Grades 7-9). Part of the project's task was to determine

language materials for children in grades seven through

nine. Project pereonnel thought that even the best of current

theoretical linguistics as not sufficiently adequate to be

translated directly into language materials for the class-

room. Specifically, while a highly articulated syntax and

phonology were available, there wa:. no comparable account of

semantics, undoubtedly one of the central aspects of language.

It was necessary, then, to explore the semantic structure of

EnglisL-prior tc the development of lAnguege materials, The

resulting concepts and procedures would supplement liter-

ary interpretational techniques, yield insights into student

composition, and provide a relatively (linguistically) sound

basis for the later formulation of language materials. The

constraints imposed on this description were, therefore. the

53
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following:

1. The description must take up directly the problem of

meaning (semantics).

2. The account must be open: oriented toward investi-

gation rather than formulation.

3. The description shou]d be based on the most semanti-

cally adequate linguistic theories and on the

author's knowledge of language as a native speaker

and student of linguistics.

4. The results must provide systematic insights into

literary language.

5. The results must provide systematic -nsights into

student composition.

The author believes that, although the currant writing

does not include illustrations which meet requirement No. 5,

the system set forth potentially makes a significant contri-

bution to a description and analysis of student composition.
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I INTRODUCTION

"No education can be adequate in which knowledge
of our native language ... is false, or shallow,
or trivial."i

"What needs to be clearly seen...is that linguistics
is essentially the quest of MEANING."2

"i,:astery of the fundamental ideas of a field involves
not only the grasping of general principles, but also
the development of an attitude toward learning and
inquiry, toward guessing and hunches, toward the
possibility of solving problems on one's own."3

There is little reason to document past failures of linguists

in dealing with problems of language description or even in

recognizing then. Similarly we need not relate the lack of

success of educators concerned with language instruction in

providing appropriate, truthful, and revealing language mater-

ials for their students. Although the full range and depth of

1
Herbert J. 71uller, The Uses of English (Nev York: Holt,

Rinehart, and Winston, Inc., 1967), p. 58.

2Benjamin Lee Whorl, Language, Though t, and Reality:
Selected Writin,s of Ben amin Lee Whorl. ed. John B. Carroll
Cambridge, M.I.T. Press, 195 , p. 73.

3
Jerome S. Bruner, The Process of Education (Cambridge,

;!ass.: Harvard University
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language and its connections to psychology and philosophy were

recognized and expounded in -;artesian thought in the 17th and

19th centuries, it has only been within the lest decade and

a half that these earlier insights and principles have moti-

vated any further serious linguistic investlgations and only

within the last two years that they have influenced a few

linguists to deal directly with that aspect of language Lhich

is most crucial. meaning. As a consequence, no educational

materials now available manifest any of the richness and

potential of rationalistic Cartesian linguistics for investi-

gation and understanding of language and thought.

Descartes was not primarily interested in language
per se, rather, reflecting the existin: unified
discipline in his time of linguistics, psychology,
and philosohy--the same areas which current genera-
tive grammarians, in their search for better explana-
tions of language phenomena, find interrelated- he
saw language as that function of man which was most
human: that the linguistic an mental processes of
man were virtually identical.l.

4
Thoras G. Shroyer, "A Feview of CartesiaL Linguistics by

1:oam Cho:Isle (unpublished paper, 067).

Since it is necessary to create language materials which

are not 'false, or shallow, or trivial,"5 since these materials

5
Muller, The Uses of English.
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must permit, even force, students to engage in "the quest of

meaning"6 and to develop "al attitude toward learning and

Whorf, ThssthIL,AId TILalitt.

inquiry,...toward the possibility of solving problems on

one's own,"7 the developer must determine the possible

7
3runer, The Process of Education.

theoretical and methodological sources to draw from in

order to achieve these goals. A Chomskian Generative-Trans-

formational grammar might be one source of value in light

of the claims that Chonsky has made concerning the place of

his theory in the Cartesian tradition and Mn perceptive

statements about language instruction in the seloolo. For

example, he says,

4 impression is that grammar is generally taught
as an essentially closed and finished system, and in a
rather mechanical way.... It seems to me that a
great opportunity is lost when the teaching of
grammar is limited in this way. I think it is impor-
tant for students to realize hou little we really
know about the rules that determine the relation
of sound (surface structure) to meaning (deep
structure) in English, about the general properties
of human language.... Few students are (ware of the
fact that in their normal, everyday life they are
consistently creating new linguistic structures
that are immediately understood.... They are nev.r

57
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brought to tine realization of how amazing an
aecomelisteaent this is, and of hcp limAteq is our
comprehension of what makes it po.lible.°

Siloam Chomsky, "The Current Scene in Linguistics," College

7:ncaish, Vol. 27, :it,. 8 (flay 1966), p. 595.

Yet an examination of the type of grammar put forth in works

such as Chomsky's Aspects of a Theory of Syntax9 or Jacobs

and ?,osenbaum's English Transformational Grammar 10 rs!veals

9
Noam Chomsky, Aspects of a Theory of Syntax (Cant-ridge,

Mass.: Press, 19GS).

10
R. A. Jacobs and Peter S. Rosenbaum, Ent:dish Transforma-

tional Gramm! ('altham, 'lass.: Maisdell Publishing Co.,
1963).

them to be besically mechanical, closed systems which do net

deal directly with meaning, as these criticises of the

Chomskian paradigm indiccae:

There is an uncomfortable similarity between the
way that semantics has generally been treated in
transformational grammar and the way that syntax
was treated in the 'pnonological grammar' of Trager
and Smith. In either case the subject is a nebulous
area which cannot be dealt with nn its own ground
but is accessible only through the more manageable
field of syntax or phonology. This similarity is made
especially clear in Katz and Fodor's dictum (1963)
that 'linguistic description minus grammar equals
semantics,' which in effect tsserts that semantics
Is (by definition) the hairy mess that remains to
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he thned aboi.it after on 'tith lin,.

utgtics

__

D. ""fta 7cle of !=enanties Sr a 6rftrzar,"

in Universals in_Linruistic Tneorz .ed. by I:. Hue:i rt%i 7+.

:arrx Yoi-).,; Holt, :iirlehart, ant Yiraton, Ii.c. , 11).
125.

For tlie lest fey years trunsforlaticaal cr=cmmar,
in 1.1, fom Ly CliosAy h1E'. 1%,7:.2n a

effort...roar,L; OiitLisait-,h4n3 v!..-Lorena of
d,c,p Fia*rvx tover1.i.

an explicit theory of transition 'fro7 tlie depth to
tha surfacti.'.

However, in practice, the notior. of deep struc-
ture with watch tranafornational grammar has been
working see ,s still very far fro:1 the lorical
grarnar of t`,e Cartesian Ungulate :n fact, even
in the relatively radical version of Postal, Lakoff
and Foss the 8.c. diet gtructure loo'ica rather like
an intenaediate concept, suspended half way between
universe.' notation of the meanini- and the super-
ficialities q the fora, halfayntactic, half-

12
Anna. Werzbic'ift, "1:eFatton - S'otdy in the Deer Gr1:ar,"

uLtS (dittoed !sper, eArch, 1967), footnote 1, p.

32.

If we recant lag. -loge ce an extraordinarily complex
device for symbolizim; human ex:)erience by vocal
sound, it seels to ne that we are led to e rather
Jiffereut persl.:ective than van afforded...by Chomskyan

lThle thory) arose for a -Teoccupatton
with till symbol rather than that is symbolized.
and es e. cormequvicp1 distorted the real. relationship

tetwen tvo.1'



-13VAllaee L. C145: as Lanzlo.
43, 1 (:arch, P. 57.

It [Chomskian deep struct4re3 ie an artificial inter-
r.-,ediate level between the empirically discoverable
'se:antic deer) structure' and toe observationally
accessible surface structure, a level the properties
of which have core to dc with the methodolocicel
commitments of granmarlans than with the nature of
tenva languages. 14

---1-4
aarles J. Fillnore, "The CSC fcl. Case," in rni.,.c.rLa15

in Linplistic Theor ed. E. Bach and R. Jari-15.(i:ew York.
Holt, Rinlhart, and !Uneton, p. 88.

An examination, of such post Chomskian literature reveals

a persistent and fairly wide-spread attempt to maintain

theoretical ri,;or and to use the ratioalistic rethodology

of ordinary lanquage philosophy in an effort to deal directl)

with meaninr. One example of this attempt is Fillmore's

moat cmplete statment of case grammar, "The Case for Case."15

15
Fillnore, "TY.e Cs..c for Case."

Fillmore defines case rclaT.ionships at;:

...aemanticaliy relevant syntactic relationshipn
involving nouns and the strectur..ts that contain

CTMese relationshir.,...lre in larre rar'.
covert but are nevertieless enVvically discover,.
able.... (7)hey forri a t;pecific finite set....I



16
Fillt....orct, "The Case for Case," p. 5.

He further points out that these covert case categories are

not to be confused with historical accounts of case which

were based on morphology or accidence rather thsn on a concept

of deep structure in which syntax is central." One difference

17
Firr-ore, "Thf, Case for Case," pn, 2 3.

between his gramar and a Chomskian gramar is revealed ty

his discussion of Cie two sentences

(1) John ruined the table

(2) John built the table

Fillmore says that the covert grammatical distinction between

these two sentenced is that of "effectum" versus "effectun":

in (1) the table is understood to have existed prior to

John 's action in (2) the table is understood to have

come 1%to existence as a rs:sult of John's action. IS
Further,

18

"P.e Case for Case." p. L.

the syntactic implications of this distinction are revealed

by the fact that (1) ray appiopriltely answer the vestion

(3) What did John do to the table?

1



while (2) may not.19 (n the other Mn.,cl a grarnar such as

Fillmore, "The Case for Case," r. 4.

that described in Aspects of the Theory of Synta)?° would

20
Chcmsky, Aspects.

simply account for the difference between the two sentences

on the basis of th^ difference in selectional features assoc-

iated with their respective verbs: ruin o.-otours With a

preceding 'AT containine the feature C-ststractl, wherLas

build co-occurs with a preceding NP containing the featur,:.

C+humanl. Clearly, this l'Ater 7etho4l is based only on

superficisl co-occurrence patterns. Thus, it appears that

one impor'ant factor in U.e ipereased adequacy cu.' Fillmore's

grammar is the i,troduction of semantic data Into the process

of sentence analys's. A brief account of one pers;,ective on

the recent history of graw.atical systems will Illustrate

the full impa(!t, of this step.

One of the first modern atte :pte to describe sentences

in a systematic way was Immediat Constituent analysis. The

application, of this methodology results in the division of

sente.ices into their various fomal parts and the labeling

of those parts. Thus, a sentence lqe

I.)
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(1,) John opened the door

consists of constitue:its "Jolty,," a noun phrase,

and "ouened the door," a verb phrase. The verb phrase con-

sists of the irmodiate constituents "opened," a verb, and

the door," e rlon phrase. The latter ,ions phrase, "the

door," consists of the immediate constituents "the," a Sete:

miner, and "door," a noun. The merit of this system is that

it arovids a consistent means for identifythe parts of .:en-

fences wit?. constituent labels. Furti.er, it contains terms

which can be used to state generalizations about Fnelish:

for example, every sentence contains a noun phrasc

and a verb ;:irase every noun phrase contains a noun, and

every verb phrase contains a verb.

6Lnce a.stem is restricted to a description of

sentential conL.ituent tyre WA order, it most fail to account

for any as:ect of mcanin6. For example, it cannot revel

the relutionships between u.,,paren*.ly quite different sentences

which are nevertheies. judged to be esicntielly synovmDus

ny native s; eaters. Conversely, It will represent senanti-

cally uurelfAcd sentences in ideutical fashion. For exampla,

(S) and (.1 will be identicr.1:1I labeled, as (7) and (3)

illustrate

(5) Harry vants the tie

It) Hilda ?Med the roach

1;:)



(7) ( ( ( Harry ) ) ( wants ) ( the )

S liP N . 7P 7 NP

( tie ) ) ) )

(5) ( ( ( Hilda ) ) ( ( ) ( ( the )

S N VP V Nr

( roach ) ) ) )

Transfornational Nmediate Constituent analysis (namely,

Chonskie.n grammar) atter.2ted io account first for sentences

in whic:. the lexicri items were identical, in which imeaninGs

were identical, but in which constituent orders were differ.

ent. To facilitate this analysis, the system postulate,' a

cc- on order of constituents fret. a variety of order.;

as possible. In effect, t'.1,; cor.-.7:cr: order vas called tht,

dee.:) structure of sentences. Per:haps the tvo t...Tes of sen .

tences to receive not '?ore sentence contain

a pa:,sive construction and Cle sentence contatning an

"cxtraposel" constituent. These two tyres are illustrated

(FA ar4 (12) respectively.

(9) Krrl opened 'i yresent

(10) The present vas opened is res.r1

(11) That ::ary didn't co:.-e surprised. no one

(12) It surprised no one that nary didn't core

Nidence of 7ransformstional gr:,..r.Ar's reliance on IC

analysis is provided ty the nature of Its syntactic diarran-

ming, as illustrated in Figure 1. 1 constituent labels are

t
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Fipure 1

1) VP

I./......'
-"`",........_

1 I
-"_

Harry wants D N

1 I

the tie

the sarc as those in (7), as are the dependency relationships.

In addition. the diagram for (6) is identical to that of

Figure 1 (with the exception of selectional features and

inherent feitures).

Since the basic assumption implicit in this system,

like tat of its forerunner, is that the ';17. VP sequence is

oblirlitory, every sentence ha:, as its deep vtructure the

form HP VP. If a sentence does not superficially reflect

this ili= as in the case of the imperative sentence and the

agentless passive sentence, that HP in said to have been

deled in the process of sentence formation. ;:eaninf is

appealed to whenever sentences are formally relatable in

order to ,1115tify t%e clairs cf dee!, structure identity. A

k-ommitmeLt to the "neuvxml technical lotion of 'syntactic

description'"21 prevented any direct investfration of meanin...

21
oan Chorsky "Topics in te Theory of generative r:rarrfir

in ...7urren4: :Vends inLincuistics. Vol. III: Theoretical

Yolaiiutigps. ed. by Thomas A. SebeokffSe Haeue::touton, 1,;64),

5.



One new development of :?,e Transformationalists, said-2

fror. the theoretical positinr of transiori-.ations to account

for syntactic variation, was that their syste7 was generative:

Even a snail set of rules, a syntactic struc-re could be

7enerated into which morphet.La were introduced to for accep

table sentences.22 Yet these generative rules were basically

22
This is screhat of an oversirplificatior t! 'e annro-

prtate choice of morphemes was determined by other rules and
the final phonemic form was determined by still another set of
rules.

a leneralizai fors. of 'Immediate Constituent analysis, an the

constituent cnteoYies of t:le follovinr illustrative genera-

tive rules det)onstrate:

S NP VP

(:))

VP-- V (FP)

Fillrore attempted to overcome the semantic limita-

tions of Transforr.ational Immediate Constituent rrammar with

Its obligatory NP VP ecep structure by developing a case

pratonsr, first in "A Prol)osal Concerning Enrlish Prepositions,"23

23
Charlcs J. Fillnore "A Pre)rosal Ccncerntne rnoliFh

lionocraph Series on Languages ern ;,inruistice A). 19
ed. by F. P. Dinneen (Georgetown University, 1956).

tf3or
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then in "Towerds a Xodern Theory of Case,'" and finally in

"The Case for Cuse."25 :;otin7 that the definition of deep

24
Charles J. Filirore, "7cYards a "cderr.Tteery of Cas,,,"

project on Linyulstic Analysis, Report No. 13 (The Ohio State
University, 1946).

2S
'Cherie': J. Fillrore "The Cnse ecr CR3C."

subject as the immediately dominated by the S prevents an

account of the essentially identical relationships between

some verbs and some nouns, whether they are "subject" or 'object,"

Fillmore claimed that the real deep structures of sentenr:es

are not of the ordered and highly structured form hypothesized

ly the Transformationalists, but rather are unordered sets

case relationshipa accompanied by a verb. Thus, "subject"

and "object" are features only of surface structure. For

example, by accounting for the synonymity of pairs of sentences like

(13) Harry bought the bird irll Schwartz

(IL) Schwartz sold the WI tc Parry

(15) 'Lary rented a car to Filbert

(16) hubert rented a :ar from Vary

(17) Larry blamed the accident on Bud

(18) Larry blaeed Bud for the accident

(19) Guy steals money from banks

(20) Gnv ro.3 hans of monev



by deep structure ident!ty within case prarmar, he decoonstrete()

the failure of Transfoilational Immediate Constituent c;remaars,

which have to postulate different underlying structures for

each of these sentencs. The Implicit claim that two or more

surface sentences which contain unidentical lexical items and

unidentical hsubjecte and "objects" can be derived fro7, the sa-e

deep structure opered the way for a new kind of snruLge

analysis.

A brief examination of Fillmoe's phrase structure co:rpo-

nent an its use of esee relationst:ips vill demonstrate the

strengths and the weaknesses of his case (trarr.ar. The phrase

structure rules are as follows.`'

S :i(odality) + P(roposition)

P V(erb) + Cl + Cn

C ::(oun) P(h,ese) + Y(asus)

:73 (D(eterminor)) + :1(oun)

26
These ruler are o,iy illustrative. Me exlAnsion of

Modality) is net stated since the relevant points of this
iiscussion are skated to the category Proposition) and its
expansion. "C, + are the various case relationsUns
which nay sppehr in the dee'. strutturea.

These rules will generate structures such ss the one in Figure

?, which is the deep structure of (21).

(21) John opened the Uoor



Figure 2

(e.R.:rast V A 0

open NP K

Z.N.
N ty N 0

Johr the door

This figstre reveals that the verb ooen can appsar with an

ktertivi and an Objective SIP. The Agentive relationaMT is

signaled by the preposition "by" and the Objective relation-

ship is inmarked, "0". If, us in (21), the )3entive Is

tapicaai!.ed, Its prepositional rase mA.rker is deleted. On

the othe. hand, if the Objective is topicalited, the Agentive

marker I; retained:

(22) The door was opened by John

Since FiLlmore claims that prepositions are cage signals (with

or withoA semantic significance or content), he can account

for their appearance or non-appearance in terms of superficial,

sometimes topical, constraints. Thus, the differences in the

prepositions of (13)-(20) are matters of the superficial

constraints imposed by considerations of topicalis.tion An

additional feature of cat.: grammar is its method for describinc

the syntactic semantic character of verbs. The case co-

occurrence possibilitie:1 form the basis for this description.

c.(-4



For example, open sppesrs both in sentences which c.,ntain an

Aeertive :11 and those which do not. Further, it always

appears in sentences containin? an Objective ZIP. Thin Inforna

tion is a part .>f tne lexical description of oven and ray be

:_xesent;:d in the foll:Ang notation:"

o:en + (A) 0

27
This lescription or oven is only illustrative since oth:zr

case relationships nay alsciWffear vith it. The parentheses
indicate optionality, the lock of pereotheees indicates
obligatoriness.

Sirce inr:,i.vidual ease relationships a:e defined ne7.anti-

rally. both lexical characterizations which contain then one

deep structures re;eal important aspects of meaning. Por

example, Fili,lore defines Agettive end Oojective in the

following vaj.

15Apritive_ (A), tie case of the typically animate
Terceived inetirator of the action identifier
'y the verb.

,"-lbjective (o), tie semantically most neutral case,
the case of anything, re7resentable by a noun
whose rose in the act ,n or state identified
by the verb is identified by the verb itself.
conceivably the concept should be limited to
things which are affecte,; by the action CT
state ide4ified by the verb .20

28
ralmore "The Case for Case," pp. 24-23.
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001er cases are also definecl. se!-.antically. However, Fillmore

has said tt.at case reLli.ionships are "semantically r'levant

syntactic_relationships. (Italics nine.) It is at least

29
Fil?Torc, "The Case for Case," r. 5.

41..estionable whether syntactic relationships can be defined

semsnticolly ani in no other way. !toreover, the phrase

structure component which contains grawmatical categories

such as :1) mod V, which are neither defined nor definable

semantically, also contains cast designation suci as A(gentive)

and 0(tojecive), which are neither defined nor de'inable

syntactically. '411:ther this nixture of semantic and syntactic

categories is accertable ',1" not is really rot at queat!on.

:.ore specifically, whether servintic catoories such as cage

relationships Chn t,nerate (be rewritten as) syntactic este-

ones is again not at questim.3° The important point to

30
IL mi;7ht sov.nd as if these rotential were sirilar

to those against "mixing levels" made by descri:tive linguists.
however, this IS not at all the situation: if, in fact, Clere
is a determinable inter-relationship between semantic all
syntactic phenor'.na, it cannot to presented (Jvtrtly, it must
be defined and its account carefully justified. Fillt,ore's

system does appear to slt7gest such an Inter-relationship
though it is never defined in such a way as to justify his
semantic category -srAactic categor! connection.
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that Fillmore's case graa-Ar is not a grarzar of semantics

insofar as its base is heavily syntactic.

A second objection to ctse rramnar han teen claimed to be

one of its vi...tues: the lack of deep structure constituent

order. True this critiism loses its relevance if case

.Tarr.ar is basically syntactic, for a lack of syntactic consti-

tuent order at the deepest /ev el cp: lnalysis has the advan

tage of relegating larg%av specific coneitutnt ordering to

the '.:rhlsfonnational comonent. Yet any 7racnar whics, descrllei.

se:Antic deep structures ought to reflect copitive linguistic

older. For example, agents have semantic precedence ovef the

object:, tnvolved in tho:ir actions. Further, since, as

and Dendix32 have pointed jut, fries). items have

31
UrIa1 Atinreich. "Fxplorations in Serantic Theory," in

Current ?rends in Linguistics. Vol. /II: Theoretical Fourda-
tions ed. by Thomas) A. Seteo%. C.".:e Hague: 'iouton, 13),
n 41°

32
Fdward H. Bendix, Cormonential AnO.ya!s of lene131 Votabu

lar;c The Seaantic Structure of a Set of Verbs in Eglien,
Hindi. and Japanese. Part 2, of I ?AL, 32. (Bloomington:
Indians Univert!ty and The Hague; Voutch, 1966).

their own se' antic structures, a grammar which deals dirvAly

with aninc ought to reflect the intro-seteGtial dependency

relations between lexical items and between semantic primi-

tives wit'an 1e.tica1 itens." The traLsfornit!onal problem is

j

I

I

I
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33It should be adr:tte3 that Fillmore does ilot address him-

self to the problee of t!..e semantic structure, of lexical. items.
Therefore, it is not appropriate to criticize his case gmnelar
for this omission. It night well be that his possible
expandion of CTt)jective) into S could be a means vher2by his
system could eccount for complex lexical items. This possibi-
lity will be explored somewhat in Chapter III.

only a mechanical one for if syntactic transformations can

operate on sntactic deep stre.ctures to order and delete

constituents, semantic trev.eformations can operate on sereintie

deep structures to orgsnize and collapse semantic unit.; into

leineuLge specific lexical ite;s.

What, then, is the al' rrAtive to the 7illmore case

erammar? Clearly, the concept of CASZ is a revealing one if

it is ieeeived in a different perspective. Oince individual

case relationships are defined semantically, it night be more

revea)inc, if rot more appropriate, to view then ar syntacti

tally relevant semsntic relationships which exist Aot between

nouns and verba, which sre syntactic categories, but between

ob,iectt or thine) or places et.'.d actions or states, which are

semantic catceories. ;?pis alternative would involve, then, a

finite set of semantic case relatiships realited within

sentences in various syntactic forms. The context of these

relatiors%.1ps would be row not a syntacti: phrase strtcture

componeet ehich generates syntactic deep structures but a

7i
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semantic phrase structure corponent, containing only semantic

terms r.nd categories, which generates logical seLtantic struc-

tures reflecting the cognitive structure of linguistic percep-

tion, the nstive sleeker's intuition of semantic for.; snd

content. A well formed deep structure would, then, constitute

a cognitive linguistic event as opposed to a sentence which

is a physical linguistic event. 34

distinction is crucial since the difference between

some arbitrary sentence such &s "Eat!" anti the underlyinR
mental reality which contains the agent and object anong other
things must be recognized and accounted for if a grammar of
semantics, of linglistio thought, is to be descriptively
adequate.

Since the deep structure would inherently provide c.nly

semantic information, both i%tra-sentential add

and place the ultimate form of sectences is dependent on

syntactic rules, a grammar of semantics would have to in:led'

a set of rules which would label semantic deep structures with

syntacttz terms to permit the operation of syntactic transforma-

tions.

While syntactic generative grazmars have never provided

a method for sentence analysis,35 the very fact that case

35Rovenbaum did provide a stmetural tect for !P: "What

X is NY."
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relationships are defined semantically means that they can be

used In sentence analysis. It would be additionally dNiirable

if a crammar of semantics could provide some method whereby

one could proceed from sentence to deep structure instead of

exclusively from deep structure to sentence.

This discussion began from the point of view of language

materials for children and evolved into a discussion of the

relative merits of grammars and the possibility of a better

grammar. Unfortunately, the history of grammaticel theories

shows that linguists are often concerned only with a hielly

restricted an' Jometimes artificial segment of the language:

that set of banal sentences identified by the particular

idicsyncracies of a grammar. If a grammar cannot be conceived

in g manner wiich normits it to deal with real sentences,

sentences found in student composition and poetry, it is

probably worth very little, if any, study by children. If a

nev grammar of meaning is t^ 1,4 evolved it cuot be subjected

to the risnrous test of a vise range of language phenomena,

from poetry to student composition. If it fails to eveal

anything nbout there forma of language, it is probably no

better tilan an academic exercise.

Furthermore, the way in vbich a description of language

inteni,ed ultimatay for children is presented will be of

perhaps equal imvrterce to its "content." It is not or

because, etc Chotaky says, we !AO! 30 little about language

'15



that any account of is should not be presented as a closed

system in e. mechenical way; rather, it is because learning is

most effective sn4 most rewarding vhen it occurs through

principled investigation. :loreover, the linguistic data and

conclusions about tat data reside as unattended intuitions

within the language investitAtor and his co-investigators,

whether students or linguists. The native speaAer, by defini-

tion, possesses a greater knowledge of his language intuitively

tha,. any linguist can ever describe explicitly. Therefore,

the goal of language study must be to make those intuitions

explicit by means of principled inquiry based on careful

introspection. The approach of this paper, then, be

iaquiry-oriented and will bear some resemblence to ordinary

language philosophy, with one important difference. Its

development will be systematic: it will develop nnl test

linguistic concepts ;Mich are formally consistent, beginning

only vAth the assumption that "case" provides a potentially

revealing concept with which to initiate semantic analysis.

Jest as science is the formulating, testing, and rejectinc

of theories, so this investigation of language will be the

formulating, testing, and rejecting of hypotheses about the

rature of meaning in Fnglish. Tentativeness rather than

certainty will be its characterletic att!tude. Chapter II

develops an extensive though not exhaustive case system
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throur an examination of various types of sentences and

illustrates its application to prose sentences. Chapter III

develops a component of a grammar designed to incorporate case

relationsitips into a description of semantic deep structures

and a aeries of procedures for analysing surface sentences

into deep semantic structures; it illustrates this ccmponent

and the application of these procedures to a sample of tht .

prose sentences used an illustrations end data in Chapter II.

Chapter IV illustrates the application of the methodological

results of Chapters II and III to the critical reading of

poetry. Chapter V states certain possible future areas of

study vhich are necessary for a fuller validation of the

ideas ID this paper.

77
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II CASE)*

A covert linguistic class...is then what I call
a CRYPTOTYPE. It is a submerged, subtle, and
elusive meaning, corresponding to no actual word,
yet shown by linguistic analysAs to be function-
ally important in the grammar.c

Let us take a simple verb like shatter and observe how

it behaves in centences:

(1) The window shattered

(2) Jahn shattered the window with a rock

(3) A rock shattered the window

Each of the sentencea has a different top'cal subject. In

(1) shatter is intransitive since it is not followed by a

noun phrase. In (2) and (3) shatter Is transitive since it

is followed by the noun phrase "the window." In addition)

(2) contains an instrumental prepositional phrase "with a

rock," which could not appear in (3).

Native speakers knav that each of these sentences could

refer to the same event. They also know that the sentence

11ost of the principlesAnd procedures in this chapter
were derived fro-1 Charles J. rillmore's "The Case for Case,"
plrticularly the concept of 'case relation' and the topic of
'inalienable possession.' For a conplete list of Fillmore's
other works which contributed to this hapter, see uibliopraply.

2
Tienjamin Whorl, languageL Thoukhtt end Reality
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(4) A rack shattered

could not refer to the sere event as (1)-(3). I. (1)-(3)

the vindov chanced into fragments; while in (4) the rock

changed into fragments. '!oreover, the words

(5) John shattered

are not a sentence in any literal vary if "John" rc:ers to a

humsh being because en understanding of the verb shatter

includes the requirement that any object being shattered must

be brittle. A rubber eraser, for example, cannot to

shattered.

Cne conclusion ve can drevr is that there is not 3 single

verb shatter, but rather three welts, one of which is intran-

sitive and co-occurs vith brittle topics another vh4ch lo

transitive and co-occurs with huram topics, brittle object:,

and an inrtrumental prepositional phrase; and the last which

is transitive and co-occurs with non-human topics and brittle

objects, but without an instruLental prepositional phrase.

(Sentences like"A rock shattered the window with a h.t.amer"

are unacceptable,)

However, such a claim is based only on the observation

that shatter appears in sentences Containing different words

in different order, for example, (1).(3). It dots not account

for the tact that the relationship between "shattered" and

"the vindov" is understood in the same way in each sentence.

8o



:for does it account for our earlier observation that each of

these sentences could refer to the same event. In effect,

the meaning of shatter is the am., in cacn of these sentences.

It is also true that the relationship of the cock" to "shat-

tered" in sentence (2) is the ease as that in sentence (3).

Someone can thrrw a rock se thai, the window shatters; but a

rock cannot behave in the way John behaves in order to produce

the shattered window: some agent has to be present in the

understanding of (3) since rocks do cot have toe captoitv to

initiate action.

cllteruative conclusion is that shatter Is a singlo

verb for which a set of rules determines ita poesible co-occur.

rento. However, this conclusion does not account for the .

understanding of certain sentences in which parts that cre

essential to their interpretation do riot r. -'ear. For examole,

there are serAences such as the passive and the imperative in

which such essential elemInte do nat appear, ao in (7) md (0):

(6) The door was opened by sometne

(7) The :loor was opened

(8) You go to bed now

(9) Go to bed now

The deletion of "by someone" in (7) would parallel the deletion

of the instruoental phrase of (10) in (11).

(10) John shattered the vindov with something

(11) John shattered the window

"11



However, ye have indicated that many pairs.or sets of related

sentences differ in word order as well as in the pre_ence or

absence of constituents. Nevertheless, our account muat be

based on the way sentences are understood rather than on super-

ficial constituent order. Let us, therefore, develop a

description of shatter in terms of the Wormatton ue have

about its meaning and the requirements imposed by that meaning

on its co-occurrents.

Shatter :aunt appear vdth an object undergoing, the change

referred to by the verb. (We can use the term OBJECT3 to refer

3
We will use upper case letters to desimalte case terms.

to that which undergoes the change referred to by shatter.)

There must also be some person who exerts force to proZuce the

result, tlough this peetion does not have to appear in the

sentence. We shall term this person AGENT. Sore object must

be used b: the AGENT to bring about the action. This object

will be called INSTRIJMIT. The INSTRIX177 appears optionally'

An account of the rules which determine when and where

INSTRUKEW: can appear will not be presented at this time.

as either a noun phrase topic, (3) (A rock telattered the

window), .)t. a prepositional phrase, (2) (John shattered the

8
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window with a rock).

Since both AGIN? and 1:?STRVE77.2 are optional co-occurrents

and OBJECT is ob:.igatory, we can state these requirements of

shatter in the following fashion:

shatter : (AGENT) (INSTRITE:IrT) OBJECT

Because under certain conditims any of these elements tiny

be,:ore the topical r'rbject of some sentence, their relative

order in this notation is superficially unimportant.5 The

Chapter III taksg up the prol:ler of semantic structure which
rakes the orderire of semantic entities Llportant at a non-
superficiel level.

parenthesis, ( ), indicate or:ionality.

Some sentences containing the verb shatter do not seem

to include even an implicit ACM. For example:

(12) The earthquake shattered the window

"L'arthquu:%e" at;;ht qualify as an IN:Uni..VT thouz:1 to do so

it yould have to be understood as being used by gomeone to

carry out the action. rature is a possibility altl'ough it

might be more accurate to distinguish natural. phenomena from

animate ',tinge like "John" by giving them a distinct designa-

tion. That such natural occurrences are different from animate

beings is clear enough, yet their morphological and semantic

composition provides additional evidence IlUich it nay be useful

to recognise. Their lexical fore is often that of an initial

bT
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nominal morpheme, a noun which refers to some object, followed

by a verbal morpheme, a v:rb vaich refers to some activity:

waterspout, earthqilake, rainstorm, vaterfall, snovshover. On

the other hand, like AGENT, these phenomena 4o seem to have

their own capacity to exert power, We can capture both the

similarity and the difference by introducinc t'Ae tern AGENCY.

Henceforth, AGEIIT will refer to anivate beings initiating

action (exerting force or pow,r) and AGENCY will refer to

ev.mts in n ..oural phenomena, initiating action

(exerting force or power). A logical question is whether

both AGENT and AGET:Y can appear in a single sentence.6 There

6This question finites to ainple bantam's since we
might readily produce the corrlex sentence:'John broke only a
few of the windows in the old house before the earthquake
shattered most of them."

are no sentences in English like (13):

(13) *Jotv4 and the earthquake sheltered t`.. window

Can AGENCY occmr with IiSTKVENT in a sentence? There are no

sentences in FriLlish like (14) either.

(14) leThe earthquake shattered the window with a rock

Thus it appears as it shatter co-occurs with ait%er an optional

AGENT and INSTRUiONT (.,r an optional AGENCY. Therefore. in

sentence (1) (The window shattered), the initiator Is

S2



ambiguously AGENT or AGENCY (though a context such as a story

about a hurricane or a story about boys vho were throwing

rocks would determine the correct interpretation).

The semantic facts we now have about shatter can be

formulated in the following, manner:

(AGENT) (INSTRWENT)
shatter : OBJECT

(AGENCY)

In th1:3 notation the wavy brackets indicate an either-or

relationship between AGENT-INSTRUMENT on the top line and

/GENCY on the bottom line: either there can be an optionea

AGENT, INSTRUCEPTE or an optional AGENCY. These clternatives

are illustrate4 oy the follovin1 sentences:

(15) The vast shattered OBJECT

(16) John shattered the vase AGENT MAC:

(17) John shattered the vase with a atone AGENT
OBJECT tmgrwroirr

(18) A stone shattered tne vase INSTRUISMT OBJECT

(19) The stcra shattered the vase AGENCY OBJECT

We can nov define the terra we nave used to characterise

the verb shatter:

ADINT: All ANIMATE BEING USO EVERT' THE FORCE OR PONE REFERRED
TO BY THE .:a.B

AGENCY: AN EMT WHICH EXERTS THE tont OR MIER REFERRED TO
BY THE /ERB

AH OBJECT F:D BY LAKE AGENT III ITS Ens': I0,4 OF
POiiCE OR PO'4 REFERFIT Tel BY THE TritB

Yee )



OBJECT: POT OBJECT gRICH,UNDERf,OFS A cetvnn OF STATE RrENRED
TO OY THE VERB°

7The obvious problem arising out of the definitions that
a verb may refer both to a chan'e of state undorpone by the
OBJECT and to the force or power exerted by AcriT or AGERCY
will be dealt 'rith later. For purposes of introductory
simplification, this discussion has been avoided.

Now let ur test the usefulness of our terns by exarin

ing the strike, whict differs in sore interesting ways

fror the verb shatter. Strike. occuxs in sentences parallel

to (2) and (3;, which contain shatter:

(20) John struck the vindov fith n rock

(21) A rock struck the "indo.4

In addition, there arc sentences: containtnm AGrPCY as the

subject of strike:

(22) The tornado struck the 'Arm

However, it does not appear in an intransitive parallel to

(1). there is no such sentence as (23):

(1) The windov shattered

(23) 1The window stvuck

IA short, strike co occurs with the same types uf subject as

shatter, that is, /JIM. or AOrRCY, but it does rot appear elf,:c

with its OBJECT.

What seems to be the semantic difference between strike

and shatter .esides that of possible co-occurrents? There

M.)



are uentences like

(24) John struck the window with a rock but it
didL't break

but not like

(25) *John shattered the window with a rock but it
didn't break

The reason seems to be that strike is a surface contact

verb, vhich does not entail any change of state, while chatter

is a change-of-state verb. Thus, the oddity of (25) resides

in the "but" clause's negation of the change of state referred

to by the verb "shattered." A further difference is revealed

by the following:

(26) John struck the vindov causing it to shatter

(27) *John shattered the yindow causing it to
strike

The acceptability of (26) and tho unacceptability of (27)

suggest that shatter nay refer both 'co some action performed

by an ACED T and to a charge of state undergone by an OBJECT,

while strike refers solely to an AGEUTive action. How, then,

can we designate the different relationship hich shatter

has to its OBJECT from that which strike has to its OBJECT?

Secondly, how can we describe the two -part character of

shatter?

Perhaps the term OBJECT does not reveal distinctions

between different types of verb objects. One type undergoes

a change while another has its surface contacted. Yet "the

8/
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windv," of (26) is not different from "the window" of (27).

That is different is the verb and the relationship it holds to

"the window." Taus, it is not CBJECT typ..!s we want to describe

but verb-OCJ 2CT relationships. Ste can term the relationship

between "struck" and "the window" in (26) CO:ITACTIT2.. If we

were able to factor the AGEtTiveness out of shatter, we night

describe the rtlatioh:hip between the verbal remainder and

'the window" of (27) as REACTIVE since the chance of state is

a reaction to the AGZYTive action by "John." Bu we must

determine the nature of the AG'JTive action in order to do ao.

Sentence (26) may provide a tentative answer since the pre-

sence of the pro verb "cause" has allot/Li the air)earance of

the unit "it to shatter." This unit seems to capture ju %t

that chan;vf state meaning which we need to factor out.

Let %:s hypothesize the verbal elemenx. CM/SE as the intermediary

between "John" and "the window." Kfho there are ttNo features

which distinguish shatter from strike. Ve can formulate the

following description:

ir (AGENT) ( MTNmorr)
shatter: PcAusr. REACTIVE

(=ma)

strike:

(AGENT) (IssrmIcorr)

(AGENCY)
00ATACTIVE

J
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While this description appears to account for all ve have

discovered about these verbs, the fact that CCPTACTIVE is pre-

ceded by entirely optional elii.recits indicates that it can

apiar alone '4th the verb, but it cannot. We must alter tux

notation to show that either AGM and/or I1STPUMENT must

appear or that AGENCY must appea?. 8
"e shall use linkin^

81t should be notel that our observatna about the
relational nature of our terra have not been reflected in any
corresoondinn change in notation. When we say that, for example,
KEPT must appear, we mean some noun which is AGENTively
related to a .erb. For reasons of simplicity, huwver, we
shall ccntinto to use the sage terminology.

parentheses to show that either AGENT or INS7RIT'ENT or both

nay appear, and, by removing the parentheses around AGENCY,

we can sho/ that AGErCY ntu4t appear if neWer AGrIT nor

insmorr is present. The revised notation, then is as

follows:

(AGM f INSTRL"orr)
strike: CO"[TACTIVE

AGrAcy

This notation accounts for the sentences:

(28) John struck the wall Aux? 00r7ACTIVE

(29) John struck tht wall with his fist AGENT
COPTACTIVE IPSTRIAM/7

(30) John's fist struck the vall I'ISTRIFErT
CONTACTIVE
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(31) The storm struck the villae AGLIWY CONTACTIVE

Our account of s:latter vtll produce certain sentences

which do not contain the word cause though, as ve noted, they

will contain its meaninc. This fact sugcests that shatter

is--in those sentences containing AGM, IusTnutn:r, or

ACEICY--CAUSATIVE laCORPORATING, that la, causation is incor-

porated into the meaniril of the verb. Since the cle,ient

is not present in those sentences where the 3%ACTIV2 appears

alone, we should alter our notational description in the

following way:

(AGM)
shatter : ( CAUSE > ) REACTIVE

AGEUCY

pow we have accounted for the fact C.at CAUSE is a necessary

element whenever AGM, INSITUTIVT, or AGEFCY is chosen. The

rartntheses around the wavy brackets indicates 0,at all ele-

ments within arc optionel. roy the illustrative sentences are:

(32) John caused the window to shatter AGUT CAUSE:
unincorriorated REACTTVE

(33) Thr rock caused the window to shatter INSTRU-
NE.IT CAUSE: unincorporated REACTIVE

(34) John calmed the window to shatter by hitting
it with a rock AGENT CAUSE: unincorporated
REACTIVE COTACTIVE nisTRuttnrr

(35) A tornado caused the window to &hatter
AGENCY CAUSE: unln:orporated REACTIVE

(36) John shattered the window AONT CAUSE:
incorporated REACTIV?



(37) The rock shattered the window MERU:CENT CAUSE:
incorporated REACTIVE

(38) John shattered the window with a rock AGENT
CAUSE: ircorporated REACTIVE INSTRIT.rEIT

(39) The storm shattered the window AGENCY CAUSE:
incorporated REACTIVE

(40) The window shattered REACTIVE

The discoveries ve have made to this point can be stated

briefly. By examining the behavior of strike and shatter, we

found that the OBJECT, "vindo"," was COnACTIVE when it

occurred with strike, but REACTIVE when it occurred with

shatter. Nindown is not inherently one or the other. Con-

versely, the terms OONTACTIVE and REACTIV1: do not refer to

self-contained parts of the mcanine of a verb though they

are indicated by the nature of that meaning. These terns

are essentially relational in their function: they describe

the relationship between some activity and some object, or,

in the case of AGENCY, between some event and .)me other

even,. It is true that particular verbs are limited to speci-

fic relationship) in which they can occur. Thus, verbs pro-

vide crucial information for our analysis.

The analytical procedure we have used involves asking

a °umber of questions about the verb and the sentence° in

vhich it nay acceptably appear. Son, of these questions can

be stated in the fnlloving way:
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a. Where is the action taking place? Within the OBJECT
or setueen the OBJECT end something else? (shatter:
action within the OBJICT; strike: action tetween the
OBJECT and something else}

b. Is the GrAion specified by the verb done by or to
sonet:ling referred to in the sentence?

c. Is there an uneerstood or specified AGEUT? INSTRU-
T1.T?

d. :eat happen.; to tne OBJECT as a result of the action?

e. Can the OBJECT appear alone with the verb? Can the
AGENT or INSTRU:IENT appear alone with the verb?
What arc the poW.ble combinations?

We concluded that shatter and strike have different mean-

ings and different behaviors though we never dsnonstrated

more than a coincidental connection between tneir respective

meanincs and behaviors. Since "shattering" is an action which

occurs within its OBJECT end in caused by the prior action

of some AGE TT or AGENCY, it should not be too surprising that

such an internal action could appear alone in a sentence,

standing as an independent resultant event, as in (40) (The

window shattered). On the other hand, an action which occurs

between objects or things or persons might be expected to

require both nouns to appear in the sentence which refers to

it. The verb strike corresponds exactly to these latter

expectations. Further, though it may be premature, ue could

hypothesize that indel.endent actions, for example, internal

actions, could appear alone as e.ceptable sentences; while

connective actions would require the appearance of each element
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of the connection, as surface contact verbs require the presence

of contactor and contacted.

Finally, the following are the terms and their definitions

used in the analysis and description of shatter and otrike:

AGENT: AN APIMATE BEING WHO INITIATES AN ACTION (EXERTS FORCE
OR POV4R) REFERRED TO BY THE VERB

AGENCY: AN EVENT WHICH INITIATES AN ACTION (EXERTS FORCE OR
FIVER) REFERRED TO BY THF VERB

INSTRUMENT: AN OBJECT USED BY SWE AGENT IN ITS EXERTION OF
FORCE O1 POWEP RUFARED TC BY THE MID

CONTACTIVE: AN OBJECT WHOSE SURFACE IS CONTACTED BY ANOTHER
OBJECT IN THE ACTION REFERRED TO DY TN!. VERB

REACTIVE: All OBJECT WHICH UNESMOES A CHANGE OF STATE
REFERRED TO BY THE ImB

Shatter and strike, as members of a particular class of

physical action verbs, have distinctive prarmatical and

semantic characteristics. Other classes of verbs have their

own characteristics. For example, surprise has features

representative of emotional-response verbs. There are such

sentences as:

(lel) Holmes surprised the criminal

(42) The criminal vas surprised

but not

(43) 'Holmes surprised

If ve ask the questions forrulated earlier, we die,Nsver first

that the action mferred to by surmise is actually in the

OBJECT, in this case "the criminal." There Is to be sure,
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action of the nart of "Holmes." Het/ever, most important is

vheIller :he action done by "Holmes" or the action within"the

criminal" is that which is exTlicitly referred to by the verb

surprise. Ve noted that the AGENT of the verb shatter

obviouslf hrii to do sex%ct...int; to calse the change of state in

the REACTIVE object, and that it was precisely this change in

the REACTIVE w:licb is referred tc by the verb. joes surprise,

to reason by anrlogy, refer to a change of state within the

object as 'jpposed to some action between the object and some-

thing else? The answer may become clear if we examine a

sentencc like (44):

(44) Holneo surprised the criminal by appearin,-
from novhere

What Holmes is actually doing is aptearing frog lvhere rather

than acting on the criminal in a way parallel to the action

referred to in the followin-,

(15) Holme3 struck the criminal

Surpri-t is perhaps most accurately termed the state produced

within the object by the AGM: th, object changes from 1

condition of non surprise to nurprise. The object's rc.lution-

ship to the verb, them, could be called REACTIVE.

We must, however, deal with twa problems of this arelysis.

First, surprise does nct h'have in exactly the sane way is

shatter., for there is the sentence:
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(46) The window shattered

but Lot:

(47) The criminal st.rprised

though there is the sentence;

(48) The criminal became surprised.

Second, the change of state indicated by verbs like shatter is

inorganic, while that indicated by lapriae is organic. This

observation corres.:onds to the knowledge that only concrete

objects can shatter, and that only animals and people can come

to be in a state of surprise. In addition, concrete inanimate

objects can undergo only physical changes, while animate beings

can "respond" to external stimulation in organic- -non- physical,

cognitive and emotionalways. Animate beings (AA:Lively enter

into their environment, even produce their own environment in

the form of thoughts and ideas, and respond to that environ-

ment in many ways.

A tern is needed which captures both the eimileritie3

and differences between an inanimate "thing" and an animate

being when they undergo a change of state. Such a term for the

latter is RESPONSIVE.

RESPONSIVE: AN ANIMATE BEIM KILN! UND7WES A CHANGE OF
STAT. REF RED TO BY THE VERB

FEACTIVE: All mcittATr OBJECT 11HICH UTID:r..100!Z A CHANG: OF

'STATE IIFFERRED TO BY Thit VERB

We have suggested by implication that verbs of emotional

response are all identical insofar as they co-occur with the
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sane kind of OBJECT. This claim is supported by the fact that

there are no sentences in which the verb of emotional response

can co-occur with inanimate or abstract OBJ2CTs. For example,

there are no sentences such as:

(49) *The gorilla surprised the stone

(50) *Henry surprised the tree

(51) :"The vicious doff surprised the best idea I
had in years

These examples support the rations] knowledge of the meaning

of surprise: there can be no emotional change of state within

an object that cannot experience emotions.

As we might expect, emotional-response verbs co-occur

with mvuturrs. For example:

(52) The old -'an surprised the townspeople
vita his threats

(53) The bomb surprised the airline stewardess

They also appear in sentences containing AGENCY, as the

1'c:flowing examples demonstrate:

(54) John's fcnily was surprised by the hurricane

(55) Ferry was surprised by the early snowfall

Since there are sentences like (42) (The criminal vas

surprised) and (48) (The criminal became surprised) and since

"becoming surprised" is an internal event like "shattering,"

we must concludu that the role of AGENT (or AGENCY) is a

causal one. The elerient CAUSE will, then, be included in

the description of the verb surprise.



(AGRVT f INSTRUMENT)
surprise: CAUSE RESPONSIVE

AGENCY

Notice once again that the linked parentheses between AGENT and

onimmurr on the top line and the lack of parentheses around

AGENCY on the baton line indicate the following: AGENCY nay

appear; if it does not then either AGENT or INSTRUKVIT must

appear though both may appear. These constraints rrevent the

occurrence of such non-sentences as (47) (41he criminal

surprises). Appropriately, (42) (The crininal was surprised)

will be accounted for in this way: either the centence is a

passive construction, in which case it is derived from "X

surprised the criminal" where "X" is an unspecified AGENT or

IRSTRUANT or AGENCY which is deleted after the neesive

transfortation; or the senterwe is atative, in which case

"surprised" is simply a stative adjective indicating the

emotional state of "the criminal" at soot time in the past.

Again, in the latter case, the indefinite underlying "X"

AGENT, INSTRUMIT, or PJENCY--has been deleted in the process

of sentence formation. Surprise is, like shelter, "causative

incorporating" and, thus, "V&A surprised," under the passive

interpretation of (42), incorporates a causal meaning, while

the stative meaning does not.

The sentences which our description will account for
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are illustrated as follows:9

9It should be noted that navy of the sentences presented with

CAUSE: unincorporated are unutterable, a fact which !Mk:eats
that incorporation of CAUSE is obligatory. however, such
unutterable paraphrases are revealing and semantically well
formed, though untransforred, units. Tiv:refore, we can accept
them for explanetory purposes.

(56) The old an surprised re AGM CAUSE:
incorporated RESPONSIVE

(51) he bomb surprised me IiISIIMPOIT CAUSE:
incorporated flESPORSIVE

(58) The storm surprised me AGENCY CAUSE: incor-
porated RESPONSIVE

(59) I em surprised RESPONSIVE

(60) The old man caused me to become eurprised
AGENT CAUSE: unincorporated RESPONSIVE

(61) The old man caused me to become surprised
with his threats ACERT CAUSE: unincor-
porated RESPONSIVn INSTRUMIT

(62) The old man's threats caused me fn become
surprised INKRUMUT CAUSE: unincor-
porated REspoltsrvr

(63) whirlpool caused me to become surprised
AGEHCY CAUSE: unincorporated RESPONSIVE

We now Wt... up a cl.1:tc, different type of verb wYich it

exerplified in the follwine sentences

(G1) :bf father built our house

(65) Picasso painted excellent works

VC) Marry just rade a new model airplane
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Where is the action of "building," "painting" and "making"

taking place? Is it in the object or bAween the object and

the AOENT? We can say AGLYT, at least temporarily, since it

appears that "father," ''Picasso" and "Harry" are exerting

force or power in their respective activities. What happens

to the object as a result of the action? each is brought into

existence as a result of the action. There is no house before

tt is built, though the material and plans may exist; there

are no vorks before they are painted, though the paints and

idea in the mind of the painter may be present. and, finally,

there is no nodel airplane b'.fore it is made, though the

piecee, directions and picture of a finished model are perhaps

all present.

These "creative" verbs are quite unlike shatter, which

requires that the Otject be present betbre the action. One

syntactic fact is that sentences contednine "creative" verbs

cannot be the answer to do to questions, which require an

existing object:
10

((,7) What did your father do to the house?

10,
bare, "The Case for Case," p. G.

is not answerable by (64). Thus, the house is not REACTIVE.

it is not reacting to a prior action, but is the result of it.
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Such non-sentences as:

(68) 'My father built

(69) 'Harry made

or:

(?.)) eThe house built

(7.) gA new model eirplane made

show that, in this case, co occurrence requirements are, then,

like the requirements of meaning: there is no object without

its creation, there is no creation without a creator - -AGENT

and resultant object are inseparable. The term RESULTATIVE

captures the "creative" relationship of the object to the

verb.

RESULTATIVE: AN OBJECT BROi'GHT INTO EXISTENCE BY THE ACTION
RETEERED To nY THE VERB

Con a "creative" verb co-occur with an INSTRUMPf or

AGENCY? The anewer ought to depend on the fact that we know

that people use tools or instruments to create objects and

that, while we usually think that creative actions involve

thought or will, it is net impossible for them to be quite

accidental, a natural requirement for thoughtless, purpose-

less AGENCY. Let us examine, in this light, the following

sentences.

(72) T..,e storm made beautiful figures in the sky

(73) A)I of the rock sculptures in Grand Canyon
very created by the vind and rain

(74) iatisse painted with odd shaped brushes
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;75) This building was built with concrete forms

What, on the other hand, is wrong with sentences like these?

(76) *Camel heir brushes painted this portrait

(77) (Green ink printed this cartoon

78) 18alsa wood made this model helicopter

Apparently the craativ, act is ao dependent on the force or

power of an AGENT cr AGENCY that an I3STRIVENT cannot appear

in much a sentence without any AGE.:T or AGE7CY signal, though

an unspecified AGENT or AGENCY (someone or somethinl nay be

deleted in the passive:

(79) This portrait was painted with camel hair
brushes

(80) This cartoon was Printed with preen in

(81) This model helicopter was made with Balsa wood

Nov we can specify the environments of verbs like create)

paqt, and make in this way:

create:

AGENT (INSTRIS {ENT )

SWULTATIVE
AGENCY

This notation means that either AGF'T or AGLNCY must be pre .

teat end that LISTSIAE:T may be present optionally if AorrT

appears. "Be present" does not mcan thut the lexical item in

that particular relation has to appear in the sentence

directly, as we sew above in the case of the passive; rather

is ream that the idea must be present in the rind of the
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interpreter as he perceives the full neaning of the sentence.

The follovin- sentences illustrate the possible case

environments in wnich the verb create may appear:

(32) Karl creates beautiful paintings AGENT
RESULTKIM

(63) :Usrl creates beautiful paintincs with new
oils AGEitT RECULTATIVE INSTRUnINT

(84) The wind creates sculpture in Grand Canyon
AGENCY RE3ULTATPr:

':en we use the verb paint as an example of a "creative"

verb, we restrict our attention to only one of its possible

meanings. Faint has an additional meening of "rut paint on

X." Therefore, a sentence like "This man paints people" is

aalgubus: either he create portraits of people cr he puts

paint on people. Let us refer to the first reaning of petnt

as paint' and tae second as paint . In the case of painte,

the one who is painting is vorLing with some ob)ect already in

existence and, as a result of this activity, the object

undergoes a c%aace. Is this change tne sae typo as that

referred to by verbs li%e shatter?

Aotice tAe paraArase we used for the LeaninA of paint.,:

"put paint on i." 1;e have no similar pareinhrase for shatter,

".put a shatter on X." This suggests that paint," unlike

shatter, whicn is PAndamentally a verb, is derived from the

tu.Idamental noun paint. One conoequence of this claim 13 that

tue ot.:Ject of paint, hat; to be the sane as the "X" of Vt.:.

n).
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paraphrase meaning, "put paint on X." In addition, it appears

that "X" indicates tae location or place where the paint is

p!it. The most natural term for this type of object relation,

then, would be LOCATIVE.

LOCATIVE: A3 OBJECT WHICH MESS TO THE LOCATION JF SO11

OTEER OBRCT

There is sill the problem of the "OTHER OBJECT" referred

to in the definition above, in this case "paint." Within

the framevork of the relational terns we have developed,

"paint" meets only the requirements of the PUCTIVE; yet the

paint does not undergo a chance of state. What does happen

to it? Someone takes the paint from sone container and applies

it, perhaps by means of a brush or sprayer, to the people,

LOCATIVE. From this description, it would be sure accurate

to describe "pent" as a transferred object. We shall return

to this observation later.

This discussion of paint? serves to illustrate se.,eral

facts about w analysis of language. First, when we

choose some aspect of language to investigate, we must be pre-

parod to accept the knowledge that only rarely, if at all

can we find isolated linguistic phenomena. Second, we must

1)e prepared to deal with such interrelated phenomena, in at

least a tentative vex, as they occur. This is not to say that

we have to account for everything. We have, for example,

ignored to choice many topics of investigation, some of which
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we will pursue later. However, had it seemed appropriate to

take tro any of these during the course of our proceedings, we

would have been ready, if not cocipletely able, to do so. One

further example will i..ustrate this point. Painti, "to create

an aesthetic object," might more accurately be said to mean:

"to create an aesthetic object with paint." Like paint9,

paint, is derived, though in a differeht wpy. Painti is derived

from Cle fundamental noun paint as 'OSTROW:HT in combination

with the action of creating. Obviously, to "paint," people

is not to create them using paint, but is to create a represen-

tation of people, where people are directly or indirectly

models--clearly a much more complicated idea than simple object

production. From this series of observations ye can see that

it would require a distractingly lenz,thy digression to fully

account for the meaning of paint,.

The reverse process of creating is destroying and the

folloying sentences illustrate this kind of action:

(85) The Chicago fire burned ur thousands of
hones

(c() The old Hanson 9uilding was torn down by
the Smith Itrecking Company

(37) The bomb drovped on Hiroshima destroyed
thousands of buildings

(m) The old ran exterminated the roaches in his
basement

(39) The high seas created by t'e hurricane
demolished the pier
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In each event referred to by these sentences the objects

were removed from existence by the action.

We could object to this observation on the following

basis. Let us suppose that after the hurricane reierree to

in (89) ve were to go to the beach, to the pier's location.

TL!re in the sand are some pieces of board, a piling or two

standing in the water with a part of the pier attached to

them- We say, pointing, to the pilings and board, "This pier

will have to be rebuilt." Frog, our use of "this pier" we

can clain that the pier is not non-existent, but is rather

simply Jr a useless condition, in pieces.

Hovever, the use of the verb rebuilt suggests that we

r:aid something contradictory. We did not say "repaired,"

for that woul4 indicate that the pier still existed, but was

in a leas than acceptable condition, ve said "rebuilt":

*built again." We cannot build something again if it still

exists. What happened in our sentence is ambiguous! either

we inappropriately used the word this instead of the, in which

case the total sentence means "The pier which was existing

before the hurricane will have to be rebuilt"; or ve cisesed

the cord rebuilt when in fact we meant to appropriately use

the word repaired.

Sente.,ce (13D) (The old man exterminated the roaches in

his basement) night also be aced in an argument against the

claim that destroyed objects no longer exist. Ye could say
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that the event referred to by this sentence involves somethinr

like the followinc: the old van put out poison, .,:kich killed

the roaches. Ho*: we knc., that a dead roach still exi3ts.

Therefore, the roaches exterminated by the old ran still exist

and the (lain is falsifiec.

e. dead roach 13 not the Lane as it 'ens when

it was alive. -..foreover, it is precisely the reaninr of exter-

minate that the object which was livinr prior to th' action

is rendered Lon existent as a livinc object. I ':nose carrot

be exterminated for the very reason that it cannot be livinr.

If exterrdLate means to obliterate life, it is only loeical

(and, therefore, se-Antically appropriate) that its object, be

a livin creature r,rior to t:., action. 7otiee that the

following uLaccc.pi,.1,1c;

(20) sThe oln ra:, exterminated the dead roaches
in his baserent

If o wer, to investiato z -ore General verb like elliterfttc,

.te would find it predicable of houses as well as roachos.

Under the circumstances thc. interpretat;on would be that the

concreto object the concrete object "roacl:' wen,

rendared ncn ex.stt.nt. Thus .xteminate is like kill 1.

bot.1 "t0 CaW,t life to I'ecorf: non existtn:"

in tt.At renN "to

oo:.enet, V :,,t to %(,1:-exijtvnt.
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If we nai :e this distinction between verbs which refer to

a destruction of life and those which refer to a destruction

of physical objects, how arc. we to account for sentences such

as:

(91) The fire burned up hundreds of people.

in the face of knowledge that people are livin;! beings (as

opposed to bodies which may or nay not be) and t%at burn up

means "to destroy a physical object" The answer resides in

the fact Ust bodies must exist to support life, while it is

not necessary that life exist to support bodies. The mesninr

of born up, then, is not the same as that of kill Then the

body is ,:estroyed it necessarily follows that life perishes.

In the sentence:

(92) John turned up in the fire

the .meaninn is something like

(93) John's body was destroyed in the fire

whin entails the additional meanin7,

(94) John died in the fire

Given the distinction between "life-destroyine and

"object-destroying" verbs, ve nave two alternati., ways of

accounting for the difeerence. First, ve can posit two

seiarate terns to describe t',e type of object relations 14)ich

can occur wit t::ese respective Ands of vers. This proce-

dure in turn could lead is to consider the sirirerities



between the verb-object relation of verbs like kill and that

of verbs 'Pie surprise. For examp.le, we misht examine the

definition of RESPOBSIVE to determine whether it would be

applicable to the verb-object relation of kill and ot:ier verbs

of "life-destruction." In fact, dying or being kiI)ed is

restricted to animate beinL!s and does describe a change oR

state, both parts of the definition of RE.nPON0,IV1.

RESPO3SIVE. A3C.:ATE BEIlr. TEAT WDERGOES A CRAIGE Oi
STATE REFERRED TO BY THL' VERB

We should notice the fact that kill has an alternatc

formdie which appears when the object of kill stands alone

vitnout any AGE, C, INSTW :121T, or AGE:XY, for exam!',1e, (%).

This fact sut-gests that the unit "some animate being died"

is a se-..antically independent event Just as we observed that

the unit ''S.07e animate being tecame surprised" is -emantically

independent.

If we choose to term the oliject of kill and other verbs

of "lif d..:struction" nre,! rin

additional t(;ro for the object:; of verbs Alih refr to r.hysi-

cal-object-destruction. The crucial differvolce between these

two types is in the dimension of anitecy, the former teinc

animate any tr.,- latter inanimate. Further, this dimnsi-)n

is precisely t.,; c):. ^ which distinjuishes PErNYISIVT from



REACTIV1:: AP IHAA.IATE OBJEW WHICH ODERGOES A CHAIGE OF
SATE REFMRED TO BY THE VERB

One oifficulty in using REACTIVE to designate the verb - object

relation peculiar to verbs of "physical - object- destruction"

and RESPOYSIVE to designate that peculiar to verbs of "life -

destruction" arises from the consequent grouping of verbs

like break and shatter with destroy and obliterate; and surprise

and startle with rill and exterminate. Such a grouping fails

to mark the fact that the objects of break and shatter exist

in some state after the action, whereas the objects of destra

and obliterate do not. Such an omission does not make the

analysis incorrect for we could claim that this semantic

difference between, for exarTle, break and destroy is not A

difference between the verb object relations of these respe

Live verbs, but rw.her is a difference between their meanings

as units independent cf their objects. We might say, e.,-;

result, that bread nexfa partial destruction while destroy

scans, simply, destruction.

Alternatively tc designating two separate terms for the

verbs under consideration, we could posit one term, such as

DESTROYED OBJECT. which would account for the object of a

verb like kill as well as one of a verb like destroy. This

analysis would lead us to claim that any difference between

kill and destroy, must reside completely /ithin the independent

meanings of these respective verbs. The :)I.STROYED OBJECT

relation would he, then, in direct opposition to the

ion
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ilLruurATIvn, but w.uld not make the life-physical object

distinction.

Either account relegates a certain important distinction

to the respective meanins of the verbs. At this point we

have no clear basis for raking a choice. If we are satisfied

with simply caterorizinc destrai and kill, die as chanpeof-

state verbs, ve can tentatively accept the first analysis. if

not, then perhaps the second one. Both, however, are avail-

able snd one :nay beco%e more acceptable as we acquire core

knowledex about other verbs and tneir relationships.

Like verbs which refer to creative actions, those refer

Hr., to the reverse 7,rocess can co.occur .,Ith either ACT":

and, option,Ally. L;STRV or AG.:'TY. rkut let us examine

the following sentences:

((5) The hurricane destroyed man! ho::es PrIci Ailed
thousands of people

(9.S) Poison kills sany children in the U.f;. etch
year

(97) "Aterrinators Yill insects Lostly with .)DT

(As) T..e veterinarian rad to kill the rabid do.

(',0) Ciparcttes kill nore men nein vosen yearly

In (9.;) and (A). unlike si filar sentences containin "creative'.

verbs . L%e INSTTJMNT can appear ith:ut any cenco -itnnt

AUK; sienC. Ve anid that the creative act is rer'lrs so

coroieced to tlle force or :svrer involved that our



language does not permit an inanimate object which is the

ItiSi'NUNT to appear without en AGMT in a sentence containin

"creative" verbs. Ve cannot make such a statement abou

verbs of "destruction" just as we could not about chemce-of-

state verbs like shatter and surprise. Apparently, if we can

use this observation as a guide, we v.:.ew destruction, through

our language, as occurring within the object itself. This

claim is at least partly supported by such sentences as

(100) The rabid dog died

which reflects the internal action referred to by the verb die.

On the other hand, there are no sentences like

(101) 'The old house destroyed (demolished,
obliterated)

:!ovever, there is the sentence:

(102) The old house burned up

The case of destroy, obliterate, and demolish may be

like that of surprise, which has only tte stative adjective

form appearing alone with its OBJECT. does have

sentences like

(103) Henry's barn is destroyed (obliterated,
der olished)

This nay be additional evidence for the ar1P0'ISIIC., REACTIVE:

analysis of the OMNI% of verbs like kill and destroy

resrectively. Therefore. we will state, but only tentatively,

the environrent for till. exterpinete, and other verbs vlich
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refer to the action or destroyinc., life as follows:

kill;
1:"311tU'.21r19

AGE JCY

ItP3P0:!SIVI:

which indicates with the linked parentheses between AGEN

and ilISTRUNEAT that either one or the other must appear in the

sentence and that both may appear other'ise, AGENCY :s chosen.

We could state, then, the conditions for die in this vdy:

die: RESPCOSIVE

This notation accounts for the fact that neither AGniT, r':701../

MY:77, nor ACLCY nay appear with die.

However, we have noted that die Ste7Z closely related to

1,411 ir, ttat die de.lcritoes the action of the H:qNY;SIVE object,

while kill describes the action of the FC-IPOISlir object and

the action of the AGENT, L;sTRUVEIrr or AG!!7CY. Considerir.'

t..e element CAUSE and the account developed of shatter and

surprise, ve may conclude that kill is sirply the CAUSATIVE

INCORPORATINC forr of die; rut the other spay, die is the non

causal for :, of kill. If this claim is true, the neanin0 of

0).1 ought to 1,e, in paraphrase form: "cause X to die,"

where "X" is am!nate. If timse observations art accurate, we

!Ave -.isle,' an i-Portant r:trArilization by stltine twu

separate account'.] of kill and die. "e can capture this
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generalization in the followinc7 way:

kill;

(AG' .11` I INSTRUMT)
CAUSE ) RESPONSIVE

AGE.'

The Information inside the wavy brackets now includes CAUSE;

the parentheses around the wavy brackets indicates the option

ality of the raterial within, which if not present results in

the appearance of die in a sentence. Exterminate and all other

such verbs taXin; a RESPONSIVI: object would have the same

spe,:ification since die is also their alternate non-causal

forr.

The sentences which illustrate the various NosibiliAes

are the follotiln,l;

(100 John killed the fox AGFIrl CAUSE: incorporated
RESPOnSIV

(105) John killed the foy. with his pistol AGLTT
CAUSE: incorporated RESPONSIVE IVSTRUCEST

(106) Me poison killed the fox iNsintr.Trs CAUSE:

incorporated RESPOUSIVE

(107) The storm killer the fax AOrNCY CAUSE: incor-
porated PFSPONSIVE

(I) John caused the fox to die AGEI' CAUSE: unin-
corporated lESPONSIT.;:

(100) John caused the fox to die by shooting it
with hir Ostol AGENT CAM: unincor
porated AESPO:4S1VE I:;STELMNT11

11We are not analysing the complex sentential INSTRUMIT
"by shooting it with his pistol" since it is not reJevreit to
the present illustration.
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(110) the poison caused the fox to die INSTRWFNT
CAUSE: unincorporated RESPONSIVE

(111) The thunder caused the fox to die (of fright)
AGE3CY CAUSE: unincorporated R:SPONSIVE

(112) The fox died RESPONSIVE

The environment of the verbs destroy, demolish, obliterate

and others referring to actions which remove physical objects

from existence will be stated as follows:

(AGENT INSTRWERT)
destroy: CAUSE REACTIVr

AGENCY

The illustrative sentences arc!

(113) John destroyed the table /.61-77 CAUSE:
incorporated BLACTIVF

(114) JoiLn destroyed the table 4ith a Never AGFIT
CAUSE; incorporated 'ITACTIVE INSTPUVTTT

(115) harver destroyed this table INSTIMI:In
CAUSE: incorporated aEACTIVE

(116) The tornado destroyed the house AGEVCY CAITE:
incorporated REACTIVt

(117) John caused the table to be destroyed AGENT
CAUSE: unincorporated REACTIVE

(118) John caused the table to be destroyed by
beatinr on it with a hammr AGENT CAUSE:
unincorporated REACTIVE IEISTRWETT

(11)) My hammer caused the table to be destroyed
INSWilfzlri CAUSE: unincorporated
h:ACi Ivy

1120) The table is destroyed KACTIVI:

However, verbs like burLup are described in this vay:

114
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(AGE3T) ( INSTP.1.3-1ENT

burn ( CAUSE ) REACTIVE
AGEI(CY

Th4e notation is the sale as that for shatter and indicates

that the REACTIVE may appear alone with the verb as an indepen-

dent entity (not simply as a state as in the case of destroy)

which refers to an event. The illustrative sentences are:

(121) Martha burned up the house AGM CAUSE:
incorporated REACTIVE

(122) Martha burned up the house with gasoline
AGENT CAUSE: incorporated REACTIVE
asaTulIrr

(123) The gasoline burned up the house INSTRLff:IP,T
CAUSE: incorporated REACTIVE

(124) The forest fire burned up the house AGENCY
CAUSE: incorporated REACTIVE

(125) './.artha caused the house to burn up AGMT
CAUSE: unincorporated REACTIVE

(120 Xartha caused the house to burn up by using
gasoline AGENT CAUSE: unincorporated
REACTIVE INSTIAMEW

(127) Gasoline caused the house to burn up
INSTRUKWT CAUSE: unincorcorated
REACTIVE

(128) The forest fire caused the house to burn up
AGENCY CAUSE: unincorporated REACTIVE

(129) The house burned up REACTIVE

Let us, for convenience, restate the case relationships

we have now.
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AGENT: AN ANIAATE BEING WHO INITIATES AN ACTION (EXIRTS FORCE
OR POUER) REFERRED TO BY THE VERB

INSTRCUIPfr: K1 OBJECT USED BY SOI1E AGENT IN ITS EXERTION OF
FORCE 03 POWER REFERRED TO BY THE VERB

AGENCY: All Evmor WHICH INITIATES AN ACTION (EXERTS FORCE OR
oavER) /7FERRED TO BY THE VERB

CONTACTIVE: Aal OBJECT WHOSE SURFACE IS CONTACTED T1Y ANO7HFli
OBJECT IN THF ACTION RFFERRET TO BY TIP: VERB

PTACTIVE: AJf INAV/AATE OBJECT WHICH UNDERGOES A CHANGE OF
STATE W.:FERRED TO BY THE VERB

RESPONSIVE: V AVIAATE: BEING THAT UNDERGOES A CHANGE OF
STATE REFERRED TO BY THE vm

LOCATIVE: All OBJECT 'JUICE REFERS TO THE LOCATI01{ OF SO"':

OTHER OBJECT

RESULTATIVE: AN OBJECT BROUGHT INTO EXISTENCE BY THE ACTION
REFERRED TO BY THE VERB

Our answers to question u.(page 37), which states the

followinc:

:there is tie action tftking place? Within the
OBJECT or between the OBJECT and Jomething else?

have lud us to the i,enPral observation that rviny. thouCh not

all, verbs which refer to action within some object can occur

alone in sentences with only the OBJECT present or the OBJECT

+ "become" + the verb. :iany of the verbs which co-occur with

the REACTIVE and ')ESPONSIVE fit this ceneralization; shatter,

burn ur and break are in the former category, die, is in

tic latter. Those verbs which do not perit the OBJECT to

an.esr alot.e do. nevertheless, form stative adjectives, for
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example, "is surprised" and "is demolished." The action

referred to by verbs like strike is not within the object but

is between two objects. These verbs do not permit either

sentences of the object-verb form or sentences containing the

verbs as stative adjectives or OBJECT + "become" + the verb.

Thus there is no sentence:

(130) 'The little boy is hit

or:

(131) 'The little boy became hit

There are ne sentences like "The boy is killed" but rather

there is the variant form "The boy is dead."

Our answers to questions b and c (page 37)

Is the action specified by the verb done by or to
somethine referred to in the sentence?

Is there an understood or specified AGEtT? itisrRu-

MEW? AGENCY?

have led us to notice that there are sentences in whi,..h the

ACT or IiISTRUI 'Ti' or AGENCY does not appear even t lough

native speakers intuit its presence as a necessary :ondition

for understanding the sertence in which it it have apperred.

Some of these sentences, most notably tht passive, provide a

signal, the presence of some form of be with the verb, that

the AGENT or AGENCY has teen deleted in the process of sentence

formation (though even this, as we have seen, is not an

uLambiguous f,ignal). Others, however, e.o tot provide any

n
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overt signal nhi tle Ynowledve that AGE:T or AGEIWY exists Is,

tersfore, based on the hnowiedr:e of reaninc and rossible

nearing relationshins of different verbs and objects.

Our answers to question d. (page 31),

4'hat :happens to the OBJECT as a result of the action/

havq provided us with the inJi,ht into the difference between

ve;)s which tring aa object into existence and verbs which

rem)ve an object frog: existence.

We have observed in the difference between the PF1CTIVE

and the BESPOISIVE a division tetween the inaninate world and

thc. ani.7ate.- vorld. Tire are verbs which r.fer to actions that

are only passible with. rcrarl to anitate bei..wq. there are

alsa C.lose actions that are possible with regard to a physical

object. All of the verbs we have investicAted so far have

referred to actions requirine. concrete, physical objects

rat'er than abstract ones. All have involved sotne type of

OBJECT. And all have co-occurred with relations Wiicki were

non-conplex--none have co-occurred with, for exanple, a

coclination of !-T.ACTIV:. ar10 CO3TACTIVL relations. Ve shall

continue to expand our relational OBJECT types alorw sirl lc

usir: urd-rlational ver..):., and sentences tefor turn -

inc to I.oly-relationkl ver$-,E.

We '.ave deAlt with surface-contact verb actions, which

indicate no necessary effect on their objects, and with
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change-of-state verb actions, which indicate some internal

reaction in their objects. In addition to these two classes

there is another which is made up of verbs like cut, slice,

scratch, carve, cash, lacerate, scrape, and the like. These

verbs spIdear in sentences like

(132) Ay trother cut his foot at the swimming pool

(133) Harry is slicing the cheese for our sandwiches

(13k) The branches scratched my bee, as I vent
under the fence

(135) John's father used his ne, electric knife to
carve the turkey

(136) .:artha's brother scraped his knee while
playind football

(137) The fame:. gash.A his arm on the ,o-dtr

(138) A rusty nail punctured my foot as I walked
along, the road

In the first place, the objects of the actions referred

to by these verbs are not like those of surface-contact verbs

since the objects in the former actions are altered in these

actions. On the other hand, the actions are not exclusively

within the objectr. the process of alteration is that betqeen

altering object, AGES: or AGEWY, and t%e altered object.

Cuttin, does not occur as a result of the action of a kr.Irc,

rather it is C,e very action of the knife which is described

by the verb cut. A "cut hand" is the object after the cutting

process has altered it. Because of these reasons and because
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there are no sentences in En4ish such as

(13.20 'The hand cut

(140) 'T.te aro rashcd

(141) foot punctured

it i. clear that the OBJECTs of these verbs are not BFACT1Vr.

Therefore ye will postulate new tern: AFFirTili.

AFFICTIYE: THE OBJECT Ai.V.::WD BY Tir. ArTIDA Ti:; :(it

TO BY TEE

For all the sentences move the t.FFCCTIVE: is immeAlately

&NiOUS "foot," " bae.,.," "arm." and SG. Bowyer, there art

variatiwis of these sentences 'Mitch nake suc. a determination

.ore of a pro',1e:... Let us La. e, fur exar.ple a variant of

(13?)

(14,1) .1 trother cut hirself on the foot at t'ne
smminc pool

Tow it ap[ears surerficially, that "hi!:.self" is the 1:1T117CT,

tae cnd that "foot" is a locationl object, LOCATPC,

..1Aemincd ly locational [reposition "on." If these t-o

sento:ices are, in fact , synonymous variations Ye riet.t ask

whether ''font" or the reflexivized .1-Qt..,mtca1 fur:.

of "-y trotner,A is tne "thin:" -rhtch is "cut." !!-Dw,ver. t!:e

:o;tulation of th,f question is enou'h to reveal its icsl,ero-

priateness sir.ce, obviously, we are &ann., a part-whole

relationship and, w-en the part is affected, so is the whole.

1:).zn t e 1-,,flexivized pronoun, "hic:self,h aplears, so does

1.'0
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"tl!e foot" and not "his foot," but when the possessive pronoun

"his" appears, there is no "the." There are nr, sentences like

(143) 'John cut the foot

a fact vhich suggests that the inalienable part of a whole, In

this case '.:he foot of my brother, requires the identification

of the whole to which it beloms. This vequircoent is

satisfied by ti.e possessive "his," and also by tiie reflexive

"hinself,.' the latter providing the necessary reference for,

and identification of, "the" in "the foot."12

12
It has been pointed out that some dialects permit the

redundant identification of the possessor in such sentences
as "John cut himself on his foot," though none to mY knov
lede,e permit the occurrence of an unidentified possessor as in
(143).

Apparently, however. in spite of this intinate connection

between an inalienable part and the w_ole and the subsequent

;Inovlele,e that an alteration of the former is an alteration of

latter, 4n).ish has a device which is illustrated in the

two variant sentences above for "focusins'' on either one or

the other: when it is the whole which receives the focus, the

part appear[ ac LOCAAK, when it is the part, the whole appears

as possessive. This appearance is, nevertheless, superficial

since the bft:ic r.eanin, relationship, whole-part, is unaltered

in its different surface forms.

1.1
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Yhat this reans for our analysis is that the entire unit,

"his foot" or "ninself on the foot," will be termed AFFECTIV'.

Until and unless we develop further analytical neaps of deal-

inv. with part whole relationships, 're can state that there are,

when it is arTropriate to the content of particular sentences,

two 1+r, C.C71VEs: one is AeFLCTIVE i:HOLE and the other is

AFFLCTIVL. Thus the "his foot" curt Le !eparated

into "his" and "foot' as exarTles of the former and lati:r

respectively, similarly ".linself" and "on the foot" can Le

catecorized as the possessive variant of AFFECTIV: !MOLE and

the locationG1 variant of AFFECT,V7 PART respectively.

teliorary s.,:_:r..% only have tn: set of difficultie

present in 5nt.Q.nce.: .vrts liXt cut. h. hay.- ytt to

deal with tLe other relations indicated )...y t%e senahtics of

t.t.se verbs. Let us exa:ii!,. tie follovin,2 senterces:

(144) The farner cut hitsclf on the mower13

(l15) farmer eta nirself vlth tlie mower

(140 he rower cut the farmer

13(144) is clearly anlAguous: it can mean "the farrer cut
hi=self -then yes on the nover," in which case the rover nay
or :Loy hsve Leer. instrt:nental in the c4ttinE, or it car
mean "the farmer cut. iself and t:7-.e mower was instrwehtal in
the act." Powever. it i3 only the second reanin,! which is
sirilar to the Leonine, of (145) and (146), and the only one.
tcrefore, -rhiL., is relevant to the present discussion.

III
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We could account simply for these sentences by stating that

cut :o- occurs with an optional AGENT and an INSTRUT-liT, and that

the Ir:Siatra.a becomes the topical subject vhen the AGVT does

not appear. Such simplicity might be justified if (144) and

(14fl were synonymous. Iovever, there seems to be a differ-

ence in meaning whic;1 might be stated somethinj like this:

(144) seems to indicate that the farmer vas not directly in

control of the mower, but (145) suggests that the mower vas wider

his control. The locative INSTRUMENT (if Indeed "the mower"

of (144) is an LISTRUNI-NT) carries, therefore, an ambiguity

of intention: the farmer may or may not have intended to cut

hims11_ This observation is supported by the acceptability

of both (141) and (14B):

(147) The farmer accidentally cut himself on the
cover

(148) The farmer deliberately cut himself on the
mover

The reverse implication, that cont.rol implies intention, is

not clearly demonstrable by (149) since it is only questionably

unacceptable:

(149) /The farmer iccidentally cut himself with
the mover

(150) The farmer deliberately cut himself with
the newer

If (149) is actually unacceptable, control of the 11STRU:TNT

intent. Lack of control r.nders intent ambiguous.

A sentence in which the InTnURENT is stationary and, therefore,
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not controllable by the AGFItT is very odd if the INST7H.L117fal

preposition is "with".

(151) :The boy cut himself with t.. house

Sentence (144) appears to be like (146) in thnt "the mower"

in both is ambiguously either intentionally or unintentionally

INSTRLIZIri however, (146) leaves the identity of the AGZIT

unspecified.

Since control of the rISTRU:T:rf by the AC::i;T is clearly

deterninable from the preposition and since intent ray or ray

not be correlated with control, we can take the more clearly

accurete position that there are two types of INST21.44FIT

which are distinguishable by the fact of control or lac;: of

it. will, then, put .1.,;ide the question of intent until

such a time as re can state with greater certlinty whot::r

or not it correlates control. Thus, we now have the

followin7:

CO:7101.LED IISTFA.W.W. 03JECr IS UlDET1 COMPOL
OF THE AGENT AND IS U7F_D BY Tn. ACENT IF ITS
'...DCFRTION FOPC2 or PCY:12 11:72TIRLT TO BY THE VITP

WCOPTROLLED INf!'..70:4aNT- AP OBJECT ',MICH IS NtT UYDER THF.

CONTFO:- OF THE ;..rtiT BUT MFRS irrei THE ArT10::

SEFF.2.:7) TO r.,E WIT

CO.TTIkOLLF.1) 1"...-1TPT.1.1;./T ai.pears I: a phrase by the

preposition wiCi, 113C0iti.,OLLED atpears in a pnrasc..

sirnaled the crerosition on. It is interelitin: that the

tl verb use c't only ap;'N12. as a signal for t$1,:.



CONTROLLED INSTRUMENT:

(152) The boy used a piece of gloss to cut himself

(153) The boy used the house to cut himself

(153) oust be unacceptable since houses are staticosry and too

large to be controllable.

The concepts CO::TROLL2D and T.:CONTROLLED INSTRU=n's have

value beyond the class of verbs we have Just been investigating.

For example, those verbs which indicate a change of state within

physical objects (REACTIVE verbs) co-occur with these two f)rms

of IJSTRIPITT. The following sentences illustrate this point:

(154) The demonstrator broke the bottle on the
policeman's head

(155) The vase broke on the edge of the table

(l5) Kar:. crushed t'ne cup on the floor

(157) :7azy shattered the glass with her fist

Verbs which co-occur with the REACTIVE also appear with

UJCOOTROLLED INSTRWEs in onto, over and vainst phrases:

(156) Jerry cracked the dish over Martha's head

(159) Hortense sashed the lamp onto the floor

(160) Karl splintered the china against the wall

It we try to describe the co-occurrence restrictions of

AFFECTIVE verbs in terms of the possible appearance of AC ICY,

we find a complicated situation. That some forms of AGENCY

do occur with AFFECTIVE verbs is Illustrated by the follovine:
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(161) The cyclone gashed a hole in the ship's deck

(162) The wind lacerated the boy's face

(163) The house was sliced in two by the tornado

It may be that such sentences are metaphorical rather than

semantically regular. Thus, AGENCY could perhaps be personified

by its appearance in relational positions restricted to AGENT.

While it is somerhat unsatisfying, ve can do no more than make

these general observations in the form of questions at this

time.

The environment for the verb cut can now be stated in

the following notation: 14

f I

{AGM I COI TROLLED INSTRUENT )
cut : (AGrIT # UNCP:7POLLED ri,sTRtrxr ) AFFECT1VF

?AGENCY

14Since ve have analysed our former INSTRUMENT irate two
distinct types, all of the environmental specifications of
verbs we have previously investigated vill have to be altered
accordincly. However, this is a relatively simple task with
obvious consequences and we vill not, therefore, undertake it
formally.

The possible alternatives are illustrated belovl

(164) John cut the cheese AGENT AFFECTIVE

(165) :ary cut her foot with a breadknife AGENT
AFFECTIVE coirrRou.n) I7nRty TNT

(166) Karl cut his hand on the fender AGiYP AFFEC
TIVE UNOCRTROLLED INSTIltRiEn
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(167) The knife cut Charles' hand CaTROLLD or
UNCONTROLLED INSTHLVFNT AFFDWIT:

(1a) Ti.e 1it;htninr cut the tree's branch off
AGENCY AFFECTIVE

V? have thus far examined a number of verbs whic:' co-occur

with "direct objects." There are verbs which for :: c. subset of

"direct object" verbs whose distinguishing characteristic is

their appearance with a second object, an "indirect object)"

oftsa tignalled by la. To ace the varioLo reinticuo indicated

"indirect object" verbt., l.t uo 0X4rA120 the following:

(169) 1 gave the book to the ran

(17.-J) John sent the paper to the teacher

(171) Harry distributed the food t( the r.er,

(112) Arvin sold the car to Henry

(173) I lent five dollars to ny brother

(174) The general transmitted the information t.,J
his men

(175) The secretary transferred all call:, to her
Loss

While "I," "Jolm," "Harry." for example, are proba'oly AGZ:':T-

ively related to the respective verbs because t;ley lo initiate

the action referred to by those verbs, two difficulties are

apparent. First. th! "direct objectsil--"1.cKlk," "rarer,"

"food," for exanpledo not corres:,ond to any of the relational

cat:ogrieJ ve have investicatcd. They are all inanimate yet

they do not undereo any chan,ie of state and arc not, therefore,
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REACTIVE. Their verbs do not refer to any surfacecontact

action and are not, therefore, verbs which indicate a CO7ITACTIVE

:elation either. Second, the "indirect objects," the "to"

phrases, do not correspond to any of the relational cater,ortes

we have developed.

We may as where the action referred to in these sen-

tences is occurrinv. (lo9), it is certaiaiy not witni,.

"the book" or "the ::an." "Giving" involves a relationship

between the giver, the -iven, and the receiver -the action 1!;

between all three. To demonstrate this observation, we

micht try to imacine a situation in uhich soneone is

but notAn7 is elven, or one in which someone is givinr, some-

thine but no one in receivina. Or we might, conversely, try

to iraine a situation in vhien sonethinF is receive,1 no

one le civinf. The impossibilities of these situations denon-

strate the intiate anl necessary connection between the

C,ree Farts of the relationship desirnated by the vert 4:1e.

Even s :t.tences 3C:. as the folloine:

(17(1 John ;;fives to charity

(177) Ary received a new car on her birthday

(178) :eery gives five dollars a week

are recc:%iked as necesarily new,inc, respectively:

(2T') sometnin to c'larity

(189) Mary roceiveA a new car on .per birthday
fret. sceone



(181) Henry gives five dollars a veek to soneone

In additi ., there are no sentences of the form:

(182) gave

(183) 'The book gave

(184) 'iary received

Is the antion referred to by the 7erb LIve done by or to

sot,e objet referred to in the sentence? In tne sentences

we have seen, for example, (169)-(170), "I" and "Join" are

initiatinc the action. The question whether tne action is

done "to" "the took," for exaz ?le, scer.s odd. 17:e t00% is

certainly involved in the action Sut not in the way a simple

contact verb would indicate.

What happens to the object we termed "direct object" in

the action? it 13 neitl,er created nor destroyed nor physi-

cally altered, It is transferred. prior to the action it is

possessed by the giver and after the actin; it is possessed

by the receiver. Let us, then, tent the relationship between

the transferred object and .the action 111.5.ASATT/VE .nd the

relationship between the receiver and the action PECEPTIVE.

Thus, for exa41e, in (1G9) the relationship between "the

book" and ",7ave" is TRA:SMITTIV1 that between "the man"

and "gave" is KC:,:PTIVE.

TPA ITTIV-: THF OBJECT WMICT: TO Tift.7SFER71711 ir THE ACTIO:'
REFLAR7.1) TO BY THE TIK

RECEFTIVn: THE OBJECT TO WHICH THE 1-.1.KM".11TTIVE IS TP.V.ISF:-7.Rri.)

AC110.1 BE:FEHR:1) TO BY T{L vi38



We will now examine a set of sentences which appear to

be synonymous with the first seti(1(2).475):

(185) The man received the book from me

(188) The teacher received the paper from John

(187) The men received the food from Harry

(188) Henry bought the car from :'ervin

(189) Ny brother borrowed five dollars from me

(190) The men received the information from their
general

(191) The boss received all calls from his
secretary

While the forms of verbs In these sentences are different

from those of (189)(175), the respective meanings do seem to

be the same. For example, for me to give a Look to a man is

for him to receive that book from me. Also for me to lend five

dollars to my brother is for my brother to borrow five

dollars from me. The major difference between these two

sets aside from the form of the verb is that the RECEPTIVE

is in the initial sentence position in the second set of

sentences and in the final position in the first set; further,

the AG2NT is the topical subject of the first set and the

final prepositional phrase of the second set. As topical

subject, the T:CEPTIVE is unprefaced by the preposition to

and the ACI;j7 to preceded by the preposition from, a new form

for AGLIT not previously encountered. Perhaps AGEaT has
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taken on additional meaning. Before we conclude anything

about AGENT or whatever other relationship might be present,

let us examine certain other sentences which may be relevant

to our concerns.

More such sentences as

(192) John received some literature from .che Alps

(193) Karl borrowed five dollars from the cookie
jar

in which neither "the Alps" nor "the cookie jar" are in any

way AGENTive. This observation is supported by the fact that

there are no sentences like the following:

(194) The Alps sent John some literature

(195) The cookie jar loaned Karl five dollars

JeverthelesQ, there is at least one 1:0 in which "the Alps"

and "the coolie jar" are like the animate nouns which appeared

in the "fror," phrases of the earlier sentence:,, (18))-(191):

both objects referred to represent the source of the TRAM-

;iiTTIVE. Could it then be that we have encountered the

first set of verbs which permit, perhaps even require,

complex reletJonships? If the answer is affirmative, then

"I" in (169) (I gave the book to the man) is both AGENT and

what we shall now designate SOURCE. However, "the cookie jar"

of (193) is not AGENT but simply SOURCE.

We no': need to look for further support from other facts

of a!linb for our analysis. Let us examine the following 1c3
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determine what relevant difference may exist between the two

sentences:

(196) John received a wallet from George

(197) John stole a wallet from Georf*e

The meaning of, or event referred to by, the first requires

George's participation, is iniUation of the action, while

the second clearly does not. Th:s participation is further

identifiel by the fact that the verb steal may appear with an

inanimate as well as an animate SOURCE, though the verb

receive cannot always appear with an animate and an inanimate

SOURCE. Animateness, of course, is requisite to partiepation

in, or Initiation of action. Thus, (198) is unacceptable

though (199) is acceptable:

(198) *John received five dollars from the shelf

(199) John stole five dollars from the shelf

Both contain an inanimate LOCAT1VE+SOURCE and the difference

between steal and receive and, thus, the explanation for

the different acceptability of the ro sent.F.ncea is that

steal co-occurs with SOURCE and receive co-occurs with

SOURCE+AGENT. We night also note that receive requires only

a RECLKIVE topical subject while steal requires an LONIT+

RI-CEPTIVE topical subject.

Now we can define our new terms in this way:
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SOURCE: THE ANPIATE OR IMMIMATE ORIGIN OF SONfl OBJECT,
THE TRAPSMTTIVE, WHICH IS TRANSFERRED IN AN
ACTION REFERRED TO BY THE VERB

TRANSITTIVE: THE OBJECT WHICH IS TRANSFERRED IF AN ACTION
REFRRD TO BY THE VERB

DECEPTIVE: THE ANIMATE BEING TO WHICH THE TRAPSAITTIVE IS
TRANSFERRED IN AN ACTION REFERRED TO BY THE VERB

Let us now state the partial environments of the verbs

we have been investigating in the followin:!, notation:

,GE!IT +SOURCE TRANSMITTIVE (RECEPTIVE)

receive: (AGENT+SOURCE) TRA7811ITTIVE RDCFPTIVE

il(SOURCE+LOCATIVE)
steal: AGENT+RECEPTIVE (TRAPSZITTIVE) (sounr)

The sentences which these descriptions account for are

illustrated by the following:

(200) John gave five dollars AGENT+SOURCE
TRANSMITTIVE

(201) John gave Harry five dollars AGENT+SOURCE
RECEPTIVE TRANSMITTIVE

(202) Harry received five dollars RECEPTIVE TRANS-
HITTIVE

(203) Harry received five dollars from John
RECEPTIVE TaAIIMITTIVE AGENT+SOURCE

(204) tierl steals daily AGCT+RECEPTIVE

(205) i:erl steals money daily AGENT+RECEPTIVE
TItAirSiTiTIVE

(206) Nerl steals money daily from his mother
ACEIZT+AECITTIVL TRXIS,;ITTIVE SOURCE



(207) .1er1 steals money daily from the bank
AGENT+RECEPTIVE TRA,TI:ITTIVE SOULCE+
LOCATIVE

Other verbs like live are send, lend, transfer, transmit, sell,

distribute; verbs like receive are borrow and buz; verbs like

steal are take, remove, rob, seize. Obviously give and receive

are identical except in the specification of their optional

elements.

Let us examine the verb acquire, whose ambiguity may

provide us with additional insight into the analysis we have

Just comoleted. In a sentence such as (208):

(208) Karl acquired a book from Herb

it is clear that "Karl" is the RECEPTIVE and that "&rb" is

the SOURCE; however, it is not clear which person initiated

the transfer, which person acted ACENTively. This observa-

tion is supported by the acceptability of (209), in which

"Karl" acts AGEI1Tively, and of (210), in which "Herb" acts

AOEITTively:

(209) Karl acquired a boot-. from Herb when he
pilfered Herb's library

(210) Karl acquired a b00% fro Herb when Herb
willed it to him

This ambiguity can be captured by the following description:

'AGEHT+RECEPTIVE (SOURCE)

acquire: TRADSiaTTIVE
(AGSNT+SOURCE) RECEPTIVE
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The sent.ffices whic'a illustrate this account are Cie following:

(211) Mary acquired a new car when she spent her
five thousand dollars AGENT+RECEPTIVE
TIWTS:IITTIVE

(212) ::ary acquired a new car from the Ford dealer
when she spent her five thousand dollars
AGENT+RECEPTIVE TRANSMITTIVE SOURCE

(213) John acquired a new car when his brother's
win was read RECEPTIVE TRANSM/TTIVE

(214) John acquired a new car from his brother when
his will was read RECEPTIVE TRANSMITTIVE
AGEJT+SOURCE

The possible co-occurrence of INSTRUMENT with verbs of

transference has not thus far been investigated. Let us

now see what these possibilities are and whether they can

reveal further facts which can contribute to our analysis.

We would be likely tc assume, from the recults of the past

investigations, that INSTRU1.01 could appear wherever there

is a specified or unspecified AGENT. This assumption is

supported by such seLtences as (215):

(215) Merl acquired a new car from me with five
thousand dollars

in which ":ierl" is unambiguously AGENT+RFCEPTIVE and "five

thousand dollars" is INSTIWIENT.15 Further, we may add an

15
Clearly, this sentence may also mean that Merl received

the car and the money, in which case "with" indicates accom-

paniment rather than INSTRUMENT, however, this meaning is not

relevant to the present discussion. Eoreover, we should

notice the subtle distinction between (215) and "",lerl acquired
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a new car from me for five thousand dollars," in which "for"
designates the exchange of one item for another. In (215),
however, the object of the "with" phrase may or may not have
been exchanged, though it is IHSTRUIIENT. This observation
becomes more apparent when the money, normally used in exchanges,
is replaced by an object normally used in robbery, for example,
a gun: "iierl acquired a new car from me with a gun."

IUSTRU1TENT to (214) , in which "John" is simply RECEPTIVE and

"his brother" is complexly AGEITT+SOURCE, and produce (216):

(216) John acquired a new car from his brother
with five thousand dollars

But (216) does tot exhibit the same meaning relationships as

(214) for it is only interpretable under the reading that

"John" is AGET+RT2CEPlIVE and "his brother" is SOURCE: the

presence of INSTM:MIT apparently permits only this interpre-

tation. The extent of this phenomenon is observaLle when we

attempt to include INSTRU= in a sentence containing receive,

Which permits only RECEPTIVE topic3 and restricts MEM to

a "from" phrase including SOURCE:

(217) *John received a new record player from
Henry with twenty five dollars

That this phenomenon is not determined by topicalization is

:,hown by the unacceptability of (218) as well:

(218) *Henry gave a new record player to John with
twenty-five dollars

However, bur, though not sell, does accept an IVSTRUW:!T:

(219) John bought a new car with five thousand
dollars
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(220) *Henry sold a new car with five thousand
dollars

We can conclude that ITISTRUMENT is highly constrained as a

possible co .occurrent with verbs of transference and that our

groupings of similar verbs, for example, receive with buy., is

only accurate if we d.) not consider INSTRUMENT. Since a

statement of the constraints of INSTRUMENT appears to be quite

complex, we will not endeavor to make it at this time.

Let us turn now to the possibl...1 appearance of AGEHCY in

sentences containing verbs of transference. There are

sentences like the following:

(221) The hurricane gave the fishermen a hard time

(222) the storm sent the children to their homes

However, these sentences do not have any counterpart containing

receive:

(223) The fishermen received a hard time from
the hurricane

(224) *The children's hones received them from
the storm

In addition, many other verbs such as lend and sell do not

form acceptable sentences with AGENCY. These observations

alone with the fact that "a hard time" in (221) is not trans-

ferrea from "the hurricane" to "the fishermen" suggest that

such sentences are netaphorical rathe., than literal English

sentences. 'e might well conclude, then, that AGENCY cannot

occur with verbs of transference. However, we do have sentences
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such as (225):

(225) The wind blew the barn from the yard to
the river

Here, "the yard" is like "the cookie jar" of (193), which we

said was SOURCE, and "the shelf" of (199), which we said was

LOCATIVE+SOURCE. It would seen, given our previous account

of LOCATIVE+SOURCZ, that each of the three is Indeed the

complex relation LOCATIVE+SOURCE. :Tow, in (225) it may be

that "the river" is LOCATIVE+RECEPTIVE. These pairs of

LOCATIVE relations would also explain the folloqine sentence:

(226) John sent the candy from i!ew York to Boston

in that both "flew York" and "Boston" are obviously LOCATIsrs

yet equally distinguishable by their respective similarities

to SOURCE and RECEPTIVE relations.

The analysis of (225) should not be taken RS an implicit

claim that the verb blow has the same inherent character-

istics as verbs of transference for it is a member of a quite

different semantic class which was chosen to elucidate our

investifation of AOE1:CY and verbs of transference.

Clearly, were we to accept the complex relation

LOCATIVE+RECEPTIV4, we would have to redefine PEUPTITT, to

accept both animate and inanimate referents. Al his time,

however, w. !:111 leave the question open to further factual

support.
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At an earlier point in our investigation of INSTRUMENT,

we observed that the Preposition with often appears in con-

junction with INSTRUMENT. Of course, not every appearance of

with signals that relation. We have, for example, sentences

lice these :

(227) Our dog is always runninri with that mutt
down the street

(220 Leroy went downtown with his grandmother

(229) Some Spanish-Americans rioted with the
blacks during the summer

(230) Thc old woman is sitting with her son in
the park

It is clear that neither "the nutt," nor "the grandmother,"

nor "the blacks," nor "her son" is an INSTRUMENT in relation

to the actions referred to by the respective verbs. The

animals and People are simply acconpanyinr the AGENTS in

thair actions. Thus, we have encountered a quite different

type of relationship from the noun-verb relationships with

which we have formerly dealt. In light of the fact that our

oriainal sentences, (227)-(230), remain acceptable if the

"with" phrases arc deleted, as we can see in (231)-(234), we

can conclude that this new type of relationship is a sentence-

noun relationship.

(231) Our dog is always runnin7

(232) Leroy went, downtwin
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(233) Some Spanish-Americans rioted furinr the
summer

(234) The old woman is sitting in the park

We shal'A. term this accompaniment relationship between nouns

and sentences MUTATIVE and we will define it tentatively as

follows:

MUTATIVE: AN ANIIIATE BEING WHICH IS ACCOPIPAITYING (ANOTHER
ANIMATE BEING ENGAGED IO) AV EVENT

All of the above sentences are instances of the COIITA-

TIVE as an animate object. Is it possible that this relation-

ship in2ludes inanimate things as well? If we substitute

inanimstes in place of the animate beings in these sentences,

the result is as follows!

(235) *Our dog is always running with that tree
down the street

(236) Leroy went downtown with his yoyo

(237) *: ?any Spanish-Americans rioted with the
library during, the summer

(238) The old woman is sitting with her straw
hat in the park

These sentences would appear to inlicate that an inanimate

MUTA':IVE per se is not a sufficient reason for a sentence

to be judged unacceptable. Although we need to investigate,

it may be that the nature of the activity determines the

acceptability of the appearance of inanimate comitation, or

accompaniment.
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The first sentence, (235), is unacceptable apparently

because trees cannot run; and the third, (238), because

libraries cannot riot. But yoyos cannot go downtown and

hats cannot sit in the park. The difference may be that (236)

and (238) are interpreted in a way which indicates that they

contain locative phrases: "in his pocket" and "on her head"

respectively, while (235) and (237) are not interpretable

in this way. Notice that if we slter (235) slightly, we are

Ole to impose sucb a locative interpretation on the "With"

phrase:

(239j Our dog is always running with the news-
paper (in his mouth)

In animate comitative, then, the animate being in accom-

paniment is performing the same action as the AGENT; in

inanimate comitation, the inanimate object is locatively

aPaociated with the AGENT while the AGINT performs the action.

If our dog is running with a mutt, it is also true that the

mutt is runni4d with our dog; if Leroy went downtown with

his crars:...other, his grandmother went downtown with him; and

so forth.

Animate comitation is not, however, always ascertainable

from the animateness of the object An the COIIITATIVE relation

as the following -antence illustrates:

(240) 'The bve vent downtown with Jody
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(240) is only interpretable if we supply a locative phrase

such as "inside of it." In fact, the sentence is more likely

to appear in the following form:

(241) The bus went downtown with Jody inside.

which suggests that "Jody" is not animate by necesJity. She

::,14 not doing anything relevantly animate, for example, AGENTive

or RESPONSIVE ; rather she is being transported. "Jody,"

then, would be termed TRAUSWITTIVE. We ca., conclude from these

observations, as we did in the case of the OBJECTs of shatter

and strike, that it is not the object itself which determines

the type of relation. In this case, it is the nature of the

event which determines whether the COIIITATIVE is relevantly

animate or not.
16

16The nouns which our definition would identify as
CONITATIVE do have to meet the condition of minimal specifica-
tion: animate nouns meet the minimal specification of physical
existence which is requisite to inanimate comitation, but

inanimate nouns do not meet the minimal specification of

organic life which is requisite to animate comitation.
Obviously abstract nouns do not meet th(, minimal specifica-
tioa of even inanimate comitation: physical existence.

We can now investigate dimensions of comitation other

than that of animateness. We have already seen, in locative

comitation, the relevant dimension of apace. What we need to

determine is whether there are sentences referring to events

in which spatial accompaniment does not involve temporal
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accompaniment and those in which temporal, accompaniment does

not involve spatial accompaniment. We have examined sentences

in which people, animals, and physical objects are nominal

referents within a comitative relation. Perhaps abstractions

will provide examples of :hc COMITATIVE which will isolate one

of the dimensions with which we are concerned. Let us, then,

examine the following sentences:

(242) The fire started with the explosion

(243) People are 1?erning more today about language
with the revival of Cartesian idea:

(242) indicates a necessary temporal comitation: the fire

started at the same time as the explosion. However, spatial

comitation ie not necessarily indicated in this sentence: the

fire may have started acroes town from the explosion. The

second sentence, (243), has no spatial relevance since

abstractions of thought, "ideas," are only relatable

temporally.

We may now raise the queetion as to which features of the

comitative relations%ip are relevant to a decision to subtype

COAITATIVE. Obviously space and time are two dimensions which

cold serve to Cistinguish different types of comitation.

From the sentences we have examined, we can also observe that

some of them contained accompanying events, some accompanying

objects (for example, the locative comitation), and some
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accompanying AGENTS. Let us explore the consequences of ming

events, chlects and AGENTs as the diaanguishing features in

subtyping the COMITATIVE. If these consequences are negative,

then we may wish to use other features such as the spatial and

temporal dimensions.

In the case of CONITATIVE-AGENT, it is the animate being

which is duplicatinc the action of the AGENT within the sentence.

Both spatial and temporal accompaniment are a part of the moan

ing. We can define this relation as followe:

COMITATTVE-AGENT: AN ANIMATE BEING THAT IS EHGAGED IN THE
SAME ACTION AS THE'AGENT AND IS SPATIALLY AND
TEMPORALLY ACCOMPANYING THE AGENT

In the case of COMITATIVE-OBJEC;there is a ph,rsical

object whose relationship to, the referent of the subject is

locative. Since physical existence is its minimal specification,

it may be either animate or inanimate. Since it exists in an

explicit or implicit locative relationship, spatial comitation

is primary, though temporal comitation is entailed. We can

define this ..-riation as follows:

CONITATIVE-OBJECT: A PHYSICAL OBJECT, ANIMATE OR INANIMATE,
THAT IS LOCATIVELY ACCOMPANYING THE PEETRENT OF
THE SUBJECT

In the case of COMITATIVE-EVENT, we have an eventive

noun whose relationship to the event refe.red to by subject,

verb and object is necessarily temporal though only ambigu-

ously spatial. Yee can define this relation as follows:

COMITATIVE-EnliT: All EVENT WHICH IS TETORALLY (AND, OPTIONALLY,
SPATIALLY) ACCOMPANYING THE EVENT REFERRED TO BY
SUBJECT, VERB AND OBJECT
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It is intereettng that there are apparently no sentences

in which comitation with the "direct object" in possible. For

example, (244)(248) are unacceptab]e and (249)-(253) are

Acceptable only as COMITATIVEAGENT:

(244) *John built his house with the church

(245) *Harry robbed the bank with the supermarket

(246) *Aildred broke the vase with the chair

(247) *John's wife slapped him with George

(248) The appearance of tht striped dog surprised
Henry with Mary

(249) Millie robbed the jewelry store with Harry

(250) John built his model airplane with his friend

(251) Leroy broke all the school windows with Peter

(252) Herman beat up the intruders with his friends

(253) Nozman jumped the fence with his dog

While this analysis might appear to be satisfactory, we

have actually created a number of problems. First, there is

the fact that we have no sentences such as

(254) *John was surprised by George with Mary

though "diary" is RESPONSIVE and, therefore, does not fall

within our CO:IITATIVZ: subtypes. However, we do have such

sentences as (254) in which the preposition"with"is replaced

by"along with.' For example, (255):

(255) John was surprised by George along with Vary

In addition, along with permits "direct objecl" comitation
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(256) illustrates:

(256) George surprised. John along with Mary

Since the differences between with and along with are superficial,

we do not need to state the various environments in which either

the one or the other may appear. More to the point is a stAe-

ment of the facts concerning the appearance of COHITATIVE-

RESPONSIVE. We can simply observe that RESPONSIVE accompani-

ment has th,! same requirement of animateness which AGENT accom

paniment has. Perhaps the best way to deal with this fact is

to incorporate the characteristics of RESPONSIVE into our

earlier definition. This change can be made in the following

way:

CaiITATIVE-AGENT/RESPONSIVE: AN ANIHATE BEING THAT IS ENGAGED
IN 'ME SAIX ACTION AS THE AGENT/RESPONSIVE AND IS
SPATIALLY AND Ta?ORALLY ACCOMPANYING THE AGENT/
RESPONSIVE

Since we have concluded what we wish to investigate of the

consequences of ur.ng AGENT/RESPONSIVE, objects, and events to

subtype COIIITATIVE., let us turn to the alternative method of

using simply the dimensions of space and time to accomplish the

subtyping. In the case of COMITATIVE-SPATIAL, it is some

physical object or event which accompanies rome other physical

object or event. In the case of ..VIITATIVE-TalsORAL, it is

some event which accompanies some other event in time. Thus,

we can present the following definitions:
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C0JITAT1VE-SPATIAL: A PIYSICAL OBJECT OR EVENT WHICH ACCOr"...,NIES
ANOTHER PHYSICAL OBJECT OR EVErT II A RELATION
SIGNALED BY WITH OR ALONG WITH

CONITATIVE-MPOPAL: AN EVENT WHICH IS TMPORALLY CONTIGUOUS
WITH SOIT OTHER nun IN A RELATION SIGNALED BY
WITH OR ALONG WITH

To demonstrate the usefulness of this subtyping, we must

find sentences in which only one type or the other can appear.

Such restrictiveness will, no doubt, depend partly on the

nature of the verb within these sentences. Verbs which co-

occur with abstract objects seem to appear with only COMTA-

TIVE-TEIPORAL. Verbs of cognition such as think of, under-

stand, know, contemplate represent a class of verbs which co-

occur with abstract objects. The following sentences illustrate

the exclusively temporal form of accompaniment which such verbs

impose:

(257) Karl thought of :tary's problem along with
George's

(258) Peter understood the causes of the riots
along with the causes of poverty

(259) Harry knew the answer to the first question
along the answer to the second

(260) Larry contemplated his wife's decision
along with his best friend's

On the other hand, be+LOCATIVE seems to appear in sentences

where only a COATATIVE-SPATIAL interpretation is postrble,

For example:

(261) Hortense is with her husband in the store
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(262) :laudie is in the kitchen with her boyfriend

(263) The salt is on the table with the sugar

(264) Ey knife: is in the drawer with the socks

The fact that spatial accompaniment has to entail temporal

accompaniment is dot a problem if this information is provided

by separate entailment rules. This situation is quite differ-

ent from that of (242) (The fire started with the explosion)

in which temporal comitation is clearly indicated t!lough

spatial comitation may or may not be.

From our analysis we can describe, in terms of COMITATIVE,

the environments of some illustrative verbs in the following

way:

think of: (C0:1ITAIIIVE-TTORAL)

be+LOCATIVE: (COMITATIVE-SPATIAL)

Now we are in a position to make a decision concerning

the most adequate analysis of comitation. We have found that,

when we subtype by the dimensions of space and Vane, COMITATIVE-

SPATIAL includes the phenomena described by the two former sub-

types CWITATIVE-ACNT/RFSPONSIVE and CO? ITATIVE-OBJECT,

which now may be viewed ae particular forms of spatially

correlated referents. Obviously, were we to list all of the

referents which could be appropriately corre:ated spatially and
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provide subtype terms for them, we would have an inordinately

long and unrevealing list. In fact, such dissection might

prove to be endless. Further, we would be led to list all

possible coMtanations of individual referents--animate-

inanimate, animate-animate, inanimate-inanimate, abstraction-

abstraction, event-event, for example--another endless task.

The temporal - spatial dichotomy as captured in WMITATIVE-

SPATIAL and. COITITATIVE-TalPORAL, which, we might add, subsumes

our former category COMITATIVE-EVENT, suffers from neither of

these faults. Thus, unless a very convincing argument should

arise from hitherto uninvestigated data, we will retain our

latest analysis.

Let us return to a topio we touched on when we dealt with

verbs of transference. We suggested that before the action

referred to by the verb transpired, the object in question,

the TRANSMITTIVE, was in possession of the SOURCE' and that

after the action it was in possession of the RECEPTIVE. There

are sentences which reflect exactly this possessive relation-

ship. For example:

(265) That old puree belongs to my daughter

(266) It/ father owns a cabin in Canada

(267) John has a new yacht

Nhat is the nature Of verbs like have, belong, own!

Unlike the other verbs we have examined, these do not involve
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action: one does not have to do anything except exist in order

to "have" or "own" something. The differences between these

verbs do not seem to affect the relevant fact of possession.

For instance, opt means legal possession of something which has

monetary value. But this is not unambiguous for I can say that

I own a car with the knowledge that my neighbor or a thief is

in immediate possession of it. Likewise I can say that I have

a car when in fact my friend has present use of it. However,

I cannot say that I have a csr if a thief has stolen it; never-

theless, I can say that the car belongs to ne though the thief

has indeed made off with it. On the other hand, I can with

equal linguistic appropriateness say that my neighbor's car,

wbich is park,d in my driveway and is at my disposal, is a

car which I have Lt the moment. :toreover, bed I stolen a ^.ar,

I could again appropriately say that I have a car. Yet, in

this latter situation I could not say, unless I were a liar

as nell, thet the car in ny possession belonzed to me.

There are thus multiple kinds of possessive relation-

ships, only sons of which ,.re have touched upon. We could, if

we wished, extend these into fcmilial relationships and point

out that I could say I own a wife (if I had either purchased

or been deeded her), or have a wife, uncle, father, and 30

forth. But I could not say appropriately that I own ,Ay

father or that my father belongs to ne. The various types of
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shaving 4
: or possession, then, can overlap in interesting and

complexly restricted ways. One fact remains clear though; in

every case where it is appropriate to use any of the verbs

of possession there is some fundamentally identical posse6sive

relationship in the connection between the two referents in

the sentence. Our task is to deal with the underlying common-

ality rather than with the idiosyncracies of the various

verbs.

We right tttempt to discover the precise nature of

possession, but this would take us into a discussion of,

among other things, psychology. The nature of have, own,

b9lon,E, ppssess and the like, depends on psychological,

legal, familial, spatial, and other factors. Despite the

temptations to enter this maze, we shall rerain satisfied to

state that nig relationship beween tqm objects is one of

possession.

That can, generally speakinl, be in possession of some-

thing? Sentences (265)(267) all have people as possessors.

Let us examine the following sentences for their acceptabi

lity:

(268) That old shoe belongs to my dog

(269) My Saint Bernard wins a cabin in Canada
which his former master left him

(270) Our tropical fish have a new acquarium
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(P71) Cats possess an instinct for stalking

(272) *That old shoe belongs to the desk

(273) *John's watch owns a new second hand

(274) *my desk has a new typewriter

(275) *Roses possess a fine aroma

These two sets of sentences suggest that only animate beings

can be possessors. If this observation is accurate, then what

kinds of things can be possessed? Let us examine the follow-

ing sentences:

(276) The credit for the success of the rally
belongs to many people

(277) John has a fine idea for achieving unity

(278) The Minnesota Senator possesses qualities
many should emulate

(279) This girl belongs to my hest friend

(280) Blake had a loyal wife

Apparently abstract as well as concrete entities and inanincte

as vtll as animate objects can be possessed. We do, how-

ever, need to recognize the existence of such non-sentences

SS

(281) *Many people own these ideas (acceptable i.:
ideas are patentable)

(282) 'John owns the credit for the success of
the play

(283) *The car that I just bought belongs to Nervy

(284) *Karl possesses three intelligent children
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However, their unacceptability results from a violation of the

idiosyncratic constraints imposed by the particular meaninP,

of the verbs. Since own designates a legal and monetary

connection between possessor and possessed, these sentences,

(281)-(284), are not counterexamples to the claim that possessed

"objects" may be of almost unlimited types.

We may feel now that the verbs under examination are

not really "verbal" at all--that they do not indicate activity;

that instead they indicate a pure relationship between two

objects whose conceptual content is not generalizable like

that of, for example, AGENT, which is generalized by the very

fact that it enters into relationship with numerous types of

verbs. We have only to try to think of any other set of

verbs which would use either the concept possessor or possessed.

We are dealing with a distinctive relationship, therefore,

between nouns, not between a noun and a verb: AGENT signifies

a connection between an animate being end an action which is

a member of a large set of semantically quite different

actions. However, a possessor is in a state in connection

with a possessed and can never enter into any other relation

ship, by definition. Therefore, the most accurate term for

this connection is POSSESSIVE.
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POSSESSIVE: THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN AO MONATE BENG AFD
SOME CONCRETE OR ABSTRACT OBJECT, SUCH THAT THE
ANIMATE BEING CAN BE SAID TO EXERCISE SOME FORM
OF CONTROL OVER THE OBJECT.

If we wish to distinguish the two members of this rela-

tionship, we may use the terns POSSESSOR and POSSESSED, which

are simply a means of focusing on one member or the other of

the unitary set.

POSSESSOR: AN ANIMATE BEING WHICH MAY BE SAID TO EXERCISE

SOME LYPE OF CONTROL, AS REFERRED TO BY THE VERB,

OVER THE OBJECT.

POSSESSED: AI OBJECT, PHYSICAL OR ABSTRACT, WHICH MAY BF
SAID TO BE UNDER THE CONTROL, REFERRED TO BY THE
VERB, OF SOME ANIMATE BEING

Additionally, to classify verbs like have in a manner

similar to the environmental classification of other verbs,

we will need to have the concepts POSSESSOR and POSSESSED.

For example, in the case of own, the form would be:

own: POSSESSOR POSSESSED

Such a specification indicates that verb oim requires

both POSSESSOR and POSSESSED:

(285) *John owns

(286) *A new car ovns

'!oreover, other. verbs of p,sseasion such as have and belong to

have identical case environments. Thus, EngAish does not

permit the follo''ing either:

(287) *Mary has
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(288) *A book has

(289) This old car belongs (to)

(290) oMervin belongs (to)

The fact that the vero belongs to permutes POSSESSOR and

POSSESSED is an idiosyncratic fact about the syntactic require-

ments of the verb itself and is not relevant to a discussion

of its meaning. If both own and belong to met the semantic

requirements of soole sentence-in-formation, belonp to mipht

be chosen to make a topical subject of 'POSSESSED. Thus,

there is the topical difference between (2a) and (292):

(291) This car belongs to my brother

(292) Ry brother owns this car

There is a set of sentences which apparently contradict

our claims about possession in that they contain inanimate

as well as animate objects as POSSESSOR and are restricted to

the verbs have and belong to. The following illustrate this

type:

(293) This cap belongs to that thermos bottle

(294) The desk I boupht has a detachable top

(295) The motor on the hoist over there belongs
to my car

(296) 4y typewriter has two interchangeable keys

(297) The ship we sailed on had seven decks

Vhile it would appear that the relationship illustrated

in These sentences is the same as that in previous sentences,
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it is true tat all of the "POSSESSED" objects in (293)-(297)

are a part of their "POSSESSOR," unlike those of previous

sentences. This semantic difference is reflected in the way

one type of phrase appears in Enillish. For example, the

"true" possessive takes the form "X of Y's," while part

whole takes the form "X of Y." This difference is revealed

in the following sets of sentences:

(298) The car cf Mary's is old and decrepit

(299) The house of my neighbor's needs peintinp

(300) That watch of mine never keeps the correct
time

(301) That old shoe of my dog's is his favorite toy

(302) The to of the table is detachable

(303) The cap of the thermos bottle is under the
chair

(304) Two keys of my typewriter are interchange-
able

(305) The seven decks of the ship we sailed on
were well painted

Moreover, inanimate part-whole either "Y X" or "Y's X,"

while the possessive forms only "Y's X." For example:

(306) Mary's car is old

(307) 'ty neighbor's house needs paintin.'

(308) My watch's small hand is bent

(309) zly dog's shoe is his favorite toy
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(310) The table t;p4 is detachable

(311) Tte thermob bottle cap is under the chair

(312) My typewriter keys are interchangeable

(313) The ship decks were well-painted

Further, when the POSSESSED is removed from the POSSESSOR,

the POSSESSOR is not affected as d being, but when the part

is removed from the whole, the whole is altered. This altera-

tion is more acutely noticeable when examples are considered

which include animate beings. The following illustrate this

point:

(314) Ity secretary has beautiful blue eyes

(315) John has only one arm

(316) Harry has a somewhat large head

Yet thin is only true because animate objects tend to be more

singulary in their being, less separable into individually

functioning parts, than inanimate objects. Syntactically,

animate part whole appears in the form "x of Y" as does

inanimate part-wtole, but the former does not appear in the

form "Y X." Therefore, sentence (317) is unacceptable vhile

(318) is acce;table.

(317) *my secretary eyes are fun to observe

(318) The eyes of my secretary are fun to observe

We can summarise our finding about the forme in which

the various possessives appear in the following way:
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.--
ANIMATE INANIMATE

'art-whole possessiv pa :t -whole possessive

1-

iY's X

1- --T-
Y 2C_____L,

X of Y

X of Y's -r-

It is also true that a Uhole has or possesses, parts. This

suggests that there is an overlapping between the categories

of possession and part-whole: indeed, it suggests that part-

whole is a subset of possession. How would it be possible for

us to account for this observe..Lion of this relationship?

In order to represent this, we need a pair of terms which

*rill appropriately divide possession into part-whole and

non-partwhole. Since the peculiar characteristic of part

whole is the alteration of the whole resulting from a removal

of a part and since removal of a possessed does not neces-

sarily alter the possessor, we ray use this distinction as

the one which is of particular semantic relevance. Part-

whole possession still, then, be termed MUMBLE POSSESSIW

and non-part-whole possession ALIENABLE POSSESSION."

15These terms were adopted from Fillmore, The Case for
Case "
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INALIENABLE POSSESSION: THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEF11 AN AN/MATE
OR INANIMATE OBJECT AND SCET PART OF THAT OBJECT
SUCH THAT THE FORMER CAN BE SAID TO CONSTITUTE
THE WHOLE AND THE LATTER A PART OF IT

ALIENABLE POSSESSION: THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN AN ANIMATE OR
INANIMATE OBJECT ArD SOME OTHER OBJECT SUCH THAT
THE LATTER CAN BE SAID TO BE UNDER THE NOFINAL
CONTROL OF TIE EORITR

Moreover, these two types of POSSESSION, like our original

term POSSESSIVE, can be further analyzed into the sulclasses

POSSESSED and POSSESSOR.

INALIENABLE POSSESSOR: THE ANIMATE OR INANIMATE OBJECT WHICH
IS SAID TO BE THE WHOLE WHICH CONTAINS PARTS

INALIENABLE POSSESSED: THE INANIMATE OBJECT WHICH IS SAID
TO BE THE PART CONTAINED BY SOME WHOLE

ALIENABLE POSSESSOR: THE ANIMATE OR INANIMATE OBJECT WHICH
IS SAID TO EXERCISE SOME NOMINAL CONTROL OVER
SOME OTHER OBJECT

ALIENABLE POSSESSED: THE ANIMATE OR INANIMATE OBJECT WHICH
IS SAID TO BE UNDER THE NO"IYAL CONTROL 07 SOME
OTHFA OBJECT

We should note that we have extended our category of

ALIENABLE POSSESSION to include inanimate POSSESSORs.

Obviously the kind of nominal control which they can be said

to have over their POSSESSED is more restricted than that of

animates. This control usually, if not always, has a loca-

tive meaning.

(319) The ship has seven lifeboats

(320) The playground has a slide and some swings
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(321) This desk has a typewriter and an adding
machine

Each of these sentences is paraOrasable in similar ways

involvinfL locative plirases containing- the POSSESSOR, as the

following sentences reveal:

(322) The ship has seven lifeboats on it

(323) The playground has a slide and some swings
in it

(324) Your desk has a typewriter and an adding
machine on it

(325) There are seven lifeboats on the ship

(325) There are a slide and some swings in the
playground

(327) There is an adding machine and a typewriter
on your desk

(328) Seven lifeboats are on the ship

(329) A slide and sore swings are in the play-
ground

(330) A typewriter and an adding machine are on
your desk

Should we wish to do so, either no-.' or at a future time when

additional facts about the language warrant, we could divide

ALIENABLE POSSESSION into the categories LOCATIVE POSSESSION

to account for inanimate ALIENABLE POSSESSION and PERSONAL

POSSESSION to account for animate ALIENABLE POSSESSION.

Let us return briefly to our earlier discussion of the

AFFECTIVE in the light of our latest analysis of possession.
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We left unresolved our analysis of (142)

(142) My brother cut himself on the foot at the
swimming pool

since we were then unable to determine the status oehimself

on the foot"or its varianehis foot"with regard to the

AFFECTIVE. We have Just observed that inanimate ALIENABLE

POSSESSION often indicates a 'locative possessor explicitly.

In the case of inalienably possessed parts such as foot, it

is the possessed which often appears as a locative. The

difference is one of the location of the possessor with

respect to the possessed versus the location of the possessed

with respect to the possessor. The value for our problem with

the AFFECTIVE is; however, in the POSSESSCR-POSSESSED connec-

tion as we hrve seen it. The reaso:k for the oddity of our

question whether the part or the whole was affected now becomes

clear. (142) states that it V.41 the foot which was cut and

yet the very intimacy of the POSSESSOR-POSSESSED relationship

leaves us with the impression that the whole must also be

affected, as it indeed must be. Neverthcless, this knowledge

is not the meaning of the sentence rather it is the

entailed meaning because of the implication of part whole.

Thus, if vt say thattooeis LOCATIVE+INALTERABLE POSSESSED+

AFFECTIVE and thaehimselfoie INALIENABLE POSSESSOR, we are

saying in effect, that the sentence in qu:stion means:
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(331) 1!y brother cut his foot at the swimming
pool

but that it entails by reason of possession

(332) ny brother cut himself at the swimming
pool

Thus the difference between (142) and its variant containing

"his fooeis simply the presence of LOCATIVE in the former

and the absence of it in the latter. But this difference is

relatively superficial in view of the facts about INALIENABLE

POSSESSION; specifically part-whole.

It should be pointed out in conclusion to this very

general discussion of possession that the concept is a broad

one which can incorporate many other relationships: that it

is static, not active that it involves objects or nouns,

thercfore, and not events: and that it is the least "verbal"

of the relationships thus far encountered. This last observa-

tion brings us to one of the major points of our approach to

language. Verbs in a grammatical sense, have two major

functions. The first is to refer to some phenomenon in the

world like running or hitting. The second, and the one which

we have seen prepositions share, is to demonstrate a relation-

ship between people, animals, objects, or ideas. Granted

that these two functions are sometimes complexly inter-

related, within particular lexical items, yet they are

distinct in that the former deals with referents while the
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latter deals with relations.

As we began by stating that verbs were a key to various

relationships as determined logically by their meanings,

so we ended by discovering that there are many relationships

determined by lexical items within other grammatical cate-

gories. What we have, therefore, Is a fundamental identity

between the root function of categories like preposition and

those like verb. Such a discovery should lead us in further

analvAis to deal extensively with categories other than verb--

like preposition, adverb, adjective--in a manner not unlike

that which has just been illustrated. Mune may be purely

referential; prepositions, relational; and verbs, both.

But this is /mother investigation.

In general conclusion, we can state certain principles

of our methodology as well as state our results; and we can

indicate the motivation and concerns of our approach. tle

have ansumed that there are two aspects of language which are

related in specific ways: one aspect is that of meaning and

the other is that of form. The meaning of language is

based on the particular ways in which people perceive the

world and the way these perceptions and their sub-parts are

related. The form of language is based on the number, kind

tnd crder of words which appear with some specifiable regularity.

The only way we can study meaning is through its relationship
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to form and through oar own intuitions about the nature of

meaning. !then we examine a word it is in the context of real

or imagined sentences, and when we examine sentences it is

with particular attention to the words. In order to eetermine

facts about meaning, we have to capture it in as many forms

as possible since we believe that waning differences are

reflected in sometimes subtle differences in form. Therefore,

paraphrase is an essential part of our methodology in that it

can reveal the consistent ways in which a set of similar

meanings may appear in sentences: paraphrase can provLde

syntactic evidence for semantic character.

The notion "grammatical category" has the same two

aspects of meaning and form. The form of a word like paint in

the sentences we examined is grammatically in the category

verb however, the meaning of paint is nominal. Thio differ-

ence in category is essential for our analysis, as we have

seen. We can state this difference with the terns fIRANCLATICAL

CATEGORY and SEWITIC CATEGORY.

The discovery of the difference between words which !,ve

a referential function and tbose which have a reletional

function is probably the single most important conceptual and

methodological principle we have for it has provii(3d us ',ith

the present results.
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We have used the principle of semantic ecomomy in deter-

mining and stating analyses. This principle states that when

there is a choice between two statements which are equally

accurate and consistent, that statement is chosen which makes

the most fundamental delineation bet "eon types of relation-

ships. In other words, the fewer distinctions that can be

made vhilf, still accounting for all relevant semantic and

syntactic facts, the more optimal is the analysis.

We have had to distinguish between apparent meaning,

underlying meaning and entailed meaning. Apparent meaning

involves only the words which actually appear in a given

sentence; underlyiw. meaning
involves what is necessary fur

us to understand the apparent mearing; and entailed meaning

involves the application of knowledge about the real world in

order to determine what must be true es a result of, concomi-

'ant with, or prior to, the underlying meanino of a sentence.

The first we are given, the second must be discovered, and the

third recognized and put aside if the sselysis is to be

fruitful.

The followinp are a number of questions used in the

investigation of certain verbs and prepositions in order to

determine what the elmantic relations and referents are.

These undoubtedly need extension and modification as new data

are examined:



1. Does the verb or preposition refer to any action?

2. What is the nature of the action? Organic, mechanical,

or other?

3. Where does the action terse plr.ce? Within or between
objects?

4. What is unspecified in the sentence?

5. What is the result of the action?

6. What ere the syntactic properties of the verb in
terms of its appearance alone with AGENT, INSTRU-
MENT, AGENCY and the various object types?

T. What are possible paraphrases of the sentence?
Can ary of the constituents appear as different
grammatical categories in e. paraphrase?

8. What is the fundamental semantic category of the
constituent under examination?

9. What are the characteristics of the nouns or sentences
which can be in correlation with the verb or other
constituent under examination? Concrete, Abstract,
Human, or other?

10. What are the dimensions of reality referred to by
the word under investigation? Temporal, anatial,
or other?
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III smarric STRUCTURPS

The surface structure . . . does not directly express the
meaning relation* of the 'cords, of course, except in the
simplest cases. It is the deep structure underlying the
actual utterance, a structure that is purely rental, that
conveys the semantic content of the sentence.

Before 'e investigate the posoitility of developing a new

system which will generate semantic structures, let us investirate

the possible modifications of existing* systems which might he

compatible vith the results of Chapter II. Immediate Consti

tuent analysis and Transformational Immediate Constituent

analysis have already been ruled nut since 'the/ do not reflect

deep structure identity between similarly understood sentences.

Further the deep structures of the latter do not manifest the

facts of logical semantic constituent order and inter-dependency.

For example, an antecedent event is temporally prior to a conse-

quent event and oulht to be reoresented as such in .1 deep

structure insofar as diagrammatic conventions will permit! also,

a consenuent event is dependent on an antecedent event anci

1Xoam Corsky, Cartesian Linguistics ("ew York and Londo
Rarper and Pow 1WITT33.
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ought to be represented as such, while an antecedent event nay

be independent and ought to be represented as such. Finally,

neither of these two "grammars" deals with the problem of intra-

lexical structure.

A small number of sentences containing the verb open in

various combinations of case relationships will serve to illus-

trate several types of "deep structure" diarrams.

(1) John opened the door

(2) The key opened the door

(3) The door onened2

(4) John opened the door with the !xy

(5) John used the key to open the door

211e are assuming, that oven appears with AGENT and not
AG77CY in order to simnlify the folloin- discussion. such
an assumption d)es not affect the validity of our conclusions
since they woulti, in the case of AGENCY, be parallel to those
about AGENT. After ve have determined one or more satisfactory
systems, we shall illustrate in more detail their ability to
deal with more complex sets of relationships and alternatives
in fundamental forms.

It may be possible to use a modifies'. form of the syntactic

phrase structure rules developed by the Transfornationelists.

One modification would be the addition of a component to

insert appropriate semantic information and to assure
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appropriate semantic order and dependencies of deep structure

constituents. The rules of the Transformational phrase structure

component are illustrated by the following:

3 These rules are riven incompletely
since they are only

used to illustrate their potential vaAue in meeting our require-

ments.

6 --; NP VP

NP (D)

S -)

VP -4 V (NP)

These rules will generate a diagram 0 the form illustrated in

Figure 3.

Figure 3

S

NP VP

N V ;IP

D N
.'

The terminal symbols--N,
V, D, N--and the non-terminal symbols--

S, :lyP- represent syntactic categories. If sre formulated a

sub-comvnent containing rules "hick, for every terminal
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syntactic category, supplied a set of one or more semantic

features, for example, case relationships, the operation of such

a sub - component would convert the diagram of Figure 3 into that

of Figure 4.

Figure 14

S

------------ ----""---
NP VP

11-.--°°'. .....-'.."----11P
(AGM') (CAUSF) ,./.-"-,

NOTIV) D *.

(PrACTIVr)

If an AGENTive noun is semantically prior to its action or

effect and if we adopt the convention that semantic priorities

-All he rcnresented in decreasing order from left to right in

a diagram, it is appropriate that AGE4T should appear as the

leftmost N. Then, the sub-component must read the syntactic

configuration and guarantee the accurate placement of semantic

labels within the syntactic diagram.

141111e Figure 4 would, with the insertion of the correct

lexical items, account for sentences (1) and (3), it would not

account for the other related sentences. However, a further

application of the syntactic phrase structure rules and subse-

quent operation of our required sub component could produce the
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structure in Figure 5. 4

'Henceforth, illustrative sentences will be referred to by
a numeral enclosed in parentheses) illustrative figures, by the
term "Figure" and a numeral.

Figure 5

S

,...- -......._____

NP VP
1

..--------- ......"----

V ITP

.....--'')".."--,.. (CAUSE) 1

PP IP s

1 00"."."---. .------- ----------
!I V NP NP VP

(AGM) (r) ,'''. ./..'--- I

i D 7.1 D IT V
J1N use t (MTN- 1 (REACTIVE) (MOTION)

the MENT) the 3
1

i door open
key

This diagram has 0,1 advantage that all of the semantic elements

have an order which conforms to the semantic structure of our

sentences if the diagram is read from left to right. It accounts

for (1), in which the TIVSTAUKEVT is unspecified and does not

appear and in which CAUSE is incorporated; (2), in which the

AGENT is unspecified and CAUSE is again incorporated; (3), in

which both AGENT and INSTRUMENT are unspecified and CAUSE

incorporated: (b in which INSTRUMENT is rendered as a preposi-

tional variant and CAUSE incorporated; and, finally, (5), in
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which all elements except CAUSE, which is incorporated, are

superficially present. Additionally, this structure contains

the sub-structure which accounts for (6):

(6) John used the key

Our rules will Generate not only the diagvam of Figure 5

but also that of Figure 6, below. Hoy are we to determine "hick

diagram is a more isomorphic representation of the semantic

structure of (1)-(5)7

Figure

S

rp

/ 2P---
V NP

.../....---' '''' () ,..""-,
FP

V
I D II

1 P---"---, with 1 (INSTRUMENT)
1! V IT the

r

(AC} ) (ausp)
I

keym
John S

--------"-----
NP VP

...../--,-...
1

n V

1 OrAcTivE) (realm)
the

1 1

door open

The answer must be in the way the diagram is "read:" In

Figure 6 we "read" at the AGM? mem X vIsere "X" is "the door
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Moreover,to open. Joreover, we "read" that the entire unit--"John's

5 The relevant facts involved in the "reading" of a dia-

gram are the following: first, NP's have "it" force--whether

they are simple or complex, NP's can be "read" as the pronominal

"it": second, V's are read simply in thL form of their semantic

content. Figure 5, then, is read at the highest level as "it

cause(d) it" where the first "it" equals "John use(d) the key"

and the second "it" equals "the door open(ed)."

cawing the door to open" -is "with the key." Clearly, this is

not the meaning of (4) or any of the other sentences in our set.

Further, use cannot be substituted for "with." The diagram in

Figure 6 is a configuration suited for a COVITATIVE relationship,

not an INSTRUMOTal one.

There are, in addition, a number of configurations more

in keeping with the meaning of (4). One of these is represented

in the following; figure:
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Figure 7

VP

...-'. ---------- -....._

IT V NP
(ADEPT) (CAUSE) I

S
John .--------------

NP VP
,....,....-.,,

P,D

I (INSTRU-

/,"--
V

(CAUSE)
NP
I

the MENT) S
I.......

key PP VP
____....- -............

I

D m V
(RFAU"VF) (N)TION)

1 1

door open

A choice between Figure 5 and Figure 7 is more difficult since

the order elements is the same for ti';th. The dependency

relationships differ as do the relative complexities of the two

diagrams. Again, the "readina" must be decisive in the choice.

Beginning from left to right and from top to bottom, we can

read: "John cause(d) it" where "it" includes "the hey,"

"cause(d)," and "the door open(ed)". "the key cause(d) it"

where "it" includes "the door" and "open(ed)." Ve can nos?

raise the question whether the followitf: paraphrases are semanti-

cally well-forred:

1. The door opened
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ii. The key caused the door to open

iii. John caused the key to cause the door to open

iv. John caused the key to open the door

iv., which incorporates the second. occurrence of "CAUSE" into

ups, is a more acceptable form of iii. FVen if these para-

phrases of Figure 7 were all semantically well-formed--we can

question the validity of the key causing -we have no way of

accounting for the "with" of (4) and the "use" of (5) if they

are fundamental semantic units within the sentence and not

merely superficial syntactic signals. "e might claim that "with"

is purely relational--without reference Las we did in Chapter

`'The term "reference" is based on the following concept:
some lexical item or pre - lexical unit may be said to refer when
it has an isomorphic connection to an object, ection, state, or
event in the world as perceived by the mind of the speaker-
hearer. The tern REFERENT as it is used later in this chapter
is based on this concept in contradistinction to the concept
RELATION, which corresponds only to a set of semantic connec-
tives with which the mind is able to orranize various REFERENTS
into cognitive sets.

II: and that, since case relations are r labels without inde-

pendent status in the diagrams, the preposition "with" and

other purely relational units are only realizations of N labels.

Two problems arise from this claim. First, the statue of

"use" in Figure 5 is questisble since, as a variant of the

INSTRUnNTal "with," it ought to derive from some N label
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while Figure 5 shows it as an independent V. Second, "CAUSE"

should not appear independently under a V since it :ts rela-

tional and_not referential, but rather as a label on some N,

consistent with the method of handling case relations.

In an attempt to overcome these difficulties we could

hypothesize that the relational units anneal:int! under V's

signal the relationship between the preceding and followinP

NP's; that the relational units appearing as N labels signal

the relationship between those Ws and the referential content

of the nearest V. 7 In our example only the rightmost V is

7 It must be the nearest V since more complex diagrams
would naturally present the problem of determining which V is
in what, particular relationship to which TN

referential: (?IOTION). Thus, all of the r's would bear their

labeled relationships to V--(hIOTION)--open. "Use" or "with,"

being relational, signals the relationship between "John" and

"the key" while the label AGENT signals the relationship

between "John" and "open" and I:TV:P.M-VT signals that between

"the hey" and "open." Consequently, "CAUSE" relates the NP,

"John used a key," to the !IP, "the door opened." This solution

is. however, obviously ad hoc and only partially effective

since there is still the prohlem that -ts are referential and

labeled relational while V's, in this latest proposal, may
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not be referential if labeled relational.

There are further difficulties with this system. such as

the status of the VP and the fact of an imposed semantics on an

essentially syntactic base. Let us look at Fillmore's Lase

grammar8 to determine how well it sorts out the semantic functions

8
Fillmore, "The Case for Case."

of reference and relation. Since Fillmore would view open as

a simple rather than a complex verb, the followirn diagram

represents the case grammar "deep structure" of (4).

Figure 6

if

past V I

I ,e'N%

0

/A\ / N
open

/
Y NP

1
rp Y. NP

I 1 /N
by N with D fl 0 (N.'N

1 I
I I

John the key the door

Here, while the case labels--0(bjective), A(gentive), I(nstiu-

mental)-technically designate the relations, the presentational

appearance suggests that Mesus, or case marker) might be



adapted to assume the relational function, leaving the 7Y's and

V to assume the referential function. If we use Fillmore's

device for complex P(roposition)s, namely that 0(bjeetive) nay

be optionally rewritten as S(entence), we can represent our own

conclusions about the complex nellre of open in the following

manner:

1

past V

(CAUSF)

Figure 9

NP K FP

1
I /N NwithDUMP

I I I /
John the key 0 V 0

1 \
open K

/
NP

D \N

the door

tk'rever, even though the diagram is clear enough, "John" is now

Agentive with respect to the V, 'CAUSE," which is itself rela-

tional, Indeed, it would be necessary to modify this system to

account for in this case, the A's being related to the V, "open".

and to note, as before, that some V's are relational by label and

some referential. At Clio point, it would seem that all efforts
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to label syntactic categories with semantic relations have

failed.

Let us turn to the possibility of postulating e set of

generative rules which contain distinct relational and referen-

tial semantic categories that are labeled at sme point in the

sentence derivation with ayntactic category information.

Clearly, this undertaking must be viewed as very tentative and

preliminary. The fundamental categories could be the following:

EVENT: THE PRIMITIVE PRODUCT OF LINGUISTIC OPERATION--THE
COGNITIVE PERCEPTION OF TWO RWERrNTS AS THEY ARE
BROUGHT TOGETHER BY A PARTICULAR RELATION INTO A
COGNITIVE SEMITIC LET

REFERENT: THE COGNITIVE, PERCF)TUAL UNIT WHICH HAS SGITE
ISOMORPHIC CON-ACTION TO AN OBJECT, ACTION, STATE
OR EVENT IN THE WORLD AS PERCEIVED BY THE MIND OF
THE SPEAKER-MARER

RELATION: THE COGNITIVE, PERCEPTUAL UNIT WITH WHICH SIT
ORGANIZES VARIOUS REFERENTS INTO COGNITIVE SEIANTIC
SETS: EVE HTS

First, every RELATION requires two REFTRENTial coordinates.

Second, certain REFERENTS, for example, concrete objects, are

nominal at the deepest syntactic level9; others, for example,

9Synchronicelly, concrete objects are always fundamentally
nouns. However, through the process of derivation, nouns are
converted into superficiclly functional verbs converoely,
fundamental verbs are converted into surface nouns.

actions, are verbal. Third, some RELATIOYs are syntactically
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pro-verbs or prepositions while others are either affixes or

unmarked incorporations. In each case the choice of transforma-

tion and/or lexical item determines the ultimate form of the

semantic unit.

The second step in the evolution and evaluation of our

system is the formulation of the semantic phrase structure rules

which operate with the semantic categories. These may be given

in the following form:

EVERT---4 REFERENT REURION REFERENT

OBJECT-) 10
RFFIMENT---4. ACTION tl-

EVEnTL.....,

rCASE 11

RELATION --4 A CAUSE
(._PUFtPOsrj

-Ott must be acknowledged that the terms OPJECT and ACTIO7'
are not immediately susceptible to a definition other than
through a list of examples such as is found in Silvio Ceccato,
Linguistic Analysis and Programmingjor ?'echanical Translation,
pp. 86-167While this is clearly a serious problen, the
requisite reliance on intuition at this point does not, I feel,
make the system unvaluable.

11
The term CASE is used here to stand for the somewhat

lengthy list of case relations developed in Chapter II.
Further, the term PURPOSE was introduced to illustrate the
possibility of additional, but as yet undiscovered, PFLATIONs.
Whether PURPOSE is indeed another kind of RELATION or simply
one more case R-.LATION is not now particularly relevant.

In those situations where the above categories are realized
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lexically, OBJECTs would be syntactically labeled Y. ACTIONs,

V EVENTS, S. CASEs, PREP or V12, CAUSE, PURPOSE, v13

12While PREP(osition) is not a fundamental syntactic
catcpry--following Lakoff--but rather is a subcategory of V,
it is stated in the above fashion for clarity.

13PURPOSF is a V in the case of intend, but a preposition+
noun+preposition in the case of for the purpose of.

Now we can cenerate the following kind of a diagram:

...../-----
RLFERERT RELATION REFERENT

I I I

(IT)

OBJECT CASE iT

1
CAUSE RFEHERT R TIOI RFFERENT

1 1John
hGENT OBJECT CASE

I

(1) (PREP)

0
the key rnsTRu-

MEET

with

REFfRENT RFLITION REFERENT

OBJECT CASE ACTION
(N) (V)

REACLVE

1

the door 0 open

Figure 10
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One positive feature about the above diagram is that it

does separate the semantic functions RELATIOF and EFFERENT;

and, with one exception, each RELATION is simple, rather than

complex. The semantic form as we have thus far conceived it is

maintained in that "the opening of the door" is dependent upn

its instrumentation, which, as an entire unit, is dependent unon

its cause or AGENT. The problem created by the complex RELATION

of CASE+CAUSE may be solved by allowing the system to construct

its own solution and by subsequently examining that solution

for semantic validity.

In order to make the topmost RELATION simple, as required

by the system, the rewrite rules would need to ro further

applied to the upper left REFERENT, leaving CAUSE as the primary

RELATION and making AGENT the RELATION betlfeen "John" and some

new REFERENT. Thus, the system hypothesizes that the semantic

structure Of our sentence may not be that represented in Figure

10, but rather that in Figure 11.
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Figure 11

EMIT
-------.

-------.._

REFEREIT RELATION REFERENT

EVENT CAUSE EVENT
I I

_ .------"""--1- ----- - - . , ----------7-----------
REFERENTR EF EVENT RELATION REFERENT REFERENT RELATION

1 I i I 1

OBJECT CASE ACTION OBJECT CASE
(N) (PREP) (V) (r) (PREP)

i I I 1 1

John AGENT ? the key INSTRU-
I

with,//7/
0

MEfT

EVENT

REEF} 4'T RELATION REFERENT

I
I I

OBJECT CASE ACTION
(N) (PREP) (V)

t
1

the
I

door REACTIVE open

I

0

The implications of this new configuration are twofold. First,

the system is claiming that EVENTS can be causally related to

other EVENTS. ¶1e might any, as a paraphrase of this claim, that

it is precisely the exertion of force or power referred

to by EVENT that can be causal, that simple REFERENTs, for

example, OBJECTs, are only potentially the source of force or

power which must be referred to in order to be semantically

acceptable as the first correlated element of the RELATION

CAUSE: animate beings d', not cause, they exert, specified

or unspecified, force or power Aich causes. The opposing
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position requires the assumption that AGENT and CAUSE are

synonymous, or at least that CAUSE subsumes AGENT and therefore

is redundant. Second, the system is claiming that some

unspecified REFERENT, namely ACTION, exists to which "John"

is related AGENTively. Perhaps it is or PRO-ACTION such as

use or MOTION. Use would seem to require the presence of

INSTRU1ENT. a requiremenc which is satisfied in this case; while

MOTION is sufficiently unconstrained to account for a number

of nonINSTRUMTNT sentences.

Let us turn to the claim that CAUSE is superfluous. !That

evidence might ve dis'over to support this hypothesis besides

the negative, and perhaps trivial, observation that the ACTION

of which "John" is AGENT is indeterminable? Only two relational

categories can be semantically prior to CAUSE: AGENT and AGENCY,

where the former correlates sn animate being--one type of OBJECT

in our present terminology - -and the latter an EVENT. If these

two case relations exhaust the types of categories required by

CAUSE and if it can be demonstrated that no semantic unit

(EVENT) requires the appearance of both CAUSE, and AGENT or

AGENCY. element CAUSE -an be eliminated "ithout the loss of

infor:ation and "ith the gain of precision and simplification.

Some sentence involving, AGENCY could well be a decisive test;

for we have already demonstrated that Figure 10, with the

slight modification !nvolving the removal of CAUSE:, produces an
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appropriate result. Let us, then, examine the diaam for

sentence (7) (The earthquake shattered the window) in Figure 12.

REFERENT'

111114

REFERENT RELATION REFERENT

1

OBJECT CAISE ACTION

(N) (v)

I REACTIVE 1

The earth
0

1 quake

Figure 12

EVENT

RELATION REFERENT

1 1

CASE iT

AGENCY REFERENT RELATION REFFIIENT

1

0 OBJECT CASE ACTION
(N) I (v)

REACTIVE I

the window 1 shatter

0

14
-Notice that we have left out the semantically essential

information prior to "the earth's reactively quaking" since it
is not a part of the stated meaning of the sentence in question
(it is presupposed) and since the point of discussion does not
require it.

If this analysis is correct, how is it that sentences like (8)

(8) Harry hit the wall

cannot form paraphrases containing the verb cause, while

sentences like (7) can? A claim that cause is a pro-verb which

must appear with a sentential ob,,ect would not account for

sentences like (9)

(9) The wind caused the flood
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in which the object is not superficially sentential. In any

case, perhaps the solution is not a matter of semantics, but

rather one of co-occurrents, parallel to other pro-verbs. 15

15It might be that cause is the superficial signal of AGENT
or AGENCY in those cases where REACTIV7 or RESPONSIVE is present.

A sentence like (10) may teat our hypothesis that no EvrnT

(10) John opened the door by kicking it

requires the appearance of both cAusr and AGENT. In this sen-

tence "John" would seer to be AGENT of "kickinc"; as such, the

sentence presents the problem of determining the semantic

"subject" of "opea." The first solution provided by the system

is represented in Figure 13.
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Figure 13

REFEiiIrT RELATION

EVENT

REFERENT RELATION REFERENT

OBJECT CASE EVENT
(N) I 14

AGENT
John

0

CASE

AGENCY

by

REPT:RENT

EVENT

nikRENT RELATION REITRENT

OBJECT CASE ACTION
(11) (V)

I REACTIVE 1

the door 1 open

0

REFERENT RELATION RT FkNENT

I I

OBJECT CASE ACTION

(N) (V)

1 CONTACTIVE 1

the door I kick
0

Here "John" is represented as the AGENT of the EVENT, "the

door's being kicked." This EVENT, including "John." is noy

shown ae the AGENCY of the EVErT "the door's opening," and is

signaled by the preposition "by." However, the preposition

"by" is a reduced form of "by means of," and not the AGENT/

AGENCY signal, as is shown by (11), the paraphrase of (10):

(11) John opened the door by means of a kick

This suggests that "John's kicking the door" is-an eventive

INSTRUMENT, not an AGENCY as represented in vigure 13. There-

fore, we have arrived at the second solution provided by the

18?
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system. This solution is shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14

EVENT
-------1 ----....

REFERENT RELATION REFERENT

I I I

OBJECT CASE EVENT
(N) I

I
AGENT

Jchn
I

0

REFERIAT RELATIOI' REFERENT

EVENT CASE EVENT

I

INSTRU-REFEREFf RELATION REFERENT

OBJECT CASE ACTION

REFERENT RELATION REFERENT by (N) I (V)

1 1 1 1 REACTIVE I

OBJECT CASE EVENT the door I open

(N) I 0
1 AGM /-

John I REFERENT RELATION REFERENT
0 I 1 I

OBJECT CASE ACTION
(N) I

(V)

I CONTACTIVE 1

the door I kick.

0

This figure represents "John" as the AGENT of the EVENT

which includes "the INSTRUMENT'S opening the door." Moreover,

that INS4ERMENTal REFERENT is itself an EVENT; which includes

"John" again as AGENT, though in this case as AUNT of "kicleinF

the door." Since this solution seers adequate, the RELATIONS

AGPT and ACIETTY have the sane functicn as CAUSE and CAUSE can,
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L6
then, be removed from our list of funtmmental RELATIOtTs.

16
It may be that the only type of RELATION is case, in

which case the third semantic phrase structure rule could be
simplified in the following way:

AGENCY
(AGENT

INSTRUMENT

We will operate with this revised rule until such time as it
can be demonstrated to be oversimplified.

RELATION --t

Returning to Figure 13, we find that the upper left

REFERENT could produce the sentence

(12) John kicked the door

while the upper right REFERENT could produce the sentence

(13) The door opened

If these two REFERENTS are connected in an AGENCY RELATION, there

might be some sentence containing them both in which cause

appears. (14) is an exeiple:

(14) The door opened because John kicked it

This sentence differs in meaning from (10), in which"John"was

in control of the process of opening. In (14), on the other

hand,"John"may or may not have had control over the opening.

In a sentence like

(15) John kicked the door open

it would appear that we have a variant of either (14) or (13),
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If there is indeed an ambiguityassuminp no elisambiguating

context--it is accounted for by the pair of deep structures

presented in Figure 13 and Figure 14.

Let us take the configuration of a simple r.antence like

and see what we have gained or lost over earlier sntacti-(8)

cally based systems.

Figure 15

EVENT

-REFEREE? RELATION REFERENT

1

OBJECT AGENT EVENT

(f)

0 REFERENT RELATION REFERENT
Harry

1
1

OBJECT CWTACTIVE ACTION
(TO 1 (v)

1
0

the vall it

Figure 16

J

rP VP

r V !I'

(AGENT) I ---,"" ------
---...._

I
hit D V

Harry 1 (CONTACTIVE)
the
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Figure 17

S

11

I
....."°"--P'...,------------.

nest V A C

I ../.....- ....N, /\
hit K NP K NP

I I 1 /.'',.
by N 0 D N

I
i I

Harry the wall

Figure 15 represents the application of onr generative semantic

rules Figure 16, of generative syntactic rules with semantic

category insertion. and Figure 17, of Fillmorets generative

case gralmar rules.17 As we said earlier, we can see that

17
Fillmore does not have C(ontactive) in his system

"the vall" would be Place. However, his grammar is not mis-
represented in any way relevant to the questions now under
discussion.

Figure 17 fails to capture the semantic strultyre of (8) and

fails to separate the semantic function:: of reference and rela-

tion from syntactic categorizing, likewise Ficure 16, while

representing in this case the appropriate semantic order, falls

to separate semantic functions and to present semantic facts

instead of syntactic facts as fundarental. Figure 15 presents

both the semantic "subject" anc. "predicate" in the left and
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right REFEREBTe, respectively.
18

18 As indicated earlier. we shall not take up the problem
of transformationally derived structure. Ve could speculate,
however, that constituent ordering might he viewed as a pro-
cess containing rules whi',:h "read" deep structures as they move
in mobile fashion and fix positions as they occur.

The only "inconvenience" of relying upon these generative

semantic rules is that created by the distance between semantic

structures and 7nglish word order and form. ror examolo, ye

have seen that sentences are not al"ays, if ever, readily "read

off" from hypothesized deep structures. This fact should be

neither surprising nor disappointinr. If our criterion for

the success of a system of penerative rules is that they pro-

duce Fmglish sentences directly, then se had better forego

any hopes of capturing revealing generalizations about meaninr.

Such attempts have always produced less than satisfying results.

Perhaps at some initial stage of linguistic inquiry, a connec-

tion between postulated semantic structures and sentences

might be maintained for ease of comnrehensiot but greater

insight should be the reward for our efforts to overcome these

idiosyncratic constraints. A more serious problem is not the

psychological one of finding that our languare does not mirror

the order and form of meanjnr, 1,ut rather that of determining
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the order and configuration of that aspect of language. Now

is it that we can become skilled at performing semantic analysis?

Are there procedures to fallow in order to have not only a

generative semantics but also an analytical Semantics? The most

complete extant fragments of a grammar have nueceeded only in

providin- a mechanism for converting fundamental syntactic

structures into sentences, indeed they have claimed co higher

goal. Thus, if we fail to determine analytical techniques

for semantic structures, we are only guilty of trying whet

others have eschewed in 'Lhe belief they would fail.

It is premature to undertake this task when we have yet to

demonstrate that our system of generative semantics can provide

semantic structures for more than an insignificant number o f

the sentences in our language. What we must now attend to is

a substantial set of divergent sentence types in an effort to

support our hypothesis of semantic structures. If the system

can satisfactorily account for each of the types of sentences

analyzed in the previous chapter, we can feel with reasonabl-

certainty that it is at least tentatively sound. Because our

choice of sentences in that chapter was based on an effort to

compare widely differing semantic relations moreover, we ought

to have added comfort from their e,.tensiveness if not from

their representativeness.
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We have already examined sentences containing verbs like

shatter and strike (sentence (4), Figure 10 sentence (8,

Figure 15) and found them to be accounted for by the system

under development. Let us exanine a sentence containing

surprise, and its RESPONSIVE object.

(16) Holmes surprised the criminal

Here, as we indicated in the Case chapter, "Holmes" is AGENTive

and "the criminal" is RESPONSIVE. Since no INSTRUIENT is

indicated, though we might expect a,. eventive one to undtrlie

the sentence, we shall construct a simple semantic diagram

containinf7 only the minimum elements.

Figure 18

EVEFT
__--------I------................

.

REFERENT RELATIOP REFERENT
I I

1

OBJECT AGENT err
(N) 1 --------'r --- -----___

1 0 REFERENT RELATION REFERENT
Holmes

1
I

1

OBJECT RESPONSIVE ACTION
(N)

I 4 (V)

1
0

the criminal
; I

surprised

A more complete diagram for sentence (17) containing an eventive

instrunent is s',own in Figure 19.

(17) Folnes surprised the crininal by appearing,
froT noltere
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To facilitate our discussion and "reading" of Figure 19 we should

examine sentence (17) to determine a full paraphrase. First,

we know that "Holmes" bears the relationship AGENT to "the

surprising of the criminal.' Additionally we know that "Holmes"

is the AGENT of "his appearance." The meaning of the verb

appear is something like: "do something which results in some-

one's seeing the doer." We do not simply appear," we "appear to

someone" The preposition bl as we saw in our examination of

sentence (10) is a reduced form of the instrumental phrase

by means of rather than a signal of AGETT in a passive con-

struction. A full paraphrase might be:

Holmes caused the criminal to be surprised by
means of his coning from nowhere thereby
causing the criminal to see him.

If this is an accurate paren)rase, cen "read" the diagram

in order to determine its adequacy.

As we have indicated.. "Holmes" is the AUNT of the entire

unit or cognitive linguistic event and, therefore, is appro-

priately located as the left REFERENT of EVENT a.19 and is

19 Each EVENT in the diagram has been given a letter to
make the task of referring to each one more manageable.

correlated with AGMT to the rest of the plagram which stens

from the right REYERETIT of EVENT a. In other words "Holmes"
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is the initiator of the entire chain of EVENTs.

The left REFERENT of EMIT b. is instrumental in pro-

ducing the end result as related in PVENT g.! "the criminal's

surprise." EVENT c., the INSTRUMENTal EVENT, is composed of

two EVENTs -d. and f.--in accordance with our understanding

of the meaning of "appeared from nowhere." The left REFERENT

of EVENT c. contains EVENT d. which is the AGENCY or cause of

"the criminal's seeing Holmes." This AGENCY consists of the

semantic content: "Holmes' coming from nowhere.
020

Th

20
Ne have left the element "nowhere" unanalyzed, treating,

it as a REFERENT of location, for a number of reasons, not
the least of which is the difficulty of the negative and the
literal paradox of the meaning. However, this procedure will
not hamper the discussion of the relevant points of the
sentence and its diagrammatic meaning.

REFEREVT OBJECT "nowhere" is located at the left since the

REFERENT which is SOURCE "exists" prior to "ghat comes from

it,".in this case"Holmest being kGENTively in motion." We

need the two occurrences of "Holes" 4s AGM since there ere

sentences in which the OBJECT in motion, for example TRANS-

MITTIVE. within the same structure could be made to appear by

some other AGM, that is, the one in EVERT a, For example,

sentence (18) illustrates precisely this fact:

(18) Holmes surprised the criminal by making
his 'other-inlaw ainear from rr!vhero
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The fact that, in EVENT f. "the criminal" is RESPONSIVEly

related to the act of seeing indicates that seeing is not

AGENTively directed as, for example, looking is, but is rather

an activity accomplished in response to certain external (and

internal) conditions, namely the presence of some perceptible

object. EVENT f. introduces a relationship not formerly

discussed. Ue have tentatively labeled this relationship

PERCEIVED OBJECT. Perhaps the term PERCEPTIU would better

serve this function. What is noteworthy is that, in EVrUT

f., "the criminal" is in the left REFEREFT position indicating

its prior semantic "existence" to the act of perception.

Furthermore, t;le left REFERENT position of "Holmes" in EVENT

f. also indicates its prior semantic "existence."

If we idsh to further provide a "reading" for Figure 19,

ve could say the following!

i. "Holmes" is the A(-1:7T with respect to EV7uT h.

ii. EVENT c. is the INSTRUMENT with respect to
"the criminal's surprise."

iii. "Nowhere" is the LOCATIVE SOURCE with respect
to "Holmes' coming (motion)."

iv. "Holmes" is the AGENT with respect to "(his)
cominr7 (notion)."

v. EVENT comin.i from nowhere"--is
the AGENCY with respect to "the criminal's
seeinc him."

vi. "The criminal" is TUTSPONSIVE with respect to
"(his) seeing."
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vii. "The criminal" is RESPONSIVE with respect to

"(his) surprise."

viii. "Holmes" is PERCEPTIVE with respect to "the
criminal's seeing."

This series of statements, i.- viii., simply states in English

what Figure 19 has stated with diagrammatic precision and

semantic consistency. It has, llowever, given us additional

opportunity for understanding how to "read" such diagrams.

Let us now take a sentence containing a "creative" verb:

(19) This portrait was painted with camel hair

brushes

Sev'.ral interesting facts should be noted about this sentence.

First, it is a passive sentence with the AGENT REFERENT

deleted. Second, the verb paint, as we formerly indicated, is

derived from the fundamental meaning:"create X with naint.''

Third, the unit "camel hair brushes" is complex: a) "camel

htlir" is derived from "hair from a camel," b) "brushes" is

derived from "someone uses X to brush...." Thus, "brush" is

fundamentally' a verb converted into an instrumental nominal.

For our present purposes, we shall not delve into this

complex, but treat "camel hair brushes" as a unit.
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Figure 20

EVENT a.

REFERENT RELATION REFERENT

I

OBJECT AGENT EVENT b.

(N)

0 REFERENT RELATION REFERENT

OBJECT INSTRUMENT
(N) (PREP)

camel hair with

EVENT c .

brushes REFERENT RELATION REFERENT

1
I

I

VENT & RESULTATIVE OBJECT
(I)

I

this
REFERENT RELATION REFERENT portrait

OBJECT 1 ACTION
(N) INSTRUIWIT (v)

I / I

paint 0 "create"

The most important aspect of this diagram is in EVENT d., for

this particular part of the structure illustrates an earlier

claim about the structure of individual words. At the level

of derivation where "paint" becomes ACTIOV, EVENT d. is trans

formed into the category V, incorporating the idea of the

REFERENT, "paint," the RELATION, INSTRUMIT, and the ACTIO7q,

"create." This is a very exciting discovkiry especially if
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the process of converting EVENTS into complex verbs, nouns,

and even compounds is found to be a general one. This, then,

is the first major "discovery" made by the system itself.

EVENT a. reveals that the left RITERENT, indicating the

AGENTively related category, is empty in agreement with the

lack of surface element in the passive sentence. EVENT b.

shows the left REFERE1T, "camel hair brushes" in an INSTRIVENTal

relationship to the REFERENT containing EVENT c. In the latter

EVENT the REFERENT, "this portrait," is in a RFSULTATIVE

relationship to the EVENT, "creatin;; With paint," where the

REFERENT "paint" is INSTRUMENTally related to the ACTION,

"create."

Let us quickly turn to a sentence containing the verb

paint, in the sense previously noted "put paint on X"--in

order to compare the way our system distinguishes these two

semantic constructs.

(20) John painted this wall with camel hair brushes
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Figure 21

EVCNT a.

REFERENT

OBJECT
(N)

John

PELATIOM

AGEMT EVENT b.

0 REFERENT RELATION REFERENT

OBJECT INSTRUMENT

(N) (PREP)

camel hair
brushes REFERENT RELATION REFERENT

I I

GRJECT LOCATIVE
(N) (PREP) EVENT d.

'AFFTMEHT

EVENT C.

on
wall

. REFERENT RELATION REFERENT
I I I

OBJECT TRANSMITTIVE ACTICT.T

(r) I (v)
I 0

I

Taint "put"

Avlin the configuration is like that cf Figure 20, but with

two important differences: the REFERENT "wall" is related

LOCATIVEly where the REFERENT "this portrait" was related

RESULTATIVEly; the REFERENT "paint" is related TRANSMITTIVEly

where it was related INSTRUMENTally in Figure 20. These

differences correspond exactly to the differences in meaning

whic'i we stated earlier.
21

20,?
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21 In the formation of EVENT c. the placement of the
REFERENT 'this wall" in the left position may be justified by
the fact that the wall "exists" prior to "the putting of the
paint." However, it could be argued that the act of "putting"
is prior to the paint's being on the wall. This arrument does
not change the order since EVENT c. does not include the
stative meaning "the paint is on this wall." On the other hane,
the similarities between "this wall" and RECEPTIVE OBJECTS
suggest that the RELATION of Ar.:NT c. may be complexly
LOCATIVE 4. RECEPTIVE. If this is the case, the positions of
the two REFERENTS in EVENT would have to be reversed since
the object.in. motion, "the paint," is prior to an object-as-
receiver.

Another interesting fact is that rvi= d, in Figure 21

has precisely the same connection to the surface (derived)

verb paint as EVENT d. in Figure 20 has to its derived verb

paint. This is additional evidence that the process just

mentioned is indeed a genera? one though it ls too soon to

know how widely it applies.

What would the appearanne be of diagrams representing

the semantic process of removing objects from existence?

Sentence (21) illustrates this type:

(21) John burned up in the fire22

22 Burn_m2 is a complex semantic unit. (21) does not
have the same meaning as "John burned in the fire," which does
not necessarily require that John's body vas removed from exis-
tence. Thus, the representation of (21) will contain the
meaning of burn and the meaning of tup as separate semantic
units. unlike the representation of some other sentence which
contains a simple verb of destruction.
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REFERENT

OBJECT

(N)

the fire

I

Figure 22

EVENT a.

RELATION REFERENT

AGENCY EVENT b.

(PREP)

in REFLItENT

EVENT c.

RELATION REFEREMT

DEGREE ACTION
(PREP)

REFERENT RELATION REFERENT up

1

OPJECT REACTIVE ACTION
(N) I (V)

John burn

Before we begin to discuss Figure 22, let us provide another

example for comparison.

(22) Herman destroyed the table ,fith a hammer
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Ri.r SENT

OBJECT
(1 N)

Herman

Figure 23

EVENT a.

RELATION
I

REFERENT

AGETTT EVENT b.

:3 /\
REFERENT RELATION REFERENT

1 I I

OBJECT INSTRUMENT EV

(N) (PREP) ,...--------
------

I
I REFERENT RELATION REFERENT

a hammer with
I 1 I

OBJECT REACTIVE ACTION

(1) 1

0
(v)

the table destroy

In sentence (22) know that "Herman" is AGENTively related to

EVENT b., the "a hammer" is INSTRUMENTally related to EVENT c.,

"the destruction of the table" and that "the table" is

REACTIVEly related to the ACTION of "destruction." Thus

Figure 23 is essentially the same as Figure 10, except for the

difference in meaning between destroy and open.

EVENT c. in Figure 23 is not like EVEflT c. in Figure 22

because of the difference in the meaning of burn and destroy

as formerly noted (cf. footnote 22). EVENT b. of Figure 22

is similar in total meaning to EVENT c. of Figure 23, differ-

ences between the more general term destroy and the more

specific barn up aside. In shoving "the fire" as the left
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REFERENT of EVENT a. (Figure 22), we have assumed rightly

that "the fire" is prior to "John's burning up." Vhat of the

decision to designate the RELATION as AGENCY? The preposition

"in" would seem initially to indicate that the WLATION vas

LOCATIVE, not AGENCY. First ''e have assumed that there is no

unspecified AGENT underlying (21). If there were such an

AGENT, "the fire" would be treated es INSTRUMENT. The follow

ing paraphrase illustrates this possibility. "someone burned

John up in the fire." nut hov would we be certain, even in

this case.,that "the fire" was not LOCATIVE? If "the fire"

were not INSTRUMENT, we could add an INSTRUMENT to the

sentence. If "the fire" is INSTRUMENT, we could not add

another INSTRUMENT since unconjoired occurrences of more than

one INSTRUMENT are prohibited. Therefore, by inference, the

unacceptability of (23) indicates that "the fire" is

INSTRUMITal.

(23) *Someone burned John up in the fire with
gasoline

What of the possibility that some AGENCY other than "the

fire" underlies (21)? We cannot imagine c sentence in which

"the fire" is purely LOCATIVE and something else is AGENCY.

For example, note the oddness of (24) and (25).

(24) *Lightning burned John up in the fire

(25) *The storm burned John up in the fire
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By process of elimination, then, we are left with "the fire" as

AGENCY. However; in II, we indicated that a unit which was

acceptable as the first element correlated by AGENCY had to be

an EVENT. This means our diagram is inaccurate since we have

represented "the fire" as an OBJECT. If we think about fire

for a moment, we conclude that, while it does have properties

in common with concrete objects, it is a process, a dynamic

rather than static entity. This object in-process status gives

it EVPTT-like qualities. Ue know that the lexical item fire

does not refer simply to an OBJECT or to an ACTION, facts

which indicate semantic complexity. If fire 1.s derivative

from a comrlex structure such as object-im process, we should

show it as such and note, as we did about the derived word

paint, what semantic content and structure the lexical item

contains.23 Now the object of the object-in process is whatever

23 Unlike the verb paint which exists at the deepest
level as OBJECT, the noun fire appears nowhere in the diagram
for it is not fundamentally OBJECT or ACTION or any other
TTFEBENT: it is the totality of these.

is burning or on fire (besides "John" since the fire had to

exist prior to his being burned up in it). The proceas

(technically oxidation) might be indicated in a number of ways:

oxidize, destroy. or burn. The NELATIOI between the object
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and the process seems to be REACTIVE in that the Elam s a

reaction to some prior force (we will not complicate the

discussion or the diagram with irrelevant speculation as to

the nature of this force). Thus we can present the revised

form of Figure 22 as Figure 2)4.

Figure 24

EVENT a.

REFERENT RELATION REFERENT

I

I
1

AGENCY EVENT c.
MITT b. (PREP) ------------7------,eitreel,... 1 EFFERENT RELATION REFERENT

in I 1 I

REFERENT RELATION REFERENT EVENT d. DEOREE ACTION
I I 1

I (PREP)
OBJECT REACTIVE ACTION 0 I

(N) 0 (PROCESS; up

I
(v)

some un-
specified d?stroy or
material oxidize

REFERENT

OBJECT
(N)

John

RELATION REFERENT
1 1

REACTIVE ACTION
1 (V)

0
burn

Here EVENT b. becomes tie lexical item fire.

Without a leng-Thy account, we can say for sentences

containing verbs which refer to the destruction of life as
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opposed to physical objects that the diagrammatic difference

in the presence of the RESPONSIVE in place of the REACTIVE.

Thus, the general structural pattern for

(26) John was killed in the fire22°

2hThis sentence is ambiguous: either the fire was the

AGENCY of John's death or someone or something else was

responsible for his death. Only the former meaning is comps.-

tible with the structure of Figure 24.

is the same as that for (21) (cf. footnote 22).

The fact that (26) could correspond to an underlying

meaning which includes an unspecified AGENT, in which "the

fire" is not AGENCY, suggests that the representation of (21)

ought to include a LOCATIVE as well as an AGENCY. This

additional fact is shown in Figure 25, which may be a more

accurate account of (21) than Figure 2h.
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Figure 25

EVErT a.

....----- ----------

REFEFliNT LAATION RFFERENT

I 1 I

EVENT b. Lair,gr EVENT c.

____.-----.1.---

AI22RENT RELATION REFERENT I REFSRENT RELATION REFERENT

I i
1

in 1 i

CalY..:11 REACTIVE ACTION EVENT d. AGENCY EVENT e.

(N) 1 (PROCESS) 1 e"
I

0 (v)

soma gym- 1 -------

0,///,e 4,

spee.fied desoroy

...- oxidize ./
material or 7

RfFERENT RELATION REFEREPT
I I I

OBJECT REACTIVE ACTION
(N) (PROCESS)

I

1
0 (V)

some un-
1

specified destroy

material or
oxidize

REFEREWF RELATION RE:FERETIT

I I

EVENT f. DEGREE ACTION
(PREP)

0
up

REPENT

()EJECT

(If)

1 0
John burn

RELATION RLFERENI
I I

REACTIVE ACTION

1 (v)

Turning now to a different set of sentences, we vill

test the system further:

(27) Mary cut VI! cheese with a breadknif,?.
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Figure 26

EVENT

REFERENT RELATION REFERENT

1

OWECT 1GENT EVETT

RFFEBENT RELATION
Mary

OBJECT INSTRUMENT
(N) (PREP)

I

withth
breadknife

REFERENT

1

WENT

REFERENT RELATION REFERENT

I I

I

OBJECT AFFECTIVE ACTION
(r) I

(v)

I 0 1

the cut

cheese

Moving from left to right: "Mary" is AGENTive with respect

to "cheese being cut with the kafe" "the knife" is INSTRU-

MENTal with respect to "cutting the cheese"; and "the cheese"

is AFFECTIVE with respect to the ACTION "cuttinp."

row wc are prepared to deal with the part whole, INALIPT-

ABLE POSSESSION, problem especially as it is exemplified in

sentences like:

(28) Sally cut herself zr, the foot with a knife
at the svimming pool

(29) Sally cut her foot with a knife e.t the
svimming pool
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If we recall the discussion of INILIENARLE POSSESSION, we

remember that constructions like "her foot" and "herself on

the foot" involve an INALIENABLE POSSESSOR, "her" and "her-

self" (Sally), tnd an INALIENABLE POSSESSED, "foot." The

relationship of POSSESSION accounts for the synonymity of the

alternate forms "her foot" and "herself on the foot." We

suggested first that the entire unit, the entire body, was

in an AFFECTIVE RELATION to the ACTION "cut," that "foot"

simply specifies where on the body the "cut" occurred.

Secondly we concluded that it was "the foot" which was AFFEC-

TIVE and that the "her being cut" was entails! by the stated

meaning. Let us keep these two alternatives in mind, with-

holding any decision until their relative merits can appeae core

fully, and see what our system hypothesizes to be the appro-

priate eenantic facts. We knot', for imtance, that older forms

of syntactic-semantic grammar would treat these sentewts In

essentially two ways. First, (29) would be said to arise

from an underlying structure containing a relative clause on

the noun foot: " a foot which Sally has," and (28) would be

said to have an underlying structure containing the verb "cut,"

the direct object noun "herself," and a prepositional phrase

"on the foot." The fect that these two sentences are

synonymous (differences in topicalizatioi aside) makes such
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an analysis unacceptable. Sec.md, in Fillmore's grammar, both

(28) and (29) would he shown to ari';e from the same underlyinr,

structure though with the following type of notation:

Figure 27

tr.

I...------"j"---.. -----..

V A L

''s..,

110cut K 'JP K 1

I i 1 />...----....

by N on 1) N D

1

the
/N

Sally the foot K UP

1 i

to N

Sally

Fere the POSSESSIVE relationsMp is shown by means the

"adnominal DATIM We might quebtion this method in light

of other uses to Olich t1,.: DATIVE is put which may not be

consistent with this particular use. However, perhaps more

serious is the consequence of maizing the POSSESSOR. in this

case the "adnominal 0," subordinate to the LOCATIVE. 17e

could claim that the POSSEPSOR ought to be in the superordinate

position with . perhaps esual justification. In fact, there may

be no reason to hypAhesizv super- or subordinate positions
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for either one of the POSSESSIVE elements.

Let us now turn to the system of semantic rules we have

developed to see how the meaning of (28)-(29) might best be

represented if indeed, the system is capable of the task.

Furthermore, though not less significantly, ;,e are interested

in any decisions the system will make which might coincide

with intuitions we ha"e not yei., probed.
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REFERENT

OBJECT
(!T)

the swim
min.! pool

RELATION

LOCATIVE
(PREP)

at

FiFure 28

REFEPERT

EVENT b.

REFERENT RELATION REFERENT

OBJECT AGENT
(") I rVENT c.

Sally
REFERM RELATION REFERENT

OBJECT CONTROLLED 1

fIP INSTRUMENT EVENT d.
(PREP)

a knife
with

REFEREDT RELATION

AFFECTIVE
WENT e.

(*SIAM)

REFERENT RELATION REFERENT

I 1 1

OBJECT IPALI!NABLF OBJECT

(14) POSSESSIOY (N)

1
(whole-part) 1

Sally 1
the foot

1
s

REFERENT

ACTION
(V)

cut

One ney aspect cf this structure is the LOCATIVE RELATIOY of

the OBJECT REFEREW "the swimming pool" to the entire structure

contained "ithin EVENT b. In syntaCtic terms, this is the
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"sentential locative." In EVENT b. the left REFERENT, "Sally"

is AG7NTively related to 1:VENT c.lin which the left REFERENT,

"a knife," holds the CONTROLLED INSTRUMEVT relationship to

EVENT d., which is "the cutting of Sally's foot." EV:NT d.,

however, demands close examination to determine its meaning,

and adquacy.

In EVENT d. 're have for the first time an EVENTM:11T e. --

in an AFFECTIVE ;GELATION to the ACTIOlii"cut." That such a

precedent is justified 1.3 suggested by other situations in

,'rich this same set of structures is nresnnt, ror example,

the verb change, which takes an AFFECTIVE object, appears in

sentences such as (30).

(:0) The Admiral changed the ships' maneuvers

Herei the object "the ships' naneuvers" is a reduced sentential

nominal from "the ships maneuver." The chief difference

between "the ships maneuver" and "Sally has a foot" is that

in the former one REFERENT is an OBJYCT and one is an

ACTION while in the latter both are OFOICTs. The implications

of this difference are marked by the device iSTAT2 ns a

feature of the 'VENT which contains the elements in correlation.

The stative/nonGtative division in lnn'uace has long been

recognized by linnuists as a fundemental one, both a'ntacti

cally and semantically. Thus, we can differentiate bet'een
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the EVENT "the ships maneuver" and the EVENT "Sally has a

foot" by marking the former -STATE and the latter .NSTATE.

Now the major question remains whether the ACTION "cut"

in fact affects the +STATE EVENTJ"Sally has a foot." It surely

does not nean that after the action Sally no longer has a

foot.25 in other, more favorable terms, it does mean that the

25
Though its support for the sentence at hand is question-

able, we might make the observation that the sentence "Sally
cut her foot off" would indeed mean that the +STATE EVFTTJ
"Sally has a foot," which is true prior to the action, is no
longer true after it. Vhat this means is that the sentence
containinr "off" is a more extreme and, therefore, clearcut
example to support the EVFNTAnTeTIVF-ACTION ae'uence.

state of the whole-part (Sally-foot) is not the same as it was

before the action. In these terms which avoid the problems

created by usin" the surfac' sentence "Sally has a foot" (which

could never appear in this context),we now have an intuitively

acceptable 'eading. One additional point should be made

concerning the reason for placing EMT e, as the left EFFITTET

of EMT d.: the whole-part correlation exists prior to its

being affected, that is, "cut."

ve can conclude by noting that the lexica? or morpho-

logical manifestation of the RELATION INALIEVAKE POSSESSION

may be either 's, of or a locational preposition, depending

on certain superficial conditions. Thus ie either "poke our



eye,
II or "poke ourselves in the eye we do not "poke the

eye of us," or "*poke ourselves on the eye' Tn the case of

ALIENABLE POSSESSIOY different superficial constraints are

exercised in producing sentences though the same morOological

forms are used in signaling this RELATION. The diagrammatic

configuration for this RELATION is the same as that for

INALIENABLE POSSESSION with the exception of the appropriate

RELATION marking. There seems little reason, therefore, to

produce an exemplary figure and discussion at this tire.

Pow let us turn to the COMITATIVE RELATION as it is

exhibited in sentences (31).

(31) tr knife is the drawer with the silverware

Here we have the COUITATIVF-SPATIAL RELATION as indicated in

Chapter II. Figure 29 represents our system's account of the

meaning of (21).
Figure 29

EVENT
(+STATE)

- ---------------------
RFFERFITT RELATION TIEFERtNT.

1 I 1

OBJECT LOCATIVE EVErT
(N) (PREP)

....:fSliE)--------
the drawer in REFERENT RELATION REFERENT

I 1 I

OBJECT CONITATIVE- OBJECT
(N) SPATIAL (11)

I
(PREP)

1

my knife
I

the silverware
with
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Here "the drawer" is LOCATIVEly related to the EVENT (+STATE),

"my knife with the silverware." As indicated in the previous

discussion, the embedded EVENT is +STATE in accordance with

its content: two OHJECTs in correlation. Otherwise, Figure 29

is straightforward in its meaning. Ve can see, for example,

another possible form of sentence (31) from the diagram:

(32) my knife is with the silverware in the drawer

A slightly more complicated sentence is (33):

(33) The fire started with the explosion

Here we have the same problem of the derived noun "fire" as

we had in (21) (John burned up in the fire). In addition,

"explosion" is a fundamental verbexplode which must be

represented as su'h. Finre 30 attempts to account for these

facts as well as others pertinent to the meaning of (33)
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71gure 30

EVENT a.

R2FERENT RELATIO7 REFERENT

I I

EVENT h. COYITATIVE
(-STATE) TEITORAL EVENT d.

_------------''N (PREP) (-STATE)
REFERENT RELATION REFERENT

I
..

I 1 1 with -----7 s"...

EVENT c. TIME ACTION REFERENT RELATION RprETIFT7
(-STATE)

1
(V)

I
I I

/.\ start

OBJECT REACTIVE ACTIO7
(r) i (v)/. ,,. i 0 1

REFERENT RELATION REFERENT some un- explode

I 1 specified
OBJECT REACTIVE ACTION material
(N) I

(PROCESS)

1 0 (V)

some un-
1

specified destroy or
material oxidize

EVENT c. has the sate form and content as EVENT b. of

Figure 24. The former is, in addition, correlated temoorally

with the ACTIOI "start," which refers to the initiation of a

process, that is, EVENT c. 'NUE nay not be the best way to

represent the RELATION between a process and a point in that

process. perhaps PROCESS PoirT or some other more descriptive

term would be better to deal with a RELATION which is common

to all processive EVENTS (more precisely, ACTIOIJs). Explode

is a verb of doeiruction and, therefore, the structure of

EVENT d. is the same RS that of EVENT c. EVENTs b. and d.
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are appropriately correlated with the RELATION CCM1TATIVE-

TEMPORAL.

There is some information left out of Figure 30 fcr, the

same reason as in Figure A. The fact that EVENTs c. and d.

contain the RELATION REACTIVE requires the presence of some

frior AGENT or AGENCY. This information is not specified in

sentence (33) and was omitted from the figure because it wus

not relevant to the discussion of the COMITATIV2. However, it

is worthwhile to describe some facts out a full diagram

including AGM or AGENCY. First, the lack of specification

leaves (33) ambiguous in at least two ways: AGENT or AGENCY could

be the appropriate correlation for the unspecified prior OBJECT

or EVENT. This ambiguity could be represented in the form

of an EVENT between the left REFERENT of EVENT a. and EVENT b.

in which EVENT b. wee the right REFERENT; AGENT or AGENCY

optionally indicated in wrvy brackets was the RELATION, and

a triangle was the left REEERENT,leaving open the possibility

of either OBJECT or EVENT. EVENT d. would be similarly embedded.

Second, there is another interpretation of (33) in which "the

explcsi t" war the AGENCY of "the fire." In this case certain

modifications would have to be made in the diagram. EVENT d.

would have to appear as the left REFERENT of EVENT a. and EVENT

b. as the right REFERENT in keeping with semantic order.
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Voreover, EVENT d. would have to be repeated in an AGENCY

correlation Trith EV7.17 b. Thus EVENT a. is the potential

unspecified first TITRE:MT of AGENCY. Figure 31 renresents

this possibility.

Figure 31

EVENT a.
_------

REFER= RELATIC7 REFERENT
1

COMITATIVE-
EVENT b. TETTPORA
(-STATE) (PREP) REFERENT

,//'
with

FEFEREITT RELATION REFERENT

1 I I

OBJECT REACTIVE ACTION
(N) I (y)

0
explode

,/
REFER= PEITION REFERENT

1
1

OBJECT REACTIVE ACTION
(N)

I (V)

1

0
1

some un- explode
specified
material

some un
sp' "'ified

material

RELATION T:EFFRENT

1 IAGENCY
EVETT d. I EVENT e.
(-STATE) 0 (-STATE)

REFERENT

OBJECT

(N)

1

some un-
specified
material
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1
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RELATION REFERENT

REACTIVE; ACTION
I (PROCESS)

0 (V)

1
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oxidize



Even this fairly complicated diagram does not contain the

unspecified REttHENT which holds an AGENT or AOYNCY RELATION to

EVENT b. and d. Yet we can see that possibility, as well as

the information we have just accounted fort..., one possible

meaning of ssntence (33). If we had taken the position that

RELATIOrs could be complexithe information in Figure 31 could

have been captured in Figure 30 by simply addin!, 1;he RELATION

AGENCY under the COMITATIVE of EVENT a. and rever3ing th.. order

of EVENTs b. and d. of Figure 30. Yet this alternative would

clearly have not given us thf: degree of diagrammatic accuracy

of Figure 31 since each aspect of the meaning has its own

character and is only obscurqd by a configuration which fails

to capture the semantic "unpacking" of a complete analysis.

Notice that while we had to place the WENT containing

"the explosion" in the left of the diagram which represents

the meaning of the explosion" as AGENCY of "the fire," the

order of EVENTs b. and d. in Figure 30 is irrelevant if they are

only related temporally as No simultaneous EVENTs. In fact,

any order given to them in the figure misrepresents the total

lack of priority either tics over the other. The beet way to

represent them would be to have one on too of the other to show

this lack of order. However, the system ',re are using is, as

perhaps any echematic system, limited to the determination of
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some order. re as users of the system must ben-- the responsibi-

lity of understanding. what the configuration means rather than

appears to mean.

;re now turn to the last and most difficult type of

sentences to be examined: those containing the indirect object

construction. Ye need to distinguish at the outset between

sentences of the EVENT-PIM-TO form and the "true" indirect

objet sentences. In sentences like

(34) John walked from Boston rew York

(35) John carried the pAkare from here to there

(36) John took the present from Boston to Pew
York

it is the entire EVENT-"John walking," "John carrying the

package," "John taking the present" -which proceeds from one

poirt to the next. Even in some sentences involving"people-froW/

anepeopletOt is entire EVEVT which moves, for example,

"from Harry" "to Karl," (L.t.: they are for all t levant semantic

purposes LOCATIVE:

(37) John vslked from Betty to Georc!e

(38) John carried the package from Harry to Karl

(32) John took the present frlm Perilyn to Sam

There is a reading of the last two sentences, (38)-(39), in

which the "from" phrase is a restrictive relative clause:

'which was from...." In this case the basic sentence less
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the relative clause is:

(40) John carried the package to Karl

(41) John took the present to Sam

Here again, however, it is the entire MrSr!T which proceeds to

"X." We can .sake the general observation that any sentence in

which the entire EVET1T including AGENT or AGENCY proceeds from

one point to another--for example, those containing verbs like

talle, carry, %ilk and other verbs of motion, either transitive

or imransitive--the OBJECT in a relationship signaled by from

is LOCATIVE+SOURCE and the OBJECT in a correlation signaled

by to is LOCATIARARECEPTIVE. Such sentences are not members of

the " indirect object" set.

In true "indirect object" sentences like:

(42) John sent the present from Vary to Karl

(43) John gave the present from Mary to Karl

(44) John distributed the food from the general to
the men

the "from" phrase is a restrictive relative clause, "which vas

from X," and the basic sentence, less the relative clause, is:

(45) John sent the prey to KrNr1

(46) John gave the present to K^r1

(47) John distributed the food to the men

In contradistinction to sentences (34)-(39), sentences (42)-

(47) show only the object-in-motion proceeding to "X." Is
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there a "from" relationship indicated in sentences like (45)-

(47)? In synonymous variations of these sentences:

(48) Karl received the present from John

(49) The men received the food from John

the AGENT "John" appears in the "from" phrase. This fact

suggests that the "John" of (45)-09) is both AGENT and SOURCE.

But how ar, we to reconcile this claim with those sentences

in which a restrictive relative clause of SOURCE occ,ars? The

answer lies in the knowledge that the restrictive relative

designates the original SOURCE and that the AGENT+SOURCE

designates the SOURCE with reference to the specified act

of trarpference. 26

26
1de use the notation of AGENT+SOURCE to refer to the

complex RELATION' of which "John" is a REFERENT as "John''
exists in the sentence under examination. This is not Lc imply
that the postulated underlying eemantic structure does not
separate these two RELATIONs. The necessity for separation
will be demonstrated in the discussion of steal which requires
different ACENT and SOURCE OBJECTs.

Figure 32 represents the semantic structure of (30:27

27
e have not developed the semantic apparatus to deal

with restrictive relative clauses and I'M not :o so in this
parer. Therefore. we will not analyze any sentences containing
this structure.
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(36) John took the present from BOston to New York.

Figure 32

EVFPT a.

REFERENT RELATION REFERENT

II

FONT e.

REFERENT RELATION REFERENT
I I

RECEPTIVE+ OBJECT

EVENT f. LOCATIVE (N)

to New York

EVENT b. AGENCY

REFERENT RELATION REFERENT

OBJECT SOURCE+
(N) LOCATIVE EVENT

1 (PRFP)

Boston
from

c.

REFERrNT RELATION

OBJECT AGENT
(N)

0

REFERENT

EVENT d.
(-STATE)

REFERENT RELATION REFERENT

I I I

OBJECT TRANSMIT- ACTION
TIVE (V)

the present 0 take

REFERENT RELATION REFERENT
I I

OBJECT
(r) I EVENT g.

I
0 (-ST Tr)

John

AGENT

REFERENT

OBJECT
(N)

the
present

RELATION REFERENT

TRAPSKIT- ACTION
TIVE (V)

take

This figure represents the general paradigu of those sentences

in which some EVENT proceeds from one place to another. She

content of EVENT b. shows the departure of EVENT c. in a

SOURCE*LOCATIVE RELATION to "Boston." EVENT b. is cast in
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the AGENCY RELATION to EVENT e., the arrival of EVENT f. in

a RECEPTIVE4OCATIVE RELATIOh to "New York." The process of

VENT b. designated by the ACTION "take" produces EVENT e.28

28Some serious questions can be raised about the appro-
priateness of the AGENCY RELATION. We will not deal with
these, however.

EVENTS c. and f. have the same content, for it is the same

EVENT which bears the different relationships to "Boston" and

to "New York." An alternate way to diagram the sentence is

illustrated in Figure 33.

Figure 33

..--------

REFIERErr

EV 1. b.

EVENT a.

RELATION

RFCEPTIVr+
LOCATIVE

REFERVIT

OBJECT

(N)
REFERENT RELITION REFERENT

I

N,,,N to New York

OBJECT SOURCE+
(N) LOCATIVE FVEBT c.

I (PREP) ...----.%.

Boston I REFERENT RELATION! REFPRPI1T

from I I

OBJECT AGENT EVENT d.

(H) (-STATE)

John
REFERENT RELATION REFERENT

OBJECT TRANF- ACTION
MITTI7E (V)

the present 0 take

8
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The apparent merits of this cvnfiguration are that it eliminates

the redundancy in Figure 32WENT c. equals EVENT f. - -and

the questionable, if not ad hoc, use of AGENCY. However, such

apparent merits must be secondary to the fuller semantic

adequacy of the figure. We believe EVENT c. to be appropriately

related to the REFERENT4New Yorleas stated in the previous

discussion of Figure 32. For the same reason the REFERENT

EVENT c. is appropriately related to the REFERENT "Boston."

The only serious question to raise is, therefore, whether the

content of EVENT b., other than EVENT c., is suitably related

to the REFERENT "New York." 16 it appropriate to say that

the entire unit-"Johns taking the present from Boston"-is

"to rew Yorket? Is this the meaning of (3')? If this is the

meaning, Figure 33 is more satisfactory than figure 32;

otherwise, it is not.

The form of sentences containing the indirect object

construction is illustrated in Figure 34, which represents

the meaning of (46).
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Figure 34

EVENT a.

.....,

REFERENT RELATION REFERENT

I I I

EVENT b. AGENCY EVENT f.

..---------T--------- 1 (+STATE)
RFY1RENT RELATION REFERENT 0

1

--------------r---------.
REFERENT RELATION REFERENT

OBJECT AGENT
I 1

(N) I

I

OBJECT ALIENABLE OB JECT

i 0 (N) POSSESSION 00
John EVENT c.

I 1

----------7-----.. Karl 0 thj
REFERENT RELATION REFERENT present

1
I I

OBJECT SOURCE
(N)

I

1 0 REFERENT RELATION REFERENT
John

I 1 1

EVENT e. RECEYTIVF OBJECT
(- STATE) I (N)

to
EFFERENT RELAii5 ."-- REFERENT Karl

I 1
1

OBJECT TPANS- ACTION
(N) !fITTIVE (V)

the
I

I

0 motion
present

d.

EVENT b., "John's putting the present in motion from himself

to Karl," is correlated with AGENCY to EVENT f., "Karl's

possession of the present." The justification of EVENT f. is

the knowledge that the meaning of (46) includes "Karl's

possession of the present," knowledge revealed by the anomaly

of (50):29

(50) *John nave the yresent to Karl but he (Karl)
never had it
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29If possession is only entailed by transfer and not a

part of its meaning, a "but" clause containing such a nega-

tio4 would also produce an anomalous sentence. For example,

the sentence " *John burned up in the fire but he didn't die"

is anomalous even though the entailed meaning is negated and

not the stated meaning of "John burned up in the fire." Our

laysis is, then, ursupported at this point except by the

uelief that possession is included in the meaning of transfer.

EVENT b. represents "John" as AGENTively related to

EVEaT e., which in turn represents "John" in a SOURCE RELATION

to EVENT d. EVEVT d. contafals EVENT e., "the present in

motion," related RECEPTIVEly to "Karl "; "the present in motion

is to Karl."

Let us contrast this figure and the meaning of (46)

with that of (45) (John sent the present to Karl). The

former sentence states that "Karl receives" an4, therefore,

"possesses the present." However, as (51) shows, (45) does

not state either reception or possession:

(51) John sent the present to Karl but he never
received it

Thus, the "but" clause of 00) is a denial of the first clause

of (50), but the "but" clause of (51) is not a denial of the

first clause of (51). The figure which represents the

meaning of (45) consists only of EVENT h. in Figure 34 with

the minor difference that "motion" in EVENT e. would be the
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verb send. 30
'

31

3°The reason for the more general tern "motion" in
Eigv,.e 34 instead of, for example, a verb like send i3 that the
meaning of (46) does not specify the nature of the motion in
other words, it might have been some quite different action
than send indicates.

31
It may be that the RELATION of EVENT d., RECEPTIVE,

would differ for an accurate representation of (46). Perhaps,
it would be better to designate the RELATION as one of
DIREMA since the definition of RECEPTIVE (Chapter II, p.74)
might well conflict with incomplete transference.

Let us now turn to a sentence which ccntains the verb

steal in order to confirm our earlier hypothesis that AGENT

and SOURCE should be separately represented (cf. footnote 26).

Sentence (52) is presented diaaammatically in Figure 35.

(52) !ferl stole a car from Georpe.
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Flr,ure 35

-------

EVENT a.

.---- '-''-'..--Z"----,---"----------"--------

REFERER2 RELATION REFERENT
I I I

EVENT b. AGENCY EVENT f.

_---------1"-------.. 1 (+STATE)
REFERENT RELATION RtFERENT 0 _----T------_,_

. I
I

I

REFERENT RELATION REFERENT
OBJECT AGENT I I A
(N)

1
EVENT c. OBJECT ALIENABLE OBJECT

1 0 -IN (N) PossEssion (N)
Merl ----.7 %,. I 1 4\ Merl 0 a car

REFERENT RELATION REFERENT
1 1

N,..,

OBJECT SOURCE EVENT 4.

(N) (PREP) ...---- ----.7---------....._

1 1 REFERENT R TION REfERENT
George from

I

1

RECEPTIVE OBJECT
EVENT e. (PREP) (N)

(-STATE) I
1

to Merl

REFFFENT RELATION REFERENT
I I I

OBJECT TRANSMIT- ACTION
(N) TIVE (V)

1

1
I

a car motion

Here "George" is now correlated 14 SOUNCE in EVENT c.i "Herr:"

by RECEPTIVE in EVENT d.; and "Merl," by ALIENABLE POSSESSION

in EVENT f. This corresponds to our knowledge that "the car

comes from George," that "it goes to 'serf" and that, as a

result, "Vert possesses it."
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If we recall the discussicn of the verb acouire and its

ambiguity in sentences like (53):

;53) Mary acquired a nev car from her brother

we find that we can now easily represent the fact that "Mary"

can be either AGENT#RECrPTIVE or RECEPT1V7, and that if "nary"

is the former, "her brother" is simply SOURC and if the latter,

"her brother" fs complexly AGEETISOURCE. Figure 36 through the

device of wavy brackets accounts for this ambiguity.

Figure 36

eVENT
-----------

REFERENT RELATTOM REFERENT

1 I I

EVFNT AGENCY EVENT

.-------- r-------__ I
(+STATE)

REFERENT RELATION REFERENT 0 --------r-.._
1

i R73FERMIT RELATIO!1 REFERENT
OBJECT AGENT 1 I 1

(N) I OBJECT ALIENABLE OBJECT

1
0 (r POSSESSION (N)

Mary

her
or

brother

EVENT
1

Mary 0

../.--------C"-------------
REFERENT REL1TION REFERENT

1 N
OBJECT SOURCE ENT

(a) (PREP) ---- .-----------
I .

1 REFERENT RELATION
her brother from 1 I

EVENT RECEPTIVE
STATE)

1

0

a car

NFFERENT

1

OBJECT

(N)

1

REFERENT RELATION REFERENT Mary
I I I

OBJECT TRANS- ACTION

(Y) MITTIVE (V)

I I

a new car 0 motion

?3/4
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This completes our efforts to validate the generative

capabilities of the system of rules we have developed. tie

have examined a small number of different types of sentences and

have found the system to adequately represent these sentences.

We have not tried to make the system accountable for many

details of language such as the determiner system or restrictive

relative clauses, though a fairly simple addition to the set

of phrase structure rules could provide for the latter. Ilhat

we shall now attempt is to set forth a procedure for analyzing

sentences into well-formed semantic structures. The task of

this section is, then, to suggest the steps whereby we can

take a sentence and explicitly analyze it in such a way that

the form of its oorrelary diagram would be apparent and its

creation, therefore, a mechanical exercise rather than an

intuitive guess. The technique we shall employ is one of

paraphrase and semantic immediate constituent analysis. Para-

phrase will involve a determination of all the relevant units

of meaning and an ordering of those units within subunits of the

semantic whole or total EVENT. We have at our disposal the

concepts REFERENT and RYLATION and we shall use them to

determine connections between lexical items and fundamental

semantic structures. The semantic immediate constituent

analysis will involve an ordering of subunits, EVENTs, and a

determination of dependency relationships in harmony with
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semantic intuitions. If we take an example of a very simple

sentence we can illustrate the two tt:sks.

(54) John walked

In (54) we can determine by the principles developed in this

and the previous chapter that "John" is a nominal REFERENT

and that "walk" is at least a verbal REFERENT. Also we know

that the RELATION between these REFEREOTs is that of AGENT,

and that this RELATION is morphologically unmarked: 0. Since

there are no other immediately observable semantic facts

(tense aside) we c,n state the units in morphological and

categorial Porn: John, 0, walk and REFERENT (OBJECT),

RELATION (AGENT), REFERENT (ACTION). Combining the morphology

with the category terms 1%.z get the following set:

Set 1

REFERENT RELATION =EMIT

OBJECT AGM ACTION

John 0 walk

row any set containing at least two Rri.:_liFTITs and one R7LA-

TION can be ordered REFFAENT RELATIOr REFERENT and termed

::VENT. What usually has to be done, then, Is to det.arrine the

appropriate elements which make different sets. Since we have

only the necessary and sufficieLt conditions for one unit c,A,
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for one EVENT, we do not have to determine applopriate sets.

However, 4e must next determine the proper order for the cate-

gories. Does the left REFERENT in Set 1 belong in the left

position or in the right position? The answer does not

depend on convention except insofar as left-to right ordering

has been operationally defined, "John" "exists" prior to the

ACTION "walk" and this knowledge leads to the decision to

place "John" in the left position sod "walk" in the right.

Thus, the preceding process yields Figure 37:

Figure 37

1 -------..,

REFERENT RELATION REFEMNT
1

OBJECT AGENT ACTION
1 I

1

John 0 walk

The syntactic labeling is accomplished in the usual mariner.

We can state even more precisely the steps which :East be taken

in the analysis which we have described for this simple

sentence:

1. Determine what elements, if any, have been deleted

in sentence forration

2. Determine which lexical items are semantically

complex
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3. Determine the RELATIONs between and within lexical

items according to case definitions

4. Determine the semantic category and subcategory of

the simple lexical items and of the elements of complex

lexical items

5. Determine the sets of semantic categories by discover-

ing the unknovns in the following: X REFERENT is in F Y RELATION

to 7, REFERENT

6. Determine the o-der of the elements vithin the sets

according to temporal and other priorities

7. Determine the order of the sets and the elements

not yet part of the sets in order to achieve appropriate

depeLdency relationships

8. Represent the configurations of sets according to the

diagramming procedures previously set forth

9. Label the semantic categories according to syntactic

conventions

Once these procedures have been applied in some order

to a given sentence, the result should be a figure which can

be read in a nanr consistent with our intuitiols of the

meaning of the sentence. This reading involves usually one

convention: X REVERENT is in a Y RELATIGN to Z REFERENT.

In this statement, "X" is to be regarded usually as the left

REFERENT and "Z" as the right REFERENT. The exceptions seen
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to be in the cas4 of the RESULTATIVE and the RECEPTIVE, where

this statement or convention would be reed with "X" as the

right REIT:REPT and "Z" as the left REFERENT.32

32There appears to be no explanation for this difference
in the way EVEUTs containing these two types of RELATIONS are

read.

Let us take the slightly more complex sentence (55):

(55) The window we opened by Justin

"Justin" and "the window" are OBJECT REFERENTs, and "opened"

is an ACTION REFERENT. These are the only REFERENTS which

are lexically realized, though as we know there may be others

which are not. Since there are no obvious unspecified

REFERENTS, we shall proceed as if there were none. Should we

be unable to construct a semantically wen-formed structure

in the process of analysis, we can take up the possibility of

unspecified REFERENT(s). The RELATION of "the window" to

the ACTION "opened" is REACTIVE in accordance with our definition

in Chapter II. "Justin," being the name of an animate being,

is related AGEnTively to an as yet undetermined REFERENT. Our

knowledge that "Justin" does not "open" prevents us from placing

the former AFERENT in an AGENT RELATION with the latter. tre

do know, however, that "Justin" is prior to the ACTION "open"

and that "the window" is also prior to "open." Bused on this
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information we can form one full set and a partial set as

follows:

Set 2

REFERENT RELATION REFEREDT

OBJECT REACTIVE ACTION

the .rindow 0 open

Set 3

REFERENT RELATION

OBJECT AGENT

Justin by

Since we know that semantically well-forned sets are EVENTS, w'

can cast Set 2 into iiagrammatic form as Figure 38.

Figure 38

EVERT

----- r----------,
REtEMENT REaTION REFERENT

1 1 I

OBJECT REACTIVE ACTION

the wi1ndow 0 oilen

Row we must determine the completing REFEREPT of Set 3. There

being no other discernible units to consider, we can conclude

that the INarr of Figure 38 is the completing RFFERERT which,
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in the previously specified order, produces Figure 39.

Figure 39

EVENT

---------f-------..,.
REFEENT RELATION RErEHEXT

I
1 I

OBJECT AGE! T WENTI1 ,,' '.7:,.....

Justin by REFERENT RELATION REFERENT

I

I

OBJECT 1LKOTIVE AOION

I
I

the window 0 open

Figure 39 is the semantically acceptable product of the

analytical procedures stated above. Since no semantic gaps

exist, we have no reason to seek additional, unspecified

REFERENTs or RELATIONs.

A somewhat more complicated exaapl) exists when we add

a simple instrumental" phrase to our original (55):

33-we use here lower case letters to designate the use of

this term in an ordinary language fashion which is not necess-

arily identical with the technical use of the term, which we

presenv in upper case letters.

(56) The w.ndov was opened with a crowbar ty Justin

However, rather than detailing an analysis of this only

slightly more difficult sentence, let us examine (57),which
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contains a sentential instrumental phrase:

(57) Justin opened the window by beating it with
a crowbar

We already know certain facts about this sentence from our

previous anelysls of (55): "the windcm" is in a REACTIVE RELA-

mTON to the ACTION "open," and "Justin" is AGFPTively related

to some RUERENT. Nothing more can as yet he said. If we

look at the sentence closely, 're can see that the one who did

the beating is not superficially specified though it must be

"Justin." Thus ire have two major subunits of the sentence,

"Justin opened the window" and "Justin beat it with ti crowbar."

Since we know the semantic content of the first, let us turn

to the second. The "it" 11 the pronominal form of "the

window." By definition we know that "the window" is CONTAC-

TIYEly related to "beat" and that "the window," here as before,

is an OBJECT RJFERFNT and that "beat" is an ACTION REFFAIENT.

Here, then, is Set 4:

Set 4

RFFERENT RELATION REFERENT

ODJECT CONTACTIYE ACTIOR

the window 0 beat

The phrase "with a crowbar" contains t1-.e DISTRUHERTal

RELATION signaled II "with," and the OBJECT REFE11NT "a
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crowbar." Since "a crowbar" is INSTRUMENTal with respect to

the content of Set 4, and is prior to that content, we can

form Set 5 using Set 4 as the completing REFERENT of the set,

REFERENT (OBJECT, "a crowbar") and RFLATIO! (INSTRUMENT,

"with").

Set 5

RLFEBENT RELATION REFERENT

OBJECT INSTRIPERT EVENT

a crowbar with REFERENT RELATION REFERENT

OBJECT CONTACTIVE ACTION

the window 0 beat

It is further true that "Justin" is AGENTively related to some

REFERENT and semantically prior to the content of Set. 5.

Since we know that "Justin" has brought about the situation

described in Set 5 and since we further know that this Set

can itself be a REFERENT in the form of WEFT, we have the

content for Set 6.
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set 6

REFERENT RELATION REFERENT

OBJECT AGENT EVENT

Justin 0 REFERENT RELATION REFERENT

OBJECT INSTRUMENT EVENT

a crowbar with R,7'ERFFT RELATION REFERENT

OBJECT CONTACT/VE ACTION

the window 0 beat

This Set corresponds to the meaning of the unit "Justin beat

the window with a crowbar."

Turning to the first unit, "Justin opened the window,"

our first decision might be to represent this content in the

same manner ae Sets 2 and 3 for sentence (55), which produce

ultimately Figure 39. Bowler, before doing that, we must

determine the relationship between the content of Set 6,

directly above, and the rest of the sentence. We know that the

"W of (57) signals, in this case, a sentential instrument.

As such, Set 6 ought to be related INSTRUHENTally to came

other REFERMI, namely the REFERENT containing Set 7, because

we understand that the beating of the window with a crowbar is

instrumental in producing the opening of the window.
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REFERENT

OBJECT

the window

Set 7

RELATION

REACTIVE

0

REITRENT

ACTION

open

Thus, we can construct bet 8 with the content of Set G to

the left of the content of Set 7 because of its semantic

(specifically, temporal) priority.

Set 834

RELATION

7111.
IESTRUiFITT

REFERENT

REFERENT RELATION REFERENT by

OBTFICT EVi:NT

Justin
1 ,

AaliT

RFC EVENT

OBJECT

REFERENT

EANT

REFFiF;T RT'L'iTION

OPJEC"? REACTIVE

the window (6

1

RELATION RFFERF/T

INSTRUMENT EVENT
..,:- --.

-
a crowbar with RrFERI7RT RELATION REFERENT

1 I 1

OBJECT CONTICTIVE ACTION
i 1

the window 1;6 odat

REFERENT

ACTION

open

34
In order 1.1 facilitate the reading of large sets, we

shall draw connecting broken lines. Powever, sets are not
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figures and should not be confused with them since the former
are tentative groupings of units which may or may not yield
the latter.

The single remaining incomplete set is that containing the

REFERENT "Justin" and the RELATION AOFNI;rwhi01 we analyzed

from the unit "Justin opened the door." Since we know that

"Justin" is AGENTive with respect to the remainder of the

semantic content, we need only to make Set 8 a IrFERFNT to

the right of the RELATION AGENT and "Justin" a REFERENT OBJECT

to the left. This will produce the content of a figur -''-'-

senting the full sentence (57).35

35lnstead
of presenting a figure which would result frc

this analysis, we can turn buck to page 133 of this chat
and examine Figure 14 which is quite similar to a figure
(57).

Rather than illustrate this process at great len,'

using progressively more comp]ex sentences, we shall

to fully test the principles of analysis which we havt

forth by dealing with one quite complex sentence. We

then leave the detailing of relatively less complex n. r 3

of differing types to some future time, believin' our

currenf- effortr, to demonstrate the soundness of the sys en to

be sufficient. Let ua now examine (50:
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(58) With a look of anguish, Hanby muzzled the dog

The phrase "a look of anguish" is an interesting place to

begin since it obviously involves deleted elements which we

must recover. First, "anguish" is an emotional condition

restrie,,ed to humans or possibly animate beings. Additionally,

we interpret the sentence to mean that not the "dog" but that

"Hanby" is suffering from this emotion, yet "Hanby" is not

specified within the phrase. Recovering this deleted element

provides us with a paraphrase. "Hanby looked anguished."

he have already changed in this paraphrase the syntactic cate-

gories of the original "look" and "anguish" from nouns to verb

and adjective; respectively. This chance has been from the

derived to the fundamental because of our discussion concerning

appear (p. 141) and verbs of emotional response (cf. Chapter

II). From that discussion of appear, we kncf that 14X," in

this ease "Hanby's anguish," must appear to someone: "Hanby

looked anguished to someone (some unspecified person)."

Another paraphrase is: "some unspecified person perceived Hanby

anguishing." From this latter paraphrase ye can identify the

appropriate semantic categories of the lexical items. "Some

unspecified person" and "Kanby" are RLFLainT OBJECIa and

"perceive" and "anguish" are REFERENT Fly case

definition, "Hanby" is related RESPONSIVEly to "anguish";

"sore unspecified person." RESPONSIVEly to "perceive"; and
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t,:ie unit "Hanby's anguish," PERCEPTIVEly to "some unsnecified

nerson'e perception." can determine that "Hanby's anguish"

occurred prior to the perception thereof, and that something

unspecified occurred prior to the "anpuish" in order to have

produced that condition. However, for simplification ire

shall not deal with the latter fact. Now we can determine the

sets of semantic units ,4ithin this phrase.

Set 9

REFERENT RELATION REFERENT

OPJECT RESPONSIVE ACTION

Hanby 0 anguish

Set 10

REFERENT RELATION REFERrilT

PERCEPTIVE

0

Set 11

REFER7,''T RELATIM REFMENT

OBJECT RESPONSIVE ACTION

some 0 perceive
unspecified
person
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It is clear that Set 9 will become the left REFERENT of Set 10

and that Set 11 will become the right REFERENT of Set 10.

Set 12 represents these combined sets.

REFERENT

Set 12

RELATION REFERENT

EVENT PERCEPTIVE EVENT

REFERENT RELATION REFERENT 0 REFERENT RELATION REFERENT

OBJECT RESPONSIVE ACTION OBJECT RESPONSIVE ACTION

Hanby 0 anguish some 0 perceive

unspecified
person

In the phrase "Hanby muzzled the doe we need to determine

the relevant facts about "muzzle." It can be a noun, syntacti-

cally, referring to some object which is placed over the mouth

and jaws of an animal to prevent it from biting, eating or

barking or to that part of an animal which is the mouth end

jaws. In addition, as in (58), "muzzle" can be a verb which

means to prevent an animal from biting, eating or barking by

placing some object over its mouth and jaws, its muzzle.

Clearly, all of these meanings are related, but we must deter-

mine which is fundamental and which derived so that we may

appropriately analyze the underlying meaning of our sentence.
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Diachronic evidence indicates that it is the nominal body part

which is Nndamencal, and, therefore, the basis or the other

meanings. Our analysis will, then, account for the derived

nature of the verb "muzzle" in (58).36 Now we can set forth

36Since there is apparently no way to determine synchronic
derivation, it might be effective to work under the hypothesis
that synchronic derivation and diachronic derivation are
isomorphic, a procedure which would provide at least consistent
operational validity.

a paraphrase of "Hanby nuzzled the dog":wHanby prevented the

dog from barking (biting, eating) by putting some object on

(over, around) its muzzle." Based on precedent (pp. 189-191),

we can readily determine that "Hanby's putting something on

the dog's muzzle" is an YVENTive or sentential instrument.

Further, "the dog's not barking" is a unit in which "dog" is

AGENTively related to "barking." "Dog" is clearly an OBJECT

REFERENT and "bark" an ACTION REFERENT. Thus we can form

the first set of the unit "Hanby muzzled the dog."

Set 13
37

RiTERENT RELAT/OH REFERFIfT

OBJECT AGENT ACTION

the doc,, 0 bark38
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37We are not representing the negative which is essential
to the meaning of the sentence. This is not an oversight,
rather the reoult of a decision not to develop the apparatus
to deal with negation and other modalities.

38Ve have chosen to use the ACTIOr REFERENT "bark"
arbitrarily and without any justification from the sentence in
question. The more general notion of mouth functions which
subsumes "barking, biting, eating" would be more appropriate.
However. depending on the particularity of the ACTIOI, we would
have to represent alternate structures: simple REFERENT, ACTION
in the case of the intransitive "bark," or complex REFERENT,
EVENT :n the case of the transitive "bite" or "eat." Therefore,
we chose the simpler "bark" over the complex "bite,'* "eat" or
the ambiguous "mouth functions." Further context night specify
the particular function and support one structure over another.

Given Set 13 and our knowledge of the relationship of "Fanby's

putting something cA the dog's muzzle" to the content of Set 13--

RELATION, INSTRUMENT -we can form Set lh.

Cet l4

nvErrNT RELATION

EVENT INSTRUMENT

REFERENT

EVENT

0 REFEMT RELATION REFERENT

Hanby's putting something OBJECT AGENT ACTION
on the dog's muzzle

the dog 0 bark

We can determine by definition that "Hanby" is in an LGENTive

RELATIOP with respect to "the putting of something on the

dog's muzzle," that "so:!.ethipe" is TRAPSMITTIVEly related
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to "the putting," that "the dog's muzzle" is LOCATIVEly related

to "the putting of something," and that the doe and "its

muzzle" are related tbrough INALIFIABLE POSSESSION. Categorially,

"muzzle," "something': and "Hanby" are OPJECT REFFRENTs and

"put" (or some general term of motion) is an ACTION REFERTM.

Thus we can now ftrm further sets. and then combine them

appropriately to represent the left PEFERET1T of Set 14,

Set 15

REFERENT RELATION ETTERFNT

OBJECT TRANSMITTIVE ACTION

something 0 (motion)

"put"

Ve know this content to be in a LOCATIVr RELATION to"the dog's

muzzle' and thus we can form Set 16.

Set 16

DEFERETT RELATION REFERENT

EVEHT LOCATIVE WITECT

REFTRrNT RFLATION RTFrRENT 0 nuzzle

OBJECT TRANSrITTIVE ACTIO7'

sonething 0 (motion)

'put"
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The problem with the content of this set is that the right

REFERENT does not reflect the possessive whole-part relationship

between "the dog" and "the muzzle." Thus a new set, Set 17,

has the full content for the right REFERNT where only "muzzle"

appears in Set 16.

Set 17

REFERENT RELATION REIERENT

OBJECT INALIENABLE OBJECT

POSSESSION

the dog (whole-part) muzzle

0

Now we may rewrite the content of Set 16 as Set 18.

Set 18

REFF1IENT RELATION REFETTT

EVENT

EVEN'r LOCATIVE (+STATE)

REFERENT RELATION REFERENT 0 REFERENT RELATION REFERENT

OBJECT TRAPS- ACTION OBJECT INALIEN- OBJECT

MITTIVF, ABLE

something (motion) the dog POSSESSIO1 r .le

0
"put" 0
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We need here to discuss the RELATIOP LOCATIVE in Set 18.

Earlier in this ehapts:r, in dealing with transference, specifi-

cally that of "paint," we hGd a question whether 'wall" was

not RECEP2IVEly as well as LOCATIVEly related to "the putting

of the paint." If transference always involves the RECEPTIVE,

as it did in Figure 33 and Figure 34, for exanple, we might

also raise the question whether possession is a part of the

meaning of transference. There are sentences like "The dog has

an object over its muzzle" as well as "Karl has the present."

Moreover, there is "This wall has the paint on it" thourh

there is no ":'ew Ycrk has the present in it." One solution

to enable us to sort out relevant estinctions would be to

view the RECEPTIVE as that feature which, when present, is

always accompanied by the possessive and. when not present,

excludes the possessive. Thus Set 18, containine no RECEPTIVE,

is not accompanied by Vie possessive. This is intuitively

satisfying since some object can be on a dog's muzzle and yet

that same object may not be possc:sed by the dog7 for example,

"Hanby put Rex's 'hain on Spot because Spot didn't have one."

The objection to this solution is that, since RECEPTIVE and

some firm of possession would be inseparable, the former you'd

be redundant in just those situations where transfererce vas

present.
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An alternate solution which also agrees with our intui-

tions can be stated as follows: any act of transference

requires the presence of the RECEPTIVEjwhich may be followed

by either ALIENABLE POSSESSION or LOCATIVE. In this case,

Set 18 would be rewritten to contain a RECEPTIVE RELATION to

be followed by a LOCATIVE. We discussed ALIENABLE POSSESSION

in Chapter II and suggested that there might be two types:

LOCATIVE, typically inanimate, and PERSONAL, typically animate.

Most sentences of the form "X is LOCATIVE Y" have counterparts

of the form "Y has X LOCATIVE it (Y)" (cf. sentences (319)-(330)

pp. 104-105,Chapter II). The question to ask is whether

LOCATIVE POSSESSION, as we have tentatively hypothesized it,

is really a form of POSSESSION at all or rather simply a

LOCATIVE which is superficially transformed into a pseudo-

possessive. The answer may reside in the various meanings of

the term possession, al) of which, with the exception of whle

part, involve the common feature of control: legal, physical,

mental and so forth. "e would have to greatly extend the

notion of co:itrol in order to account for some type of locational

object relationship. The unnaturalness of such theoretical

metapholizing, appears to support the pseudo-possessive

alternative. Additionally, for whatever theoretical relevance

it might hnve to our disPussion, we can cite Fillmorels
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account of be and have suppletion in conjunction with locatives,

which indicates that the have of sentences of the type we hnme

been questioning is not the have which denotes possession.

Let us then claim that LocATIvr POSSESSIWT is not POESESSI07,

and that ALIENABLE POSSESSION requires an animate possessor,

an OBJECT carable of exercising some for of contrl over the

possessed. 7hat this means for our previous analyses of

sentences illustrating transference is this Figure 21, page 1471

and Figure 33, page 113 will have to be changed to show the

RECEPTIVE followed by LOCATIVE, while Figures 34-36 will

remain as they are with the RECEPTIVE followed by some for!' of

POSSESSIW. In the analysis of (58), Set 18 will have to be

changed 'ay removing LOCATIVE and replacing it with RECEPTIVE;

also, Set 18 (now Set 19) will have to be appropriately related

to sore new set, Set 20, which contains the LOCATIVE.

The details of this new set and the corpletion of the analysis

of (53) will follow our presentation of the revisions of

Figures 21 and 33: 40 and 41, respectively.39

39In addition to simply presenting the revised figures
we will need to justify the additional structure since it
cannot be shown without proper integration.

(33) John painted this wall with camel hair
brushes
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Figure 0

EVENT a.

REFERENT RELATIOU

EVENT b. AGENCY

REFERENT RELATION REFERENT 0

OBJECT AGENT

John

EVENT c.

REFERENT RELATIO!' REFERENT

OBJECT INSTRUMENT

camel hair with
brushes

REFERENT
1

EVENT f.
(+STATE)

REFERENT RELATION REFERENT

OBJECT LOCATIVE ODJECT
1

paint on wall

EV= d.

REFERENT RELATION REFERENT

1

RECEPTIVE OBJECT

EVENT e. 1
1

this wall

REFERENT RELATION REFERENT
I

OBJECT TRANS- ACTION

paint

MITTIVE 1

"put'.
0

The only additional structure required for Figure 40 is the

connection bet'ieen EVENT b. and f. This AGENCY RELATION is

modeled on the comparable structure of Figure 34 and 35 (pp.

175, 178 ) In other words. EMT b. produces EVENT f.,

which +STAT.] in accordance with t....ro OBJECTs as REFTRENTs.
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(51) John took the present from Boston to Pew
York.

Figure 41

EVENT e..

,----------------- \------------__
REFERENT PPLATION REFERENT

1 I
I

EVENT b. AGENCY EVrNT f.

----------1-----------
1 (+STATT)

REFERENT RELATIO REFERENT 0 -------'r"-----------..
I 1 REFERFAT RELATION REFERErT

RECEPTIVP OBJECT I
I

1

1
1

OBJECT LOCATIVE OBJECT
EVENT c. to New York

1
I

I

f".-.....%"-.-----------

John in

, '*and411i

Yew York
-------

the presentREFER= R]!LATION REFERENT

I I

OBJECT SOURCE + Mali d.
I LOCATIVE .._____

Boston I

from REFERENT RELATION REFERENT

OBJECT AGENT

1 I EVEVT e.
John 0 ...-----

------- N
REFERENT RELATEP REFERENT

I I 1

ORM? TRANS- ACTION

1
MITTIVE 1

the present i take
0

The only interestin7 difference tetween Figure 40 and 41

which reveals somethinc new is the content of EVENT f. Here

for the first time .!re have a compound REFERENTi"John and the

yresent." The reason for this analysis as opposed to one
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which would Place the content of EV7.1T d. as the left

REFERENT of EVENT f. is that the reaninF, of the sentence is

not that some activity or event occurred in New York, rather

that as a result of some activity or event,tvo physical objects--

"John and the present"--were in New York, precisely the meaning

captured in Figure 41.
40

40Recal1 that lower case letters in the case of event
represent the natural language use of the term, not the
theoretical use.

Now we may return to complete our analysis of (58).

(58) With a look of anguish, Ranby muzz.lnl the dog

We pointed out as a result of the discussion of the RECEPTIVE,

LOCATIVE and POSSESSION that Set 18 would have to be rewritten

as Set 19, containing, not a LOCATIVE, but a RECEPTIVE.

Set 19

REYElErr RELATION REFERENT

EVENT RFCEPTIVE EVENT
(+UTATE)

REFERENT RELATION REFFRENT
REFERENT RFLATION REFERENT

OBJECT TRANS' IT- ACTION
TIVF OBJECT I'TALIENARLF OBJECT

something (motion) POSSESSION

0 the dor! muzzle
"put" 0
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We can continue to build using, Set 19 as a base. We know, as

we said earlier, that "Hanby" is related AC lively to "the

putting of something on the doe's muzzle." Thus, we can

create Set 20 usin Set 19 as right REF7REn,"Yanhy"as left

REFERENT, and AOFMT as RrLATION.

Set 20

REFERENT RELATION RFLATTOI

Hanby AGEPT EVKIT

0 Set 19 41

41We shall omit the full restatement of Set 19 to simplify
the presentation of Set 20.

Based on our recent discussion, we know that the content of

Set 20 forms a left REFERENT which is related by t,GErCY to a

right RFFFTIFOr containing the LOCATIVFly related OBJECTs,

"something" and "the dog's muzzle." This right 'REFERENT is

shown in Set 21 below.
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Set 21

REFERENT RELATION REFEFFNT

OBJECT LOCATIVE EVENT
(+STATE)

something 0
e.g. on

REFERE72 RELATION REFERENT

OBJECT INALIEV- OBJECT
ABLE

the dog POSSESSION muzzle
{whole -part)

0

Then, sone set, for example, Set 22, contains the appropriately

related content of Sets 20 and 2142 Returning to Set 13, we

42
'Again, for simplification, we shall not present the

statement of Set 22.

can see that its content is the result of the content of Set

22 and therefore, these two sets must he related by INSTRUMENT,

Set 22 being prior to Set 13 and therefore to its left. This

complete unit has already been represented as Set 14, and

explored (cf. p. 10). nne final fact lends us to the corple-

tion of Canby nuzzled the don." That fact is that"YanbYlis

related AGrafively to the entire content of Set 14. The

entire sentence (58) is completely analyzed with the obserya-

`,ion that the two major units--"a look of angesh" and "Hanby



muzzled the dog"--are related by "with," here the superficial

signal for the COMITATIVE. Finally, after much arduous

disse.tion, we can represent the content of Cet 12 (p. 194)

related COMITATIVRly to the content of Set 14 (with the above

stated eddition of "Hanby" and AGENTive RELATION) in Figure 42

43
below.

43
Because of space limitations, the follo,Jing abbrevia-

tions have been used in this figure: REF: REFErIENT; REL:

RELATION; PERC: PERCEPTIVE; RFSP: RESPONSIVE; COM TERP:
COMITATIVE-TniPORAL: OBJ: OBJECT; INSTR: INSTRUITNT; LOC:
LOCATIVE; TRANS: TRANSVITTIVE; INAL PODS: IrALIENABLE POSSESS-
ION,w-p: whole-part; ACT: ACTION' REC: RECEPTIVE.
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IV LINGUISTIC ANALYSIS AND INAGTNATIVE LANGUAGE

First, we may say that a poem is a structure of meanings,

Words have meanings. Images have meanings. Events

have meanings. Ideas have meanings. Even rhyme and

meter, in a somewhat different sense, may be said to

have meaning. All these things may enter into the struc-

ture ',re call the poem.

But, and here Ire take up a secondnotion, the noem is
not only a structure of meanings. It is a structure with
meaning- a new meaning not to be equated with any or all

of the meanings that went into the structure. The

whole is greater than the sum of its parts .1

any scholars of literature and some philosophers of art

maintain that imaginative language differs from infomative

language in basic nays. Such differences, they say, rust be

r..cognized by teacher and student so that both may acquire

those reading skills which are appropriate for the language of

the poet. Northrop Frye writes:

any people grow up without really understanding

The diffs;'ence between imaginative and discursive

.ritinr.. On the rure occasions when they encounter
poems, or even pictures, they treat them exactly

1"Formula for a Poem," Saturday Review, ?arch 22, 1958.
(Quoted from an address by Robert Penn Varren acceptinp the
National Book Award for his collection of poems entitled

"Promises.")
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as though they were intended to be pieces of more or
less disguised information.2

2lrorthrop Frye, The Educated Imagination (Bloomington:
Indiana University Press, 19641-, p. 116.

In fact, however, poets write in a language resembling in most

important aspects the language of informative writing: the

syntax and morphology are rarely so deviant as to be uninter-

pretable by one whose model of language is formally and

functionally informative. That we need to recognize is that,

while non-discursive language is not relatable in function to

discursive language, it is very much relatable in semantic

form and content. The very fact that an uninitiated but

literate reader can make a reasonable determination of the

meaning of a line of poetry or prose illustrates the depen-

dency of the writer on the rules of ordinary language. Even

the metaphors of the poet are often naturally understandable

by the ordinary reader who frequentlr resorts unconsciously

to such usages himself. As Hortimer Adler says:

The two arts of reading penetrate and support each
other. We seldom do one sort of reading withou,;
having to do a little of the other at the same time.3

!ortimer Adler, No To Read a Bon: The Lrt of Getting
a Liberal rducation (Yew York: Simon and Schuster, 196317p. 134.
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Our primary concern here is not to discuss the function of

imaginative language, more the task for the literary critic or

philosopher, but rather to demonstrate how much can be revealed

about the meaning of imaginative language through the type of

linguistic analysis outlined in Chapters II and III. !While

we may incidentally provide the basis for certain tentative

but general observations of the nature of poetic language, we

will limit ourselves to our purpose of examining particular

instances of poetic language in the light of the aforementioned

approach. Ye +rill make no claims of exhaustiveness in our

literary analysis since we have excluded such topics as

phonological analysis and allusion from our investigation.

In the area of syntax and semantics, we will compare the

results of the limited linguistic analysis set forth in this

paper with the results of the informal, "gifted reader's"

approach typtlally found in the writings of literary critics.

Such a comparison is not to determine whether the former can

supplant the latter, but rather to determine whether such

semantic analysis can complement and clarify certain aspects

of trained, intuitive reading. Ubile we will not engage in

the highly form-11 and detailed procedures outlined in the

latter part of Chapter III, since this method would be overly

cumbersome, and ex',remely ertif.cial (no one would use such



techniques in dealing, with lengthy and complicated examples of

language), we could use these procedures if any interpretative

problem arose.

Let us examine; then, a short poem in its totality to

see what is hanening linguistically within a literary nrt

object.

shadow :rx, floating through the moonlight.
Its wings don't nape a sound.
Its claws are long, its beak is bright.
Its eyes try all the corners of the night.

It calls and calls all the air swells and heaves
And .ashes up and do'm like water.
Thy ear that listens to the owl believes
In death. The bat beneath the eaves,

The mouse beside the stone are still as death--
The owl's air washes them like water.
The owl goes back and forth inside the night,
And the night holds its breath."

Randall Jarrell, The Bat-Poet rev York: The Hacnillan
Company, 1967).

The first line presents us with two anomalies: shadows do not

float and nothing cnn float through moonlight. The first

anomaly is ambiguous: we can either internret it as an emrple

of metonymic avbstitution of effect for cause wherein "shadow"

refers to the shadow which the owl raises on the ground, or of

appearance for substance wherein "shadow" reftl.: to the arpear-

once of Cle owl in the -ir. In either case it is the owl
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which is floating, though this is not the image which is pre-

sented, for the owl has not yet been mentioned. In the case

of the second anomaly, "moonlight" is in a way concretized

since objects can only "float" through fluid (liquid or gas).

Thus, the moonlight has apparent substance created by the verb

float and the sentence in cuestion. This process is certainly

reinforced by the former metonymy whose effect is also to

substantivize "shadow" by predicating of it that it "is

floatin7." Ve could add for critical purposes that the suhstan-

tivization of "moonlight" is perceptually justified since it

appears to be more tangible than air. now let us turn to a

discussion of this line in terms of case and semantic structure.

A fear facts of the meaning which we must account for are

the motion of the owl, the motion of the shadow, the owl's

presence in the moonlight, and the moonlight's causing );he

shadow. can say that the owl AGElTively floats and that

this EVENT occurs LOCATIVEly "in" the moonlight. In addition,

this entire EVENTthe owl's floating In the moonlightis the

AGFrOY of tree further EVENT, the shadow's moving where

"shadow" is REACTIVEly related to the motion. The other reading,

in which "shadow" refers to "owl," again involves the owl

floating in the moonlight, but instead of casting a shadow,

appearing to someone to be a shadow. Thus the paraphrase:
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the owl which appears to someone to he a shadow is floating in

the moonlight. The fluidity of the moonlight seems to be a

product of a perception such as: the owl is moving through

the moonlight which appears to be a fluid. The main observa-

tions about this line, therefore, are the suppressed AOUTive

REFERErT "owl," the metonymic replacement of the effect or

appearance "shadow" REACTIVEly in motion, and the apparent

fluid-like quality of "moonlight" created by the motion-in-

fluid meaning of "float."

Tine 2 presents two problems: shadows do not have wings

and wings cannot rake sounds. The apparent pronominalization

of "a shadow" in Line 1 ("Its" winns) must be a proncninaliza-

tion of the suppressed AOEflTive "owl" though the apparent

semantic and visual iriage is of a shadow with wings. The

second problem is resolved as soon as we realize that Tine P.

like Line 1, has a suppressed AOFMTive "owl," for it would

have to be the owl which is not maRinp a sound with its wings.

Thus, "wings," the part or INALIFNABLrly POSSESSED, synecdoch-

ically represnts the owl as yell as designating, that part which

is INSTRUMENTal in the negated ma!,ing of a sound.

Line 3 is interesting because it lacks the synecdoche or

metonymy we have come to expect: "the claws" are only "long,"

"the beat" only "bright." This expectation is further rein-

forced by Vie return to synecdoche in Line L: "eyes" as
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INSTRUMENT of the covert "looking." While this unfulfilled

expectation of Line 3 is not grammatically explainable, it is

precisely the semantic analysis which reveals the abrupt

incompleteness, hich in turn leads us to note the suspense-

ful potential for death in "claws" sad "beak."

Line 4, aside from the suppressed AG!TTive "owl" and

the synecdochic "eyes," contains the unexpected verb "try"

in place of the more usual "peer into" or "look into" and the

somewhat odd LOCATIVE part-whole; "corners of the night."

The combination of "try" with the concretized "corners of the

night" suggests a physical rather than perceptual act. If

one is looking for something, someone might say, "Try under

the couch," or "Try the desk." Thus, "oyes" creates the visual

aspect of the act, "try" the durposive, and "corners" creates

the concrete, room-like aspect of "night," which is otherwise

temporal. "Corners" also imposes the meaninp of closed

boundaries, adding by association to the feelinr' of the owl's

inescapableaess. We might, then, postulate two underlying

structures! "the owl roes everywhere to find prey" and "the

owl loo; -.e (with its eyes) everywhere to find prey." These

two meanings are combined in the line to forr a totality of

meaning: visual seRrch, motion, exhaustiveness. By bringing,

together a LOCATIVr of limits ("coraera") with the temporal

unit "night," the poet creates an image both of a closed
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space and an exhaustive duration! everywhere and all night.

Line 5 does rr)t contain a reference to any cart of the

owl, but rather to the ovl as 4 whole as in Line 1. ere

ye have the first superficial presence of the tr7NTive

RFTMEIT required by the verb "call" and signaled by the

subject pronoun "it." Yet the prorominalizntion is still

apparently of "a shadow" from Line 1, which continues to

obscure the identity of the owl. The rest of Line 5 and Line

6 nresens the manifestation of the oY1's calling, perhaps

callingin motion. It is here that the air's reaction is

~rater like: "swelling," "heaving,'' "yashing", it is here

that the fluidity in the image of Line 1 is further developed.

This development is also somewhat of a chafffe for the peaceful

"floattnp." which would not be exnected to disturb the fluid

has become "cans which produce a storm like effect (reaction)

in the fluid. lYe know that certain elements have been deleted

in the formation of Line 6 since the prepositions "up" and

"down" in conjunction with ""ash" are at least ambiguously

transitive: "wash un and awn ^:.1s, the roc:r-ikc 7voalit.y

of "night" created in Line 14 becomes a possible "X." 'The

underlyinp meaning might, then, be "wash up and down the

ed7es (or walls) of the night." Of course another

possible "X" is given overtly in Line 10: the bat and mouse.
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The synecdoche of Line 7 its like that of Lines 2 end 4

in that the part, the IYALIENADLE PCSSESSED, as an INSTRLTIOTT

is linked to activities superficially as though it were

AGEITTively related to them. In addition, Line 7 links the

part with an activity whose meaning is the function of that

part: listening is the function of the ear. It does not renuire

an imposition of meaning on the activity by the nature of the

P7MENT as does Line 4 where "eyes" impose a particular read-

ing oa the gene-al verb "try." It is interesting to notice

that the animal (or person) whose ear is referred to is not

identifiable at this point in the poem. Fven later in the

poem we cannot be sure that "the ear" refers singly to a part

of the oouse or the at or, perhaps, even the poet. This

uncertainty, based on grammatical fact, permits the line to

mean any ear, probably the ear of any animal which the owl

preys on (or of the pct who imagines the felt-experience

of the animal).

We know that it la not literally the ear which believes,

but rather the animal which possesses the ear; however, the

reading "some animal believes in death," is superficially

odd and inleed is not syn,myrous with the original line. It

seems to be that tha ear's hearing of the owl is the cause of

the animal's belief in death. This interpretation reveals
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why the synecdoche of the ear is crucial to the rieaninr: the

ear is at once the INSTRUPENT by which the animal hears or

listens to the owl and the means: perhaps TPSTRUMIT, by which

the owl makes the animal believe in death. Another interpreta-

tion of this line is that the animal's belief in death makes

him listea to the owl. But these readinrs are not mutually

exclusive; on the contrary, they both contribute simultaneously

to the total inare: the sound, call, of the owl makes the

animal believe in death and that belief makes the animal

listen. The owl is ambiguously the AGENT and t141 PERCEPTIVE;

the animal is ambiguously the FEU-OMIT: or AGFI'T in believing, and

AGENT or RESPONSIT, in listeninr: he believes because he listens

and he listens because he believes.

Lines 8 and 9 contain an elided comparative: "still as

death (is still)." First. we know that in no literal way can

death be still, thourh dead creatures are still. Thus, t'le

meaning of this phrase: the bat and rouse are as still a,. if

they were dead (ironically, because if they were n. they

would become so).

Line 1C preserrc.s somevhat of e. problem because of the

multiple ambiguity of the penitiva "owl's air." There are

two interpretations which come easily to mind: "the owl

na'Aes the eir move," And "the owl owns the air." The first
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meaning involves the deletion, or suppression, of the verb

move or some other verb of REACTIVE motion and of tt,e AGENT

or AGENCY RELATION: both are certainly possible. The second

meaning presents some difficulty since we know that neither

people nor animals "own" air. Yet if we return to our discussion

of INALIENABLE POSSESSION in Chapter II, we recall that our

definition involved simply some form of control exerted over

the POSSESSFD by the POSSESSOR. It is obvious that once

again we have a metaphorical meaning, for it is true in a

sense that the owl controls the air: it is his domain. Vore-

over, the owl not only controls the air Inv,: all the creatures

in it. This latter observation suggests that we may have

another case of metonymy in which "air" represents the crea-

tuxes of the night. These three interpretations of the geni-

tive "owl's air" combine to support and enhance the image of

the poem, therefore.

'rye might mention incidentally that the simile--"like

water" -is s further development of the fluid image begun in

Lino 1. "Like water" is not the same type of construction as

as death" in Line 9, for we said that the latter was a reduced

form of "as death is still" while we have to conclude that the

former cannot be a reduced form of "like water washes them."

The difference seems to be that between a simile derived from



a comparative and one derived from an appositive: "the air,

like water, washes them." An alternative account of "like

water'' might be that it is derive3 from a comparative contain-

ing a modal: "like water would wash them."

5The general significance of these observations is not
clear at till; tine.

Line 11 has two interesting features: the pro verb of

motion, "goes," and the continuing of the night-as-eontainer

image by the phrase "inside the night." Tile pro-verb "g

with its lack of semantic specification beyond motion permits

the previously developed image of motion-in-fluid to persist.

The jhrase "inside the night," as a sentential locative,

reinforces the earlier meaning of the duration of the act

as yell as its location.

Line 12 introduces a new image of nir,ht as the AG'-'71Tive

AZFERENT of "holds its breath" (since the pronoun must refer

to "night" and not "owl"). Beeause "night" has in all pre-

viols context been imagized as container, we night conclude

that this new and unprecedented metaphor is not organically

appropriate. Yet there is a further interpretation in which

"night" has 'ocome the metonymic counterpart of the creatures

of the night: the bat and mouse in particular. Ve might
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say that the substitution is, on the basis of thz previous

Image of "night," container for contained. Thus, the underlying

structure is doubly conplex: "the creatures in (of) the night

hold their breathe," where "night" is again a temporal container.

Ve could still object to the conflict of images, though we

now realize that the conflict is only paradox. We can make

such observations because we knot!, for example, that "hold its

breath" is an action which requires a RESPONSIVE subject and

that the only REFERENTs which qualify in the poem are the owl,

the bat, and the mouse (or 7serhaps some ether unspecified night

creatures). Since the owl is typically found in AGENTive

REIATIONs and the bat and mouse in RESPONSIVE ones, we are

led to "try" mouse and bat. There are other reasons outside

the scope of the present investigation which are more cogent:

for example, we know that holding one's breath is often a fear

reaction and that the bat and mouse are logically candidates

for fear. In addition, the precedent of "night" as container

leads us to the possible metonymy.

Another interesting phenomenon in this poem is the

"and" of Line 12. uhile the word sad usually suggests simple

EVENT or REFEREVT conjunction, the content of the EVENTS

which precede and follow this particular "and" causes us to

consider it further. We know, for example, that Mile 1)

contains the AGEtITive action of the owl and Line 12 the
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RESPONSIVE action of the bat and mouse. We know too that the

latter requires a semantically prior EVENT, AOErCY. What

this "and" would seem then to signify is a potential AGENCY

RELATION, indicating that it is precisely the owl's going back

and forth in the night whie'r produces the response we have

oeen: the bat and mouse holding their breaths.

One final point we shal] make concerning this poem is not

peculiar to the poem itself, but is rather a rore general

manifestation of the language. The phrase "hold one's

breath" sews to mean something like: ''to not breathe." Yet

on closer examination, this paraphrase does rot capture two

aspects which are important to the meaning of the original

phrase: the idea of holding and the idea that the not breath-

ing occurs at the end of the inspiration cycle: the air is

breathed in and held. The paraphrase "hold the atr in oneself

which one has breathed in" ia, then, more accurate. The noun

"breath" would seem o be derived from the fundamental ACT/OTI

in the EVENT "X breathes air." Some OBJECT, theirWI is

AOEVTively related to "hold" and ''breathe' and "air" is

LOCATIVEly related to that eame OBJECT, the "X." The genitive

"one's breath" is actually a pseudo-possessive, specifically

a LOCATIn. 6 Figure 43 represents this interesting semantic

6Put eee Chapter II, pp.104-105.
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structure.

Figure 43

EVENT

REFERENT RELATION

EVENT AGENCY

REFERENT

EVENT
(+STATE)

REFERENT RELATION REFERENT 0 REFERENT RELATION REFERENT
I

OBJECT LOCATIVE OBJECTOBJECT AGEPT

the
I

bat

ACTION

I 7
breathe'

I

sir in the bat

Fere we have the structure of ''the bat breathed in the air."

7
Technically, "breathe" is a complex lex5cal item which

means something like:ndo X which results in air being inspired
or expired. As such it does not belong as a simple ACTIUA in
tne structure. We have placed it there for presentational
simplicity.

The content of Figure 43 would be the embedded relative clause

on "air" in Figure44 to represent the structure of "the bat

held his breath."
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Figwre 44

EVETIT

REFERENT RELATION REFERENT

I I I

OBJECT AGENT EVENT

I I .-------i7r---------
the bat 0 REFERENT RELATION REFER rNT

I I I

RESTRICTION OBJECT AFFECTIVE ACTION

I
I

I

EVIPIT the air 0 hold

Now let us turn to a few lines from T. S. Eliot's poem

"The Wasteludi H8

April is the cruelest month, breeding

8T. S. Eliot, "The Wasteland.," in T. S. Pliot: The
Complete Poems and Plays (New Yor;:: Harcourt, Brace and Uorld,

Inc., 11117--

These lines are fascinating because in then is Eliot's theme of

the interrelationships--really organic unity--of plant, animal,
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man, But let as see what our semantic analysis can provide

in the way of an understanding of the meunin7 of these lines.

In the first phrase, "April is the crus.'est month,"

it is odd that a time, "April," is said to be cruel. We think

of people or animals being cruel but not time9. The Inter-

pretation we night first obtain is that what happens in April

is cruel. Yet it even seems odd that events or occurrences

are cruel. When we thisic of the meaning of cruel--"X makes

come iimate being suffer"--we accept the semantic perception

of events making creatures suffer. Houever, the Generalized

form of this meanin3 would intuitively anper to require some

form of AGENT. Since .ze have no additional reason at this

point in the poem to pursue the AGENT presence, we shall

tentatively conclude that "April" is the metonymic replacement

for some event or evrait: w 'eh occur during that time: metonymy

of time for events. A second observation 'Itich has already been

implicitly made about this phrase is that the verbal term

"cruel" requires an object: "cruel to Y." The "'fie vhich

Lust be animate and muqt be able to experience cruelty, is

obviously supprissed, a condition whose only recognizable

effect at this point 4.t the poem is to make the identity of

the sufferer unknown and ambiguous. We should note the

superlative, though we have nothing to say about it at the
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moment. We can provide a semantically wellformed paraphrase

of this phrase based on our discussion: "some unspecified

OBJECT(s) or EVENT(s) in April make some unspecified animate(s)

suffer most." One critical observation we might make at this

time is that the reader's task is to search, as he continues

to read, for the semantic content of the unspecified elements

in the first phrase just as he searched for the identity of

the owl in Jarrell's poem.

That are ve to make of the participial phrase "breeding

lilacs out of the dead land"; ',!e must deal with this phrase

in terms of its semantic link to the rest of the sentence,

specifically to the first phrase, and in terms : ' 1 internal

characteristics. Beginning with the former, we as ether

the phrase is simply linked in a story-like manner to the pre

vious one or 'Thether there is a more definite semantic

We might hypothesize, for exemple, that the second phrase is

an exemplification of the first, that the cruelty is exemplified

by the breedinl of lilacs out of the dead land; or, stated in

another vay, one would judge that "X" is cruel because of I:a

breeding of lilacs out of the dead land. If we recall that "X"

could be events, we might well conclude that the second phrase

represents one of the events which are cruel. On the other

hand, if "f is an MEW, we might conclude that the breeding
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of lilacs cut of the aead land is the means by which that AGFNT

brings about suffering. These ambiguities are certainly not

now resolvable. Perhaps one result of our analysis of the

internal features of the phrase will provide some clue to thes,

questions.

The overt bject of the participial "breeding" is "April,"

but here again we know that a unit oP time cannot engage in

the physical at of breeding and must, therefore, be metony"tc

for something else. In addition, we see that it is "lilacs"

which are bred out of the dead land. Since we know that breed,

requires some type of animal or human as proceny agd as source,

neither lilacs nor land are acceptable literally. But we are

left without any plausible alternative, without Erly underlying

matching meaning. We crn., at this point, only observe that

"lilecs" and "land," as well as "April," are arimalized by the

semantic requirements of the verb breed. Turning further within

the phrase, we find that "dend land" is anomalous in that the

land, being inanimate, can be neithsr dead nor alive. Clearly

we hs,re another case of metonymy* the substitution of the

location and/or source for the object end/or product, the

land for those thingsplants/animalswhich live in and on

it. We can provide a semantic paraphrase for the phrael "dead

land" in this form. "the land in which (on hich) plants/animals

are not alive." In keeping with ow deterrination of the
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requirements of "breed," we can state the meaning as: "X

causes Y to 3ive birth to Z," where the co-occurrents are

semantically specifiable as follo,,r: X is AGENT, Y is PESPONSIVE+

SOURCE, and Z is RESUTATIVE. Yet. "give birth" must mean more

than "create" since the RESULTATIVE in !re might say

that the object created is an EMT. "Z lives." Thus, the

full statement of the mearinn and co-occurrents of "breed"

would be: "X causes Y to cause Z to live," where "give birth"

is the component: "Y causes Z to live."

The ambiguous - --cr should we say unambiguous--animal/

plant reference of the first perticipial phrase is followed by

a clearly animal /human reference in the second occurrence of

cruelty: "mixing memory and desire." Again it is some

unspecified ORJECT(EVENT) metonymized by "April" which is

the AGENT(AGEMY) of "mixing." Overtly, "memory and desire"

are relatA REACTIVEly to the leTioN "mixing" though we know

that some animal/human must be experiencing these emotions,

Another layer of meaning is thus exposed: the animal/human is

responding to some unspecified EVENT by remembering and

desiring. Furthermore, these are transitive actions which

require cognitive objects ("remember X," "desireX"), and these

are also unspecified. The verb "mixing" is certainly

ambiguous for we know that memory and desire are sot physical
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objects which are mixable. Therefore the "mixing" must be

" cognitive intermingling" or "confusing." We can state the

meaning of this phrase as: "X causes (Y remember A) and fz

desire B) to mix," with the appropriate meaning of "mix."

Clearly "X" could be some OBJECT as AGENT or so.oe EVENT as

AGENCY: "Y" and "Z" (which could, incidentally, be identical)

must be animate and RESPONSIVE: and the entire EVENT, "Y

remember A," and the EVENT, "2 desire B," are REACTIVEly related

to "mix."

The third phrase returns to the plant image through the

word "roots," but imposes the animal/human image through the

verb "stir" and the adjective "dull": animate beings RESPON-

SIVEly stir and humans or animals can he cognitively and bodily

dull (there seems to be no reason to interpret "dull" in thg,

sense of "not sharp"). If the underlying meaning involves

animateness, what does "roots" signify? Metaphorically

"roots" could suggest the past or memories of animates;

however, the vegetable reference creates, as do the previous

phrases, an intermingling of plant, animal, and human: a kind

of ir.posed semantic unity. In this line we find the INSTRUMNTal

phrase "with spring rain; which must require some AGENT, a

REFERENT not to be found in the superficial subject "April."

Since no AGENT could employ the "spring rain" as INSTRUMENT,

we discover, by inference, the fundamental REFERENT for which
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"April" has been substituted: nature (r life spiritLitself a

metaphorical substitution. "Memories" are, thus, REACTIVE,

reacting to the instrumental use of "spring rain" while the

rememberer is RESPONSIVE, responding to the rain by remember-

ing the unspecified object of the previous phrase. Under this

interpretation,"rootsHare both metaphorical for memories and

synecdochic for the animate beings which have them. if

roots are taken literally, the RELATIM between them and

rlants is part-whole (INALIENAPLr roF3sEssinm), if metaphori-

cally, the RELATIOY between the animates and the cognitive

action of remembering is RESPONSIVE. Yet the very juxtaposi-

tion of these two meanings has a single tvioway effect; the

].ants are given a %ind of consciousness and the memories are

given a kind of physical identity as parto c' ix possessors.

Such observations only serve to illuminate the ..ch depth of

meaning in these lines.

Line 5 finally reveals the pronominalized identity of

the object of cruelty and perhaps too the subject of remembering

and desiring: "7/inter kept us warm...," While "us" is only

used in discourse, and thereby only by those who can engage

in it, the context of the previous lines leads us to conclude

that the reference is actually to plant, animal, and human,

though not separately. Such a conclusion is only anomalous
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when we try to Separate the fundamental aspects of the mean-

ings of the previous lines in o their semantically well-formed

component parts. However, the totality of the meaning which

contains the organic unity of plant, animal, and human is

inseparable: a characteristic of art where anomaly creates

new meaning. "Pinter" is now the metonymic replacement for

nature which keeps the RESPONSIVE "us" warm by covering earth

in forgetful snow. Again we have the participial as means or

INSTRUMENTal EVENT by which nature achieves the result. rature

can produce both the suffering of April and the comfort of

winter. We should ask whether "Earth" is simply the literal

object of "cover" or whether it is also a metonymic substitu-

tion for the plants/animals/humans which are a part of earth.

Both meanings seem consistent with the contan of the previous

lines as well as with the identification of the various life

forms with each other. The snow is forgetful yet we kno

that only animals/humans ere capable of remembering or forget-

ting: "snow" is personified, completing or furthering the

identification of every aspect of nature with every other.

The "snow" stands for the plants and animals and humans as

much as for the "earth"--tl.e state of the consciousnesd of

man is at once typifiea in, and produced by, the "snow."

The literal paraphrase (which does not, as we have indicated,
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capture tine preciae and total meaning of the lines) might be

stated as "Nature kept us warm in the winter by means of

causing us to be covered in snow which made us forget X."

Obviously the "X" is linked with the previous object of "memory"

and "desire" and even "ware has to mean both physically warm

and emotionally secure.

The second participial of this sentence, "feeding a

little life with dried tubers," is the second means by which

wthter. -nature in winter-"kept us warm." "Life," the rominali-

zed form of the verbal structure "animates live," is again a

netonymic substitution of essential action for actor (perhaps

thought of as INALIENABLE ACTION). The phrase "with dried

tubers" is either an instrumental phrase of vegetable part-whole

(INALIENABLE POSSESSION), ir, which case it is the plant that is

receiving food from its tuber, or an instrumental phrase of

processed object, in which case it is an animal/human which

is receiving its food in the form of dried tubers. In the

former case the tubers are INALIUARLE POSSESSED and

INSTRUMENTal, and in the latter they are INSTRUMENTal and consumed

objects (REACTIVE). Either way, it is the interrelationships

between the plant and animal which are created by the image.

The ambiguity of "dried tubers" is created by "dried'' which is

derived either from "tubers dried" or "tubers were dried (by
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someone)," only the latter involving some AGENT.

We can leave our illustrative analyses now with some

degree of assurance that a case system as illustrated in

Chapter II and a corresponding uemantic structure system as

illustrated in Chapter III eo provide the reader of imagina-

tive language with concepts and procedures which make intuitive

reading more explicit, perhaps more descriptive, than would

otherwise be possible. Further, we have seen that the Name

concepts and methods are applicable to discursive and non-

discursive language and that, therefore, there must be, as we

i.iitially indicated we believea, a deep connection, if not

identity, between these two "languages."
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V. SUMARY AND IrPLICATIONS Fon FURTHER STUDY

The present work has attempted to probe systematically

some of the semantiu structure of English in a way which may

provide a foundation for language curri,:tulum materials. The

assumption has been that the hypothesized concept of 'case'

and 'semantic deep structure' provide revealing insights into

the regularities of cognitive semantic structures underlying

the rtglish language. The development and validity of these

concepts Ozpeild on the introspective evidence available in

the writer as a native speaker. Since .ny hypothetical

account of language has only temporary value at best, this work

hae been characteristically tentative in making observations

and drawing conclusions, demonstrating the process of investi-

gation as much as its formal results. The ultimate test of

any hypothesis about the nature of language is its ability to

revea% otherwise unnoticed but important as,?ects of this human

capability as they are manifested in a wide variety of natural

linguistic forms. Poetry has served as a basis for such a

test since it is both a natural and a complex form of language.
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The case grammar of Charles J. Fillmore has been the

point of departure and seminal work. Thus a fairly large

number of case relations or covert semantic relations have

been hypothesized to account for discoverable and recurring

differences in the meanings of Tnglish sentences. Though the

number may appear large, it may quite likely be much smaller

than that of a "complete" set of relations.

The investigation has proceeded by developing a number of

questions which reveal important aspects of meaning when asked

of English sentencea and their parts. These questions deal

both with forrs and meanings and their possible interrelation-

ships. Other tecnniques which have been used require the

introspective determination of the various appropriate and

inappropriate contexts or situations, both real and linguistic,

in which particular sentences may or may not appear. Further

procedures have required a similar determination of possible

environments in which particular lexical items may appear.

Such methods have provided insights into the complex semantic

structures of both sentences and words. A desire to

efficiently record these insights and to make them effective

for future investigation end testing has led to the develop-

ment of defined terms and a systematic representational device

or diagramming system, which in turn made possible the

development of a method for analyzing English sentences into
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their hypothetical semantic deep structures in a way less

dependent on intuition.

The final test involving poetry, after an examination of

a variety of sentences containing many different semantic

relations, has used explicitly only the defined terms developed

in previous sections since the use of the detailed procedures

of semantic diagramming and analysis in the task of extensive

critical reading must be only implicit. This implicitness ha:;

made the interpretation of selected poetry manageable in

Chapter IV; it has further illustrated how the reader-critic

might analyze imaginative language under real conditions.

Clearly in the future there should be: (1), a refinement

and extension of the concepts and procedures developed in this

work, and (2), additional tests of their ability to expose

imwrtant farts about English. The set of case relations set

forth in Chapter 17 and tt. semantic phrase structure component

set forth in Chapter III could be refined and extended in the

context of the constraints of a formal theory of language,

including those imposed by a transformational component. The

value of a formal means of sentence analysis as begun in the

latter pact of Chapter III is obvious and such procedures could

perhaps be developed in conjunction with these theoretical

refinements. An extension of the empirical scope of these

concepts and procedures and a test of their power could take
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two forms: a statement of generalizations about the semantics

of poetic devices, and a statement of generalizations abolt the

semantic-syntactic deviances typically found in children's

writing. The former could undoubtedly build on the preliminary

investigation of Chapter IV while the latttr would have to be

preceded by an exploratory probe of children's writing to deter-

mine the adequacy of the grammatical modes. put forth.

Since this dissertation vas motivated by the desire to

cake a mode of linguistic inquiry focusing primarily on meaning

available as a basis for developing inquiry -- oriented and

revealing language clIfriculum materials, its direct contribu-

tion to these materials must be its most crucial future

trial.
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AN ANECDOTAL ACCOUNT OF A CLASSROOM INVESTIGATION

OF THE SEMANTICS OF ENGLISH SENTENCES

INTRODUCTION

Any attempt made by an educator to change his favorite
teaching methods for the sake of improvement always seemed to me
to be a commendable pursuit. The dangers of becoming st &le or
too didactic are ever-present to a teacher, especially today.
Ccafidence is always needed, of course; not the confidence that
comes from having neatly written, well-organized lesson plans
that are dragged out and presented semester after semester, but
a confidence that comes from having faith in oneself as a guide
for young, searching minds. The change in teaching that I have
experienced over the past four years has bred this latter
confidence. This change is not one of teaching methods per se,
though methodology is an important factor. Rather, what has
happened is that an entire discipline is being re-defined before
our eyes--not just over the past four years, but for several
years preceding those. The field of grammar is still changing,
and always will change to some degree, because its subject is a
living language always capable of reiviewing and expanding itself
from within or of modifying elements no longer of practical use.

Teaching in an atmosphere of constant change creates the
inaecurity of not being able to make long-range /esson plane- -
as distiuguished here from the long-range ultimate goals of the
course. "How to get there," to these goals, is a question that
can be answered only as each activity or inquiry session brings
to light new ideas. THINKING is the key word in the over-all
plan, for the students must be able t4 think about their native
lan,Nage and be able to express these thoughts.

The students' thinking-about-language gradually became a
very important part in the new grammatical program we teachers
were helping to develop. The knowledge that we were partici-
pating in the evolution of new concepts and new ways of teaching- -
tried and untried--gave the students and me courage to explore
difficult word relationships and search for new meaninge "to
see if it would work." We learned a principle that probably is
true in any effort to effect change--one gains as much knowledge
from non-suck-oaf as he noes from success. This point was
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illustrated very well by John Holt with a "Twenty Questions"
game in which children were to find a number between 1 and
10,000:

They some students] still cling stubbornly to the
idea that the only goon answer is a yes answer.
This, of course, is the result of their misedu-
cation, in which 'right answers' are the only ones
that pay off. They have not learned how to learn
from a mistake, or even that learning from mistakes
is possible. If they say, 'Is the number between
5,000 and 10,000?' and I say yes, they cheer; if
I say no, they groan, even though they get exactly
the same amount of information in either case.
(1, p. 34)

Keeping this principle in mind helped me to understand that
those lessons which Leemed to have led us up blind alleys of
useless exploration weren't wasted time after all.

Although OA experier:es described in the following pages
are mainly those of the last two years, the exploratory lessons
of the first two years proved to be of equal value. These
lessons provided the basic groundwork of understanding that gave
form and meaning to the class sessions of the next two years.
At this point then, I wish to describe briefly the general de-
velopment of the theoretical principles that began to affect my
teaching four years ago.

In September of 1965 I formally began teaching experimental
English classes as a staff teacher for Project English at The
Ohio State University. The eleven other teachers involved in
the project and I met at specified times that year with the
directors in order to explore new trench and learn new concepts
about language. The first document we hane'ed was the 1964
report published by our directors, Professors Donald Bateman and
Frank Zidonis: How Grammatical Sentences are Formed A Manual
for Studying a Generative Grammar of English 2 Transformational
and generative grammatical principles, as proposed by foam Chomsky
and his followers, were not only comparatively new at that time,
but also were a welcome relief from the principles of structural
grammar. The developers of structural grammar had much to con-
tribute, I later learned, in the whole evolutionary process in
the study of the structure of the English language. However, at
that time I was wholly captivated with the uniqueness of the
generative approach. The base rules and transformational rules
of sentence construction made sense to me and provided the
logical basis for sentence struoture that I had always found
lacking when teaching traditional grammar. Most of these concepts
were new to mei thus the meetings with the staff teachers and
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the directors, supplemented by a good deal of professonal reading,
were necessary to help my own thinking process to move along.

The big question, "What do we do next?," loomed large at
the end of the first year. I was not satisfied that I tied pre-
sented any type of an integrated program at all; instead, I
feared that matters may have been unduly confuaed for the students.
I felt the need for a well-constructed program Lith a beginning,
middle and end to teach from. The work of that summer helped
to fill that void. The teachers worked together in small grouis
and separately to write a grammar that began at the beginning,
i.e., what students must know first, and then developed gradually
into more complex sentence structures. This material, when
finally completed, covered the range from what a noun is and
what the essentials of a simple sentence are, to complex subordi-
nate clause transformations. It was this document that I had
planned to use as a basis for the 1966-1967 school year.

As the year moved along, I discovered that some of the
transformations and logical patterns that I had found to be so
exciting end illuminating were hardly appealing to seventh-
grade students. At this point, about mid-way through the year,
my thinking took on a new direction. Just how much of this
material is helping the students? Are these technical principles
really feasible for use in the junior high English class? They
have a place somewhere, I reasoned, but I became more and more
convinced that the beat place for them was in the head of the
teacher, fi:ed under "reference material." I had also been
using a well-constructed document, A Transformational Grammar for
Secondary English Classes by Dr. Zidonis (3), in which he both
explained and illustrated the same grammatical principles I
was familiar with. The students, strangely enough, had not tired
of my material, difficult as it was, and so I turned more to the
exercises provided by Dr. Zidonia in his document in order to
reinforce what the students already knew, and not confuse them
further. Grammar I and Grammar II by Roderick A. Jacobs and
Peter S. Rosenbaum (4) were published that year and also proved
to be of some value to me in providing new ways for the students
to examine sentences.

September, 1967, began a new phase in teaching for me
since this claes and I would work together in the seventh grade
and also the following year in the eighth. A new emphasis in
linguistics was on the semantic structure of English sentences.
Before this time, structure and meaning had been separated so
that it was possible to talk about structure without attending
to Leaning. But the need for investigating the relationship
between structure and meaning was strong and led to the study
of case relationships. It was with the case grammar of Charles
J. Fillmore (5) and later the expanded case grammar of Thomas
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Shroyer (6) that I began the third year of teaching in Project
English. Transformations were still imiortant, however, as will
be indicated in Part II of this paper.

The fourth year, 1968-1969, was a continuation of the third.
Relationships of conjunction, restriction and nominalization set
forth in the work of William Craig (7) were taught and applied
whenever they fitted the need of the class. Emphasis that year
was on structure and meaning of student sentences instead of on
textbook sentences that had been written specifically to illus-
trate a grammatical principle. Most of Part II deals with this
last aspect of the teaching.

In both Part I and Part II, I try to show what has been
and can be done with new concepts in the teaching of language.
Part I considers literature and advertising--what the student
reads (input)--and shows how a few grammatical principles may
be applied to aid understanding. Part II considers composition
and sentence structure--what the btudent writes (output)--and
shows how a few grammatical principles likewise may be applied.
If a student can read and write in his native language with a
fundamental grasp of the inner workings of that language, I
believe the world is his.
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LITERATURE

In planning a course designed to examine the grammatical
and semantic techniques of one's native language, a teacher must
keep in mind two vital communication relationships: the speaker-
listener relationship end the writer-reader relationship. A
student finds himself involved in one of the above relation-
ships whenever he comes in contact with language. It is obvious
that he cannot be a reader unless something has been written,
although it is conceivable that he could be a writer without
anyone else reading his material. The importance of the writer-
reader relationship reveals itself in composition work, for
exaruple, when teachers try to direct students to write for a
particular, well-defined audience. The audience might be a group
of classmates, a friend, the teacher, parents, fellow hobby-
enthusiasts, or a combination of these. It is interesting to
note that in diary-writing the student almost 'sways writes for
an audience of one--he is both writer and row. in the communi-
cation relationship. This subjective type of wilting usually
becomes more objective as the audience grows more inclusive.
Thus an awareness of this basic communication relationship will
affect both the content and style of the student's work as
writer or as reader.

Examining sentences in the context in which they were
written can be a rich experience not only in analyzing technique
and syntax, but also in unlocking beauty and meaning conveyed
by the particular words and word order chosen by the writer. In
most English corrses the various forms of literature are studied
apart from syntactic or semantic considerations. What the
student as reader misses in this approach is obvious. Because
the writer- reader relationship is ignored, the question, "What
is the author saying?," predominates in the lesson, while the
question, "How has the author effectively said what he had to
say?," is not asked. Both "How" and "What" a writer says must
be considered concurrently. Often a student struggling with the
"What" will gain new insight as a result of the deeper work
relationships revealed by inquiry into the "How."

Incorporating literature into a &Ammar study program
was a task that I found to be challenging. For mn, poetry was
the mainstay in the two-year course because poetry uniquely and
"legally" thrives on syntactic and structural deviancies.
Sentences from novels, too, offered iLceresting grammatical-
semantic relationships providing a wide field in which to dis-
cover and to learn the stylistic variations of different authors.
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A third form of writing that I found most helpful was advertising.
Though few people would classify advertising as literature, I
include it here to show as completely as possible the impli-
cations that the study of language in its written form can have
to deepen the understanding and communication of ideas between
the writer and the reader.

Poetry

A study of one's native language that did not include the
poetry of that language would be incomplete indeed. Robert
Frost once wrote that a complete poem is "one where an emotion
has found its thought and the thought has found the words . . . ."
By developing a sense of what words can do, and the feelings
language can convey through poetry, the student can develop an
invaluable awareness of the role of metaphor in the expression
of his own life experiences. Not only will he be able to
discover a given poet's emotion-experience through the words
of the poem, but hopefully will begin to see how to use metaphor
himself. With today's emphasis on communication, the neeu to
express adequately thoughts and feelings emerges with increasing
importance. What better skill can a student develop than a
sensitivity to words, grasping the underlying bond between a
physical reality and an abstract concept?

In the English language, word order is a basic grammatical
fact. Where other languages may depend upon various inflections
such as case endings to determine the relationships of the words
in a sentence, English depends chiefly upon word order. Children
learn this fact at a very early age and unconsciously put it into
practice. Consider three-year-old Susie, for example, as she
runs into the kitchen from the back yard, bangs the screen door,
and screams,"Janny's dog bit me! for bited me!)" Has Susie
been instructed yet that the subject usually precedes a verb- -
that the subject is the agent, the verb is the action and the
direct object is the receiver of the action? I think not--she
just knows who bit whom, no difficulty about that! The knowledge
of basic word order is learned early by native speakers and forms
a basis for current linguistic study and teaching.

If it is approached with enthusiasm, poetry can reveal
many possibilities and linguistic variations not accessible to
the student through everyday communication, whether spoken or
written. In this linguistically rich genre, poets compress
meanings and juxtapose word orders to achieve the best effect
possible. It is the poet's purpose to alert our denses, stir
our imaginations and portray both simple and complex human
experiences. If a poet uses language and syntax in a more
flexible manner than a prose water, this can be explained by
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the need for emphasis, clarity and comvossion. In spite of, and
perhaps because of, the obvious grammatical liberties in many
poems, a student should learn that it is possible, with a know-
ledge of a few basic logical and linguistic principles, to think
through and into the poem in order L. grasp the essential word
order and deep inter-relationships of the words.

In the poeni "Digging" by Donald Hall, not only do we Bee a
fine example of word order and sentence variations, but we also
see a sv.riking imagery carried throughout the poem. Combining
a study of the nature metaphors with a specific analysis of the
sentence constituents and logical relai:ionshiT. of eentence parts
provided a very worthwhile study. We had studied many poems
together in the class with great enjoyment." Occasionally a
poem did /end itself to grammatical analysis, a challenge which
the students always accepted eagerly. If one is committed to
the belief that a poem displays a certain technical perfection
as well as an artistic perfection in its expression of thought
and feeling through language, then a close reading of a poem in
no way violates its treatment as a work of art. On the contrary,
looking into the poem in this way almost always reveals newer,
deeper meanings, clarifies ambiguity, and identifies underlying
logical relationships.

As a preparation for explorthg this poem with the students,
I studied it from several angles. .5'1c.e I enjoyed this poem
so much and thought the student: we enjoy it too, I knew that
the class would be as effective as my preparation was thoughtful.
In no other area is a lack of teacher preparation more dis-
astrous than in the teaching of poetry. The teacher's capa-
bilities in carefully guiding the students ia creative experience,
no matter how subtle or dynamic a feeling the poem may portray,
will serve to set the students on confident ground. They then
can proceed, with kindled imeginationa, into individual as well
a- shared explorations of the poem.

'Scott-Foresman's anthology of poems, Reflections on a
Gift of Watermelon Pickle and Other Poems, provides good poems for
study in junior high English classes ;.. More often than not I
duplicated copies of poems from man, different sources (see
Bibliography). Each group of ttudolts is unique--this particular
class seem drawn to Langston Hughes and e.e. cummings.
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Digging

(8, p. 59)

The preparation of this poem, with a special grammatical analysis
in mind, consists of five steps which may appear difficult and
time-consuming at first. However, to me this preparation is an
unusually rewarding mental activity for a teacher, one that he
cannot help but transmit to his students. These five steps of
preparation are:

A. Identifying any problems in the poem.

B. Determining the k4-ds of intuitions about grammatical
knowledge students presently have.

C. Determining the kinds of grammatical knowledge students
need to have for the poem.

D. Attempting one's own grammatical description of the
poem.
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E. Preparirg a definite lesson plan for the poem.

The following preparation was vc:tten before I taught the poem
"Digging" in class. This material is reproduced exactly as it
was written at that time.

A. Identifying any problems in the poem.--The most obvious
problems in "Digging" .::re the unusual images, the sentence con-
structions, the unidentified "you" and the particular point of
view.

One unusual image is "a breach gapped." Here the nc.ni
"gap" becomes a verb. Another language question: How can one
"die into the ground/IL a dead sleep" and then "wake suffering/
a widening rain"? What does it mean to be "tholghtless with
flowers"? How can one speak "to bees in the language of green
and yellow, teats and red"? The language imagery presents
problems that grammatical analysis may help to solve.

In a consideration of sentence construction, we see that
the poem has four sentences: the first sentence consists of
eleven lines, the second and third sentences are two lines each,
and the fourth sentence is ten lines long. The first sentence,
as an example of a difficult construction, contains five lines
of a subordinate idea before the main thought of the sentence
is expressed. In both long sentences, many simple sentences
containing various ideas have been compressed and eeoedded. The
specific probl,n here would be how to fit the details into their
grammatical places while still keeping the main thought in mind.
Since this is challenging for a teacher to think about, the
students will no doubt have difficulties as well.

Point of view is difficult to ascertain since the reader
is aware that someone is speaking directly and personally to
him. However, this use of "you" can also be an objective and
impersonal "you" where a person refers to himself or to others
generally. For example, a distraught mother might say, "I don't
understand these children at all. You wark your fingers to the
bone . . . you ask them to pick up their clothes . . . do they
listen?" The "you" obviously is an objective one not used in
direct address at all. The gardener (poet) may be describing
an experience he has whenever he comes in from gardening. "Let"
in Stanza 2 mars this interpretation though, but does not rule
it out.

B. petermining_the kinds of intuitions about grammatical
knowledge- the students presently have.--Because this poem will
be studied about mid-way through the second ycnr, the students
are at a distinct advantage in their grammatical preparation for
an approach to this puem. By the end of the f4rst year of study
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they had a fairly good grasp of the first five points ...isted
below; the rest were introduced and expanded in the first
semester cO' the second year. These concepts include:

1. Knowledge of the parts of speech. Because they can
classify nouns and are aware of different kinds of
verbs, the students know that certain verbs take only
human subjects. They are aware of personification
at this level. Knowing the five verb forms would
prove helpful: simple, third person singular (s),
present participle (...ng), past (ed) and past participle
(en).

2. Recognition of metaphor, simile and personification.

3. Klowledge of crse relationships in a fairly sophisti-
cated manner.'

4. Comprehension of the logical principle of cause and
effect.

5. Ability to detect and to paraphrase ambiguities so
that maltiple meanings can be determined.

6. Awareness of the concept that the purpose of language
siv.ay is not to solve all the problems and find all
thu answers but to explore the richness of the language
by inquiring through the obvious into itch logical
subtleties. Then one can i:ind relationships of
structure and meaning.

7. Knowledge of the semantic relationship in a given
sentence as well as its grammatical form, with regard
to the principles of conjunction, restriction, nominali-
zation and topicalization devices. (7)

8. Ability to recognize and re-work faulty parallel
structures in student sentences, and then to categorize
them.

C. Determining` the kinds of grammatical knowledge students
need to have for the poem.--All of the above knowledge would
provide the students with adequate tools for grammatical inquiry
into thio poem. In addition they ought to have a familiarity
with the formality of direct addross, as well as with verb
expansions, including modal auxiliaries. I also think they

See Appendix I for a list and explanation of case relation-
ships studied.
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would need to have a curiosity about the meanings of individual
words, not only to understand literal meanings but also to
interpret idioms and to see metaphorical relationships.

D. Attem tin m own ratmatical descri tion of the oem. --
In general, the poem contains figurative language--metaphor,
personification, simile - -as well as parallel structures, other
imagery and an interesting use of tense. The "idea known" is
an intimate knowledge of nature, a oneness with nature; while the
"image fell;" actually projects the reader into this position.
The poem then fulfills, through grammatical order and structure,
the requirements for making it a work of art, an organic whole.

By its length the first sentence successfully unfolds the
image to the reader who immediately becomes involved in the poem.
This is indicated by "you" ih the second line. The direct
address is carried consistently throughout the poem. (However,
the poem contains, I think, sufficient facts to warrant the
interpretation of an objective "you" also.) A grammatical sense
of what is the main idea in this sentence would help a student.
As I have diagrammed it in Figure 1, the main thought is "You
become a seed in the ground." Looking at the rest of the poem,
I think this first sentence could be incorporated into Figure 2,
a larger, but rather sketchy picture of the pcem. In this
diagram I am trying to structure the main thought, if possible,
which is: "If you will abandon yourself to nature by'becoming0
a wed, then you will 'become' a flower and will learn the
secrets of nature by speaking its language." Many things are
missing in the diagram, but that at least proves that each word
and phrase is essential to the poem as a whole. Vorking with
this very basic structure, I'll go through two or tkree of these
ideas that could be added.

First of all, one can see parts of this poem as the
opposite of personification. Stelb verbs as "die," "wr.?a,"
"suffer," and "struggle" usually elke animate or human subjects.
In this poem the subject of these verbs is "you," obviously human,
but a "you" capable of having a green shoot struggle through
its ribs! Since the latter activity is not human or even
animate, the human "your' has obviously taken on some seed
characteristics. So "you" with seed or flower characteristics
As not the same as a hnman "you." Thus when the seed or flower
acts through verbs such as "speak" and "suffer," we nave personi-
fication. But the situation is just the opposite if the "you"
is considered to be human and operates with verbs that usually
take inanimate subjects, es in "you will blossom."

"This sentence is, of course, semantically deviant--that
in, not literal, but metaphorical.
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<State of Affairs>

the wind
carries you

to the ground

<instrumen

Figure 1

The last stanza says many things that I left out entirely
in the second diagram. For one thing, the "you" who "will
blossom in the shape of your own self" reacts' once it blossoms
just as it reacted as a seed in the ground. In both places lt
completely fulfills nature's law regarding it: the seed must
die and grow and the blossom must give itself to bees and must
share its color among other flowers.

Examining the "you" more closely might be interesting.
"You" is agentive in the beginning since "you" might have been
digging in the garden. "You" also permits the wind to act upon
him as an instrument. In both cases it is clear that "you" is
human. In the instrumental sentence the wind is an agent
carrying "you," so "you" is objective in the sense that it
receives the action of the wind carrying it to the ground. "You"
takes on non-human qualities of a seed and is then dative because
it reacts to the action of being dropped into the ground. With
the aid of dirt and water (instruments) the seed grows. Yn

this way "you," now a seed, is acted upon and in turn, reacts.

'See Appendix I for definition and illustration of the
reactive case.
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This reaction or growth causes a new "you," the flo,lr. The
action at the end is one of blossoming. Compared to "digging"
(Stanza 1) or "let" (Stanza 2), "blossoming" (Stanza 5) is a
nor-deliberate or non-motivated-by-a-thinking-agent action verb
while "digging" and "let" are active verbs motivated by a thinking
agent. Yet the sae "you" is used throughout the poem as the
agent of rill these verbs. Note the gradual change then--really
a deeper, broader extension of "you" from its initial, exclusive
use as human to its all-inclusive ii.se as human, animate and
inanimate.

E. Preparing a definite lesson plan for the poem.--Before
being introduced to this poem, the class will have explored the
poem "Fueled" by Marcie Hans:

FUELED

(9, p. 83)
In this poem the students will see the grandeur of such a simple
action as the growth o: a flower or plant. Once that general
concept is enjoyed, i.e., when they wonder at nature, I will
teach "Digging" as another, more intense experience of this same
wonder.

Lesson Plan:

1. OBJECTIVE

a) To experience the "idea known" and the "image
felt" in order to determine what makes this poem
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an organic whole.

b) To look closely into the use of personification
through specific grammatical inquiry.

2. PROCEDURE

a) Pass copies of poem to students.

b) Recall poem "Fueled" by Marcie Hans. (8)

c) Ask general leading questions:

(1) Did you ever try to imagine yourself as a
seed in the ground or a flower blooming in
your garden?

(2) Have you ever tried to enter into nature,
not as a human being, but as a sprouting
seed, a tiny green shoot or a beautiful
flower?

(3) How are the ways you grow different from
those of a flower? (Brief discussion can
stimulate thinking without getting into a
biological debate.)

d) Read the poem.

e) Ask questions that may be used to guide discussion:

(1) What happens to the gardener one right after
he has been dsging in the garden: Does
this happen to the gardener or to "you"?

(2) What !.s it like in the poem to be t seed in
the Around? Is the seed really dead? Does
it hurt the seed to grog? Whose are the
"tight ribs" and "dead flesh"?

(3) Who or what blossoms? Can flowers think?
How do they speak a language?

(4) How are suffering, death and struggling shorn
in this poem? Do all things in nature suffer,
die and struggle? In the same way?

Questions need not be in this order. Some probably won't
be used. They are planned to cl'rify fuzzy thinking, if this
becoTes necessary to do.
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(5) Does the poem, tell us anything about th:.s
sentence? Man can totally relate to the
beauty of the natural universe only by
probing the hidden things of nature (e.g.,
dying seed).

(6) Compare the words and phrases, but mainly
ideas, in "Fueled" to those in "Digging."
Can you say anything about the titles?

(7) What examples of personification are in
"Digging"? Do any sentences or phrases
in the poem make you think of a personifi-
cation reverse?

f) Conduct grammatical study.

Have the students inquire into the structure
after showing basic sentence pattern--how many
lines in each sentence.

(1) Find Agent-Action-Object relationships.
How wculd you classify the agentive nouns?
Any iastances of personification?

(2) Examine a couple of these in detail not only
to reinforce personification but also to
explore imagery in detail.

e.g., wind drops you in cracked ground

igt> <ct><'kbj..

you speak...language...*
(flower)

g) Reread the poem.

Teacher reads once more, as well as individual
students who have prepared in advance.**

Add "speaking to bees" and "language of green and yellow,
white and red" to basic structure.

*Reading a poem aloud is not a haphazard affnir. It can be
accomplished successfully only if the reader knows, understands
and enjoys what he is reading. Preparing a reading in advance
is important.
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This formal lesson plan concludes the preparation that
took place. What follows is a record of what happened in the
teaching of the poem.

Actual study and discussion of the poem "Digging" took
three class periods. The class did respond, as I had hoped,
eagerly and with interest. As in any study that involves inquiry
and creative thinking on the pa-t of the students, issues branched
off or expanded beyond the lessen I had prepared. A few of my
planned thought questions seemed irrelevant L6 the class pro-
ceeded so of course I did not use them. The students were very
much intrigued by the metaphor of the poem and the fact that
the poet could convey the feeling of what it is like to be a
seed in the ground. The ideas we shared on the poem's language,
specifically in the areas of semantic and syntactic structures,
are worth mentioning. Of our thinking-about-language process,
four basic areas with grammatical bearings could be identified
and discussed. The first of these areas was the basic structure
of the poem itself, including the significance in the basic
structure of the four sentences and their relation to the poem
as a symbol of growth. The next thought-provoking point was the
relationship of the words, one to another. Considered here were
the agent-action-object case relationships. Third, various
parallel words and phrases appeared in the poem and stimulated
exploration, comparison, contrast and categorization. Finally,
personification as a key to the metaphor and symbolism (if any)
in the poem were explored from a grammatic-semantic point of view.

You will recall that in my own analysis of the poem I
concentrated somewhat on the wore "you" trying to identify and
pin down what that word includes. The diagram helped to show
that the expansion of the "you" included not only the human being
as human but also the human being as an integral part of the
world of nature. I was grateful for having struggled with this
notion since the students ran into the same difficulty. Their
solution was this: since "you" gives consent to become as small
as a seed, the poem is a strictly imagined experience in which
the person never ceases to be human. The experiences "you"
has, first as a seed, then as a flower, are totally metaphorical,
symbolizing growth.

Using some of the latter thoughts in our discussion on
structure, David came up with a notion that revealed his search
fur br.sic unity in the poem. The first sentence (11 lines:,
he observed, tell: how "you" got into the ground; the second and
third sentences (4 lines) tell what "you" does there and what
the ground is like. The final sentence (10 lines) tells how "you"
emerges from the ground as part of the growth process, revealing
the purpose of going there - -to experience this unique type of
growth.
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Believing tLat growth takes place in a spiral fashion, Dan
added another dimension as meaning to the poem. On the black-
board he showed that the poem's unity could be seen by a two-
dimensional spiral diagram (Figure 3):

Figure 3

Starting at X, the beginning of the poem, you move downward to
experience a stripping away of former ways--in this poem the
seed literally dies in the ground (Y, the middle of the poem).
Life emerges after a while and you grow upward once again, only
this time to a point higher than or beyond that from which you
starter' (Z, the ead of the poem). The additional insight pro-
vided by this experience allows growth to continue, as indicated
by the three dots. Unlocking the structure of a poem iF a matter
basic to the understanding of it as an organic work of art and
paves the way for grammatical and semantic inquiry.

In discussing the relationship of words in this poem, we
limited ourselves to the agent action- object relationships.
Words and phrases that are instrumental or locative were pointed
out as the lesson proceeded, however. Mention of these relation-
ships was brief, and was limited to Stanza 2, along with the first
line in Stanza 3:

let a wind raised from the South
climb through your bedroom window, lift you in its arms
--you have become as small as a seed- -
and carte you out of the house, over the black garden,
spinning and fluttering,

and dm you in cracked ground.

'I lo encourage the students to use diagrams to show
structured unity, relationships or discrepancies. Simple drawings
often can give tangible expression to ideas lees adequately
expressed by multiplying Additional words.
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The point of interest here centers around the word "wind" and
the verbs connected with it: "raised," "climb," "lift," "carry,"
and "drop." The last four verbs show the wind as the agent of
the action, even though the verbs are somewhat metaphorical
(to be discussed later). The relationship of "wind" to "raised"
is another matter though, a matter ''.hat the students were quick
to perceive.

That the wind does not perform the action of "raising,"
!but actually is what is "raised," indicates that it cannot be
;the agent of that action, but is its object. In trying to
/determine the agent of this sentence, one student at first
,suggested "South," but later changed his mind, agreeing with the
rest that "South" is locative. The students decided that the
agent is unexpressed, and in this instance must be "nature" or
"the forces of nature," those particular forces that combine to
cause a wind to begin to blow. This ability to lock into the
deep structure of the sentence indicates that logical thinking
is taking place. Determining the presence of and trying to
identify an unknown agent implies a certain confidence in being
able to h ndle both the semantics and syntax of the sentence.
The importance of the surface structure cannot be neglected,
however, since this is the way the poet chose to express his
ideas. It remained a very simple matter then for Mike to observe
that the surface structure sentence was a passive transformation
of the deep structure meaning that we had unlocked, though the
agent, usually indicated by the word "by" somewhere after the
verb, was not expressed.

Showing "wind" in relation to the other four verbs came
next. As the agent of the verb "climb," "wind" is in a unique
pocition because usually human or animate things climb. (An
interesting but brief discussion ensued about roses climbing a
trellis and planes climbing upward in the sky. As usual, this
brief exploration of a word's many meanings and uses gave uo a
sharper awareness of how the poet deliberately must choose the
right word to say exactly what he means.) Whether or 2,ot "climb"
is metaphorical in this sentence, we left for each indiv!
to decide.' The point to be made in the context of th.) ler,son

It is possible to say either that a word has one original
meaning, a root meaning, and all other uses of the word are meta-
phorical; or that multiple, various meanings of a word can be
accepted as non-metaphorical if these meanings are accepted in
standard speech. Note that this principle was not accounted for
in my own earlier analysis. I had considered only the literal,
root meaning of each word at that time and did not allow for
variant, accepted meanings, I still prefer to think about meta-
phor in the former way--thus making much of our speech meta-
phorical. However, this view is arbitrary.



was that "climb" does not affect an object, but is followed by a
locative phrase.

The object of the last three verbs, stated immediately
alter each verb, is "you." These verbs, parallel to the same
agent or subject, show an interesting sequence. First the object
is lifted, then carries., .and then dropped. Such a grammatical
parallel, along with the action each word connotes, aids the
smooth movement of the poem from phrase to phrase. Whether
these verbs are metaphorical in relation to the wind depends
upon the same principle applied to "climb."

The poem "Fueled," by Marcie Hans (9), had been studied
in a previous lesson with definite attention to parallel words,
phrases and of course, ideas. The many parallel ideas revealed
by contrast are striking, such as the million wings of fire made
by man contrasted to a single thought from God; or the intensity
of "the rocket tore a tunnel/through the sky" compared to its
quiet parallel, "tile seedling /urged its way /through the thick-
nesses of black." The irony of "everybody cl...lered" followed by
"no/one/even/clapped" cannot be ignored. Parallel ideas, pre-
sented with precise thought in their verbal construction, convey
an experience by bold, shocking contrast.

In the first stanza of "Digging" the last two lines stand
out in terms of parallel construction:

your fingers grubby with digging, your eyes
vague with the pleasure of digging . . . .

Loth external and internal involvement of the gardener in the
digging process was shown by Salty when she initially questioned,
"How can eyes be rIgue2" Jeff countered that the phrase "vague
with pleasure" must be considered as one. To show that she was
thinking and had followed Jeff's advice, Sally then commented
that eyes reveal the inner man and that "vague with pleasure"
could only result from an internal involvement of spirit that
would produce such pleasure and satisfaction found in gardening.
Teri commented that this notion fit in with the whole poem anyhow,
since the oet or gardener evidently wantr.d to get pretty in-
volved with nature! Sally finished her comparison by noting that
°grubby" w s the external manifestation of the digging that had
taken place.

The parallel verbs related to "wind" were mentioned in the
section above on word relationships. However, "spinning and
fluttering" in Stanza 2 were noted as parallel actions attributed
to 'you" as the vind continued its activities. In Stanza 4,
lines 2 and 3 were mentioned in terms of parallel structure:
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a widening pain in your side, a breach
gapped in your tight ribs . . . .

Whether or not these lines are grammatically parallel afforded
an interesting discussion. Semantically, they appear almost
synonymous. Obviously the word order is not the same in each
surface structure, but that did not stop Tammy from trying to
show that "widening pain" and "breach gapped" seem vex.' similar.
It was pointed out that "widening" and "gapped" are verb forms
used to describe the nouns "'pain" and "breach." However, the
semantic similarity seemed to satisfy the class's search for
parallel structures. Additional phrases found by students were
simple structures that add a gentle movement to the poem, such as
the shoot struggling upwards "to the sun, to the air of your
garden" or the final condition of speaking "in the language of
green and yellow, white and red." This concept of color is
deceivingly simple, since the poet'3 unusual use of it provoked
much thought, as succeeding paraglaphr: will show,

The metaphorical nature of the poem brou.;ht about the most
thoughtful discussions we had. Both grammatical and metaphorical
notions stemmed from the same discussions, and talking about the
one often enlightened thoughts about the other.* An a concluding
assignment, I asked the students to write some of their thoughts
on the meaning of the poem. Not everyone has the opportunity or
the talent to express himself and his ideas to the class at all
times, so this type of exercise gives them a chance to do just
this. Too, the "very thinking" members of the class erten rick
up ideas from onr another in class discussion. This stimulation
causes their ideas to evolve, broaden, deepen or go wild -- thinking
that a follow-up assignment can det ct and guide.

Some of these comments on the poem are worth recording,
I think, even the statement Pat made when he wrote, "The poem
reminds me of Biology . . . ." What pleases me is that he did
not hesitate to express his opinion. Pat's was a unique paper
from another standpoint too. He wrote something that would warm
the heart of any English teacher--he recalled one theme from a
novel that we had studied the previous year in seventh grade and
related this theme to the poem:

. . . this poem reminds me of the novel we took
last year, Dandelion Wine, because of its growth

*A poem cannot be dissected ia,to comparkments, though par-
ticular aspects, as I have tried to show, can be isolated for a
brief time in order to take a closer looksomewhat the same
principle guides the use of a microscope. The object exanined
should not loss its identity with the orE,anic whole.
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significance. You remember when Doug was in the
woods and discovered that he was alive. I feel just
the same about this poem. Here we have a man who
owns a garden and apparently _likes nature very r.uch.
He is a person like Doug who doesn't really find
himself until he is something.

In trying to shcw that "he is something" in the poem, Jeff
was almost poetie in his views:

. . . and from his dead self A new part of him,
a ].iv( part of him comes forth . . . struggles upward
to the sun, the air, the best of nature. Here when
he blossoms it will be his finest hour. He will
speak to bees in the color language known only to
nature.

The idea of growing to be something" appealed to other
students as well:

When you go into the ground and die so the shoot
may live, you are just beginning to transform
yoli2self. The green shoot is the new you. That

is tr,e transformation. And when you blossom,
you'::-e a new, 1-.Itt,tr persor. And this will keep
going on and on and on.

Dan

The poeo shows how man enters into nature. He

becomes as small as" a seed, not a seed. He struggles
thrcugh growing up out of the ground to become
himself.

;like

But all this is worthwhile because something comes
out of your pain and hard work. You get where you
want to be like the seed gets where it wants to
go as 3 flower. You find yourself . . . you can be
what you want to be, because the flower blossoms in
the shape of its own self.

Chris

The use of the changing into a seed symbolizes
man's pcwer to lead the kind of life he desires.
It takes work just as the seed has to work to
reach the surface. And when you finelly make it
you're what you're meant to be. I don't really
think that the poem symbolizes growth though what
I said has to do with it. Rather this is symbolic
of man's changing completely from one rental state



to another.
Mike H.

Tim concentrated on the wonders of nature in the poem:

The poet is trying to break through the Mother
Nature barrier . . . . At the endJ you now belong
to the beauties of Mother Nature's domain . . . .

Also thinking about nature, Jeanine thought of pc 3onifi-

cation (which we had mentioned in class) and told her own version:

"You have become as small as a seed" states a reverse
personification of a human into something non-human
such as the seed. Instead of calling it a reverse
personification, I think it should be called plantifi-

catioa. This is because the human is ima,;ining
himself with qualities of a plant.

Bin entered into the experience of the poem so much that
he probably would not agree with eanine about the human being's
merely imagining himself to be a seed or plant. Bill's obser-
vation, a perfect suspension of disbelief, shows his involvement
in the poem:

I think that as stupid as it sounds, to write such
description the author must have been a seed in
the ground or a beautiful flower at some point of
his 3ife.

This last example reveals an ultimate involvement of shared
experience with the writer that the reader can achieve through
the medium of words if he has pondered both the "what" and the
"how" of the writer's ideas.

Not all poems lend themselves to grammatical exploration
to the same degree. For many poems, the meaning need not be
revealed through struct,Iral analysis, though it is surprising
what new concepts emerge whn deep meaning is probed from a
syntactic viewpoint. It must be kept in mind that a poem is
red not as a grammar exercise, but as a work of art, an oppor-
tunity for the reader to have a new experience. Any concepts
about langaage that the student/reader brings to a poem should
not stand in the way of his enjoyment of it; rather, these
concepts should be tools used to unlock the experience, if

necessary. These "tools" are, for the most part, not rules
written down, one after the o.her, to be mastered and then
applied. Instead, they are a way of thinking that can be
acquired through instructicn ant; practice and developed by in-

quiry. A teacher who will find poems that have meaning for
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his students and that provide worthwhile language exploration
will find both himself and the students deeply involved in the
unique communication of an artistic experience.

Novel

Poetry is not the only form of literature that offers an
opportunity to look closely at language. Prose writing, such as
that found in novels and short stories, contains sentences and
passages that often utilize very complex grammatical structures.
Choosing a particular novel as an example of good prose takes
much thought, but the effort is worthwhile. If a teacher knows
why he is teaching a specific novel, and if he is aware of its
basic structure and its treatment of human values, he can expand
both structure and meaning through grammatical exploration.

Ir grades seven and eight the students must first be taught
how to read a novel. "Learning by doing" is an axiom that works
very well in this situation, especially when the novels are
carefully chosen. The group of students I worked with in the
seventh grade read The Adventures of Tom %ger by Mark Twain,
The Light in the Forest by Conrad Richter, Greek Gods and Heroes
by Evslin, Evslin and Hoopes, White Fang by Jack London and
Dandelion Wine by Ray Bradbury. When thin class reached the
eighth grade, we studied in English class only one novel, The
Red Pony by John Steinbeck.*

Each novel read during the seventh-grade year helped to
expand the horizons of language for the students. For example,
The Adventures of Tom Sawyer opened up the world of dialectology
and linguistic geography. Dialogue as a form of character
revelation is one of this novel's strengths and deserves to be
treated as such. As another example, The Light in the Forest
offers much nature inagery in the form of similes. The semantic
basis for Conrad Richter's comparisons can be discussed as can
principles for categorizing like and seemingly unl41:e objects.
One very interesting feature of this novel is that two points of
view, Indian and white man, are revealed through clever use of
loaded words. LanGuage in this context becomes a most intriguing
study. Each novelithen, can be examined in a unique way, de-
pending upon the author's careful use of language.

The one novel that I wish to describe in more detail is
Steinbeck's The Red Pony (10). This s$ory is rather sophisticated

*The eighth grade was taught literature and reading in a
class separate from that of grammar and composition. The latter
class was the one I taught.
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not only in its symbolic imagery, but also an its characters'
relationships to one another, to the animals and to nature itself.
These latter ideas, along with character contrast, formed the
basis for our study of the novel through discussion. Occasionally
an unusual or penetrating sentence would be cited by a student,
and Oh these occasions we almost always would take tine to
explore the sentence. Toward the end of our lessons dealing with
The Red Pony, the students arrived at the conclusion that our
types of sentence analyzes revealed Steinbeck's style to be
deceivingly simpleLe says profound things in a simple w.- and
simple things in a subtle, not ordinary way. In addition, many
examples of various complex sentence structures were identified
and cited as models. It is these three notions then that I
want to explore at this time: first, Steinbeck's ease in sayirg
profound things in a simple way; second, his skill in telling
simple things in an extraordinary way; and third, his talent for
constructing various complex sentence structures.

In keeping with the simplicity of the story, Steinbeck
tailors his sentences to fit their subjects. A boy and his horse,
a boy and his family, a boy and death--all these simple facts of
life are basic to existence, therefore very profound. In
passages that reflect one of these simple truths, the fact that
Steinbeck keeps his style and words simple points up the great
sensitivity to his subject an artist can re-real in his writiL..
A deep revelation of human values exists in this sentence:
didn't care about the bird, or its life, but he knew what older
people would say if they had seen him kill it; he was ashamed
because of their potential opinion" (10, p. 37). Jody's etti-
tudo toward an animal's life or death is important here, as is
his hesitancy to tell older people about what he has done. When
we discussed this passage in class, Jeanine related it to a
previous class, when she commented:

This sentence deals with what we were talking about
a few days ago--what people will think. Jody really
doesn't care about the dead bird, but he does care
about what older people would say if they had
watched him kill the bird.

Jeanine's reflection resulted from a few days of good discussion
on why we do the things we do and to what extent the approval
or condemnation of others guides our actions. The lesson
culminated it some rather well-thought-out essays in which the
students took a stand and explored the issue by relating ex-
amples. Jody's experience struck Jeanine as a good example of
an abstract notion she had been trying to express a week earlier.

Another sentence came up for consideration that showed
Jody in relation to a specific older person. Thinking about the
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relationship of Jody to Billy Buck, Sally called. our attention to
the episode in which Jody had just been told he would have
another colt. clod! was grateful to Billy for having praised him
to his father: "In passing behind Billy Buck he very nearly put
out his hand to touch the blue-jeaned lee' (10, p. 56). A very
simple statement, Sally felt, but one that reveals gratitude
coupled with deep feeling. Mentioning Jody's desire for a
physical contact with Billy Buck serves to ,_mphasize the par-
ticular Iduship of spirit oetween these two. In a tangible way
then, Steinbeck reveals an abstract concept that becomes more
clear as one stops to ponder the sentence and consider all that
had preceded it. This is a typical, almost reflex action of a
child, Sally observed, as she added that "all of us are that
way sometimes."

One fin:a example of deep meaning hidden in a simple
surface structure can be found in the episode in which Carl
Tiflin makes what he thinks is a humorous observation, which in
reality deeply hurts Gitano! "'If ham and eggs grew on the side-
hill, I'd turn you out to pasture too,' he said" (10, p. 46).
The reader knows that even though Carl hates his own brutality
towarJ Gitano, he cannot suppress this attitude or feeling. The
surface humor serves only to emphasize the point more stror.gly.
As we talked about this sentence in class, the students were
sensitive to the issue at hand in varying degrees. Placing the
welfEre of a human being on the came plane as that of a horse
bothered some students, but not others. Note the degrees of
increased understanding in the following student observations:

I think the sentence is kind of funny and clever.
I think he [Steinbecki couldn't say it in any better
words.

Pat

This sentence is mean but it's clever. It compares
Gitano with the horse. Carl Tiflin's horse is old,
just like Often°, but the horse is no trouble be-
cause he gets his food from the pasture.

Suzanne

Cn the surface the sentence seems rather harsh, but
also humorous and quite clever . . . . What he's
[Carl] really saying is that if he could feed the old
man for free and forget about him he would; but ht
just can't afford to have him around.

Teri
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The sentence is funny when you read it, but it is
really mean. I think Carl wanted to get the message
across of how he felt about Gitano. He didn't want
to say how he felt right to Gitano's face, so he
put in a little humor to cover up his mean words.
It said somewhere earlier in the book that Carl
didn't always say what ht wanted to get across, but
instead was .514 about it this sentence is a good
example of his character.

Marilyn

I think it was clever, but harsh and to the point.
The real meaning that Gitano should get is to "get
lost."

Dan

This was funny at first as it was meant to be. But

it is really harsh. Carl is saying that he'd let
the old man go because he wasn't worth anything
. . . . Carl seemed to resent older people- -bath
Gitero and his wife's father. PerYaps this was his
philosophy on old people altogether.

Chris

Carl is revealing his opinion of old age as a
nuisance. He felt that if he kept the old man it
would hurt his economy so he gave Gitano a hard time.
Any time Carl's pity would flare up he would make
a cruel remark just to keep his status. I think the
sentence even on the rurface is a cruel joke.

Jeff C.

The depth of understanding revealed by the indivi0'.,e1
students can be directly related to the issue at hand--Steinbeck
can successfully camouflage a profound idea in the guise of a
simple statement. It is up to the reader to look beyond the
surface statement.

The second aspect of Steinbeck's sentence style is more
structural than the previcus one. The hbility :o relate a simple
notion in an unusual and interesting way certainly is an art
worth developing. Through observation and analysis of sentences,
the class discovered that using words in unusual ways or not
always stating the obvious but relying on a reader's ability to
make implications, are ways of promoting this interest. Con-

sider this sentence: "The dogs trotted around the house corner
hunching their shoulders and grinning horribly with pleasure"
(10, p. 5). The use of "horribly" between the words "grinning"
and "pleasure" presents a paradox that must be resolved to
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arrive at the exact meaning. Even "trotting" connotes a frse,
leisurely, open movement while "hunching" implies a restriction
of movement.

In keeping with this same concept of simple ideas stated
in an,exciting way, we took this sentence in class one day:
"He ilJtody.] moved on now, his knees bent slightly, his shoulders
crouched; his bare feet were wise and silent" (10, p. 50). This
appeared to be a simple, well-written, structurally balanced
descriptive sentence of the boy as he hunted snakes and insects.
To show that the idea could have been put less descriptively and
less structurally balanced, I asked the students to write the
same idea in other words. They were to make sentences of
acceptable construction but ones tnat lacked the vitality of good
description. Some of their attempts follow:

He moved on bis silent bare feet.

Rich

He was barefooted as he walked along, all crunched
up.

!avid

He moved on with his knees bent and his shoulders
crouched on his bare feet.

Bill

He moved on with his knees and shoulders bent. His
bare feet moved in silen'le.

Mike

He moved on, with his knees bent and his shoulders
sagging and his feet quiet.

Tim

He kept on going with his body bent up; he didn't
have any shoes on.

Joyce

The etudents voted Joyce's sentence as the dullest sentence of
the day, though it was offered much competition! A simple exer-
cise such as this one is a pleasant switch from the usual type
of revision we give students--namely, to improve a sentence.
The same principles are being applied either way, and equal
thought must be given to both. The :ew students who struggled
with this sentence and who felt uneasy about the exerOse were
the very sale students uho had not yet achieved ease in revising
and reworking their own sentences; they still lacked confidence
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in pulling ideas and word structures apart to build newer avid
better ones. No matter how many exercises such as this one a
teacher conducts, the ob,-,ectives are the same--for the student
to become more aware of a sentence both in its meaning and in
its grammatical structure.

As a good example cf this awareness of structure and
meaning, one incident that occurred during class sessions on
The Red Pony stands out. Often, when a student suggested an
interesting sentence to be analyzed, I told them to get together
if they wished with one or several others to share ideae. This
method is invaluable as a way of generating new ideas that can
be challenged on the spot by peers. The btudents usually gathered
in groups of two, three, or four when left to their own resources,
and almost allays met with others of mike ability. During one
such session, Dan, Mike and Jeff were brainstorming in a huddle
near a bookcase when suddenly, with characteristic vitality,
all three tore up to the front blackboard. The sentence under
consideration was this: "Jody heard the hoot owls hunting mice
down by the barn" (10, p. 7). The student who had originally
proposed this sentence for consideration Zelt that it was
ambiguous. Jody could have heard the hoot owls while he himself
was hunting mice down by the barn, or the owls were hunting mice
down by the barn and Jody heard them. Most groups were going
down the path of the reduced relative clause, and were offering
the two sentences:

(1) Jody heard the hoot owls. (MATRIX)

(2) The hoot owls were hunting mice down by the
barn. (CON1TITUENT)

In the case of the second sentence, the subject (hoot owls) and
the form of be (were) were deleted or reduced, and then related
directly to the first sentence by subordination. Thin notion
predominated in the class. One group of girls, (Sally, Marilyn,
Tammy S. and Joyce) made the valid observation that if one moved
"hunting mice down by the barn" to the beginning of the sentence,
thus making the sentence read "Hunting mice down by the barn,
Jody heard the hoot owle," one could change the meaning of the
sentence, yet still keep the relative clause. For a few moments
then, we talked about restrictive and non-restrictive clauses.

Meanwhile back at the blackboard the three boys called
me over to see what they had figured out. Their diagram looked
like this:
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Figure 4

sounds

The boys proceeded to explain the diagram as we all crowded
around to listen. Dan said that Jody couldn't really hear the
owls hunting mice, for he could hear only the sounds that ocogrred
as a result of the owls' hunting activities. Thus Steinbeck
made the sentence interesting by stating that Jody heard the
cause of the sounds rather then the sounds themselves. Jeff took
over and explained that the object of the verb "hear" must be a
sound word; any other object would be deviant, such as this one.
Thus the object of "heard" is the whole cause-effect relation-
ship indicated under S2. Usually we bypass s3, added Mike.
In ordinary sentences we don't elaborate on the cause of every
sound--we go right to the object, such as, "John heard the
scream." Some event happened, causing that scream--this is
represented by the S3 relationship to the sound.

The boys' observations were valid ones, and typical of the
type of thinking about language students can do once they have
grasped a few log-cal principles. It is also typical, in a c'rc r
lesson like this one, that one or two groups will make some
exciting discovery that they wish to share with the others.
Questioning each other sometimes "shoots down" a theory, but the
over-all value of creative thinking cannot be overestimated.

The third and final point, dealing with Steinbeck's com-
plex sentence structures, will be touched upon only briefly.
Over and over, throughout the story, students brought up Stein-
beck's long, narrative sentences. A few examples are:
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After Billy had tilted his saucer and drained the
coffee which had slopped into it, and had wiped
his hands on his jeans, the two men stood up from
the table and went out into the morning light
together, and Jody respectfully followed a little
behind them. (10, p. 8)

Jody collected tail hair in a bag, and he sat and
watched Billy slowly constructing the rope, twisting
a few hairs to make a string and rolling two strings
together for a cord and then braiding a number of
cords to make the rope. (10, p. q)

Gitano only looked at him with resentful eyes, enc.
he picked up the fallen deerskin and finally wrapped
the beautiful blades in it. (10, p. 51)

Notably, each sentence follows a pattern we had studied at one
time--that of narrative intorsentential sequence of events. To
select good examples like the above sentences, and to be able to
recognize them as s..ch, reveals an awareness and competence that
I was 'sappy to see in the class. The study of a well-written
novel, in short, offers many opportunities for language study
that can not only enliven a run-of-tha-mill discussion, but also
bring the students closer to the author and his style.

Adve.tisements

Although both the poet and the advertiser place a high
value on communication, the poet wishes to portray an experience
to the reader, while the advertiser aims to sell a product to the
reader. The purposes for which each one uses language are con-
siderably divergent; thus, including a study of advertisements
in the two-year course provided an added dimension to the modes
of language expression we had been studying.

Our attention was first drawn to advertising at the be-
ginning of the second semester of the seventh grade. One student
brought an ad to class which read in bold letters: "Are you an
All-American nut nut?" and which displayed a picture of a peanut
"wearing" football gear. The variety of implied meanings
suggested by that statement were explored (including the one
suggested by placing a comma between the first "nut" and the
second "nut"), and soon other sentences from advertisements
started appearing in class. Through a day or two of great fun
and haphazard discussion, we discovered the eye-catching and mind-
stretching appeal of good ads:. We found that an advertisement
usually achieved emphasis either by printing some words larger
than others, by printing come words in italics, by underlining



specific words or phrases or by using color contrast. The mincl-
stretching quality of particular lead sentences afforded several
more Jays of exploration into grammatically deviant structures
and meanings that we had not considered previously.

At the beginning of the "unit" on advertising, students
brought many ads from magazines and newspapers to class for
possible study. It should be noted here that the prime interest
during that first experiment with advertisemenLs was in the lead
sentence. "What can we say grammatically about the lead sentence?"
became the main question as days went by. We considered the ads
randomly, one after the other, from the viewpoint of language
"experts" who were trying to determine what grammatical deviancy
or cleverness made each sentence an effective one in its par-
ticular setting. Gradually a list of general categories of
devices evolved from this study; the sentences gradually began
classifying themselves. It became a challenge then to find
sentences that utilized more than one of these language ,tech-
niques and also to find sentences that did not appear to fit
any of our categories.

Working backwards, rather than in a time sequence, seems
to be the most logical way to pr'sent these findings. I will
begin with the list of categories as it emerged at the end of
the study and illustrate each area with an example or two. We

discovered the following devices in sentence construction to be
those used by auvertisers in order to call the consumer's
attention to their products:

1. Rewording of a famous saying or familiar expression

2. Ambiguity of one word or of a whole sentence

3. Form of BE ending a sentence

4. Intentional syntactic devicmcies

5. Homonym:

6. One word used as different parts of speech

7. Occupational words used for special effect

8. Alliteration

9. Animation

10. Root word used in several inflected forms
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The old adage, "Haste makes waste," has become part of the
American tradition. Capitalizing on this catchy phrase, one
advertiser of cold remedies wrote the words "Haste makes sense"
above a picture of the product. The change of one word, even in
so short a sentence, calls the origInal saying to mind and the
reader's curiosity is aroused to read further. The apparent
dichotomy of "waste" and "sense" urges the reader not to waste
time in using the advertised product. The word "haste" was also
considered: it would seem to represent a state of implied,
hurried actions that could "make" or cause either a sensible or
wasteful result.

Another word substitution plus the use of an additional
word can be found Li this sentence: "All stereos are not created
equal." The parallel to "All men are created equal" is evident.
The class noted particularly that "created" and "equal" are key
words which have been subtly re-defined to fit this new sentence.
The creation of a man and the "creation" of a stereo are two very
different things; the equality of men is posited on certain
basic factors which cannot be applied in the same way to the
category of stereos. The mentally jarring effect of the word
"not" in this context has a certain shock value that causes the
reader to re-evaluate the various brands of this product that
appear on the market. The particular value of this device in
sentence const uction is found in the associations that the
students are able to make, as well as in the subtle changes in
word meaning from the familiar expression to the advertiser's
sentence.

The category, ambiguity of one word or of a whole sentence,
by far is the one in which the majority of our lead sentences
were placed. The fact that each sentence has two distinct mean-
ings because of t.e ambiguity usually means that one meaning is
humorous or ludicrJus when taken literally. One example from a

advertisement reads, "Keyed-up executives travel on their
stomachs." Obviously the hotel management is trying to promote
interest in the hotel's dining facilities (made explicit in the
accompanying picture), but the picture of a man literally
traveling on his stomach is a ridiculous one. Interestingly
enough, the students wished ,o explore the idiom "keyed-up"
as well.

The question, "What's really happening in China?," may
evoke a number of political and international answers at first,
but the rest of the ad reveals that a now type of dinnerware is
now on the marl:et. Just one word with two distinct meanings can
cause the ambiguity. The same can be said for this sentence:
"We have bigger words in our dictionary." The word "bigger"
could apply to the size of type used in printing the dictionary
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c. to the length and difficulty of the words listed in Lie
dictionary. In this ad the meaning was the former one. Another
ad (for raincoats) that reads "If you don't wear this coat, you're
all wet!" makes use of both literal and slang meanings of the
phrase "all wet," while a hosiery advertiser capitalizes on the
multiple meanings of "run" when he writes: "Do your stockings
run before you walk?" All of these exemples serve to point out
that for each meaning of a sentence, a separate deep structure
can be determined, either by words or by diagrams. In this way
re.i.ationships can be shown that justifj the various meanings.

Usually any form of the verb 'to be" is followed by another
verb, an adjective nr a noun, unless it takes on the limited
meaning of "to exist" such as in De:icartes' famous observation
"I think, therefore 1 am." Occasionally in advertising we run
across a sentence such as "Tne perftot shirt for kids who aren't."
That the word "perfect" is logically implied at the end of the
sentence can cause an interesting class discussion cn when and
how it is possible to supply missing words. Another example we
used is "The average Swiss product isn't." One automatically
places the word "average" at the end of the sentence when reading
it, but then a problem arises. Li the first example, "perfect"
applied to shirts and "not perfect" applied to the children.
In the second example, both "average" and "not average" modify
the same noun, "Swiss product." How can it be average and not
average at the same time? With a bit of thought and deeper
expL.,r,*tion into the sentence, the class came up with both par-
ticular &A general meanings of the word "average." As stated
in the sentence, 'average" applied strictly to the Swiss product.
But the implied "average" carries witl, it a kind of "international
average" that forces the reader to make a mental comparison of
Swiss products to other products and come to the conclusion that
the average Swiss product is superior to the average product of
its kind. Class sessions got quite involved at certain times and
this time was one of them.

One of the most clever and eye-catching devices an adver-
tiser can use is to employ grammatical deviances in a sentence.
One ad asks the question, "What are that?," to be answered
further down the page by "That are a radio. Both of it." The
radio part and the stereo part of this piece of equipment are
separate, as illustrated in the picture. Discussing this adver-
tisement in class brought to the conscious level what the students
knew or had been taught about singular and plural agreement of
nouns and verbs.

One raincoat ad provided another type of grammatical
deviancy: "Rainfair gives you neat you never knew." "Neat"
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as an adjective is used in the place of a noun, so tat conno-
tations Lnderlying the surface structure must be "a neat
appearance," or a similar phrase. Changing the adjective "neat"
to its noun form, "neatness," is another possibility. The pur-
posr of considering these sentences was not merely to rewrite
sentences we considered to be "wrong," but first, to examine
the grammatical deviancy used by the advertiser; second, to
determine the effectiveness of the deviancy; and finally, to
look beneath the surface sentence to the deep meaning and
logical structure from which the advertiser chose the words and
phrases he wished to use in the surface structure.

The category of homonyms points up very clearly the
difference between the spoken word and the written word. If
someone were to say to you, "We would like to help you start
a fresh heir fund," you most likely would think the person said
"fresh air" fund. But when you discover that the "we" is an
insurance company and the "fresh air" is really "fresh heir" or,
in more common terms, a new baby, then the meaning changes
drastically. The ambiguity with homonyms always reste. in the
spoken word but is clarified by the spelling of the written word.

The multi-meanings and multi-uses of some words in our
language is focused upon in the category, one word used as
different parts of speezh. A word can be used in the same
sentence as both noun and adjecttve, verb and noun, or even alt
three without changing the word'r spelling or form in any way.
In a hair spray advertisement wa read: "Spray, spray, spray
Pantene spray to your hair's content." The students had no
difficulty in determining that "spray' is used the first three
time as a verb and is used the fourth time as a noun. Sentences
like this one appear to be uncommon _n advertising, at least in
the sample we studied. Any sentence of this type sharpens a
student's sense of noun and verb characteristics if he has the
opportunity to think about it. One student brought up the im-
portance of punctuation in this sentence by noticing that there
would be a comma after the word "Pantene," all four "sprays"
would be verbal: "Spray, spray, spray Pantene, spray to your
hair's content." This observation revealed to mc the student's
bacAc understanding of noun and vrrb qualities- -Even in so simple
an example--a basic understanding that must be present for any
deeper grammatical expThrations.

Under the category, occupational words used for special
effect, I have placed several unusual ads. The caption for one
ad we studied, though r.ot a sentence, was most unusual: "Bunter,
dobby, doup, gudgeon, gantry, heddle, tabby and thrum." The
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advertisement continued to des,:rjbe the products which were
various fabrics, carpets and wallpapers. Using the tools of a
trade that most of the students were unfamiliar with enabled the
advertiser to say much more than "buy the product." The strange
words sent the students to the dictionary, thus helping them to
become more familiar with and interested in the manufacture of
the items.

Another ad along similar lines was a great favorite:
"Here's the plot. A bit thin in places. (Enter TURF BUILDER,
from SCOTTS, the grass people.) The plot thickens." The am-
biguity of the "plot" is evident. However, the overall effect
of the use of dramatic terminology justified, we thought, placing
this particular ad in this category. The "plot" being "thin"
or "thick," as well as the moment when TURF BUILDER "enters,"
creates a certain dramatic suspense. Not too many ads were found
to fit in this category, but the available ones did provide
worthwhile study.

Strictly speaking, alliteration ac. not a grammatical
SeAtences that do contain alliteration, however, usually

are interesting ones since each word was carefully chosen. The
"s" sound was popular in two advertisements we studied: "See
stoneface smile" (coffee ad) and "He bakes them out of sea
spray, sunlight and soul" (bakery rolls). In the first sentence
the meaning of "stoneface" was discussed as well as "stoneiace's"
ability to smile. The second example was generally considered
to be a very effective one--the alliterative "s" sound made the
baking of dinner rolls almost a poetic event. The question of
categorization was raised and considered at this time. Even
though "sea spray, sunlight and soul" are all nouns, are they
p..operly parallel? Normally speaking, it would be difficult to
find a general category to include all three, but the alli'er-
ative, poetic expression of these nouns justifies categorizing
them in thjJs way. Certainly the baker needs more than sea spray,
sunlight and soul to bake a good dinner roll. Yet in a poetic
sense this sentence reveals the freshness of his product and
the baker's own dedication--important factors in the product's
quality. In th:;.s sense then the words could be categorized.
Alliteration offers many examples of sentence deviances that
might not be considered otherwise.

Advertisements that use animation prove to be good examples
in the study of humorous dialogue. One product ran two ads in
sequence, each ad picturing a bottle of malt liquor and a glass
talking to one another:

A. Bottle: nven if I cost just pennies more than bear,
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I look, taste and sparkle like champagne."

Glass: "You and your bubblier-than-thou attitude!"

B. Glass: "If you look and taste like champagne, how
come you cost just pennies more than beer?"

Pottle: "You're only glass. You wouldn't understand."

Anothev ad pictures a pair of shoes, one saying to the other:
I. hope he wears Byford socks today," as the other shoe replies:
"Me too." An awarenebs of the use of dialogue and animation,
as well as some notions of personification,can be effectively
achieved through ads such as these.

Showing how an affix changes a word could become a mechani-
cal task in the classroom if done merely as exercise and drill.
However, identifying the root word and how a suffix changes
its form and meaning was not purely mechanical when we did it
with particular ads. This ad, for example, shows various inflec.:.ed
forms of "pick": "We're so fussy, we even have a guy who picks
through the bananas picked by the guy who picked through the
bananas the pickers picked." The two verb forms "picks" and
"picked" were identified as the third person singular form and
the past tense form of the verb "pick." The word "picker" was
pointed out as one of the doer-occupational nouns--those that add
"er" to the activity performed, such as bake-taker, farm-farmer,
mill-miller. A similar example is found in this ad: "How much
wood would a woodworker work if a woodworker worked for Dansk?"
The word "work" is used as a verb in its simple form accompanied
ty the modal "wculd," as a verb in the past tense, and again as
a doer-occupational noun "woodworker." The alliteration in the
latter example was pointed out, as well as the effective use of
the homonym "wood-would."

To summarize this aspect of the study of advertising done
in the seventh grade, I would say the greatest benefit to the
students was the language awareness it engendered. It vas a
rather painless way to iiscuss sore details of language structure
that needed to be pointed out. Sioce this was an exploratory
Alpe of study manufactured as we went along, I can look back and
reflect that perhaps too much time was spent in pursuing some
areas of relatively little value. However, this observation is,
in itself, a learning experience and shows that an area must be
tried before a judgment is made concerning its teaching value.

In the eighth grade I planned to do a more extended lesson
with advert-ksing. Since we had looked only at lead sentences
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the first :sear, it seemed appropriate to consider the whple ad in
a framework of the psychological aspects of 1Lnguage use. Before
examining the various ads in class, we studied and considered
carefully advertising as a channel of communication conveying a
message to the consumer. These met-sages to the consumer could
*lso be called the purposes of advertising:

1. To make cons.rmers aware that new products exist.

lo inform consumers about such product attributes as
features, usage, and price.

3. To develop a set of favorable consumer attitudes toward
the products.

4. To create purchase intentions among consumers.

5. To stimilate purchases by consumers.

6. To help maintain consumer preference for the new
products after an initial purchase. (11)

We also listed four. levels of understanding that the consumer
must be led through by the advertisement if the ultimate object
of the commercial communication is a sale:

1. Awareness -- the consumer must first be aware of the
existence of the brand or company.

2. Compreh!nsion -- he must understand what the product
is and what it will do for him.

3. Conviction -- he must arrive at a mental disposition
or conviction to buy the product.

4. Action -- finally he must stir himself to action and
buy the product.

The picture and the type of print along with every written word
in the advertisements we looked at were given due consideration.
The type of publicatio] the ad appeared in also became important.
Certain ads were found only in men's sports magazines while
others seldom appeared outside of ladies' home magazines. For
example, the comparison of a dandruff shampoo to the batting
record of a famous bastball star attracted the boys. Thcy found
that this particular company ran a series of ads in which a star
from almost every sport was featured followed by a sporty de-
scription cf the dandruff shampoo. The white, pink and blue tube
of shampoo and the colored photograph of the player in action
both stood out against a black background. Bold white letters
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delivered the message:

Can Head and Shoulders stop dandruff?
Can Harmon Killebrew give it a ride?

In the past seven years, "Harm" has averaged
42 home runs a season. Driven in 753 runs. He's
second only to Babe Ruth in homes per times at bat.
And 24 homers ahead of the Babe's pace at the same
age.

In the same period, Head & Shoulders shampoo
has checked dandruff for the millions of men who've
wade it their regular shampoo. They like the way it
gives dandruff a ride. The way it leaves hair
clean, .seat, and easy to comb. That's why Head &
Shoulders has become Ame.cicals #1 shampoo. Get with
a winner. Head & Shoulders...the Killebrew of shampoos.

The psychological impact pointed up by brief, terse "masculine"
sentences was a strong one. The boys discovered that the ad was
attempting to transfer the admiration they had for the ball
player to the shampoo and thus build up their admiration for
both. The lead questions immediately suggest the parallel:

Can Head & Shoulders stop dandruff?
Can Harmon Killebrew give it a ride?

Note that in the ad the shampoo "gives dandruff a ride" and "is
a winner." Any loose ends of the comparison are tied together
with the closing statement of direct comparison: "Head and
Sholders...the Killebrew of shampoos." The principles of ad-
vertising that we had studied, along with the consumer's levels
of understanding, were applied to this advertisement and found to
i.e very effective.

Another series of ads made use of ambiglity in order to
achieve its purpose. Each ad ran the length of a page and
covered half the width of a page. Each ad made use of black
prirt, both large and small, against a pastel-colored background
that varied with each ad. Some of the lead sentences were
"Smooth out family relation," "When you catch your husband red -
handed...," "The bottle of the sexes," and "You've got a fight on
your hands." The wording in each ad eventually led the reader to
discover the value Dermassage hand lotion or moisturizing cream
has for every member of the family. The theme of each ad brought
in by the students seemed to be consistent, as they soon dis-
covered. Each ad implied some problem in a person-to-person
relatilnship where, in reality, the problem that exis'ed was the
presenL,e of dry, rough skin. Another exanple of "humanizing" a
situation through language was pointed up by Jim when he shared
a cat food ad with the class. He brought out that the phrases
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"makes your cat happy" and "feed kitty's ego" both impl-; human
qualities that a cat cannot have. Jim added that he knew someone
who did treat a cat practically as a human being, so this type
of ad, he felt, would appeal directly to such a person and be
very effective.

The study of advertising in the eighth grade was a direct
continuation of the work done in seventh grade. If I were to
plan such a unit for the future (a great possibility), I most
certainly wiAld combine the work of two years into one unit. An
exploratory type of lesson always takes more time and has its
own type of value, but it can also provide as many "what not to
do" factors, as well as examples that one wants to save for future
use. The importance of advertising as a written communication
cannot be over-estimated in a language study. Grammatical
principles can be applied where needed to aid understanding.
Most of all, it is an intelligent awareness of an3 respect for
the intricacies of the advertising field in its psychological
aspects that make such a study worthwhile.

This chapter has considered the student as a reader of
language in three main written areas. Examining style and meaning
through sentences, phrases or even word affixes can promote a
conscious understanding of syntactic and semantic constructions.
This type of study is worth the time and effort only if it en-
larges the student's outlook and awareness enough so that he
himself can express adequately his own ideas to others. A
student cannot write from a vacuum--writing must be enriched by
reading. The expansion of language through a greater under-
standing of the ideas of others will result, hopefully, in more
thoughtful writing by ebch student.
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COMPOSITION

As a teacher prepares his composition program during the
course of a year, he considers first and foremost the students'
needs, about which much has been written and much more needs to
be written. Along with a study of good, idea-packed, well-
constructed sentences in a literature program, I think a student
needs to experience a consistent study and analysis of his own
sentences in an accompanying program of composition. No matter
what level the student has achieved, it is important that he be
given the opportunity to understand how he writes as well as
what he writes. Herbert Muller in The Uses of English writes
that

[title growing child naturally acquires a larger
vocabulary and some control over more complex
sentence structures, but also more awareness of
different audiences and situations and some ability
to adapt his writing and talking to different
purposes; he grows more capable of handling ab-
stractions, sorting his experiences Into categories,
and going beyond the concrete here and now to
symbolic thinking; he grows more discriminating,
capable of critical judgments of both what he
reads and what he writes . . . . (12, pp. 45-46)

Thus, in my opinion, the focus of a writing program should center
on helpinr the student to help himsclf say what he wants to say
gust the way he wants to -ay it.

Many students, whether in grade four or in grade twelva,
are afraid to change even a word of what they hive written;
they do not have the same confidence in their written words that
they have in their spoken words. hany very basic and obvious
differences exist in spoken and written language but there is no
reason why, when the former is natural and expressive, the latter
cannot likewise be natural and expressive, though not in the same
way. There are certain advantages in spoken language that do
not exist in written language. To point out these differences
between spoken and written language at this time is, to me, not
a digression but rather an advantage. Sentences analyzed after
or during a composition exercise are strictly part of the written
language and must be analyzed by separate criteria.
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Spoken language is man's primary mode of expression aid his
most vital and common means of immediate verbal communication.
A certain facial expression or a particular tone of voice ac-
companying a sentence conveys the meaning of that sentence in a
way that would not be possible in writing. In spoken language,
words can be left out or slurred together, yet the listener
readily understands what the speaker is saying. The fact that
words can be emphasized strongly by vocal stress and pitch or
by an accompanying action or facial expression almost eliminates
the possibility of unintentionally ambiguous sentences. Slang
and familiar expressions may usually be insetted comfortably
into spoken language along with certain sounds that aren't really
words, but that serve to emphasize tae event described. Gram-
matical errors are not so obvious in spoken language as in written
language; glaring errors most often made are thc ,P of incorrect
usage rather than those of sentence structure. in addition to
these features, my students have observed that they can communi-
cate more in less time by speaking than in writing. They also
have noted that their spoken vocabulary exceeds their written
vocabulary in that they can tay words they cannot spell. One
boy further stated that "you don't have to cross out mess-ups"
in spoken language, which is to say that mistakes may be more
easily rectified in spcech than in writing.

With all of the above advantages found in spoken language,
written language seems to take a second place. In a sense,
writing is secondary in that words written on paper are only
symbols of the sounds which, when spoken together, express an
idea. Writing comes second in the developmental language process
and normally takes place only after a certain degree of mastery
is achieved in the spokrin language. Growth in both spoken and
written language should coincide and complement each other in
the whole development of verbal communication. Written language
can neutralize any pronunciation differences in a language very
effectively. Somehow, no matter how informal the content,
written language often tends to be a bit formal. And rightly
so, perhaps, for the writer has the opportunity to think about
what he is to write, to pause in the middle of a sentence, and
to revise or delete material before any direct communication is
made. Thus the writer can be more careful about sentence con-
struction and word choice, especially if he wishes to avoid
ambiguities that may arise. Written language allows ideas to
live for generations; but if a word is only spoken, it can be
neither retrieved nor preserved.

It is obvious, then, that a student's growth in writing
must be commensurate with his growth in speech. Yet in most
cases this is not what happens students often dread writing and
become "formal and phony" as one of my students so aptly put it.
Students in junior high often write the same type of sentences
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they wrote in the fourth grader either short, clipped sentences
or long sentences unmercifully linked together by ever-convenient
"and." Many students are reluctant to revise or to start over,
even though they admit that they could develop an idea further
or express a point better. Why is this? Why do so many students
continue to be crippled in their written language experiences?
How can they be helped? In answer to these questions, two im-
portant considerations emerge from my experience: first, what
the students write must be of value to them--they must have a
desire to express their views or describe an activity, not just
be given a topic to write on in a few hundred words or less;
second, close examination of their own writing methods and
sentence structure enables students to determine, individually,
any area in which they need improvement. In the following pages
I shall attempt to describe these two considerations as a basis
for relating my experiences with students in terms of what they
write and how they write it.

Concerning the first point, the content of writing, I
agree strongly with the current trends in composition teaching
that advocate student-centered topics. The recent work of James
Moffett is an example. In A Student - Centered Language Arts
Curriculum: Grades K-12 (1377ind its companion book, Teaching
the Universe of Discourse (14), Moffett posits a developmental
approach and combines written language experiences with spoken
language Lnd varicus non-verbal communication experiences. This
truly is a student- centered approach.

I can recall. times in the past when I would assign a
topic--which usually turned out to be the title of the compo-
sition--and expect the paper to be "written in ink on good paper
and handed in at the end of the period." Occasionally this
might be an overnight assignment, but not too often, because I
didn't want students to copy one another's "original" idear0
Reading 30-40 papers on the same topic often left me with the
thought that original ideas just didn't exist in students' minds
or if they did, the students were not capable of expressing them.
Some!rhere in those first years of teaching I discovered the
obvious--that students would have more to say if they had a choice
of what to say. Not every student can respond with the same
interest to any given topic. Sc I began to give three or more
topics to write about (very liberal, I thought, at the time!)- -
topics of concrete here-and-now interest to students, not topics
of abstract past or future intangibles.

Gradually through the years a writing program has developed
from which I draw ideas according to the abilities of the students
and which %s supplemented by new insights every year. Each year
every cies.; is different, but every time I approach lessons in
written work the basic theories remain the same. My first concern
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is to find out what the students truly know and are interested
in. The what of composition should be of primary importance
because whoever writes without a message to co.ivey or without
an experience to share is wasting his time. The what of a compo-
sition may seem insignificant to some readers, but it is not
insignificant to the writer and should not be to the potential
reader he envisions. If a student is able to write a sentence,
he is capable of thinking about many things; he has only to choose
from a backlog of experiences or to take a side on a contra -
versial issue.

A writing assignment needs to have a purpose; otherwise,
it should not be assigned. To see how students can write and
to get another grade to average in for the quarter are less than
praiseworthy motives and, in my opinion, a total waste of time.
A teacher may say, "But every Friday is composition day!" to
which I would be tempted to reply, "So what?" Sanding in the
weekly composition can all too easily turn into unconscious
routine drill work. If there is no purpose co a composition
exercise for a week or even for two weeks, then a writing
assignment need not be jammed in just because it's the customary
thing to do. Ideally all the students would be writing all the
time on their own and, given a purpose, a few of them may
actually do so. I take "purpose" to mean a conviction in the
writer that the topic has value in some way and that it deserves
to be shared with one or more readers. Whether the idea is
wei.ghty, frivolous, simple or complex makes no difference. If

it has relevance to the writer then the first step has been
taken.

At this. point a teacher finds himself in his true role as
guide and developer. What if a student's ideas are shallow,
unimaginative and when objectively viewed, lacking coherence
or even logic? Let the student write freely anyway-it's the
only way to uncover his pattern of thinking. If a teacher is
sensitive to the student's need and potential, he can try to guide
that student's thinking into deeper channels by building, not by
tearing down. From observation, I would say that what students
need most in order to develop their written language ability is
confidence that they have something to say that is worth reading;
it's hard to have confidence when papers are handed back dripping
with red ink and labeled with D's. If this is the pattern, then
the student's writing development stays on that same level all
year; perhaps it even regresses. When composition work is always
graded on a "right or wrong, A-B-C-D-E" basis, the fear of being
on the "wrong" side is great. One way to avoid this stifling
tragedy from the very beginning is to be concerned only with
what the student is writing--the how can wait for a while.

Most te&chers today undoubtedly see the wisdom of giving
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the first writing assignments in a liberal, personal framework
of the student's own experiences. Whether a student narrates
an adventure or wakes one up, whether he argues a point or
reflects on an issuethe beginning work is very revealing. I

usually spend a good deal of time setting the stage for a writing
assignment, since there is nothing worse than giving topics in
a vacuum. Results are usually ad empty or as exciting as the
interest generated by the topics assigned. Most of my writing
assignments have originated in class discussions during which we
evaluate the topics and list them on the board. Verbal sharing
of ideas on the decided topics can help the slower- thinking
students and stimulate the faster-thinking ones to move deeper
more quickly. In an exploratory assignment such as this one, I
would read several samples of experience essays I've saved from
students of past years. Th's latter activity serves many good
purposes: it shows the students what other students think about,
it expands the students' range of interests and, what is very
important, it emphasizes the fact that the teacher values student
writing and regards it as important in its own right. With such
enccuragement, along with a few beginning-middle-end basic
reminders, most students will be eager to write the first compo-
sition.

Instead of immediately attacking the stack of p-pers with
the traditional red ink and comments, I find it useful to set
the stage for reading the compositions. I say "reading" deliber-
ately rather than ''correcting," even though it is difficult at
first not to circle those misspelled words, not to underline
that dangling participle or not te write "awkward" in the margin
next to an uncategorized series of events or objects. The how
must wait. He should first merely read and comment, find a good
idea, if he can, for the student to develop the next day on
paper, suggest a reference or story that would help to expand a
budding interest--anything to guide and encourage. Hopeless
students do exist, but they are few and far between; belligerent
students who may try to take advantage of a positive attitude
by producing a minimum amount of work do exist too, but in very
small numbers. Once an assignment such as this one is repeated
several times and returned ungraded but with thoughtful and
respectful comments, the students should be more receptive to
the various formal or informal compositions a teacher may require
during the year.

After the beginning assignments, a teacher can give his
students ample experiences throughout the school year to write
real or fictional narratives, as well a5 evaluative or opinion
essays. The writing program may follow a specific planned pattern
or a loosely-knit one. Whatever is the case, each essay should
have a purpose for being written. Class discussion of vital
contemporary issues as they relate to human valnes can be very
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rewarding stimuli for student composition. In this instance,
the student often forgets his last remaining fears of written
expression and writes avidly. Any thinking youth with any energy
at all will grab a cause and fight for it from one side or the
other. An argumentative or opinion essay needs time to ferment,
perhaps even more discussion, and these even more than other
papers should not be demanded in an hour's time. The student
should be given a chance to put his best foot forward, to put
himself into his words as best he can, with time to ponder and
to revise. A student may want to hand in a rough draft first-- -
I usually require this in the beginning stages of studying how
a paper is written.

Ideas on what to write abound in handbooks for English
teachers and most probably in every English teacher's notes
somewhere. No area of written expression should be overlooked
at any age--students must write, write, write and, if given a
supportive atmosnhere, will enjoy it. Some students will like
descriptive writing or character sketches more than reflective
pieces or abstract observations. any will enjoy writing dialogue
and eventually will move into story-writing. Some will be taken
with poetry and will experim with various techniques. Science-
fiction and the supernatural will appeal to some while journal-
istic evaluations of favorite books will attract others. There
is always a student addicted to humor and puns, with which his
writing will then abound. Sittirg right next to the gag-writer
might be a boy whose bole interest in writing is in its value
for recording scientific happenings. As he allows freedom of
topic to each student, a teacher will discover not only the
particular interest of that student, but also the student's own
unique style which emerges as soon as a natural flow of words on
paper can begin. Again, the teacher's role as guide and de-
veloper is important here, because the teacher can determine with
each student the style his writing usually takes and can help
him to develop this. A student whose vision is too narrow can
be led by the teacher to explore the many avenues writing may
take without at the same time denigrating the particular ability
that student does have. This interest in what each student
writes leads into the next major topic for consideration which
is related directly to the grammatical activities of a language
program--how a student writes.

Students can and should view each sentence they write in
the same way they view a sentence of a great poet or prose
writer. If a student can determine what makes a great sentence
good, he is capable of determining what makes his or sentence
good--or not so good. Students tan and should gain confidence
in taking apart their own sentences, rearranging words, and
adc'ing or eliminating words as necessary in order to express the
idea they wish to convey in the best way possible. Because the
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major objective of any grammatical st-Ay I presented in the
English class was a greater understanding of the way sentences
are put together, it seemed logical to aid composition work by
language study. Conversely, the use of student models to explore
particular grammatical principles has a strong appeal to the
students. Even when one of his sentences was chosen to illus-
trate a glaring error, the student usually considered it an
honor to have his sentence chosen for class study. At any rate,
the appearance of certain grammatical errors in sentences from
coaTosition work made such an approach not only feasible but also
rewarding.

Various kinds of sentences were taken directly from student
compositions. Many of these sentences were used during lessons
in which I wanted to point up a particular area of grammatical
thought for the class as a whole. Each student searched his own
compositions as well, in order to personally identify grammatical
deviancies that he wanted to revise. The sentences used as ex-
amples on the following pages are, unless otherwise indicated,
student sentences that either were explored in class collectively
and revised or were handed in by the student as individual study
and revision. These sentences I have grouped under seven general
headings for discussion here. Student sentences that will be
considered are of the following types:

1. Sentences that contain an expansion of parts--category
expansion from both syntactic and semantic viewpoints.

2. Sentences with the "and" problem. Intersentential
conjoining efforts are made as well as subordination
of clauses.

3. Sentences that reveal problems with pronouns--ante
cedens of relative pronouns and number of personal
pronouns.

4. Sentences that show the incorrect modification called
"dangling participles."

5. Sentences that convey unclear ideas through repetition
or excess wordage. Some may be semantically muddled
or ambiguous and not necessarily syntactically mal-
formed.

6. Sentences that are grammatical but dull. These
sentences are acceptable :n form and meaning but lack
vitality.

7. Sentences that are unusual in structure or meaning.
A study beginning with the surface structure of such
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sentences often proves informative and intere,ting.

The understanding of the use of "ald" in predicate expansion
or in category expansion seemed crucial if the students were to
make any 0-regress in better understanding what goes into the
making of their own sentences. Consider one of Bill's sentences,
for example, that I used as the first example of a sentence in
which expansion of parts uould be improved:

Mike Connors of the 'Mannix' series i3 the person
I would most like to emulate because I would like to
be a private eye and be like the hero type and know
judo like he does on the show.

Where does a class discussion begin with a sentence like this
one? I often wonder the same thing myself sometimes. That is
why I planned ahead enough to know that the purpose for which I
was presenting this sentence was to identify the category and to
clarify the parallel structure. The first response to my question
about the possibilities in this sentence provoked an attack on
the use of "like" four times. "Like" is used in two different
ways in this sentence; as a verb meaning "to want or wish" and
also as a vehicle of comparison. Because of this confusion
along with the general confusion of meaning, the students were
critical of the sentence as a whole until Sally observed that
there were a lot of good ideas in the sentence in spite of its
mixed-up appearance. Her observation set the stage for the real
discussion in which students identified elements of the sentence
and objectively considered possible revisions that would make the
sentence grammatically acceptable.

Everyone agreed that Bill wanted to be like Mike Connors
of the Mannix series for three reasons. These reasons could
have been expressed more effectively had Bill stayed in the
category of either NP or VP. After a whole session of intuitively
fi6uring out this principle, each student rewrote the sentence
for the next class period. Some chose the VP category so that
the sentence looked something like this:

Mike Connors of the 'Mannix' series is the person
I would most like to emulate because I would like to
be a priv,,te eve, be a hero, and know judo as he does
(or is) on the show.

Note that "like" and "as" were used arbitrarily by the students.
The problem at the end of this sentence woe resolved by one
student who replaced "be" with active verbs:

. . . I would like to work as a private eye, portray
the hero-type and know judo like he does on the show.
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The three activities Bill admired came through clearly with
parallel Verb Phrases:

1. Work as a private eye

2. Portray the hero type

3. Know judo

Other students revised the three elements into Noun Phrases:

Mike Connors of the 'Mannix' Series is the person I
would most like to emulate because I would like to be
a private eye, a hero and a judo expert like (as) he
is on the show.

The problem of "like (as) he is (does) on the show" at the end
of the sentence was posed several times: does this comparison
refer to all three activities cr accomplishments of Mannix or
only to the third activity, that of knowing judo? No definite
proof could be found that would provide an indisputable answer.
At times like these, the author of the sentence can state what
he meant to say since, in this instance, two interpretations
could be made. It has happened on occasion, when a student
explains the meaning of his sentence, that his intended meaning
will iiffer greatly from our understanding of the sentence.
Time taken for the explanation of a sentence is a worthwhile
pursuit which sometimes graphically illustrates how difficult it
is "to say what you mean" in writing. Bill had intended that
"like he does on the show" refer to Mike Connors' judo activities
only. Note the subtle difference :.41 meaning when the phrase
refers to all three noun phrases.

It happened that in this sentence the activities of Mike
Connors not only were classifiable as Verb Phrases or Noun Phrases
but also were classifiable according to meaning. All three
activities or states related to one another: they fit together
to make a more complete picture of the man's abilities. I put
another sentence on the board--one of my own--which contained
three adjectives parallel in structure but not in meaning:

Mannix is smart, friendly an3 bald.

Knowing what they did about parallel structure, the students
accepted the sentence but kept insisting that "tald" didn't fit.
It was at this point that their notion of categories began to
deepen. "Bald" is eomethinc; you Gan see, Dan observed, while
"smart" and "friendly" are qualities of mind and spirit. All
agreed that the over-all meaning of a sentence can be destroyed
by mixing qualities that do not belong to the same category.
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As the members of the class became aware of parallel
structure in sentences, they tried very hard to write their own
series of activities, events or qualities in the clearest way
possible. In a later essay, Jim wrote about a friend whom he
admired very much:

He knows German, is writing a book and can type sixty
words a minute.

Jim was famous fog his run-on sentences that never seemed to
end, as well as for a general incoherence at times in his
writing. The above sentence, with its parallel Verb Phrases,
was put on the board at Jim's suggestion. He was proud of the
clarity in the sentence but he also knew that "the verbs weren't
the same," (knows, is writing, can type) and wanted some ideas
for revision that wouldn't destroy meaning. There followed a
fascinating lesson on how 'exact parallel structure can drasti-
cally change the intended meaning. David suggested "knows German,
writes a bock and types sixty words a minute" as being the
easiest way to revise. "Writes a book" doesn't really mean
anything, countered Rich, since the person is in the actual
writing process. "Is writing a book" implied, for Rich, that
the thinking and putting ideas down on paper had already begun,
and the tntention was to bring the pages together in book form
when the writing was finished. The writer started and has riot
yet finished--he is in progress, thus the need for "writing"
to be in the progressive present form.

The other students seemed convinced by Rich's point as they
nodded their heads in agreenent. Tammy suggested that the
sentence read "He is knowing German, is writing a book and is
typing sixty words a minute." Immediately, disagreeing voices
were heard: "He already knows German, he's not in the process
of knowing it--that doesn't make sense!" "He's not typing right
now, he can type sixty words a minute, but the sentence doesn't
say he's actually doing it." That solution, too, was rejected.
The third alternative, "tie can know German, can write a book and
can type sixty words a minute" was likewise rejected on the
grounds of meaning. Mere was nothing potential about his
knowledge of German or }is writing activities. The question that
finally was formulated after these attempts at revision was this:
Why can't these verbs be written in parallel form without
changing the meaning of the Verb Phrases?

Again the search for meaning became crucial. Categories
of meaning must be established as well as categories of structure
cr parts of speech. In the discussion that followed, two areas
of classification were uncovered: first, some verbs describe
mental activities while others describe physical activities; and
second, facts and events cannot be '.-Aassified together. Dealing



with the first concept, the class decided that "he knows German"
is strictly a mental activity, expressed by the verb "know."
"Can type sixty words a minute" is a physical skill or activity
since it involves a great deal of motor skill. True, one must
think to type but one must also practi-:e talking to know German;
therefore, whether an activity is mental or physical depends
upon its actual performance, not what preceded that performance.
"Is writing a book" was debated for a while as to whether it was
a mental or a physical acticn. The decision was leaning heavily
toward ''mental activity" until Joyce convincingly pointed out the
nec.ssity of the actual written work invol'ed. This Verb Phrase
was classified finally as a combined mental-physical activity.
A search for classification revealed to the students why it was
not possible to write the three verbs in the same form while
retaining the exact, original meaning. They were willing to
allow both mental and physical skills to be classified together
in a sentence describilLg a person's capabilities and could pro-
vide several worthwhile examples. Their concern over "is writing
a book" led into a lesson about facts and events (15).

In general, the class discussion established that an
event exists in space and time; it concerns things or people in
motion. A fact, on the other hand, is about these events or
things in motion. A fact is derived from an event and is spe-
cifically cognitive--behind every fact there is an event.
Applied to the problem in this particular sentence, these princi-
ples show that "is writing a book" is eventive, not (active as
the other two activities are. The subject is in the midst of the
event of writing a book and the author of the sentence relates
that the event is occurring. That "he knows German" and "can
type sixty words a minute" are facts no one would dispute.
Certain events had to take pace which disclosed a knowledge of
German; therefore, Jim could write "he knows German." Too, the
event of actually typing sixty words a minute haa to occur some
time in order to state "can type sixty words a minute" as a fact.
Jim had not bargained for such thoughtful pursuits when he
originally asked his question concerning parallel structure.
But over the period of several days both the class and I enjoyed
trying to think deeply about some of these things that had never
occurred to us before. I did not have preconceived answers- -
I had had a few ideas about the subject--but the way in which
we pursued the topic left all areas wide open for speculation.
The ideas I did have, parti-nlarly those concerning facts and
events, helped to guide and focus the discussion at times; that
is the role of a teacher in an inquiry session.

To expect every student to write perfect sentences in
parallel form, even after an enlightening discussion on cate-
gories of meaning, would be asking too much of human nature.
It's a beautiful ideal to strive for, but failure to achieve it
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is not worth worrying about since each student will master what-
ever skills he can when he is developmentally ready for that
skill. A week or so after the big discussion I found this
sentence on one of Pat's papers:

I suppose every boy in this room hopes some time in
his life of playing major league baseball and getting
oa T.V. and getting your name in the paper every night.

An instant shudder later, I asked Pat if he would mind our
looking at this sentence in the class-at-large, a suggestion
to which he readily assented. After reading the sentence from
the board, Chris (always a discreet person) commended the use of
parallel ING verbs but suggested that the "of" is awkward and
"your" should be "his." Pat himself changeL the "of" to "to,"
thus automatically changing the ve:bs from their ING forms to
their simple infinitive forms. Everyone seemed pleased with the
sentence in its new form:

I suppose every boy in this room hopes some time in
his life to play major league baseball, get on TV and
get his name in the paper.

Objecting to "get," Teri suggested that "be on TV and have his
name in the paper" sounded better. Just as we were turning to
the next sentence, Jeff proposed that he did not think these
three ideas were parallel in meaning. He felt that the first
activity, "play major league baseball" wau the cause of the next
two activities. Being on TV and 'laving one's name in the paper
most likely wculd not occur unless the first activity caused them
to take place. With this observation, Jeff was introducing a
new topic, that of subordination, which will be discussed next.
It often happened that a new area of interest or problem pre-
sented itoelf just as we thought one was solved. I like to think
that as we probed more deeply into the nature and workings of
language we kept unlocking the doors that had prevented our
understanding of logical relationships in the past.

Before going any further with the "and" problem and
subordination, I would like to inclu& here some of the indi-
vidual sentence revisions my students handed in during the course
of the year. Whenever we did any composition work, the usual
procedure .iris as mentioned before, to find a sentence or two
in the rough draft that could use revision for one reason or
another. On a half sheet of paper, the students would copy the
sentence, tell what could be improved and finally, rewrite it.
These half sheets were easy to check over and provided a basis
for individual help for each student. Consistent errors cropped
up--errors that the student could see only after he not how
many half sheets revealed the same thing. It is from these
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sheets that the following sentences were taken:

1.* OLD --She is Korean has black hair and eyes.

This sentence makes you think that the nation-
ality and hair are in the same category. T meant
that the eyes are black too, not .just the hair.
She is my adopted sister.

REVISEDMy adopted Korean sister has black hair
and dark eyes.

Jim

2. OLDYou. will learn the habits of your pot and
its needs.

I just stuck on "and. its needs" at the end. It

could sound better.

REVISED - -You will learn the habits and reedy of
your pet.

Jeff R.

3. OLD- -Then one day the servants took her up to this
crle room where all the pictures were covered; and
tht- bird cages were opened and the roc' was cold.

The sentence doesn't say who "her" is ar.d. the room
being cold doesn't Lit in with the other two ideas.

REVISEDOne day the servants took the girl to a
cold, damp room 4A,:lre a71 the pictures w.ia covered
and the bird cafes were open.

Rich

Occasionally 1 would receive a half sheet label.d "Good
1entence" which a student was proud of having written. Both
4)f these sentences came from the "Good Sentence" pile:

4. OLD--Both of them were outsiders, Daisy because
she was poor Lmid such wealth and Richard because
he was rich amid such poverty.

Daisy and Richard in this sentence are parallel in
one way because they are both outsiders. This is
shown in the oarallel form of the sentence. the

'Student sentences will be numbered consecutively through-
out Part II.



difference between them is in the words.

REVISED--None
Sally

5. OLD--Her daughter had died and the lady was so
grieved that she stopped going to Mass, hid all
the things that would remind her of her daughter
and considered all holidays just like regular days.

This shows three things the lady did after her
daughter died that are sad things.

REVISED--None
Mike

Throughout the two years with this class I feel that the
time spent on parallel structure and category expansion was very
worthwhile. This was one major activity that produced an under-
standing of :Logical relationships that seems to have affected
the students' thinking about langu6e.

Another even more complex grammatical problem that my
students had a need to explore was internentential conjunction.
This differs from category expansion in that who)7 sentence,
are joined together by a conjoiner.* Category expansion deals
only with specific elements or parts of a sentence. Many
sentences written by students are connected for the sake of
convenience by "and" in order to make them longer. We began
to notice that there are several distinct meanings that "and"
can have when it joins two separate ideas in one sentence.
Instead cf using student models in order to determine what these
different meanings cool.' be, I asked the students to bring to
class sentences from books they had read for the group to analyze.
By adding a word after "and," we distinguished its function in
relating sentences to one another and came up with severed con-
sistent relationships. The three main conjoiners I will discuss
here are the narrative conjunction, "and then," the causative
conjunction, "and so," and the concurrent conjunction, ''and
also."

The first of these conjunctive meanings is "and then,"

*:n later refinements, category expansion includes
sentence-expanon as well as NP-expansion and VP-expansion.
There is no rw;son to arbitrarily exclude EVENTS from category
expansion just because the characteristic syntactic represen-
tation of EMITS is the sentence. At the stage of the project
being described here, though, sentence-expansion was considered
a separate phenomenon.
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which indicates a narrative sequence of events. Consider these
two sentences:

Prove that, Mr. Holmes. and I am your debtor forever.
(16)

I go+ all my traps into my canoe again so as to
havc them out of sight and I put out the fire and
scattered the ashes around to look like a last year's
camp. (1?, pp. :;68-469)

Both sentences demonstrate the narrative conjoining of ideas.
In the first sentence an if-then relationship is set up--the
second idea is totally dependent upon the performance of the
first. If Mr. Holmes proves X, then the speaker will be his
debtor forever. The fact that this ifthen relationship places
the whole sentence in the realm of possibility does not destroy
the sequence of events. The proof must take place first, before
the indebtedness can occur. "Then" can be placed logically in
the sentence so that the entire sentence reads:

Prove that, Mr. Holmes, and then I am your debtor forever.

The second sentence above also indicates an "and then" relation-
ship. Huck narrates the sequence of events that took place as he
broke camp: "first I did X and then I did Y and then I did Z."
Three separate activities, each a complete sentence in itself,
are conjoined by the "and then" relationship:

I got all my traps into my canoe again so as to have
them out of sight and then I put out the fire and
then scattered the ashes around to look like a last
year's carp.

Briefly, the "and then" conjoiner signifies a time sequence of
events, one taking place after the other.

A second meaning for "and" as a conjoiner is one we called
and so," a causative conjoiner. Sc"" c,art be replaced by "thus"
or "therefore": "X happened, and so (thus, therefore) Y happens."
A definite causal relationship is set up in the realm of actu-
ality. Note that the sentence above that contains an "if-then"
rlationship likewise finds u place in this category too, since
the first half of the sentence would cause the second half.
Another example of an "and so" conjunction is the following
dentence:

The onl way to take one's mind off it all is to
study, and I do a lot of that. (18)
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In this sentence, Anne Frank believes a particular fact, which
causes her to perform the specific action in order that the
event might take place:

The only way to take one's mind off it all is to
study, and so I do a lot of that.

It seems that we can only know facts, not events. In order for
an event to be thought about, it must become factive. Several
events must have occurred in time to cause Anne to knc that she
could "take her mind off it all" by study. In the framework of
causality, onlj events can cause events; however, every ,Ivent
must he factivized before it can be thought about. Once an
event has been factivizd, i.e., thought about, it can become
the starting point for another cause-effect relationship, for
the belief in the fact of one event can cause another event:
someone performs in a particular way because he believes X to
be ao.

The third intersentential cnnjoiner is the concurrent
"and also" conjoiner. This conjunction connects two separate
but related events and indicates that both happen simultaneously.
Event X does not occur after event Y; nor does event X cause
event Y to happen. The following sentences vrll serve as
examples:

The boy watched him pivot on the good log and saw
the stiff foot drag around the arc of the turning,
leaving a fine) long and fedi:1p! sneer. (19, p. 229)

The old man carried the mast or his shoulders and the
boy carried the wooden bar. (20, p. 15)

The boy in the first sentence i.e observing an event that
contuins two elements of action-0:e activity of the man's
good leg and of his bad leg. The man is pivoting on the goon'
leg and at the same moment be is dragging the stiff foot in an
arc as he turns. Both actior,s occur simultaneously; in this
situation one would not happen without the other. Pointing up
these two details is accomplished by stating each activity
separately 4nd drawing the boy's attention t) each leg, "the
boy watched . . . and saw . ." The iatersentential "aod"
could be expanded, then, in inls s'ntence:

The boy watched him pivot on the good leg and also
saw the stiff foot drag around the arc of the turning,
leaving a final long and fading smear.

Note that a subtle distinction here from category expansion can
be made: the meaning of "witch" implies an intensity of looking
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that is not found in "saa." Considering these two as separate
activities allows for the intersentential conjunction.

The Hemingway sentence above is more obviously concurrent
it that two separate agents are performing two separate actions;
thus there can be no doubt about these being two separate
sentences. When "and also" is inserted in place of the surfa,:e
structure "and," the sentence appears to be awkward. However,
the relationship of simultaneity is still present:

The old man carried the mast on his shoulders and
also the boy carried the wooden bar.

The old man's activity does not precede the boy's as in a
narrative time sequence, nor is the boy's activity caused by
the old man's in any way.

The whole purpose for examining the intersentential use of
"and" was to better enable the students to identf.fy exactly the
relationships they wished to convey in their own sentences.
Most of the time, a student could, by analvzinE his own sentence,
improve in his method of connecting one idea to another. It
often nappened that an intersentential "and" was not called for
in a sentence an0 the use of "and" produced a run-on effect.
After identifying the "and" as the problem and finding that he
did not want to convey any of the above conjunctive relationships,
the student logically turned to subcx.diration of ideas. Even
in cases in which the "and also" relationship existed, for ex-
ample, the students gradually came to see that the subordination
of one activity or event to another can give an added prominence
to the idea they wished to emphasize. By studying the use of
"and" in the above way, students could see that it is not wrong
to use "and," Indeed, many famous writers express their ideas
very well this way. From past experiences I have found that,
since they could not discern the logical use 'f "and" in a
sentence, students had become afraid to use "and" for fear they
would be creating the dreaded run-on sentence. The ability to
think about a sentence he has written in more sophisticated
terms is a big step forward in a student's gaining confidence
in his own power of written expression.

Among the sentences revised on half sheets and turned in
by the students, many centered around the problem of "and."
One student whose writing notably improved was Tim. Two sentences
he handed in dealt with interesting revisions in this area:

6. OLD--1%o days before Christmas I was looking at
the graves in the graveyard and saw a grave that
was more worn and I couldn't read the name.
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The last part i:-. just stuck on and I didArt say
what the grave was more worn

REVISED--Two days before Christmas I went into tie
graveyard and saw a grave that was more worn than
the others. I couldn't read the name on it.

Tim identified the "and" in the revised sentence as a narrative
"and then." The action of going into the graveyard preceded his
seeing the worn grave. The short sentence is very effective at
the end. It takes on the importance it should have not only as
an added detail of description but also as a positive attempt
of the writer to identify the grave.

Tim's second example shows a dramatic reduction of words
in order to show the meaning more clearly:

7. OLD--The people couldn't see us because of the
darkness and the dark shadows of two big hemlocks
by the gate added to the darkness.

I repeated the darkness too much.

REVISED--The people couldn't see us because we
stood in the dark shadows of the two big hemlocks
by the gate.

Dropping the "and" along with the redundant "darkness" in this
sentence enabled Tim to state his event simply, "the people
couldn't see us," and subordinate the cause of that event.

One sentence of Bill's uses "and also" until. he revised it:

8. OLD--He was the first friend I had and also Janie,
his sister.

It leaves the part "Janie, his sister" hanging
in the air.

REVISED--He and his sister Janie were my very first
friends.

Bill does not have an intersentential conjunction here at all,
ag he first thought--the revision shows him the problem was in
category expansion, namely, the listing of two friends.

Chris had difficulty with this sentence at first by trying
to connect past and present ideas:

9. OLD--His brother had been killed before him and



also this was a time of revolution of many troubled
minds.

I want to connect these two sentences better.
One really caused the other.

REVISED--This is the time of revolution in many
troubled minds, resulting in assassinations of
famous people, including Robert's brother before
him.

Chris points up in her revision the state of mind that caused
the particular events of assassination to occur. It seems that
"and also" can be 1...sed only to conjoin two facts or two events;
it cannot conjoin an event to a fact.

One of :3o ,'s se:7.tences is:

10. OLD--Lincoln High was leading 21-0 and it was the
last quarter.

The "and" doesn't have to be there.

REVISED--Lincoln Figh was leading 21-0 in the
last quarter.

Bob recognized the presence of an adverbial of time by changing
"it was" to "in." The prepositional phrase answers the question
"when?" more clearly than the entire original sentence. Bob
realized there was no narrative sequence, causation or con-
current activity to justify using "and" to connect the two
sentences. Category expansion was ruled out too. In cases like
this one, the student has a good clue to seeing that perhaps
he should not have used "and" to begil, with.

Another sent, Ice in which "and" was changed 6.s Marilyn's:

11. OLD--John walked down the hal% and took the
disappearing solution out of his pocket.

I could write it another way.

REVISED--As he walked down the hall, Jan took the
disappearing solution from his pocket.

We said very little about subordination in formal terms during
class sessions. Marilyn evidently recognized the simultaneity of
these two actions of John since her revised sentence keeps the
actions corcurreat. However, the use of the subordinate "as"
clause emphasizes the activity of taking the disappearing
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solution from his pocket as being more important than the
activity of walking down the hall.

Sometimes changing an independent clause to a subordinate
clause Lan clarify meaning, as in one of Sally's short sentences:

12. OLD--Tony didn't play again all night and Lincoln
won 14 to 8.

It doesn't say what I mean. The sentence makes
it sound as if the team won because Tony didn't
play.

REVISED--Even though Tony didn't play again all
nighv., Lincoln won l to 8.

The causative "and so" was the only possible interpretation to
Sally's first sentence--a fact she realized when revising the
first draft. By eliminating the "and" and supplying the appropri-
ate adverbial irtroduction, Sally clarified the meaning.

Contrast is a factor that cannot be overlooked when talking
about conjunction. Most children seem to have no trouble with
contrast (but, yet, ) but an example could be given from
the revision papers:

13. OLD--Tony looked at his hand and it had vanished.
The "and" should be "but."

REVISED - -Tony looked at his hand but it had
vanished.

The use of the past participle "vanished" along with the aux-
iliary "had" indicates that the second action took place at some
time before Tony looked at his hand. Joe knew that both events
had occurred but not at the same time. The second action does
not follow the first, either in time or as an effect. The
contrast shows that the second action ecthally took place first
in time, showing a reverse of the narrative sequence "and then."

The greater insight a student can have into the problems
of "and," the easier it should be for him at least to begin to\

organize his thoughts with better logic and with consistency.

The fact that pronouns repeatedly cause problems in
sentences is a good reason to include their correct function
in any grammar program. Rather than isolating this study, though,
I found it very effective to make the points that needed to be
made with student sentences as models. By a careful study of
the students' compositions over a period of a few wees, I came
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up with three main errors that students consistently make when

using pronouns. Interestingly enough, in the revised sentences
un half sheets that they handed in, the students identified
basically the same problems. Thus instead of spending a few
days here and there studying kinds of pronouns and their rules
for use in an isolated fashicn, we explored these three areas
only: first, relative pronouns that introduce subordinate
clauses; second, the agreement in number personal prc.,ouns
with their antecedents; and third, the ambiguity or lack of
meaning of an unidentified pronoun.

When a student uses a relative pronoun to introduce a
subordinate clause he evidently does not always think of the
noun the relative pronoun stands for. some student sentences
suggest this observation, though by far the majority of relative
pronouns arc used correctly. In trying to show not only how the
subordinate clause is related to the main clause but also how
relative pronouns are used effectively, I have found the Wh-
transformation to be a simple but valuable tool. Before giving
a student sentence to the class to think about, I put this
sentence on the board to introduce the idea:

Snakes in the swamps which are poisonous should be
avoided.

Student reaction was immediate. I was told that the snakes
were poisonous, not the swamps, and that "which are poisonous"
should follow "snakes." The main revisions suggested were:

Snakes which are poisonous in the swamp;, should be
avoided.

Poisonous snakes in the swamp should be avcided.

All agreed that two ideas were involved:

Snakes in the swamns should be avoided.

Some snakes are poisonous.

The thinking was that it is too wordy to repeat "snakes"
in the same sentence, such as:

Some snakes are poisonous and these snakes in t,.
swamps should be avoided.

So a logical substitute, a Wa-pronoun, could be used for the
second "snakes," as in the first revised sentence:

Snakes which are poisonous should be avoided in the
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swamps.

An adjective-transformation could just as easily occur by de-
leting "snakes are," thus restricting "poisonous" as a modifier
of "snakes," as in the second revision:

Poisonous snakes sLculd be avoided in the swamps.

Some sentences in which students identified their own
problems with WH and revised them accordingly are the following:

14. OLD--Helga and I carried a basket of bread to the
Lutheran Home owned by Pastor Hanson and his wife
which was surrounded by the town of Fallen Leaf
Lake in Minnesota.

It sounds like the wife is surrounded by the town
of Fallen Leaf Lake.

REVISED--Helga and I carried a basket of bread to
the Lutheran Home which was surrounded by Fallen
Leaf Lake in Minnesota and owned by Pastor Hanson
and his wife.

David

15. OLD--The servants said that the owner of the house
ordered them to close the room because it was her
daughter's room who is now dead.

Who can only refer to people. It refers to the
room in my sentence.

REVISED--The servants said that the owner of the
house ordered them to close the room because the
room had belonged to her daughter who is now dead.

Suzanne

16. OLD--When I was a little tot, my Mom and I often
went over to Lucy's house, who was her dear friend.

The "who" is wrong somehow.

REVISED--When I was a little tot, my Mom and I
often went to the home of her dear friend, Lucy.

Pat solved his "who" problem by eliminating it entirely and
writing "Lucy" in apposition to "dear friend."

c2.D--First John went over to Al's house who was
the boy wo took his place at halfback.
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The house isn't the boy. Who can't roflr to a
house.

REVISED--First John went over to Al's house. Al
was the boy who had taken his place at halfback.

Jim

Jim circumvented his relative pronoun problem by breaking down
the original sentence into two sentences.

One very interesting sentence written by Chris was used
for class discussion:

18. OLD--It is about a half-hour walking from here
which is not too far.

Many revisions were suggested by the class:

REVISED--

a) The fact that it takes a half-hour to walk
from here to there shows it's not too far.

b) It is about a half_hour walk which is not
too far fro,.: here.

c) It is about a half-hour walk from here. This
is not toe far.

d) It cakes about a half-hour to walk there from
here, and that's not too far.

e) From here it is about a half-hour walk, which
is not too far.

The only revision the majority of the class accepted an im-
provement over the original sentence was (a). The best reason
we could come up with to explain why these two ideas are difficult
to connect is that both are facts of measurement that cannot be
equated in the same sentence. The "half-hour" is a time measure-
ment while the factor "not too far" shows distance. "Which"
seemed incorrect then, since there was nothing it could refer to
in the main sentence. Measurements of time and distance just
don't mix, we concluded. Only by directly factivizing one measure
and making it a cause for the other can the two facts be related
most effectivvly.

"Which" is not the only pronoun that causes occasional
problems. Personal pronouns are misused at times, but usually
in only one way--the agreement in number of personal pronouns
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with their antecedents. Students seem to have no difficulty it
identifying this problem simply because as tley would say, The
sentence sounds better," when the correction is made. A few
typical examples turned in with the proper corrections are these:

19. OLD--If you visiZ; the places you study you will
be more interested it.

"It" should be plural because it refers to places.

:REVISED - -If you could visit the places you study
you would be more interested in them.

David

David did not explain his insertion of the modals "could" and
"would" in place of the modal "will." Sometimes one conscious
correction will bring to light other revisions.

20. OLD--I think every girl, those who were chosen
and those who weren't, really learned something
from cheerleading tryouts.

"Those" is plural and girl is singular. I could
revise it in two ways.

REVISED--

a) I think every girl, whether she was chosen or
hot, really learned something from cheerleading
tryouts.

b) I think all the girls, those who were chosen
and those who weren't, really learned some-
thing from cheerleading tryouts.

Joyce

The twofold revision in this last sentence shows that Joyce
truly has a grasp of the problem in the original sentence.

21. OLD--When someone is as busy as she is, they
shouldn't have such details to worry about.

I was writing about one person and all of a sudden
made it plural. I could probably mention the
person's name again to nake more sense.

REVISED--When someone is as busy as Mrs. McFadden
is, she shouldn't have such details to worry about.

Teri
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Teri clarified the meaning of her sentence by providing the
peronal pronwin with a referent, thus eliminating the use of
three pronouns in the sentence.

This last example leads into the third area of pronoun
problems we explored, the ambiguity or lack of meaning of an
unidentified pronoun. The problem varies with each sentence.
Even though a prol')un is used and then is sometimes identified
later in the sentence, the !ineertainty is not always clearvd up.
Again, student sentences can serve as illustrations:

22. OLD- -You cJii be educated in the finest schools
but if you don't live a real-life experience it
won't help you.

It's not clear in the sentence what it is that
won't help you.

REVISED--You can be educated in the finest of
schools but if you don't live a real-life experi-
ence, you won't learn anything valuable.

Sally

Sally kept the "you" sequence of pronouns in the subject position
in her revised sentenIe. This seems to lend a certain strength
to the se.ence that wes lacking when the "it" clause was used
at the end. It is poss ble for the reader to determine what
"it" refers to; however, it should not be necessary to take the
time to do this.

23. OLD--I think a family should have a pet bocause
when Ihm get older they will be acquainted with
animals.

"Taey" shouldn't mean the whole family, just the
children.

REVISED - -I think a family should have 1 pet because
when the children get older they will oe acquainted
with animals.

Mike

24. OLD - -It shows by pictures how your hair will be.

The sentence sounds funny to me.

REVISEDThese pictures show how your hair will
look.

B.r.11
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25. OLD--He took it and poured the scarlet solution
over the tiny mouse.

The noun should come first and the pronoun second.

REVISED--He took the scarlet solution and poured
it over the tiny mouse.

Jeannine

26. OLD--Immediately she went to Y-q desk and handed
me it to do over.

I didn't say who "she" is, but the sentence that
comes before this one in the story does. I should
say what "it" ie.

REVISED -- Immediately she went to her desk :And
handed me another reading paper to do over.

Dan

In sentence 23, Mike simply clarified what members of the family
would become better acquainted with animals, while Bill in
sentence 24 made a major revision. His revised sentence is much
more direct and explicit in meaning. The verb change from "be"
to "look" is a simple but subtle change since pictures reflect
how something "looks," not how it actually "is." Jeannine in
sentence 25 made a simple switch of the noun and pronoun from one
place to the other that gives the pronoun a direct referent. In

sentence 26 Dan simply explains what the "it" stands for,
clearing up any possible ambiguity in the sentence.

Clerifying grammatical problems with pronouns is not rio
difficult as trying to gain an understanding of the use or
misuse of "ing" verb phrases called "dangling participles."
In the years spent working with students on this problem in a
traditional gramma). framework, I found that to concentrate 7,n
"who is doing what" seemed to be the best solution. Thus when
the study of case in English came to light, I could see that the
same relationship clarified and gave a better form to thu ideas
I had already been teaching, Consider a sentence Teri handed in,
for example:

27. CLD--Speaking from personal experience, there
is e great deal of value in informal education.

The sentence doesn't say whose personal experience
it is. I meant to say that it was my own.

REVISED -- Speaking from personal experience, I
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would say that there is a lot to be said for
informal education.

This is a fairly typical example of the sentence with a dangling
participle. If the students can recognize that there are two
things said (or two ideas) in the sentence and that one is
subordinated to the other by using an "ing" phrase, then part of
the difficulty is solved. The same principle holds here that
was evident in the discussion of the WH-transformation. In the
latter case the relative pronoun needed to refer to a specific
noun in a sentence. In this case the at of the introductory
"ing" phrase must also be the agent of the main clause. The
"ing" phrase is then a reduced clause in which the agent and a
form of BE are deleted, leaving the "ing" progresiive form of the
verb plus whatever follows the verb. The two separate ideas in
Teri's sentence (re:

I would say that there is a great deal of value
in informal education.

I am speaking from personal experience.

Note that the agent is the same in both sentences. It is
possible to apply a relative clause transformation in the second
sentence, thus subordinating it to the first, but the agent of
the action (or thought) must be explicitly stated and cannot be
left out of the first sentence. This seems to be the most
common error made concerning "ing" phrases.

Another recurring misuse of the "ilg" phrase can be illus-
trated by one of Dan's sentences:

28. OLD--Picking up the red solution to pour into the
mixture, his chemistry teacher, Amir Vlodoski,
came into the room.

REVISED--Tony was picking up the red solution Lo
pour into the mixture when his chemistry teacher,
Amir Vlodoski, came into the room.

Because the agent of the first sentence iE "Tony" and thk
of the second sentence is "chemistry teacher" it is impob
to change either sentence to a reduced clause or an "ing"
Dan did not comment on the sentence when he revised it bat,

nating one sentence to the other in a time relationship that is
adverbial seemed to be the best solution for Dan. If he had
thought of conjoining the sentences with "and" he rejected the
idea in favor of the one used.

Strangely enough, the dangling participle did not appear
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often in the students' writing at all. The emphasis this problem
has been in the past in language-arts textbooks certainly
seems to me tr, be out of proportion to its actual production by
students.

Another type of sentence that students most often revised
was the sentence that conveys unclear ideas because of repetition
or excess words. Syntactically, such a sentence may correct;
but semantically it may be muddled or ambiguous. Therefore, it
would be, in our sense, ungrammatical. No set type or pattern
of sentence seems to fit into this category, yet each of these
sentences used as examples, though unique, does illustrate tie
point to be made:

29. OLD--He could be bringing up his sot. what he
thought was right but was wrong.

The sentence doesn't say who thought he was wrong.

REVISEDHe thought he was bringing his son up
right but the neighbors thought otherwise.

Bill

When I talked to Eill about this particular sentence, he pointed
o,t that he felt it was ungrammatical as well as ineffective in
getting his point across to the reader. He wanted to convey the
idea that the neighbors (of bteinbeck's Junius Maltby) strongly
disapproved of the way Junius raised his son, even though Junius
himself felt he was doing the right thing. In our diacussion,
Bill could not account for the use of "what" in the old sentence
and, once he removed it, he felt freer to move the words about
until he came up with the revised sentence.

30. OLD--Television is one thing tnat might Keep a
family apart because I think people wouldn't
what to do.

This sentence doesn't say very well what I wanted
to say.

REVISED -- Television might keep a family apart,
but people wouldn't know what to do without it.

Jeannine

This sentence is an even more obvious example of how clarifying
the meaning through revision can change the me,ulin7 of the
entire sentence. Jeannine's main paint seems be that fannies
might drift apart because they view television so often, but
doing without a television set still might not provide the only
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answer to the drifting apart. It is implied in the revision
that deeper reasons might be the cause of the problem. Also,
Jeannine left out "is the one thing that," which is not missed
at all in the second sentence. Jeff made this same correction
in one of his sentences:

31. OLD--That article was the thing that most changed
my thinking.

REVISED-That article definitely changed my
thinking.

Jeff

Jeff did not give a reason for his revision and, when I asked
him, he told me that in the revision his point was made more
directly than in the original sentence. Note that he too omitted
the redundant "was the thing thr.t" in favor of a more clear,
direct approach, even though no grammatical error was present
in the sentence.

32. OLD--Everyone you come in contact with, you have
given a part of yourself in maybe giving them just
a little piece of advice or just a smne.

The sentence seems just a little jumbled.

REVISED--To everyone you come in contact with, you
give a part of yourself, whether it be a little
piece of advice or just a smile.

Joyce

It's difficult to pinpoint in this sentence exactly what Joyce
did to improve it. Perhaps a simple organization of ideas would
be the best description. She changed the tense from a vague
past to a very definite present and eliminated the second
"giving" and the first "just." Certainly the revised sentence
more clearly conveys her message.

33. OLD--On racial problems you do more discussing
than just thinking about the problems.

This is ambiguous.

REVISED--You discuss racial problems with others
more than you think about them on your own.

David

David's sentence, in its context, would no doubt take on added
meaning. However, the revision takes away the ambiguity that he
rightly sensed in the first sentence. The origiAel sentence
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could be taken to mean that thinking does not enter into the
discussing of racial problems. In the second sentence he clearly
shows that "thinking" pertains to dialogue with himself and does
not imply in any way that thoughtless discussions of the topic
take place.

34. OLD--Her daughter died when she was around my age
at that time and my mistress didn't want to
remember anything about her.

The ideas are just strung together.

REVISED--My mistress didn't want to remember any-
thing about her daughter who had died when she
was about my age.

Suzanne

By a very effective use of tense, Suzanne orgalized well the main
ideas contained in her sentence: first, that the mistress's
daughter died when she was about the age of the speaker; and
second, that the mistress didn't want to remember anything about
her daughter. The speaker is speaking in the present about
past event (the mistress not wanting to remember the daughter)
after an even earlier past event had taken place, namely, that
the daughter had died. Using the past participle form of "die"
along with "had," Suzanne clarified the time sequence of the past
events. By not stringing the two ideas together with "and,r
Suzanne made the sentence more cohesive by determining the noun
common to both sentences, "daughter," and subordinating one of
the ideas to the other by using the relative clause transfor-
mation.

35. OLD--The field had a sudden silence when he walked
out on the field.

I shouldn't have said "field" twice.

REVISED--There was a sudden silence when ne
walked out on the field.

Jim

It's difficult to imagine a field "having" a sudden silence.
Usually something or someone is "being" silent. The use of
"there was" retains the meaning of the original sentence.

36. .r...0--We went to Saginaw, Michigan where there is
a small lake with a few cottages around it. It's
called Carp Lake.

REVISED--We stayed in a small cottage llcated on
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the shore of Carp Lake in Saginaw, Michigin.

Joe

This sentence is a good example of the successful identification
and correction of redundancy, thus making the meaning even more
clear to the reader.

A?. OLD--It will teach them when they get older to be
acquainted with having responsibility.

I could write the sentence in fewer words.

REVISEDIt will teach them to be more responsible
when they get older.

Mike

Mike does not identify what the "it" is, but no doubt the pre-
vious sentence clarified this point. The revised sentence
sharpens the meaning of the first without changing the meaning
in any way. To "be more responsible" carries much more force
than to "be acquainted with having responsibility" does.

The fart that students can, in evaluating their own
sentences, recognize syntactic or semantic problems that prevent
the clearest communication of their idea is a worthwhile achieve-
ment. Specific grammatical errors, such as those previously
considered, are sometimes easy to identify and correct, precisely
because they are glaring errors. Not so with the above category
of sentences. A student need not be a perfectionist in order to
make the above observations and corrections, but he does need
to be aware of certain principles, sensitive to his own ideas
and confident that he can express them.

It often happens that students will identify for revision
a sentence that has no particular grammatical deficiency. The
meaning is clear, in contrast to the problem discussed above,
but the sentence strikes the reader as lifeless and dull. These
sentences make up a category of their own. Students will label
them as lacking in description or activity and, in a revision,
can often produce some very fine results. A student also can
discover something about his own style of writing when he begins
to notice the same dull patterns over and over again. For
example, after identifying what she called sentences thvt lacked
description, Tammy discovered that she always began an opinion
essay in the same way. One day she made a point of going through
all of her essays at the Fame time, copying each beginning
sentence and then revising it. She handed in all of this work
as an independent study activity. Since then, her topic sentences
have been creative and anything but dull. A few of Tammy's
original beginning sentences are these:
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38. OLD--Yes, I think a family needs a pet.

39. OLD--A lot of people are bothered by this
expression.

40. OLD--I think an informal education is sometimes
better than a formal education.

41. OLD--I think Richard Cory and Daisy are alike.

Both of the first two sentences all proceed directly from the
title of the essay. Sentence 39 depends entirely upon the title
for its meaning, while sentence 38 at least restates the question
by answering it. Originally, Tammy had titled each of these
essays with a question, so of course the answers came logically
and easily to her. For example, since the title of 39 was "What
Will Other People Think?" Tammy had thought that her opening
statement was a very fine, general comment on the title as well
as a good way to begin. The "Yes" in sentence 38 Tammy identified
as unnecessary. Sentences 40 and 41 were at least acceptable,
she felt, since they stated her position unequivocally, though in
an uninteresting fashion. Tammy's following revisions I con-
sider to be fine examples of a student's effort to climb out of
the lifeless sentence rut on his own, and try to add interest
to his sentences:

38. OLD--Yes, I think a family needs a pet.

REVISED--I think it would be a good thing if
every family had a pet.

39. OLD--A lot of people are bothered by this
expression.

REVISED--Many people in this world, when they
want to do something, are bothered by the fear of
what others may think.

40. OLD--I think an informal education is sometimes
better than a formal education.

REVISED--An informal education offers many oppor-
tunities that a formal education cannot give.

41. OLD--I think Richard Cory and Daisy are alike.

REVISED--Richard Cory in the poem we just studied
seems to have a lot in common with Daisy, the main
character of "A Start in Life."



Again, the greatest value I can see i.n the above revisions is
that the student identified the problem she felt needed improving
and went ahead on her own irk revision. It is not impossible to
predict that such insight, nurtured at this early age, could
only result in clearer, L.ore logical thinking and writing as the
student grows in learning.

Another sentence that lacked description was one of Bob's:

42. OLD--He had big eyes and a brown coat.

Not enough description.

REVISED--He had big aad eyes, a brown coat, a
stubby tail, and white spots on his feet that
looked like stockings.

In his revised sentence Boy expanded the physical description
so that the dog could be pictured as a unique little being.
Bob's comment. "Not enough description," was an accurate one.
Another similar sentence was Ji.m's:

43. OLD--They started straight in at preparing the
meal.

This sounds too iliuch like slang and there isn't
any slang in the rest of the essay. No de-
scription.

REVISEDThe women went straight to the kitchen,
and started preparing the meal.

A few descriptive details weze supplied by Jim (the women and
the kitchen) that concretized the situation. His comments about
slang are interesting, for he recognized that there are certain
times (see next section) when slang can be used to maximum effect.
Woulei Mark Twain be esteemed today if slang were a forbidden form
of iritten language? The main point here is, however, that Jim
did supply a few pieces of added description on his own.

44. 01,D--A dog, if it was big enough and alert enough,
could be a watchdog.

Too much repetition in this sentence.

REVISED--If you have a fairly alert and good-
sized dog, he could be used as a watchdog.

Dan

The use of "enough" in this sentence is eliminated entirely in
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Dan's revision. "Big" was changed to the more descriptive "good-
sized" and "used as" was added after "could be" to imply more
clearly that the dog could be a watchdog for some person who
keeps the dog for that purpose. The structure of the entire
sentence was improved, it seems to me, by the use of the direct
if-then sequence: If you have . . . , then he could be . . . .

Since the "then" clause is passive, the agent "by you" is implied
at the end. "Then" is not expressed but is logically a part
of the sentence.

None of the above sentences was actually grammatically
incorrect. Their meanings were clear in the original versions,
though with added description, meanings were expanded and identi-
fied more sharply. None of the revisions constitute what a
teacher would consider spectacular sentences; however, the one
point remains that needs to be stressed: the students themselves
were able to improve their own sentences with interest and
insight. In my opinion, this is one of the best and most basic
skills a writer can possess.

The final sentences to be discussed here are, in a sense,
the most interesting ones. These are sentences that revealed
unusual structure or meaning and led class discussion into inter-
esting ways of thinking. Without these sentences, we would not
have been able to consider particular grammatical points in
exactly the same 'ray. Some of the sentences I shall list at the
end of this section are those handed in by the students them-
selves as interesting cr unusual sentences to be considered in
class discussion. I cannot include every sentence we discussed
or every sentence handed in, but as in the previous sections, I
will try to present a fair sampling of them.

One of these interesting sentences was from Jeff's essay
on the value of having a pet in the faolily:

45. Often neglect could lead to dead pets.

Labeling the parts of this sentence became a major task the more
we got into it. We found that the agent or doer was missing so
we called the agent "somebody." Somebody's action was that of
"neglecting," although we finally labeled this a non-action verb.
"Could" puts the entire activity into the realm of possibility.
"Lead to" suggests causality, so we set up the relation: A
could cause B. Part A was determined already, "somebody neg-
lects," and it remained to write in the result, or B. We had
spoken in times past of ;he essential verbal qualities of
adjectives and at this time, one of the students offered this
point for consideration again. "Dead pets" is what you have
after "pets die," he stated. The "pets dying" is the direct
result of the neglect, it seemed to him, so he suggested putting
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"pets" in a reactive ppsition. The sentence firally emerged as
one revealing a causal relationship in the realm of possibility
where a particular activity (or non-activity) could cause another
action to take place. The sentence on the board looked like
Figure 5:

S

NP. VP
_.___..-----....___,

{V

/ \NPVP V NP ADV

1 1 1

neglects NP could cause S often
ACTION VERI;

1
(lead to) ...---"',., (time)

pets NP VP

pits die

somebody

4
(implies:
1. not feeding

pet
2. not brushing

or washing
pet

3. not getting
shots for
pet)

Figure 5

What "neglect" implied was stipulated so that the meaning could
come through even more clearly. "Often" is the qualifying adverb
of time that fits in with the whole notion of possibility. This
type of exploration of a sentence seems to be very satisfying to
students who are trying to perceive grammatical relationships.

The sentences submitted by students for class discussion
were varied indeed. Some were clever and funny, others deep and
serious. I will list a few here, commenting on what I would
consider to be their potential value in group discussion:

46. I really don't like those self-taught educations
sometimes, because people don't do it that good.

Dan

Dan, in an ironic essay on the value of an informal education,
used slang to good advantage here. Does he say what he means in
the context of the whole essay?

47. If I meet two friends and one of them is in a
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rotten mood, I can't walk up to him and sty,
"E=mc2." He'd look at me and probably faint,
while if I'd walk up to him and say, "Hey, man,
what's got your gourd?," he would respond with
"My old lady's on my back."

Jeff

Jeff is pointing up the value of saying what needs to be said
at the time--slang expressions can make an informal situation
or problem more easy to discuss, he implies in these two
sentences.

48. The fire spread like a flash flood in a Fizzy
factory.

Dan

dot only a clever simile but also alliteration captures Dan's
interest in this sentence. A verbal comparison would be inter-
esting.

49. We plunged into the puzzle with perseverance and
promptly discovered a blend of spices that
perfectly paired t)...e Piper's pickled peppers.

Sally

Again, alliteration adds a unique quality to the sentence.

50. The window shade shuddered when Ned gave his
death stare.

Jim

An excellent way to reinforce the concept of personification
would be a discussion of this particular sentence.

51. Two boys are lying on soft green grass watching
a yellow-green caterpillar climb his way up a big
dark tree.

Jim

The cool, restful feeling in this sentence is achieved through
desc:7iptive words of color, "green," "yellow- green," "dark"
and words of quiet, "lying," "soft," "watching."

52. If you've been feeling low lately, try a pair of
Dr. Scholl's Elevator shoes.

Tammy

The cleverness of the ambiguity would enable students to re-write
two deep structures for this sentence.
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53. She made me realize that religion was not the
study of facts as in a Baltimore Catechism but
the realization of the love of people.

Sully

Tie contrast of the two words, "study" and "realization," is
strong whet, applied to a discussion of religion and its meaning
ir one's life. Word meanings would be important in a discussion
of this sentence.

54. People in the streets did not look upon Richard
Cory as a person but as a goal they wanted to
reach.

Chris

The use of the word "goal" applied to a person in this sentence
emphasizes the concept of inhumanity and de-personalization that
Chris implies. Richard Cory as a person (based on the poem)
and the goals of the people would be excellent beginning ideas
for discussion.

55. In my opinion our minds are one large battlefield
scarred with the many battles of emotion.

Jeff

Jcff was prone to writing sentences of this type in which he
rude many different types of metaphorical comparisons between
activities of the mind or emotions and activities of the body.
A collection of several of these would make an interesting study
in itself.

Many more examples could be given to shJw that a wealth
of grammatical study lies in the work of the students themselves.
A teacher need go no farther than his own students to find ample
material for a year's language program, provided he knows how
to LISP -,:he material to the students' best advantage. Selection
mid preparation are key factors in handling this type of material.
The more a teacher himself thinks about sentences, the more he
can influence students to think about them.

The focus of a writing program should :.Inter on helping
i.he student to help himself say what he wants to say just the
way he wants to say it. In these pages I have tried to share
the efforts my students and I made to accomplish this end. We
felt at the end of two years that we had succeeded in accomplish-
ing our objective--for all of us had the obective in mind
throughout the two years. What they do with any new insights or
sensibilities they have gained (in varying degrees) is up to them
and to their teachers in future years. I thf.nk that each student
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has become interested in and capable of using more effective
written communication. Prodding and guidance are always neces-
sary at certain points to help the student develop his writing
ability.

What can a teacher do? After four years of intense initi-
ation, I feel that I am just beginning to grasp what it me;ms
to teach the use And meaning of one's native language to young
native speakers. I shall continue to read innovative material
from various sources and continue to develop new approaches as
the needs of individual classes arise. This is the same advice
I would give to anyone who asks, "Where do I begin--I who have no
background or experience?" My questions would be--"Do you want
to understand better what yoar native ,anguage can mean to you
and to share these insights with your students? Can you respect
the students' level of achievement, no matter what it is, yet
always encourage these students in every way? Do you like to
read and to think about new things? Can you live in a changing
educational atmosphere, in which what lies ahead is uncertain
and even vague? Do you like adventure and, above all, a
challenge?" If your answers are "yes," then I would advise you
to act on your belief in your classrooms. Language is a gift,
a treasure filled to overnowing with the expression of your
ideas, and indeed, your very own self. Enjoy it with your
students.
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APPENDIX

This list of case relationships was drawn up and illustrated
by the students during their first year (grade 7), following
inquiry sessions and sentence analyses. As a teacher, my prepa-
ration consisted of knowing the theoretical explorations into
English case grammar made by project directors and associates.

1. AGENTIVE -- animate initiator of the action.

A A
The boy mowed the lawn. The lawn was mowed by the boy.

2. INSTRUMENTAL -- inanimate object or thing that the
agent uses to initiate the action.

INST
John used a knife to cut John cut the meat with t,

the meat.
INST
knife.

3. OBJECTIVE -- animate or inanimate receiver of the
action that is affected by the action.

0 0
The boy mowed the lawn. The lawn was mowed by the boy.

4. REACTIVE -- inanimate reactor.

R R
The boi bounced the ball. The ball bounced.

5. PATIENT:VE -- animate responder.

John surprised Maureen. Maureen screamed.
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6. GENITIVE -- animate source of the created object or of
the transferred object.

G G
John painted a picture. John gave a gift to Maureen.

7. CREATED OBJECT -- object or thing that comes into being
because of the action of the Genitive.

C 0 C 0
John painted a picture. The picture was painted by John.

8. TRANSFERRED OBJECT -- object or thing transferred from
the Genitive to the Dative.

T 0 T 0
John gave a gift to Maureen. John gave Maureen a gift.

9. DATIVE -- animate receiver of the transferred object;
also callee the indirect object.

D D
John gave a gift to Maureen. John gave Maureen a gift.

le. LOCATIVE -- where the action takes place.

LOC
John is typing in his room.

11. POSSESSIVE -- owner of the possessed object.

POS
John (WAS two hats. That book belor, Maureen.

12. POSSESSED OBJECT -- animate or inanimate object that is
possessed.

P 0 P 0
John owns two hats. That book belongs to Maureen.
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